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69 

SOME PERSONAL EXPERIENCES WITH
EARTIHQUAKES 

L.BLNS, U.S.NAVY,RETIRED 


Y RAR ADMIRAL L. G. BILL Tf 

-htiedo the satisfaction of the scientist. 
HERE is no natural phenomenon Te rs of the earth nay be catstd by 

| 	 litoredeeprt o an thesoTmorsny t he eth may ca sesy 
The explosion of mines,undersiood as the seismic many things..,,little 	 falling in'of caves, slipping of rock strata,

SWhich have from earliest 
h!,i~i7 devasted the earth and carried 	 and many other move-ments of the artii 

i,.rror and dismay into the hearts of all 	 mai cause themrbut for the reat shcksd 
which have recurred almost sice the h-

oirror ann by an e 
pto 1003. is is com t e rythe wbeing 

iiirt scientist. Compte de Ballork,there further. 
,.1 been 159,782 recoreed earthquakes. For ages theories have been evolved,off 

f later years, when more .ccraterec- most of them have receivediflaeryar,l~nmoe ccrtere-and, though 
nls have been kept. they have averaged the earnest consideration of our modern 
almnut w per annum. 't~here is comfort scientists, they seem to be advanced only 

in r.,ost the world to 	 little thet.. the dwellers of 	 to be combated and denied: so that,aboutafter
that knowwell-de- fact we very 

kno" occurred i two narrow. 	 to the h6miliatingkin,'e that 9 per cent of recorded shocks •all, we must confess 
erWave boc alledthe M trraeae f at qaku a k s

ith 3p---one called th Mediterranean, cause of eart ie . te 
ith be tto eday 	 times there seem to be 


other, the Circum-Paciflc, with 41 per an intinate 	 connecti between earth-
regardingatrci-",..le the renainder of the world 	 quakes and volcanoes, the law 

,l wocraireldfo 

Ils only 6 per cent, widely distributed, them has not been established. Some re-


dbeensingelarly, arkablecoincidences have been observed 

fe fo r ed Sesm i 	 aclysm of 

perhaps the most disastrous being in Mount Pelee, which, on May 8, 1902,al-
i Flt, a very severe shock occurred most instantly killed 30.ooo inhabitantswhen 

which Valley New Yorkof in was by theinOhio.the Mississipiwas felt in south the 	 in preceded eartiquake whichJanuary and April of the same year 
O direction and in the West Indies in wrecked a number of cities in Mexico and 

cislasdI theeIerlin The distance betweencndietis earthquake changed the Guatemala. 

face of the earth. A vast extent of land points is at least 2,000 miles, showig 

was sunk, lakes were formed, and even how deep-seated must have been the dis-
the course of the ]ississippi River was turbanedIf, as has been suggested, there 
obstructed for a time (see page 6). was communication between theni: The 

Most ofthe earthquakes occurring f eat San Francisco earthquake was pre-

late years can hardly be classed with the ceded only two days by one of the most 
great ones of history, nearly all of the violent eruptions of Vesuvius recorded 
destruction being caused uncontrol- in many years.stablebyby zone belongcaused Oncintro 

pbers.mayIn telapsethe more 3 lon THTlof BEAVO Oflable fires. bleen
for instance, in Kingston, Jamaica. 2t5 it is also 	 a significant fact that the 

fuming island o the coaste of Alaska,years intervened, 
While the Panama Canal is not situ- called logoslof No.3, appeared at almost 

ated in the earthquake zone proper. it has the same tine. A revenue cutter, visit-
ing this island, was astonished to see thatexperienced numerous shocks, though 


none in historic times have been fatal, the mountain, or hill. some 400 feet high, 

on the island, had disappeared, and in its

U A rs 

ITHECAUSI OF ZAaTitQ K place a har had been formed. Soundings 

canoes isan elusive problem. not Yet set-	 of water.
The cause of earthquakes and vol- showed a depth of from 8 to 25 fathoms 

.0'

..4
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Nor is that the only time liogoslof has paralleled Novernter 4. 'W, at Cunana. 
a 	 magnificent New World city, situatehanged. When the revenue cutter "Ta- on the Venezuelan coast, where, almost

lao "called there on September i0o,gt0 
found that what was once a group in the twinkling of an eye, the city, withwaS 

islands had now become a single mass all it1unhappy inhabitants, sank beneath 

of land, with several peaks. The cutter's the waves. 

offcers found on the new-born land the 
eletons of myriads of te-birds that T DUT5UCTlON 0F 101l OIAL 

The last earthquake at Kingston, Ja
had been roasted alive before they could sinks into insignificance
fly away from the terrible upheaval 	 maica, almost 

caused by the submarine explosion. They when compared with that which de. 

been urned in such a fervent heat strayed the old city of Port Royal, practi
rally on the same location, on June 7,that the skeletons crumbled to dust upon 

touched. Nine day, later the "To- 692. Immense waves swept over thetown, and in less than three minutes sub
homa" visited Bogoslof spin, and when 

rged , oses,drowning near ll
witnessed another 


V5 mere200huedwinremained 33wndehichilsowtnsdaoheeution,in another upheavn and the inhabitants. The searesulted 
another change in the appearance of the feet above even the steeples of the town, 

island, and the l rge English frigate Sten" was 

I s volcanoes terrible and impressive carried safely over the city and escaped 

I a- they are, are hardly worthy of cor - to sea. o 

parison with tle great earthquakes. The Lisbon was destroyed in 1755, when, 
I volcanic effects arc of limited area, while it is computed, (e,000 people perished in 

the "earth movers" frequently extend 	 less titan two minutes. 

thousands of miles, narkiig their paths The destruction .3f Sodon and Comor
rp,-..-.!wicked cities of the plain.bby firewith destruction. 	 eaei hobereItl-,has beennde that 

It has been observed that in ccrtiin sent from heaven. is paralleled by the 
utter destruction of a Small town inportions of the South Pacific Ocean there 	 theare almost continuous eruptions of fire, Equador by fires bnrsting through 

water, and foreign bodies. forming coal- ground. 

siderable islands in inconceivably short . I quote from a quaint account given by 
periods, which quite as frequently vanish ember of he Royal Acady

again beneath the waves. 	 Berlin cvnsea rning the birth of an island:The eruption of the volcano of Kraka-	 "At a place in the sea where fishermenbit ancicrnn everythekesummer,ofbecalled Lathe waves used to fishagai benatmost wonderful illustration ofot was a 

thi: hidden power. Ashes were projected 	 Fermn ra, 6 miles from Pico Della Cara
j14 miles into the air and carried 6oo mine, upon the fifth Sunday in nly, a 

miles, while the accompanying tidal wave subterranean fire-nowlthstanding the 
swept the shores for Immense distances, weight and depths of the sem in that place.submerging all life. 	 which was tat feet by soundings, and 

the multitude of waters, which one would 
T", nUMAN TOU. O3 EARTIt uAP.I5 have thought sufficient to have quenched 
One appalling feature of earthquakes the fire-fire, I say, broke out with inea-

Is tiloalmost instant death of thousands pressihle violence, carrying with it up tothe
people. What wonder. then. that no the clouds water, sand, eanh, stone, and 

other phenomenon of nature *roduces 	 other bulk of bodies, mOfter which was 

such unreasoning terror in all forms of formed an island in the main ocean, which 

life? was not, at first, over 5 furlongs: but in 

Tracing back. it is recorded that in 373 13 days it had extended to 14 miles.' 
11. C. Burso Ilelico. called the Superb, 

RIoVIG A TDAL WAvX was engulfed in the Sea of Corinth and 
over ioo.coo inhabitants drowned. It Isthe purpose of this article to re-

In 	i3 A. D.. 13 great and noble cities of cord a thrilling experience in one of the 
destruction of Iturao ilclico was States man-oh-war was carried on theThe night, 	 modern earthquakes, in which a UnitedAsia Ailinor were destroyed in one 
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crest of a tidal wave 5 miles down !he necte with Tacna.40 miles distant, by•
coast, 2 miles inland, and set down, en- what then was the only railroad in Perstirely unharmed, upon the beach, within her inhabitants had grown rich and cut. 
too feet of the Andes (see page 7o). tured on the imports and exports th " In I68 'Fwas crowded the large and imposing custom. 6attached to the U. S. S.
"Welter,," then on duty in the South house and the shipping that thronged the: "'
Pacific-one of a class of boats built at open roadstead. , " ""
 the close o our Civil War to ascend the 
narrow, tortuous rivers of the South: she T;lE SITUATION OF ARICA 
was termed a "double ender," having a The town was picturesquely situatedrudder at each end, and was quite flat- in a cleft or valley running up into theboliomed--. confonnation which, while seacoast range of the Andes. Throughit did not add to her seaworthiness, en- the valley ran a little stream, whiih fur.
aied her to carry a large battery and nished the water for irrigation, anj
crew, and eventually saved our lives, in caused the desert to blossom with a leethe catastrophe which was soon to come tility that never ceased to surpri-e. It 
upon us. was blocked in, on the one hand, by the

We bad about finished our cruise and, perpendicular cliffs of the Morro, Soo "
 now that it was nearly over, were con- feet hilh, which, without a single breakgratulating ourselves that we had passed to mar its imposing front, was ever lashed "
safely through all the exciting phases of by the waves of the mighty Pacific; on
 
our statio,, such as northern, revolutions, the othei-, by gradually sloping height2,

yellow fever, and even earthquakes, for rising one above the Dther until lost in
 we had experienced several shocks which the clouds.

sent the natives screaming to the squares, The town was of unknown anti ity,
 
-while we, with an ignorance oon to be there having been a large city o ?thfe
 
enlightened, smiled calmly at their fears Incas located there when the Spaniards 1 144
,,.= T,L odw C ,k , .I L 

found a people dwell-end made the usual remarks about "the that even the In casoverran the country, and tradition assertscowardly Dagos." 

AT ANCRO AT ARICA ing there when thqy, in their turn, had O1NLY sUUVIvon or ST. pttatfound us quietiy at been conquerors. It is estimated that 3C.mo People lost their lives whea ML skle,August, 18% n gn the hlmn .1Favored with a most charming climate, glaetmiloe, broke forth with a whirlwianchor off the pretty Peruvian town of with i temperature varying from 70 to of Ifas or steam that ov wlaised the sky ofS. Pierre, May. t.a Only one ship. the "Cdoddsm, eaca. from h, harlor s,-ttheAriea, whither we had towed the old Bo degrees; the cloudless blue of the sky onYPerson Is th v to come through the ordeal alive was the Msrltl.mpe who was imprisoned Ina d mmrgeo nroinail, this
United States store-ship -Fredon:a" to never darkened by storm or rain; feversescape the ravages of yellow fever, then and epidemics unknown; it seemed an hl celebrated our Natiohal holiday, the distance from the shore. The meudesolating Callao and Lima. We had re- of-Eden until we found our "crumpled rose 4th. and theirs, the jo4h, of Ju!y with war anchored more abreast of the townceived preparatory orders to go up the leav.s" in the form of a myriad of the zeal and an abundant burning of gun- and possibly half a mile distant.coast to San Francisco, and had been at most active and voracious fleas that ever poder. We wereanchor for six weeks overhauling boilers ot alone in the road- The vesels were about 2wo or 3mdrove a human being distracted, and fur- slead---our store-ship, the "Fredsds";aand engines peparatory to the long trip. 1.z*rdiscovered that a 

yards apart and anchored in from Ato toregu;ar deluge large Peruvian man-of-war, the ,Amfr- fathoms of waler. The bottom was aThis unusual y prolonged stay in one port would be necessary to remove the cause ice: and several square riggers, together somewhat sandy plateau, shelving gradhad given us opportunities to form pleas- of a lively series of unsavory odors which with quite a fleet of maller merchant- ally fromant acquaintances and friends among the would 2 fatims to 40 or _ofo Ahave thrown the famed city of men. being in our company. few miles, and then dropping off rath rhospitable citizens, and we congratulated Cologne into the background. While tle anchorage at Arkawas an abruptly to great depts.ourselves on the fact that our lines had Behind these minor discomforts lurked even roadrstead of almost unlimited exbeen cast in such a charming place. the ever-present fear in the native mind tent. it was partly protected from the wneX T11e tArn. .IlUItag nArica was, for a Peruvian town, beau- of another earthquake. for Arica seemed Prevailing winds by Alacran Island, sMa!l It was August 8. Ot86, that the awfultiful, having about io,ooo inhabitants, it a sort of "head center" for such seismic and apparently a himnp of rock broken calamity came upon us, like a stor. I awas supiposed-I say supposed, for the disturbances, having been twice before of from the Morro by some prior con- a cloudless sky, overwhelming us all ininquisitive census-taker had never made destroyed, with great loss of life. vulsion. All the merchantinen were one common ruin. 
as the erseyman weighs his pig--by o UT or sYmrATiIT WIT• NATIV -. " clustered rather closely under the leehs thendsanoneigr isedppi y of I-was sitting in the cabin with our com
guessing. this island, near the Morro, mraybe a manding officer, aboutIn blissful ignorance of what a torte- quarter of a mile from the usual .. when weman- were startled by iVM~liflTdmhling ofBeing the only port of entry for rich motg (earth mover) really was. we did of-war anchorage, and about She same the ship similar to the effect producedand prosperous Bolivia. behind her; con- not sympathize with their fears, and we 

.r
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by letting go the anchor. Knowing it hatches battened down. gin3 secured, life-,suhlnot be that, we ran an deck. Look- lines rove fore antI aft, and for a few 
iog shoreward~oisr attention• was instantly myomienits all was tlit ordlerly confusion
arrested by a great cloud of dust rapidly of a well-disciplined man-of-war prepr-
appraching fro,. in intensity. and work,"..ipl.r,-,,bir lrwthe southeast. while a and in Manyfew we art 
Ic..b. rumbling gre in f wer. 
I.fore or astonished eyes the hills prepared for any emergency. 
,.ee l ta nod, nnd the ground swayed Looking shoreward againI we -taw the 
liLke the short. choppy waves of a troubled uninjured thronging the beach and crowd-

jog for action. a momentshands make were 

ing tir little pier.-crying to the vessels to 
The cloud enveloped Ariea. Instantly aid them in diOging their hovel ones from 

through its impenetrable veil arose cries the ruins and to transport them to tite 
f..r help, the crash of falling houses, and apparent safety of the vessels riding so
I1e thousand commingled noises of a quietly at anchor. This was more than 
,,Ct calamity, while the ship was shaken we could witness unmoved, and orders 
at if graspea by a giant hand; then the were given to prepare a lnding party of 
cloud passed on. 40 men, duly equipped with shovels, etc. 

As the dust slowly settled we rubbed The gig, a large, double-banked whale-
our eyes C~ure~r an boat, with a crew of i1 men, shoved offb- Wihan agin loked gaibatand looked again and again, be-
licring they must be playing us a trick; at once. She reached the shore and 
f,.r where but a few short moments be- landed her crew, leaving only the cs-
fore was a happy, prosperous city, busy tomary boat-keeper in charge.
siiih life and activity, we beheld but a 
piass of shattered ruins, hardly a house WAVING A RAVE FAREWELL 
ilt standing; not one perfect-; the streets -. Our attention was now distracted from 
I,jncked with debris, through which strug- the formation of our working party bj 
glcql frantically the least wounded of the a hoarse murmur. Lookink shorewar
iilhappy wretches imprisoned in the ruins to our horror we saw vacancy where but 
of their once happy homes; while groans, a moment before the pier had been black 
rries. and shrieks for help rent lie air. with a mass of humanity-all swallowed 
h-r all this horror the sun shone piti- up in a nionent- Amid the wreckage we 

kC'lr from an unclouded sky; theeea saw the gig, bearing a sinlle boat-keeper. 
r,,lled shoreward as steadily as before, borne by an irresistible tide toward the 
Ibw long did it last? No one took any battemented front of the Morro, with 
rmie of time. It seemed a nightmare, tie gallant seaman struggling to sten the 
from which we would presently swake; current. Finding his efforts vain and 
lit the agony and suffering before us certain death awaiting him. he laid in hi.! 
.ecre too real and apparent to be the ef- sseless oar, and, running all to the cock- 
frets of imagination. The shock may swain's seat, grasped Ile boat flag and 
hav-e been four or five minutes in rezh- waved a last farewell to his shipmates a. 
ingus and passing. the boat disappeared forever in the froth 

\\'lth the fresh recollection in our of the cruel rock at the foot of the Andes. 
minds of the tidal wave that followed the Thus tile "f'llaferee" lost the only one of 
earthquake at Santa Cruz and stranded her crew of 235 souls on that fateful day. 
one of our proudest sloops-of-war, the 
".1lmmongiahela," in the streets, we anx- OTHER TROUnI.ES CAs E UrDH US 
;nushv scanned the sea for any unusual But our troubles then commenced. We 
alpearane betokening the -coming of were startled by a terrille noise on shore, 
that dreaded accompaniment; but all was as of a tremen!ous roar of musketry. last-
as calm and serene as before. ing several minutes. Again tile trembling 

PeEPARiNG IFORTie wORST earth waved to and fro. and this time 
- the sea receded until the sh;pping was 

Our prudent commander, however, gave lelft stranded, .lile as far to seaward as; 
SiIbenecessary orders to prepare for the our vision could reach, we saw the rocky 

. %urst. Additional anchors wre let go, bottom of fhe sea, never before exposed 

SC)ME PERSONAL E "l -ITiIWEAITIIUAKI:. 60 

to human gaze. wilh stru Fling fish an tne euvias hal hewn
iarnonsters of the deep left high and dry. a fort front the solid rock and hadjTiueruundl-bottomed shiljis keeled over run mounted therein two as-inch gutns, tlhe

i-otmdspskedovrntiutdIlti wo5ichgsle
their beam endS. while the 'Jf'aferc" garrison numberin some :00 souls. We 
rested easily on her floor-like bottom; were butadwr a short distance from this fortnd when the returning sea, not like a and were fearing to be east against its 
,te-jve,but rather like an enormous tide, rocky sides, when suddenly we saw it 

came sweeping back, rolling our unforiu- disappear beneath the waves. Whether 
13te eompanwmtLships. over and over,-_it sank or the water rose -we could not
leaving some bottom up othersand 

" 
tell; we only knew it vanished; and when 

,asses of wreckage, the "IWarre rose it reappeared, after a few noments, like 
rosily over tile tossing waters, unharmed. a hmege whale, not only were the unfortu

note grrison gone, but lte guns and car-THE SEAS ele ALL NATURE riages as well.i magine, if you an farw 
From this moment the sea seemed to tile water lifted those immense masses 

defy the laws Of nature. Currents ran in o iron. weighing many Ions and offer
contrary directions.ond we were ro e ing no holding surae tromnahd er 
ery diretins a e we core nooling urfe f t heir resting
hre and there with a speed we could not placest and tumbled thesm out of the Itlove equaled had we been steaming for foot parapet It is a problem never to 
our lives. At irregular intervals the be sved. 
earthquake shocks recurred, but none o Before the earthquake Arica had one 
them so violent or long-continued as the of the best and most modern machine
first, shops between Callao and Valparaiso. 

The Peruvian rnan-oIwa r "America," Many of the machies were ponderous 
said to be the fastest ship in the world and properly secured on cement founda
at that time, had hastily gotten up steam lions. There were also sevcial I,,cunn
nnd attempted to get to sea. She was tlves, cars, and many heavy Castings.
nell out wiien the receding water left her These all disappeared; not a vesi;gc was 
partly afloat and broke her back, or left. It seems impossible they could have 
ro,srse destroying her engines. With her been swept out to sea, but assuredly they 
funnels still vomting black smoke and could not be found on shore. 
aplarently innder full command of her During the first of tfie listurance we 
people, she backed own toward the help- had lowered one of our large cutters and 
less "Fredoia." which was then rapidly sent it, in charge of a midshipman. to 
?.etting in Inward the Morro, as intend- rescae a number of persons rifting 

ing to help ier. about on some wrek g " Thiere was no 
L.eit'nant Commander Dyer, com- sea on at this time, but to rur astonish

rnanding the "Frednnia," aw Ihe maneu- ment we Saw that, with all tie effrls of 
er. and, thinking the "'Amerira" was tile crew, the bxat could make no head

coming to their aid, and that a nearer ar- way, but went sailing about in tlhe nmo.t 
proach would only involve them both in erratic fashion. 
destruction, ran on the poop and hailed The midshipman, finding it inmlmqsihle 
tIme approaching ship, then but a few to rescue the people he had been sernt to 
yards distant: "America.' ahbovI You save, attempted to return to the hi 
ran do nothing for us; our bottom is That, ti., was impossible, and restn v 
crushed. Save voirselres. (,ond bye." his efforts were ended by havings his lIat 
Then down to his station among his si- dashed violently against the .ide of the 
lent. unsliinking crew he ran again. "America" and crushed like an egg-hell. 

Tile next moment the "'Fredonit" was lie and his crew managed to scramble to 
i crushed, and of that ill fated company her deck. 

not one was saved, while a connter-cur- There they found a scene which heg
rent catching the l'eruvian ship drove gars descript im. A condition of panic 
her rapidly in another direction. prevailed. OfiTcei anti men in abject 

Facing ise Morro, and a short distance terror were running almut. implorin, all 
away. a rocky islet rose some feet above the saints in the Calendar to help thess. 

C7 
Jr_ 
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eilcaniimne the heavy guns
east adrift Ihat had been "Fredonia" and
in a vain 	 hllowthem overboard go attempt to throw 	 how America,lighten the ship when sailors could die.site grounded. were running riot. ever "send" of te 

With TIlE GRAVES eCIVI Up TIlIsea the gun, rushed DEAD X.madIy from side to side, crushinF every-
As the last rays of the setting sunthing, 	 fel.animate or inanimate, on the heights of the Andes,path, and Strewing the deck 

in their our horror we saw twith bloody that the graves, whe" 0"the"1 :ancients had entombed their dead, on thedreaedgu hanondreadedthtatuonmsol-iemuta n od-tie muntancintvIctims. There Is nothing more to honcent owsiedbe slo icocnrctwlkchis'idAF heirsa ning side of the mountain, had open-adrift in a .'eaway; it seems possessed of amphitheater, the mummies ofcontroLa Some ofdemon, an-I eh omeksOrdina ry meansoornry means ofonroSoeothhad been "Amescarried away andlumbered her deck, and. still fug.herworse sparsthan all, 
fire had broken out near the eiwe-roomin..t.
 

sine. 


nthreatened 
 the after power g 

F in .inPC I S H IPMANi
Fin-ing the Peruvians so pan'
Shipman. only a hid of 18, quickly took 

comman-,with his crew of 13 men.ing a line 	 Mak-fast around his waist, helowered into the burning hold and floodedwasthe Powder magazine; then by chokingthe rampant guns with masses of ham-mocks piled on them he awnSecuredeu 	 had them 
s.e..redextinguisp. 

aoutthe 
quietingeovnt Ooeveorntnd..de natives, calml'yawie*our lo +.,,-i -0P_-teloothldte...af 4,anff eporteda •breaker.,ooking seawar approachineaker c . ng..ouddiscipline,-andhelpNco feehn1*rndcf nderelianeoa displayed higher andsahi her.proud of the coura fa Lookin d, we saw. first,e- of Phosphoresceni,,,.. athiin Ineor 	 .loo..... " oficrourcoper and 	 whichandl c tnetesthsias d y iawfu ts ofthehg unti .it Seemed to touchof ts crescedt
Cavery and fideht 1!e s 	 h the deat.. ungovernaecsei ruva tos"uw...,dut .mo, n shl-p was . _ • 

-Y, its crest. crowndwtthdeh-whose athe imeceld .ulie o phosphorescentcries Piercedlo Sra masser W.by oar thethe thunderingthe air, our 	 roar d edmen stood in battle array, 	 of a thousand
breakersrouped around 	 combined,the guns, 	 the dreadedits station, ready to oe 

every man at wave was 	 tidal 
anye or r givenby the !een-eyed first lieutenant;when a 	 not asharp commandword spoken or a movement made, exceptcale fo-.r.instent 

ouedienceten
When men cale or instant 

and control, are taught self-disciplineas wereth four y ea.rs oI our sailors duringyeas of battle and storm whichc 
ve had just passed through inWar, not 	 our CivilSions shake )litaspsesiwatercan even nature's greatesttheir nerve, convul-and in 

the g~buried and 	 il l ngforgotten aborigines rose to 
sitting Posture, facing the sea.
preserved The soil,
Impregnated
te themwil, niter,the violentfir servedne hadsurface.the and Violenthoroughly'afte the~e shocks 

o.--buri
disintegrating Theydr earth was now ex.zposing this long-buried,had frightful city ofbeen 

W	ords can not p aint the g h 
scene. In addition to in 

tile eh. 	 buried st. 
ine

Wehad
s' o already experienced,Of judgment had to ourwhat come, the earth eswas 

passing away, and te btteriesa of &Ideath socan conceive was now to befall us.full of terrors as no imaginationIt had now been darkand 	 for somewe knew not where we were,absence of the usual beacon and shore 
. look hailed the deckcfs.AW 

ston ca this tropihe and wait oul onhlyshke Isihei neve.andin the coming catas-usitrphe
awful test 	 S_of courage they determined t 	 WithATa LAST TIlt TIDAL WAVEcrash our gallant ship was over-emulate the exsmp!e of the heroes of the whelmed and buried deep beneath a semi-

BestA 

upon us at last, Of all thehorrors of this dreadful time, this seemed
the worst. 
 Ca-ined to the spot. helpless 


which human skill cvufdsugsw oulto escape, with all the preparations made 


watch 
 the monster we couldwithout wave approach-the sustaining help of.That 	 action,the ship could ridefidel throughthr ug thethemasses 	 thorof water about to Overwhelm 
im us 


the life-line 

seemed 

!'" . 

" 

- .c-;-c---

- .','..-.
 

" -* --
-

...
 

mrUAI5s Of A DRY-LAND HtARDWOOD ToaeRT, RCELPOOT LX. TENNMESsr CAUSE)Ou th Y SINKING O@1 ie greatest earthquakes TH LANDuihhn our own country.it occurred a 
of which the inodenrworld has know tc lathe year sii is the West Tennessee-F.st Arkaussand the reins of the sufker, forests. upheavedswastory of the devatalling character of Ad uprooted trees idiStrn eg k~ ntxo the qUkes. 	 anee kept in terror nlnS...	 fe ifor -jays. Suci a quake in tht essou(odjlk aiti|ntSthatens of thousands of 	 samea'Iqrkt teisodaymight ofdestroypeople and do nillioie a dollars' damage (set page 67). 

u14dst 
l as .d -a. F
4d massIrratlless eternity andof sand werewe water.submerged;then. groaning Forin every timber, the

itaunch old "ll'ateree" strugled again tothe surface,se with her gasping crew stillclinging to the life-lines--some few serf-sisy wounded, bruisid,-and lbred;Nme killed;
iracle it 

not one even missing.seemed to us then, and as ILank back through the*,.ldhv miraculous now, years it seems 

nibubtedlyusuggest our safety was due tothe design of the ship. Part of ou.trr 	 bat-was two 2oo-potind rifles; one for-e o ha d t otherrafta t:b tboth muntedn e o t eo so theyrivtld he pivoted on either side. WA'hen- in battery, they were secured amid--i. beoreThe bulwarks, or piot ports. in the 
.ile of the ship were arranged,f hcary ringed panels, which,as a series

when the
'. were in use, could be lowered out-

ela igaward, li a pe igo bang opening of about one
third of the side of the ship practicallylevel with the deck. Expecting the tidalwave, they had been lowered early in theafternoon. This permitted the water torun off the deck-about as it would from-a raft 6i 1ong'Pank.-

The ship was swepttime, but after a on raridlywhile the m-lion "eased,and, lowering a lantern over the side,found oursel'es o shore, bitl where, we 
b u we 

r a 
knew not. Stitaller waves washed aboutus for a time. but preseitly they ceased.For some time we remained Lt quarters;u sths ipIhbut as the shi r m i e at ay ,reained stationary, ni 
nothing new 	 a

occurrinf. the order wasgiven to "Pipe down.' followedhaminocks.'"and by theoidminocslsuch ofand st tilethr crewf a as 
ecm re."Al adwere not 	 tn yyunn watch quietly made theirway through the reopened hatches to thesoden berth deck-to sleep. 1 know not 
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UNUSUAL ACCELEIW)ItAMS IL'eILDED AT LIMA, PEIU 
BY WzwaIM K{. CLWUD AND VlnolLIO Pir,~ 

/kcalffogrcmas recorded In downtown Uea, Peru, appear to have two unusual 
"-odsirilies in co"POt,-OR with Werogrami recorded onse of Pam Fiat. I 
predoinenoa period Ii approximatly 0.1 mr, regardless of epicenlral dilonce of 
ea u . Second. maxiuma ecsterolionu ore high in reloon to epicentrol 
distance of mao ertlhwokeL For excmple, 0.40 gc on epker, ial distance of 
met160kumdnuringthesmagni a7.5, OcoberlT, 1966,.orthquake.,and0.13) 

ot on epicenaro disitoce of over 320 ka during " May 31, 1970, eart quake, 
whno. mnuitude was rated by various agendas from. 7.6 to 7.8. ie Sb afsouse 
energy at Limo were closer thn " eartolhquake apknreri, Ithe acclerograms would 
appear less unusuol but lhert Is no proof lbol is Ilise case. 

INTUIODUC"ION 

In 1044, thne Coast and Geodetic Survey (now tile National Ocean Survoy) insL-diled 
a C&GS staldard strong motion accelerogrIsph in a two-story building in downtown 
Lima, Peru, its cooperation with tha Geophysical Institute of Peru. In 1903, the ac
celerograph was mrrved to a small isolated hut in a nearby level lark, and, in April 
1970, te accelerograph was moved, again a short distance, to its present location, a 
one-story Institute building 8t 701 Arequipa Avenue. 

At each of ite three ground-level sites, ad'conditions are probably similar to that 
reported by Lee and Plonge (1968) for the excavation shown in Figure 1: cuarse dense 
gravel and boulders to an unknown depth, posibly 100 ft or more, with a deep water 
table. 

RICCORDXD ]EARTHQUAKES 

Epicenlral dIstance and direction of earthquakes (all offshore) reconled by tile Liana 
aceelerograph and, for sample comparison, similar data for an earthquake recorded 
at Femndale, California, are listed in Table I. Ferndale was ecloted for two reasons. 
First, tine earthquaLke epicenter was offlhore as in Pem. Second, the secelemgraph i
identical to the one in Uri. 

In Table 1, tine list of Peru earthquakes recorded at the first Lima site is incomplete, 
because of tile lack of reported epicenters for several of tile earthquakes. hlowever, 
the table an a whole is adequate to show that practically all Lima accelcrugrz.ns are
characterized by amrt-period maximum accelerations, regardless of elliccantral dis-
tance suit direction. Furthermore, tile table suggests that maximum accele .itions 
recurded at Lima site 2 during tie 19 Mearthquake and at Litna site 3 during tIne 1970 
earthquake are unusually high, eonsidering epicentral distance. 

After the October 17, 196, earthquake was recorded at site 2, it was thought that 
Utne unusual record wall ierhalp due to smane malfunctiun of the nccelerogrujli. New 
accelerometers were inntailed, slid tLho3e inn ite accelerugrala during tine earthqjiake 
were returned to United States. Two of the three accelerometem were broken. in 
trainsiL, but tie Ihirt arrived in excellent condilion. Tle results of shnkinlilg-talc tests 
oUl this stL-elenmineetr are summarized in Table 2. Julged from Ilne reslls3 there Li io 
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renuamfl to believe innruuent ,alfunctiton ,Wa rehl ui itble for Ilie tlllunitl Ucieln

gran .record d at Unil. 

|IIEDOMINANT

LCa accelerogram 


PE IPznIooi 
of tIe 19r6 and 1070 earlljluakes, Fig-re 2, halrnwIhut sIort 

ne-riuodnnt only ahiatwne With inmum e |ccleretion but alo predo.inate. lse 

Ferntlale record. |igure 3. suggent that Otis in unusual. 
Te range of Iredomiiuant periods is inure clearly defin by Fourier acecleration 

umplitude spectra (Figure 4). For tie spectra, tie method wan nile used by Jensclhe 

.H 

Fln. I. 'ypical *.il exsedn In an excavation iexr ilia park site in dowtlItwn Uix. 
(Cturtwsy Kreneth L. Leer.) 

el at. (161), namodeii.C''u tnke n a unequally fillitced il:Ilj imlIiL IP'rgratnnlig al-0 in
cluded ctnrrcct-ioun to tile raw digital data for zcro acceleratonl ImLse lisle niml for vara
tion in lengtl of litle nlILrkn callaed bi numnninilrn Iitler speed of accrlengrnih. 'Ie 

YInFigure 4, it is evidetit that plredonlinant periods of file two lima alcel3rngrinI 
tre le.on thni 0.1isriec. iVis"Iunling tile imnnerous peaks, a rea-isalile 2iproxinntiin 
is 0.1 ji, 0.03 .-ec- lII LJlnilinrLlun, allliougi the Ferindale npectra Ilave a Petk i this 
pcrioi| rlnge, tine ntinre iredotillanit permtid range is 0.13 to 0.5 Rec. 

Iie difTrence in Jril,ntinant periods between tne Lisa ansi Festlahle ireccelro
grailns tare inl tile sbane order ia lee and Aloeige (it") obtained |etwern tlne t1i36 
l,inla nccelengrini and bivernl western Uniled States accelenngrnmis. BY tIle nnctlmd 
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€i o.otuilt Uhe number of times acceleration crossed ila sets axis over the duration 

i struig ahaking, hey estimated an average predominanut period of 0.1 to 0.125 wec 

for the Ijina accelewgram and 0.25 to 0.5 ec for United te2 scerlerogrants from 

earthquakes much as 0 Coen, I40; Keni County, IW&2; and Washington. 1940. 

TABLE I 
FA2nUQUAIKS AND ITUITVMTAL )ATA 

Sol- Attalroft.g"q| 

C-nk.-i. 

No-

q?.hd 

A, .d 

Aa 

dK I 

" 

12h, ?1VW/,116.3
Lime. Jan. 31. 195i. 

316 S56"W. L,
V 

0.006
0.U14 

l 
a 

0.2
0.1 

0.02
0.03 

Ira.ISW. 34 < a 
Lim. Aug. 3. 1952.12.5-8,/I711-W. M .3 

[Ana, Feb. is. 1905. 
,?W. 774-W. it 4., 

Urs, Apr. 29 1. 
Lima A.29. IVA, 

Lirn. Oct. 17.low.I50.11 734-W, U 7. 

Fernsa., lay 31. 9710, 

.0-8,1SW,M7.-71 

Feewdsld. Oct.?7. 1261. 

40.2SN. 1244-W. 
M1 .0 

106 
lls 

80 

1. 
106 

u 

370 

Go 

WINU. 
ISmIF. 

N.13W. 

S.2W. 

N.61"W. 

N.3UW. 

8.11wW. 

LT 
VL 

T 
V 
L 
T 
I 
V 
T 
V1. 

T 
V 

LT 
V 
L 
T 

0.0640.054 
0.0660.003 

0.054 
0.061 
0.063 
0.o3 
0.006 

05 
0.04 
0.0660.004 

0.004 

0.066 

0.00680552 
0.006 
0C" 
0.006 

8. 
9a 

10 
a 
a 
3 
7 

8 
7a 

10 
a 

II6 
32 
S 
0 

o.10.1 
0.20.2 

0.2 
0.3 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
O.10. I 

0.1 

0.1 

0.10.3 
0.4 
0.2 
0.2 

cal0.05 
0.010.02 

0.02 
0.01 
0.03 
0.02 
0.02 
0.03 
0.02 
0.130.20 

0.40 

0.30 

0.20.3 
0.02 
0.00 
0.0 1; 

" 

. 

" 

=~

=!EW. 

0 

If 

E 

TABLE 2 

SIAImo TALa TsaTor An AocsLasOMsa TIIUAT 

EASRTQUAKS IN LIMA, PS5u 

Sib 

Shakiel T4ba 
__bb";.. 

dtWolgo- ) 
-C 

s~ X 
... d D64.m

14)' 

10 
II 
12 

14 
33 

0.10 
0.001 
O. 

0.01 
0.016 

6.15 
0.40 
5.00 

3.00 
4.11 

9.40 
0.60 
1.30 

3.20 
4.80 

7 
2 
4 

7
30, 

. . .o '-- •" 

Is 
I9 

0.006 
0.053 

3.62 
2.0 

3.92 
2.72 

!2 
9 

**.... It' jobs..39106-1''-8 *...... 

• Natural poriud 0004 see; damping si-ul 00 ler 
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I IMultle Irace amplitude divided b gnusgificAtiun 
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iraltmi times dynamic maguifie alos at xiveN Ise

iocScirs (25G 11). 
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of between 1.000 maid 2,00) csn/neC' (I aid 2 g) i tartiig. Fruits the railxjwle lqeclr:i,MAximuM ACCzaAnTIOrNS 
NOS) it ppears thlat buildings wiLh short iatural grloIS asould have sultcrtl- the nu.t 

MaXimum accelerations recorded by accelerographs in the C&GS (now 
damage, slid hiJiais apparently what occurred,according to reports by L c ild olage

cieperative network at vaious distances are shown in Figure S. In ae low CA" 

(IU),l nis and Cabre (IM).wd others.
 
where mirfce faulting w uaoberved, the accelerations are plotted at distance to the 

faulting was observed and accelerationsnearest point on the fault. In most cases no 
reported epicenters. Considering epicentral distance,wre plotted at distance from 

much higher than any previously rccofded.*'hlisLima maximum accelerations are 

would still be true if the few maximum accelerations plotted in Figure 5 at distanice 

from faulting were replotted at distance from epicenter. The effect simply would be .* 

LI.P - SCbU JrI5Sthat Parkield data would move to about 30 miles and El Centro data to about 7 

1 . ,, 5. 
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r*SECONDS 

Fla.3. FYoradis , CAlilormia, OCes[swgrarau-M. 

" ., ., . . , .After the l( earthluake, Lee and Mouro' (1968) suggested that the oriin of strong • 

seismic energy might have been cloer to Lime tha.a the epicarter. The suggLal an 
.A JO , .- I,€ . . S- AS 

seem logical b ut proof i3 lack ing. 
Fla.4. Fourier acceleratio iuiAadcile almCtII. 

CuNUC.1Uasronm go far as damage to Lima in concerned, the most important eartlhquake recrrdcd 

Accelerograns ro-=rled at three sites hdiownlowniilea,Peru, ilt Irbinably simnilar
by the accelerugraph is tre one on October 17, 1136. Figure 0 shows the abwlhitc 

soils, am chiaracterized by about 0.1-cc picriods, relgardleits of dLiawe smul diretiou toaccekration resunuse spectra from the accelerogram in the predominant period rlunre. 
earthquake epiccnieru. In addition, accelerograins from the ianajr I!(G1smid 1170

The mero dausied spectra are alaioet the smte asathe Fourier spectra, exceeat for am-

plilude, as would be expected frum theory (hlul-san, 1062). TIe effect of 2 per cel earthluake5s are caaracterised by unusually high ramxhui n accchrauliluucaa, ctalaidlCrilag 

cairtla- clticentrl distiuce. 'lacie charncterititc nske the Liha cclcrugrLi uriwasod its 

climake, i6 to reduce mid smooth the spectra. IHowever, even reduced, the rtmaaonm.se comprisun ist scclelcngruisanr recorded to date it&United States. 
of criticid nmmpimK,which 6s snore than many buildings have at the start of an 
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7his question of whclher or not tie Lianl accelcugraaul were pr-lswrly rrtnvrdwl by 

accelexxigraph cannol, be completely answered. Hlowevcer. pakinglale telids Of 
omcnaccelcroineter that was in the Lma scccLarlgraph at Ue time of lw I!st-Mit.ills. 

quake make malfunction as a cause of the unusual Lia record -ein vry unlikely. 

3 
0 

l~~~~~1erhai.during tse 1060 and 1070 ihcsOrigin 0 istng Seismcergnila 

have been closer to Lima than the epicentem This wnuld make the Lsix accelero

grains appear leve unusual. However, it meents unlikely that the origin of @eii 

energy would be cke to LJmas during allof the recorled earthquakes. 
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Mechanism and Spatial Distribution of Chilean Earthquakes with
 
-"Relation to Subduction of the Oceanic Plate
 

WnaLUM STAUDEE 

Saint Louis Unviverity, St. Louis, Miuou*i 63105 

The focal mechanism for 61 earthquakes occurring in northern and central Chile during
 
the year, 1962-1970 indicate underthrusting of the oceanic plate for earthquakes with focal
 
depth 20-0 kin. The axis of tension for intermediate-depth earthquakes is parallel to the
 
direction of dip of the plate. For deep-focus earthquakes the axis of compression is paralel
 
to the axis of the plate. Together with the mismicity of the rqion. the focal mechanisms
 

of the coast of South America
indicate that subduction of the ocennic plate under this paL 
takes place in discrete and localized episodes and that the lithospberic slab itself is broken 
into a series of tongues that are absorbed independently and quite diSerently from one 

depth as opposed to another. Nesr the Chile-Perulatitude zone to the next or even at one 
depths.1.co-de-, 18*S-25*S",,te moreprincipal precent day activity is at intermediate focal 

The motion of the plate is in the azimuth N85E at shallow depths, 'veering to N65E at
 
i3at present a silent ione at intermediate depths.
intermediate depths. The sone 250S-270S 

The sone 27"S-4"S corresponds to underthrusL of the oceanic plate but such that at depths 
of &Lout120 km this segment of the plate moves horizontally under the continent. The deep

zones just mentioned and is discontinuous with them.
focus zone, 19"S-W'S, overlapa the three 

It more probabiy corresponds to an independent and earlier epoch of plate absorption. Under
 
central Chile the piate motion appears to correspond to a current episode of subduction of
 
relatively recent initiation. The motion is in the azimuth NSDE. 

An important aspect of the hypothesis of by the generl seisnicity of the region and 

plate tectonics, one about which seismology by focal mechanism solutions of the larger 

has had more to say than other disciplines, is earthquakes occurrmig there in the interval 

the sink mechanism for absorbing crustal plates 1962-1970. Some of the results presented here 

as these move outward from 	 the mid-ocean parallel and supplement studies reported earlier 

ridges and encounter continents or island arcs by rackJs [1970). 
[sacks et al., 1968; Jsarks and Molnar, 1971). E&IRTEQUAKES SELECTED F n 
The Fiji-Tonga-ermadec arc has been studied 

in this regard [e.g., Sykes, 1966; The region selected for study is the straightextensively 
coast of South America, fromO.t'er and Isacks, 1967; Jsacks et al, 1969; part of the west 

the Chil-Peru bounda.ry to the intersection ofBarazangi and "sacks, 1971). 	 'Similar .4tudies 
of plate the Chile ridge with the Chilean coast. The diillustrate the subduction the oceanic 

and the relation ofin the New Guinea-Solomon 	 Islands region mensious of the region, 
the Indonesia- its seismicity to that of the estern Pacific,[Johnson and Molnar, 1972], 


Philippine region [Fitch and Molnar, 1970], are indicated in Figure 1. A break in the sei
a change in the character of thethe western Pacific [Katanata and' Sykes, micity and 

1969], Japan [Fitch wd Scho&, 1971], the earthquake motion allow the region to be di
ided, in turn, into two subregions: northernKurile-Kainchatka arc [Sykes, 1966; Stauder, 

1971], the Aleutians [McKen.zie and Parker, Chile, 18S-34"S, and central Chile, 34"-46"S. 

b], and Middle Amer- The northern region includes the deep part1967; Stauder, 1968a, 
of the South American trench and a well-develica [Molnar and Sykes, 1969). 

The present paper is a study of the subdue- oped Benioff zone of shallow-, intermediate-, 

part of the Naze& plate under the and deep-focus earthquakes. In this region, 47
tion of a 
coast of northern and central Chile as evidenced earthquakes were •lected for study: 25 earth

quakes of normal focal depth, 14 intermediate, 

Cepy igbt C 1973 by te Ana,. G.phrxi,-a oUsi and 8 deep-focus earthquakes. This set con
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Eathquake prediction 
Variations in physical properties such as 
electrical cbnductivity and elevation of benchmarks may fortell 
not just the place but also the time and magnitude of an earthquake. 

Carl Kitslinger 

Earthquake prediction entails the 
specification of the time, place and 
magnitude of an individual future 
event. All three of these parameters 
,tre poorly known and complicated 
"ictions of the relative motions of 
.ts of the Earth's crust and mantle, 

..ierate of strain accumulation in rocks 
and the strength of those rocks. Even 
if the processes by which the energy is 
accumulated. and released were com-
pletely understood, the imprecise 
knowledge of the initial conditions, 
boundary conditions and relevant ma-
terial properties would make the pre-
diction of a particular seismic event 
very difficult. 

Nevertheless, earthquake prediction. 
has been a research goal of some 
seismologists .and other geophysicists 

least some earthquakes in some geolog-
ical settings are predictable on the 
basis of easily observable phenomena.

A starting point in earthquake pre-
diction is the determination of areas in 
which earthquakes are most likely to 
occur. Earthquakes are. not located 
randomly over the earth but occur in 
distinct active belts,*as illustrated by 
figure 1. This map displays the epi-. 
centers of 42 000 earthquakes that were 
located by the National Earthquake. 
Information Service between 1961 and 
1969. This figure outlines the main 
features of global seismicity but repre-
sents too short a time span to yield re-
quired parameters. With a more ade-
quate data base, however, estimates 
can be made regarding the expected 
activity levels, recurrence rates, maxi-

for about a decade. One approach is mal expected magnitudes and maximal 
to base predictions on studies of the 
seismicity gaps and recurrence rate. in 
a particular region. But the main 
thrust is the search for precursors, that 
is, phenomena that occur in a charac-
teristic way prior to an earthquake. 
Most of the research to date has been 
empirical. Recently, however, a physi-

model of processes preceding a seis-
mic event has been successful in ex-
plaining and unifying a number of in-
dependent observations. Although 
this theory, knowr as "dilatancy," is 
still being tested, it offers hope that at 

c,,I 


Carl Klsslinger Isprofessor of geophysics in 
the department of geological sciences, and 
director of the Cooperative. Institute for 
R¢esearch InEnvironmrental Sciences, at the 
Urivofslty of Colorado. Boulder. ' 

effects on th~e works of Man. This pro-
cedure is called by various names-
"seismic probability estimation," 
"seismic risk mapping," "seismic reg-
ionalization" or "seismic znning." 

Reliable seismic probability estima-
tion, coupled with sound engineering 
and construction of earth4uske.resis-
tant structures, is the primary means 
of reducing damage and minimizing 
loss of lives during an earthquake. 
But seismic "probability estimation is 
not to be confused with earthquake 
prediction, as the term is commonly
understood. A properly used, reliable 
earthquake-prediction system could re- 
duce injuries and deaths Aubstantially 
below the levels that would occur even 
with the best earthquake engineering, 
However, even if earthquake predic-
tion is completely successful, it is not 

in any sense a substitute for long-range 
'planning and adequate engineering. 

Predictions from seismicity gaps 
A careful examination of the seismi

city distribution in figure 1 reveals 
that, although the epicenters tend to 
define long, continuous belts of activi
ty, there were in fact portions of these 
active belts within which few earth
quakes occurred during the nine years. 
At one time such seismic gaps were in
terpreted as being especially safe plac
es relative to the surrounding regions. 
But now, as a result of the develop
ment of the plate-tectonics model and 
the consequent improved under
standing of the ultimate causes of 
earthquakes, at least some of these 
places are viewed as likely sites for fut
ure big events. 

The nature of seismicity gaps is if
lustrated by the data for the north
western border of the Pacific basin, 
shown in figure 2. The occurrences of 
the great earthquakes In Kamchatka 
(November 1952), Andreanof Islands 
(March 1957), Kuril Islands (October 
1963), Prince William Sound, Alaska 
(March 1964), and Rat Islands (Febru
ary 1965) can all be seen as horizontal 
clusters of points. The data in figure 2 
illustrate dramatically that the after
shock sequences of the great earth
quakes are sharply bounded in long
itude, defining distinct tectonic blocks 
with almost no overlap of activity in 
adjacent blocks. Furthermore, in each 
case the activity within the zone of a 
major event was relatively low before
hand. On this basi,. one would specu
late that the Alaskin peninsula (155' 
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Earthquake belts and tectonic plates. The epicenters of some Southeast Asia) and one6along the undersea ridges. The colored 
42000 earthquakes from 1961 to 1969 are concentrated In three lines on this map are the t6ctonlc.plate boundaries. Note the oc
main belts-the circum-Pacific, the Alpide (from the Azores to casional gaps Inotherwise continuous earthquake belts. Figure I 

W to 165 W) and the Commander* Two approaches to the problem of 
Islands (1W E to 170 E) "are likely 
sites for large events in the futiaoe. 

ruiconce t of the seismicity gap as 
lictive device was developed 

-y a group at Lawont-Doheriy 
r A1 Observatory, Columbia Uni-

versity and by a group working in the 
Soviet Far East.1 ' 2 ' The Lamont 
group has defined criteria for delineat-
ing zones of "special seismic poten-
tial." Their primary criteria are that 
the segment must be part of a major 
shallow seismic belt characterized pre-
dominantly by strike slip or thrust 
faulting and that the segment has not 
ruptured for at least 30 years. Their 
supplementary criteria, used to select 
the especially, interesting zones from 
among the many that satisfy the pri. 
may criteria, are based on the seismic 
history of the region. Seismicity gaps 
have been used by S. A. Fedotov to 
provide a basis for successfully predict-
ing the location of some major earth-
quakes near Kamchatka. Kunihiko 
Shimazaki4 has shown that the site of 
the great Kanto earthquake of 1923 has 
been very quiet since 1926, as seen 
from figure 3, and postulates that 
strain may be accumulating there for 
another big event. The seismic gap 
concept has also been applied on a 
more licalized scale to microearth-
,. "distributions in an attempt to 

portions of a particular fault 
, likely to slip soon. 

Predictions from recurrence rates 

The idehtification of a gap does not 
in itself give an indication of the time 
at which the event is to be.expected. 

projecting the approximate time have 
been suggested. The first. and more 
speculative, is based on the proposition 
that major earthquakes may migrate 
along the great seismic belts of the 

5world. 2 . If great earthquakes do 
occur in a spatial sequence, a basis for 
identifying the next gap to be activated 
is available, even though the time of 
its activation remains uncertain, 

The second approach to fixing the 
time is to estimate earthqualce recur-
rence rates, either from a statistical 
analysis of past activity or more deter-
ministicaly from strain rates based on 
plate-tectonics theory. Many investi-
gators have found that if the logarithm 
of the number of earthquakes, N, ex-
ceeding a given magnitude, M, is plot-' 
ted against the magnitude, the data 
fall close to a linear trend, down to the 
smallest magnitude for which the data. 
set is complete (a function of network 
sensitivity). This linear relation be-
tween log N and M is found on spatial 
sbales ranging from global to very local, 
The slope of the line, called the "b-
value," i always of the order of -1, 
ranging from about -0.5 to -1.5, 
mplying that about ten tiipes as many 

events exceeding magnitude M occur 
as for magnitude M + 1. The b value 
in a given region may not be station-
ary, but may vary with time in a way 
that is itself indicative of an impend-
log large earthquake. If the recurrence 
data are normalized to unit time, an 
expected return time for an earthquake 
of a given magnitude may be estimated 
for the area covered. ... 

The plate-tectonics model provides a 

basis for the rate of strali'timating 
accunul ti..at plate boundaries, al. 
though Major uncertainties arise as to 
the current rates of relative plate mo
tions and the amount of the relative 
motion at a boundary that is taken up 
by seismic slip and the amount by ase
isiic crep. Tsuneji Rikitake s has es
timated both the critical value of 
strain at which great Japanese earth
quakes Occur and the rates at which 
strain b, accumulating in some selected 
active xones. On the assumption that 
the last great earthquake reduced the 
strain energy in the rocks in the source 
volume to zero, he then estimats, for 
example, that the probability of a 
magnitoide8 earthquake in Sagami 
Bay, the ite of the great 1923 evrnt, 
before 190 is only 0.2 and will not 
reach 0.8 until 2080. 

The plot of log N against M pro
vides valuable information about the 
level or activity and the return interval 
of earthquakes but does not tell what is 
the larget magnitude earthquake ever 
to be ex*cted at the place. The as
sumpti,n that no event in the future 
will bc significantly more energetic 
than any in the past has proved to be a 
dangerrms one. Yuri V. Riznichenko 
and his e'workersr have been seeking 
to estalA~h a correlation between the 
level ai ,,,tivity in a region, as given by 
the W-rM',alized value of log N at a se
lected ",*Witude, and the maximal 
magnit,. to be expected. The suc
cess V- tbir technique, as applied to 
several fsive regions of the USSR, 
cann. .A,established until further 
data ..htige events are available. 

BeCI.u. if the uncertainties intro. 
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Space-time plot of earthquakes In northwest basin of the Pacific inactive area In Sagami Bay. Japan, may be the site of the re

shows major events and aftershocks (arrows) preceded by gaps gion's next major earthquake. The points are epicenters in the 

in seismic activity. The greater number of points In recent years south Kanto region of Japan during 1926-67. This bay was the 

reflects the improved density and quality of recording Instruments, location of a great earthquake in 1923 and of others as far back 
Figure 2 as 818 AD. (From K. Shimazaki. reference 4.) Figure 3

(Unpublished data from E. R. Engdahl.) 

has been the primary objective of technique is the determination" ofi by depending entirely on past sors 
;nce, Igor E. Gubina suggests most prediction research. Several strain-dependent physical properties of 

a combination of geological and have been ideiitified and they provide the rocks in situ, either by direct mea-
L. 	

the basis for optimism that at least surement or by observation of localseismological data be used to judge the 
maximal possible earthquake. Careful 	 some large earthquakes are predict- values of force fields that depend on 

able. these properties. Examples of somegeological mapping can determine the 
The search for earthquake precursors properties that have been explored areposition and lengths of the faults in the 

region as well as the dimensions of geo- has been generally guided by the con-	 elastic-wave velocities, electrical con
ductivities and magnetic properties.logical structures that should be cor.. ceptual model of earthquake occur-

sidered as single mechanical units. rence known as the "elastic rebound" Other observable parameters that 
have been interpreted as evidence ofSeismological data can indicate the 	 theory. This theory, first proposed by 

H. Fielding Reid,' states that the ener- accumulating strain are temporalmaximum depth at which slip occurs 
in the region. These data then enable gy that is released at the time of an changes in the b-values, temporal 

one to estimate the largest mass of earthquake was present just before the changes in microearthquake counts 

rock that can be expected to move in event in the form of elastic-strain ener- and temporal changes in the concen
gy in the rocks forming the source vol- tration of a geochemical tracer, such as an earthquake, even though the entire 

unit has not moved within the histori- ume and that the energy is released by radon gas, in well water. 

cal record. Unfortunately there are slip or a fault when the shear stresses 
few places in the world at which the exceed the strength of the medium. Changesingeodeticmeasurements 

ac- - The observation of changes in the elmapping has been detailed enough to The strain energy has been slowly 
permit the application of this ap- cumulated as a result of deformations evation of benchmarks was suggested 

proach. of the rocks, a process that we now as a premonitory device by the striking 

hold s caused by the relative motions changes that occurred in such mea-

Premonitory phenomena . of lithospheric plates. Accordingly, to surements near the city of Niigata, 

Earthquake prediction requires the - predict an earthquake we need to know Japan, prior to an earthquake of mag

of locklized anomalous be- that strain has accumulated to the nitude 7.5 on 16 June 1964. Figure 4discovery 
that the system of rocks is ap- disp!ays the elevations observed overhavior of one or more observab le quan-	 point 

the period from 1898 to 1964;10 fretities that characteristically occurs 	 proaching failure by sudden slip. 
prior to, and only prior to, an event to .vidence that a volume of rock is in 	 quent releveling was undertaken after 

1954 because of concein over land subhe predicted. In the best case, the size a highly strained state can come from 
he anomaly and/or the duration of- two types of observations. In the more sidence. The data show a rapid rise 

scale in direct type, one looks for changes in during 1955-59. As a result, one of theinomalous behavior will 
.e way with the magnitude of the the relative positions of points on the principal elements in the Japanese 

and the length Earth's suface, either from geodetic prediction strategy is 	detection of animpending earthquake 
of the future time to its occurrence. measurements or from point measure- area in which anomalous changes in el-

To date, the search for such precur- ments of strain and tilt. The second evation are taking place. They have 
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Data from leveling at four locations near Nilgata, Japan, show a dramatic rise in elevation
benchmarks prior to 1964 earthquake (arrows). (From I. Tsibokawa. ref. 10.) Figure 4 

*established 20000 km of first-order 
leveling routes which are to be resur-
veyed every fiye years and more fre-
quently around Tokyo and other select-
ed areas." 

The following correlation betwnm 
the size of the region of anomalous ale-
vation change and the magnitude of 
the . impending earthquake has been 
suggested:. 

1.96 log r + 4.45 

where r is the radius of the region in 
kilometers. Thus, once an area of 
anomalous elevation change has bee 
detected, the site and approximate 
rnagnitude of the" futuie earthquake 
can be estimated. 

Changes in the distances between 
points on the surface, as determined by
trilateration measurements, should 
also reveal changes in the strain regime
in a region. This technique was used 
to monitor strain accumulation during
the great • Matsushiro earthquake 
swarm of 1965-67.12 Systematic me . 

,surements along lines crossing the San 
Andreas fault in California since 1959

" ',eal changes in line length generally
:ordant with right-lateral xove. 

nt along the fault, with some se-
tions showing other types of behav-
ior.13 No aniomalous variations related 
to individual earthquakes have been 
detected, either prior to an event or ac-
companying it... . , 

Numerous investigators have used 
strain meters and tiLt meters in'an ef-
foit to detect strain accumulation by 
measurements. at discrete points.
Both secular strain rates and tilts 
have been monitored and episodes of 
rapid change prior to earthquakes have 
been sought, with some reports of suc- .of the main event. Because the num
cess.24 Although promising. in princi-
pie, measurements of this kind are
subject to at least two major difficul-
ties. One is a large annual variation 
caused by thermal strains whose elimi. 
nation requires extraordinary stability
of the strain meter. This stability has 
apparently been achieved in recent 
years through the use of laser irnerfer-
ometry and by a new design based on 
the detection of volumetric strain 
changes. The second and more funda-
mental problem is the determination of 
the relation of near-surface strains and 
tilts to the processes at depth where 
the earthquakes originate.. Surface 
measurements in or near an active 
fault zone may be modified by creep,
tilt or deformation of blocks that are 
not mechanically an integral part of 
the materials that make up the source 
volume. 

An early discovery of an earthquake 
precursor was V. I. Ulomov's recogni-
tion of the increase in the radon con-
centration in the mineral water of the 

Tashkent Basin prior to the destructive 
earthquake of 1966." The chemistry
of these waters, valued for their medi. 
cinal properties, had been monitored 
since 1956. As shown in figure 5, theradon content in mid-1965 was almost 
double the Initial values, rose rapidly
until October, 1965, and then stabilized until 26 April 1966. the date of 
the earthquake. The concentration 
fell sharply after the earthquake, but 

behavior during the strongest after. 
shocks is unknown because of the lack 
of observations during three months 

the main shock. Once frequent 
e asurements were resumed, in the 

latter part of 1966, they revealed sever
dear cases of increase of radon prior 

to stronger aftershocks. 

tracer, and not sbecause it Is 
play any role in the tectonic process. 
Its short half-life, 3%/ days, makes it 
very suitable for the purpose of track-

T r m thought to 

ing current processes.. The shape of 
the curve bears a general similarity to 
those in figure 3, showing the elevation 
changes near Niigata. 
variationAnother possible precursor is theof the parameters on a log
N-M plot. Both the slope and the in-. 
tercept at a selected magnitude of 
the curve are characteristic of the &@is
micity of a region but detailed investiga
tions show that they are not stationaryin time and their variations may indi
cate an impending event. Shigeji 
Suyehiro16 first suggested that the b 
values during the period of foreshocks 
of a major event are abnormally low. as 
low as -0.35 to -0.5, compared to nor
ral values of -0.8 to -12 determined 
for background activity and aftershocks 

ber of clearly identifiable foreshocks is 
usually small, the parameter's describ
ing these groups of earthquakes are not 
as reliable as for more general se
quences. Recent studiesI T give further 
support to the diagnostic value of this 
parameter when the data are treated 
carefully. Max Wyss and William H. 
K. Lee have found for four groups of 
California earthquakes that the b value 
is lower than the background value 
during an extended period before and 
after the main event, but drops very
rapidly during the short* interval of 
true foreshocks. Thus, Suyehiro's ob
servations that the b value for after
shocks is higher than for foreshocks are 
not incompatible with these recent re
suits. 

A low b value implies a relatively
smaill number of low-magnitude earth
quakes. If one measures the activity 

Changes Inphysical properties "level in region by the number of.earthquakes of a given magnitude, and 
chooses a fairly low magnitude, say 4.0 
or smaller, in order to ensure a sum. 
ciently large number of events, he will 
then note a drop in his index of activi
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15| 	 changed in the direction of maximal 
compression, dropped about 2% in the 
direction of the intermediate stress and 
about 12% in the direction of minimal 

( 	 compressive stress. Because of the an
isotropy of the effect, its detectability 
in sensitive to the geometry of the 
stress system and the position of the 

,! source volume relative to the observing
10 Z network; thus, the effcct will be more 

Seasily observed for some types of fault-
W Ing than for others. 
S Much of the current optimism that a' 

successful scheme of prediction Is ulti
7 mately achievable stems from the dis

ccovery that systematic temporal varia
o 	 tions in the ratio of the two seismic 

wave velocities do occur within the vi
- cinity of an impending earthquake. 
" The discovery was first reported for 

small-to-moderate earthquakes L the 
6 Garm district of the Soviet Union and 

has since been confirmed for small 
-5 earthquakes in northeyn New York 

-4 state and for relatively shallow, moder
, - -3 ate earthquakes in the cent.ral Aleutian 

2 Islands.19 James H. Whitcomb and 
1S1 1 1 1 - his colleagues 2 found that the destruc

1956 1958 1960 1962 1964. 1966 tive San Fernando earthquake of Feb-
YEAR ruary 1971 was preceded by a well de-

Radon concentration In well water Increased prior to earthquakes (colored vertical lines) fined anomaly in Vp/V.and could have 
of 1966 In the Tashkent Basin. USSR. On the rela.ive-intensty scale, "8"corresponds to been predicted on this basis. 
serious damage. "6"to minor damage. (From V. I. Ulomov, ref. 15.) Figure 5 The nature of the anorwuly is illus

trated by A. N. Semyenov's original 
data from the Garm district, part of 

ring the time prior to a inajor er loads the velocity in both directions which is reproduced in figure 6. From 
Considerable speculation ex-. increases as the pore spaces and frac. seismograms of small earthquakes in 

ists, based.in part on laboratory obser- tures in the hample close, an effect the selected source region, a v-due of 
vations of rock failure, that the num- that disappears at high confining pres- the ratio Vp/V is determined for each 
ber of small events should decrease sures. event.21 A normal value of the ratio, 
during the time of preparation for rup- At confining pressures above about 1 usually around 1.75, is measured dur
ture and then increase markedly just kbar, the velocity in the directiolL of ing time intervals in .which the pro
prior to a major event. Furthermore, the load remains almost constant, or at ceases leading to a strong event are not 
these small vents should tend to con- most show a small decrease (less than active. Before an earthquake, the 
centrate near the fault surface on 3%) all the way to failure. On the ratio drops to a minimum and then re
which the major rupture will occur. other hand, the velocity normal to the turns to its normal value, with perhaps 
Counting small events may be one axis of maximal compression begins to a small overshoot, just about the time 
means of sharpening the prediction of droj5 dramatically at a load roughly that the large event occurs. 
the occurrence time as it draws near. half that required to produce rupture. 

e c e iAt rupture the velocity has dropped Duration of te anomaly 
Seismic wave velocities approximately 38% for a confining The magnitude of the predicted 

The elastic constants, and therefore pressure of 400 bars or 20% at a confin- event appears to be independent of the 
the elastic wave velocities, of solids ing pressure of 3.5 kbars. These con- size of the anomaly but does correlate 
have long been known to be stress de- fining pressures correspond roughly to with its duration: approximately 30 
pendent. Much research has been de- depths within the earth. of 1 and 10 days for a magnitude-4 event, 90 days 
voted to the stress dependence within km,respectively. .... for magnitude 5.5. 3'%years for the 6.5 
the regime of elastic deformation of the Indra Gupta extended these earlier San Francisco event and *about 10 
materials, in which the velocity gener- observatiorm in two .ways. First he years for magnitude 7.5. 1The data re
ally increases with increasing confining confined the sample only along one ported all appear to fit a linear trend 
pressure and velocity ani3otropy results axis normal to the applied compressive on a plot of the logarithm of time, in 
from the effects of a deviatoric stress. load, thereby defining axes of maximal, days, against magnitude, with a slope 
More significant for prediction are the minimal and intermediate compres- of about 0.7. No data are available yet 
few observations of the behavior under sion. Second, he measured both the to support an extrapolation to magni
loads sufficient to cause failure.'5 compressional and shear wave veloci- tude 8 or peater.

° " "o Matsushima subjected samples ties along all three axes for all values of Whitcomb' found that this effect 
nite to successively greater axial the applied load. He found that as the was caused by changes in the com

pressive loads up to the value to system approached failure both veloci. pressional-wave velocity, Vp, as one 
cause rupture, at confining pressures ties decreased along all three direc- would expect from the laboratory stud
up to about 4 kilobars. He measured tions, but by significantly different ies. rather than the shear-wave veloci
the compressional wave velocity In the amounts.. Expressed in terms of the ty. Wyss and David Holcomb have 
direction of the applied axial load and ratio of compressional-to-shear wave developed a technique for monitoring 
transverse to that direction. At small. velocities, Vp/V., the ratio hordly changes in the compresional-wave ye: 
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Iocity under seismograph stations in fault in order to observe changes in the reveal that this model fails to take into 
seismically active areas f'rom routinely highly stressed but unbroken material account the phenomenon of dilatancy, 
reported earthquake observations. 22  near the fault. Additional research which has been discovered to play an 
No special regional instrument net- concerns a piezomagnetic effect, in pssential role in rock failure. First dis
works or observations of local activity which the "susceptibility varies with covered experimentally by Osborne 

re required; the data for predicting stress, and a possible correlation of Reynoldsu3 in 1886 and investigated in 
ijor events that will occur in the stress changes with geomagnetic field. detail by William Brace24 and his co-
Lt few years may already be in the workers, dilatncy is an inelastic vol. 

. es. Physical basis of prediction ume increase caused by the formation 
Most likely, even with measurements. Although the original search for of microcracks oriented parallel to the 

closely spaced in time, the onset of the earthquake precursors was almost en- axis of maximal compression and open-
Pnomaly would not be recognized until tirely empirical, the discovery of a ing up in the direction of least corn
it was well developed. The time at numbur of promising promonitory phe- pression. The axial load at which di
which the values begin to return' to nomena has led to the formulation of latancy begins depends on the confin
normal is the earliest time at which an working hypotheses concerning the ing pressure and the material, but it is 
estimate of the time of occurrence and underlying physics. Each data set in somewhat-in excess of 50% of the load 
the magnitude can be made. The figures 4-6 suggests that the prepara- to produce failure. Most of the evi. 
anomalies are not symmetric about the tion of a region for a large earthquake dence that dilatancy occurs has been 
minimum; thus, predictions of the .-occurs in a number of distinct stages. developed in the laboratory, but Brace 
time of occurrence must be revised as From the rp'.on data, Ulomov postu- has interpreted certain ore bodies as 
the return to normal approaches. lated a four-stage process. In the first the result of deposition from solutions 

The determination of the width of stage, a prolonged, slowly increasing that filled cracks opened by dilatancy. 
the time window during which the elastic-plastic deformation is eccompa- Amos Nurt suggested that the be
event is to be expected after the anom- nied by the compression of largi vol. havior of the seismic wave velocities 
aly ends is a critical unsolved problem. umes of rock, through the closing of prior to earthquakes can be explained 
The present limited data suggest that pore spaces and the deformation of soft on the basis of dilatancy in low-porosi
this uncertainty is of the order of 10% inclusions. The second stage is ty rocks that are initiaUy saturated 
of the total anomaly duration. This marked by rapid elastic deformation; with water. As new cracks and addi
has important implications for large, the volume decreases further and the tional porosity develop during dilatan
potentially disastrous events, for which deformation of mineral grains occurs. cy, the rock becomes less than totally 
the forecast time will be of the order of His third stage is one of plastic defor. saturated. Because the compressional
years. Whether or not government au- mation with almost no volume change; wave velocity is more sensitive than 
thorities can respond to the forecast in the material is under large stress and the shear velocity to the degree of satu
a meaningful way to reduce losses will this stage culminates in the earth- ration, the ratin Vp/Vs will drop. 
depend strongly.on both the reliability quake. The final stage is an interval Two mechanisms have been suggest

f the forecast and the duration of the of strain relaxation, during which the ed to explain the return of the ratio to 
iod of the alert. aftershocks characteristic of major normal and the occurrence of failure ;it 

A final set of properties that are sen- crustal events occur. about. the time this recovery is coin
sitive to stress are the electrical and Laboratory studies of rock fracture plete. Nur suggests that ground water 
magnetic properties of crustal rocks. 
Field studies to seek temporal varia
tions in either the electrical conductiv- .0 . 4.2 
ity or the local geomagnetic field give 005 " , 
results that offer promise but are not ,. 
definitive. The conductivity of crustal -W 

rocks is largely governed by the porosi- •L1964-65 
ty of the rock, the degree of saturation
 
with fluids and the electrolytic proper- -o L
 
ties of those fluids. If the period of >
 
preparation for a large earthquake is 2 .1- 4.7
 

marked by microfracturing of the mass
 
of rock in the source volume, changes •
 
in conductivity will result, depending
 
on the availability of fluids to fill
 
newly created crack porosity. The ,


*work in the Garm district suggests that . 

the larger events occur at times. of -O4.2
 
minimal resistivity, or maximal satura-. O.O".
 
tion of pore spaces with fluid. This re- .
 
sult is in general agreement with labo- 0 4
 "
 

.- A.. 
ratory findings. However, the labora-

1965-66
tory studies show that a very strong ef-
fect, with decreases of resistivity by an ,o.1
 
order of magnitude, occurs in low-po
rosity rocks that are stressed to failure,
 
"lut that the effect is much smaller if TIME F
 

*e load is reapplied to cause slip again _ --- 1month 
.iong an existing fracture surface. 

Thus, the proper field observations Large earthquakes In the Garm district, USSR. were preceded by drops in the ratio of 
should be made with electrodes on one comprossional- to shear-wave velocity. Significant changes are those outside the region 
side of the active fault surface rather (shaded) bounded by one standard deviation. The duration of anomalous values scales 
than with an array that crosses the with the magnitude of the event (numbers above arrows). Figure 6 
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from the surrounding region will slowly 
percolate into the newly formed cracks, 

of 	the corn-with a consequent return 
'sional wave velocity to its original 
t. 	 Because the resistance of a 

to slip depends strongly on the 
ire of the fluids in the pores, 

especially when that pressure is near 
the confining pressure, the resaturation 
of the medium will weaken it and re-
suit in an earthquake about the time of 
the return to the full jsaturated stat. -

In an alternative model developed by 
Brian Brady, the interval of wide-
-spread dilatancy throughout the Vol-
ume of rock is follow-d by a period of 
very strong dilatancy in the immediate 
neighborhood of the incipient fracture. 
The nascent source zone acts as an in-
homogeneity in the medium, with car-
responding strong stress concentrations 
around it and a reorientation of the 

stress axes in the immediateprincipal 
neighborhood. The substantial volume 
increase in the neighborhood of the 
fault surface is accommodated by a 
closing of the cracks in the region into 
which the fracture will extend next, 
causing the velocities in this zone to 
return to their predilatancy values. 
Once again, failure is expected at 
about the time of the return to normal, 
although the details are not worked out 
^'tantitatively. Brady's model in no 

rules out the presence of water as 
tive 	agent but it does not depend 

An encouraging aspect of either 
model is that the false-alarm rate 
should be very low. if not zero. That 
sh beer lowt if o cer 

is, 	 it appears that a mass ofrock can-
nehavo through the entire sequence of 

vior without failing in the end. it 
is 	 not known whether the converse is 
true, that is, whether every earthquake 
must be preceded by this sequence of 
events; limited evidence indicates that 
earthquakes on the critically important 
San 	Andreas fault are not preceded by 
detectable dilatancy. 26 

Chris Scholz and his colleagues 2 7  

have pointed out that the dilatancy-
migrating fluids model can explain not 
only the characteristic variations of 
Vp/V., but also a number of the other. 

Crustal de-premonitory phenomena. 
formation (at least for thrust faulting), 
radon concentration, electrical conduc-

tivity and local seismicity will all be 
are 	 in at leastaffected in ways that 

qualitative agreement with the model. 
Whitcomb and Don Anderson point out 
that under the ambient conditions, the 
drop of pressure accompanying dilatant 

'ume increase should vaporize the 

1; thus, both the changes in the 
sical properties of the fluid and the 

resulting changes in the medium as a 
whole will be large. 

The role of fluids in faulting has re-
ceived much attention since it was sug-

years ago. The studiesgeted some 

devoted to the earthquakes associated 
with the deep disposal well at the 

Rocky Mountain ArsenalU greatly ad-
vanced knowledge of this subject and 
formed the basis for concepts of earth-
quake control. If migrating fluids do 

play an essential part in natural earth-
quakes, then the physical basis of pre-
diction and of control may be closely 

of are inrelated. -Since both these 
their early stages of research, the gen-

as-eral 	feasibility of either is far from 
tabliahed. 

Outlook for the future 
The first formal program of predic-

intion research in the US will begin 
of 	a broader national1974. As part 

program on the reduction of earth-
quake hazards, the prediction studies 
will 	 be funded and monitored by the 
US Geological Survey. The US is also 
cooperating in prediction research with 
two other nations-Japan and the 
USSR. Only one other nation-the 
People's Republic of China-is known 
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Success in developing a reliable sys
tern for earthquake prediction will 
bring with it some serious social, polit
ical, and economic problems. A credi
ble prediction of a major event in a 

populated area on a time scale of a few 
years could have a devastating effect 
on the local economy and social struc

same time could resultture but at the 
of 	lifein significant reduction in loss 

and property. The development of 

plans for making effective use of eRth
quake predictions, should they become 
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havioral scientists and government of
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Subduction of the Nazca Plate Under Peru as Evidenced by
 
Focal Mechanisms and by Seismicity 

WILLIAM STAUDER 

Department of Earth and Aumospheric Sciences. Saint Louis University. St. Louis. Misiouri 63103 

The focal mechanisms of 40 earthquakes in Peru and Ecuador. together with the seismicity of the 
region. indicate particular fcatuies of the subduction of the oceanic plate beneath this portion of South 
America. At shallow depths near the coast and at foci along the contact between the subduction zone and 
the continental plate the local mechanisms indicate an underthrust of the continent b) the oceanic plate on 
a thrust plane dipping 10'- I ' beneath the continenL Near this same depth but at 1o within the oceanic 
plate. normal faults occuf that correspond both to flexure of the plate and to do%ndip axial tension. At in
termediate depths the plate continues to act 3s a stress guide. the axis of tension being down about 30' 
from the ,oritontal and trending to the ENE. The dip of the BenioflT one %iccpensnoably in !outhern 
Peru near the Peru-Chile corner, and the motion of the descending slab rcliatie to the continental plate is 
in adirection N40"E. Decp-focus earthquakes indicate a -.erical segment of plate under axial compres
sion at depths of 550-600 km. Numerous earthquakes also occur interior to the continent and Aithin the 
continental lithosphere at depths down to 90 km. Both strike slip and recerse-type faults are found, but in 

-either -t 'e the stress sysrrm corr"sponds to an EW -horizontal compression. Comparison %ith the 
scismicity isconsistent with the model of an oceanic plate moving almost horizontally under the continen
tal lithosphere in northern and central Peru and aseparate. more steeply plungilig segment of plate mov
ing normal to the coast under southern Peru. 

In a recent paper Stauder [1973] presented focal mechanism 
solutions for 61 earthquakes occurring in northern and central 
Chile. Since present-day earthquakes are manifestations of 
olate tectonics in process. the relative directions of motion snd 

ie orientation of principal stresses indicated by these 
,.lutions have thrown !ight on the characteristics of the sub-
duction of the oceanic plate under this portion of South 
America. The present paper extends these studies to earth-
quakes of Peru and Ecuador. 

The overall seismicity of Peru and Ecuador for the years 
1961-1968 is indicated in the epicenter map in Figure I. It is 
noted that normal-focus earthquakes are confined chiefly to 
,te coastal L,.egioo, although nr'r.-al-ccu .car.4qca:kcs ate 
also located within the continental plate (interior to the coast) 
and are more numerous within the continental plate than they 
are, say. in Chile. Intermediate-depth earthquakes tend to lie 
in a broad band beneath central Peru and, except in southern 
Peru, arc reatively disconnected laterally from the normal-
focus earthquakes. Deep-focus earthquakes are confined to a 
narrow N-S strip in western Brazil extending from only 7"S to 
1i1S. A second very minor locale of deep-focus earthquakes 
occurs offset to the east and to the south from the first and ex-
tends from 13"S to 14"S. 

Against this background of seismic activity, 40 of the larger 
earthquakes of 1963-1972 were selected for study. These 
earthquakes lie within the latitude range 0°-18S. All are of 
mignitude me - 5.7 or greater. and the suite of these events 
constitutes virtually all of the earthquakes occurring within the 
space and time frame in question that are large enough to 
study by the methods applied, 

Hypocenter information is given in Table I, where for ease 
.f identification the earthquakes are listed in chronologic4l 
order. Later discussion will be in geographic order according 
to class groupings. as indicated by the identification number N 
given in the last column of the table. The relative locations and 

Cop)right 0 1975 by the American Geophysical Union. 

the identification by classes of all or these earthquakes are in
dicated in Figure 2. There are 14 normal-focus earthquakes 
with foci near the coast or beneath the trench. There are 10 
intermediate.depth shocks and six deep-focus shocks. There 
are also 10 earthquakes identified as occurring within the con
tinental block. The depth of focus of these latter events varies 
from I to 89 kn. 

The data source forthestudy consisted of70-mm film copies 
of the records of selected World-Wide Standard Seismograph 
Network stations. Observations of the P and S waves were 
made on the long.period records only. Focal mechanisms %ere 
determined from both P wave first motions and S wave 
polarization angles. 

The focal mechanisms so determined arc given in Table 2.In 
this .;able the carthquakcs are listed by the identification 
number N defined above. In addition to date. origin time. and 
location, the table presents the trend and plunge of the X and 
Y axes (poles of the nodal plcnes) and of the P. T. and B axes 
(axes of pressure and tension and the null axes. or axes of 
greatest, least, and intermediate compressional stress, respec
tively). Half these solutions %ere determined for this particular 
study: one solution is taken from the work of Chandra 11970]. 
one is taken from Stauder and Bollinger [1966]. and the 
remaining solutions are from Wagner [1972], as is indicated b% 
the reference in the last column of the table. Graphic solutions. 
with the P and S wave data on which the individual solutions 
are based, are available upon request.' 

EXAMINAnO N OF SOLt.lIONS 
The focal mechanism solutions in Table 2 are ordered from 

north to south and according to four groupings. We consider 
them in order. 

Norral-focu earthquakes. Earthquakes 1-1 (Table 2) are 
of normal focal depth. The focal mechanisms for all these 

' Equal-area projections are available with entire article on micro
fiche. Order from Amencan Geophysical Lnion. 1909 K Street. \.'%.. 
Washington. D. C. 20006. Document J7$-003. S1.00. Pa.ment must 
accompan) order. 
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Fil.g.Sismicny o1"Peru and Ecuador for the yea.rs 1961-1968. (Taken from Map NEIC 3014. U.S. Department 
oCommeccL) 

earthquakes are indicated in Figure 3, which presenu a Beginning with the middle group, each mechanism (see
 
mechanism diagram for each individual earthquake together Figure 3) involves one nodal plane that dips steeply to the i esi
 
with the identification of its epiccntral location, a comparison or southwest. The second nodal plane in each case dips gentt)
 

* or the focl mechanisms with one another thus being allowed, under the continent. If the latter istaken as the fault plane the
 
The shaded quadrants in the mechanism diagrams represent signs of the first motion quadrants are such as to correspond to
 

•the quadrants of rarefaction first motion of the P wave. The an undenthrusting of the continent by the oceanic plate at the 
•centers 	 of these quadrants are the P axes. The centers of the depth of focus. The direction of underthrust is to the east in 
unshaded quadrants are the T axes. earthquakes I and 8 and to the northeast and on a slightly 

The mechanisms themselves can be considered, in three steeper thrust surface nearer thcPcruChile corner in earth. 
groupings: (I) those of the earthquakes clusteringat about quakes 9 and 10. 
10S,which are related to the zones active in the two larger The mechanisms in the vicinity of the earthquakes of 96( 
earhquakes orOciober 1966 and May 1970 (earthquakes 2-7); and 1970 are more complicated. The two major earthquakes ir 
(2) those of isolated foci occurring near or under the coast but question have been studied by Abe [1972]. The result of tha 
separated from the first group (earthquakes 1. 8, 9, and 10). present study serve to confirm his findings and to extend tha 

and (3) those of earthquakes occurring under or near the study of the earthquake motion to some of" the large: 
trench (earthquakes 11-14). aftershocks of the 1970 earthquake. The shaded regions ir 
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Figure 3outline the area active in the two earthquakes as iden. 
Ntified by Abe from the zone or aftershocks. The mechanism 

givcn in Table 2 ror the major shock of 1966 is virtually iden. 
tical to that determined by Abe from P first motion and from 
the spectra of surface waves. The motion is interpreted as an 
underthrust of the oceanic plate along an elongated surface 
normal to the coast, as ldcntified by the aftershocks, and dip-
ping gently (only 10"-15*) under the continent. Earthquake 6 
(1963) occurred at a greater dcpth, 63 km,at the inward extent 
of this zone and corresponds to extension within the subducted 
plate parallel to the dip of the plate. Earthquake 15, deeper 
still (h - 80 kin) and included among the intermediate-depth 
shocks below, carries this same axial extension further 
downward along the plate and in the same ENE direction. 

The mechanism or the main shock or 1970 (earthquake 2) as 
given in Table 2 is again in close agreement with that or Abe. 
The two solutions differ by only 3" in the dip or the nodal 
planes. As Abe remarks, the aftershocks or this earthquake are 
located over a range or depth from 40 to 100 km. The elonga-
tion of the aftcrshock zone corresponds to the strike of the 
nodal planes. Either of the nodal planes may be taken as the 
fault plane, and in either case the faulting is normal faulting. It 
is concluded that the fracture occurred within the plate and is 
related to flerure as the plate begins to descend or to axial ten. 
sion under gravitational stress. 

The three aftershocks studied here (earthquakes 3,4, and 5), 

Pi AT! SuBouc'noN 

however, arc more difficult to interpret. All of these corres
pond to reverse raulting. the axis or compressive stress being 
located approximately along the dip of the plate. The listed 
local depths of these shocks are comparable to or only slightly 
greater than the focal depth or the main shock. It is possible 
that these represent a stress condition in the lower portion of 
the plate as the plate bends or as it adjusts to the condition of 
the stress after the initial major fracture. 

Earthquakes 11-14 are those that occur under the trench. 
The mechanisms or I I and 12 indicate horizontal tension nor. 
mal to the tectonic trend. These foci arc located in the upper 
portion or the oceanic plate and at the point or flexire of the 
plate as it begins to converge beneath the continental plate. 
This interpretation is in agreement with the condition round 
previously by Sluder 11968] for roci beneath the Aleutian 
trench. 

In earthquakes 13 and 14 one or the principal stresses is 
again horizontal and normal to the trend of the trench, but in 
this case the horizontal stress is compressive. The rocal depth 
and location or earthquake 13 indicate that the rocus of this 
shock may'.be in the contirental plate near its leading edge, 
where reverse faulting might be expected. No explanation is 
offered for the mechanism of earthquake 14 (reverse faulting 
within the upper portion or the oceanic plate). Similar 
mechanisms were round for roci under the trench ofT the coast 
of Chile [Stauder. 1973]. Mendiguren [1971] has shown that the 

TABLE I. Chronological List of Earthquakes Studied 

Date 
Origin 
Time 

Latitude. 
deg 

Longitudc, 
deg 

h. 
km me N 

Apr. 13, 1963 
May 10, 1963 
Aug. 15, 1963 
Aug. 29,1963 

02h 2r 5s 
22h 22m 42s 
17h 25m 06.Os 
15h 30m 3Is 

6.2 
2.2 

13.3 
7.1 

76.5 
77.6 
69.3 
81.6 

125 
33 

543 
23 

7.0 
6.7 
3.0 
6.5 

19 
31 
30 
II 

- ." 

Sep. 17. 1963 
Sep. 24. 1963 
Nov. 3. 1963 

05h 54m 34s 
16h 30m 16s 
03h 10m 13s 

10.6 
10.6 

3.5 

78.2 
73.0 
77.8 

61 
80 
33 

6.7 
7.0 
6.7 

6 
22
33 

Nov. 9, 1963 21h 15m 30.0s 9.0 71.5 600 7.0 26 
Nov. 10, 1963 01h 00m 39.0s 9.2 71.5 600 6.7 27 
Aug. 3. 1965 02h 01m 52.Os 7.7 81.3 49 5.8 12 
Sep.517. 1965 
Nov. 3. 1965 

.IIhl'm 56,Os 
0h 39m 03.1a 

1.4 
9.1 

77.6 
71.3 

190 
593 

6.0 
6.2 

16 
29 

May I. 1966 16h 22m 56s 8.5 74.3 165 5.7 20-
June 7, 1966 
Oct. 17, 1966 

00h 59m 46s 
21h 41m 56s 

14.9 
10.7 

75.8 
78.7 

48 
38 

6.5 
7.5 

8 
7 

Feb. 9, 1967 15h 24m 47.2s 2.9 74.9 58 • 6.3 32 
Feb. 15, 1967 16h I IraI.8s 9.0 71.3 597 6.2 28 
Mar. 2.1967 07h 49m 31.7s 0.3 78.7 121 5.9 15 
Sep. 3. 1967 
June 19. 196 

21h 07m 30.11s 
08h 13m 35.s 

10.6 
54 

79.8 
77.15 

38 
89 

6.5 
6.4 

14 
35 

July 30. 1968 
Sep. 9. 1968 

20h 38m 42.Os 
00h 37m 43.2s 

6.9 
8.7 

80.45 
74.5 

37 
120 

5.8 
6.0 

I 
21-

Sep. 28. 1968 
Oct. 31. 1968 

13h 53m 33.4s 
09h ISm 46.9s 

13.2 
16.4 

76.4 
73.4 

70 
67 

6.4 
5.7 

23
9 

': Feb. 4. 1969 14h tOt 13.3s 8.2 80.2 16 6.0 13 
July 19. 1969 
July 24. 1969 
Oct. I. 1969 

04h 54m 54.1s 
02h 59m 21.Os 
05h 05m 432s 

17.3 
11.9 
11.9 

72.5 
75.1 
75.1 

14 
I 
4 

5.9 
5.9 
5.9 

10 
38 
39 

Feb. 14. 1970 lIh 17m 16.1s 9.9 75.6 35 5.9 37 
(May 31. 1970 20h 33m 27.3s 9.2 78.8 43- 6.6 2 
)June 2. 1970 
1June 4. 1970 

Oh 37m 27.7s 
04h 09m 26.3s 

9.8 
9.3 

78.8 
78.6 

58 
57 

5.7 
5.8 

3 
4 

June 17. 1970 04h 44m 20.9s 15.8 71.8 91 5.9 24 
July 2., 1970 
Dec.10. 1970 

Oh 45m 02.0s 
04h 34m J9.Es 

10.1 
4.0 

78.6 
30.7 

62 
25 

5.8 
6.. 

5 
34. 

May 17. 1971 
July 27. 1971 

11hO4m 07.1s 
02h 02m 49.6s 

1.6 
2.7 

77.7 
77.4 

176 
135 

5.7 
6.3 

17 
Is 

Oct.15. 1971 lOh 33m 46.7s 14.1 73.3 54 5.7 40 
Jan. 12. 1972 09h 59m 10.3s 6.9 71.8 580 5.9 25 
Mar. 20, 1972 07h 33m 49.6s 6.8 76.8 64 6.1 36 
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rr"
""I 	 72 6- Ecuador and northern Peru. The shallower foci (h - 120-135 
"I- + + 	 km)have horizontal E.W tension axes. and the deeper foci (h 

- 175-190 km) have a trend that seems to correspond to :he 
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EARTHOUAKES STUDIED 
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di,,te shocks of intermediate focal depth. solid triangles indicate deep
foci, and open diamonds represent the foci occurring interior to the 
continent within the continental lithosphere, 

Nazca plate itsei" is being compressed in the direction of plate 
motion, this compression possibly influencing the release of 
stress in earthquakes near the trench. 

Earthquakes of intermediate focal depth. The mechanism 
diagrams for the earthquakes of intermediate focal depth 
(15-24 in Table 2) are presented in Figure 4. A twofold 
classification suggests itself. The first classification concerns 
,garthqua-cs in E;,uador and in northern to cntra] Peru versus 
thoe in central and southern Peru. The latter are shallow and 
have their foci under or near the coast. Ifit isassumed, as was 
suggested by Elsasser [11967] (see sacks et al. [1968]) and amp-
ly documented by hmackr and Molnar [1971], that the descend. 
ing slab acts as a stress guide. the axial stress in these earth-
quakes and at depths of 70-90 km in southern Peru is ten-
sional and to the northeast. This represents failure under 
gravitational sinking relativ,:ly high in the slab and along a 
zone descending more steeply under the continent than to the 
north, 

A second classification concerns the direction or motion or 
direction of principal stresses active at the foci of the northern 
group. Examination of the symbols in Figure 4 shows two 
categories: (I) squares with the solid upper portion, which in-
dicate foci whose axes are oriented in a manner similar to that 
of those just discussed (that is,with the tension axis down 30' 
from the horizontal and dipping to the northeast), and (2) 
squares with the solid lower portion, which indicate foci with 
N-S trending nodal planes and axes of tension that are nearly 
horizontal and oriented E-W. An equal-area projection 
presents the P. B. and T axes of the two groups in the upper 
and lower insets of Figure 4, respectively. A depth difference 
(depths arc indicated by the number near the symbol for each 
earthquake in Figure 4) separates the two classes, at least in 

dominant trend of the axis of least stress under both Chile 
[Sioader 1973] and Peru. Again on the assumption that the 

.4-	 slab acts as a stress guide, this indicates that the general 
current motion of subduction. whatever its differences in 
character from point to point, is downward at an angle ofabout 30' and to the northeast at the level of the intermediate 

+ 	 focal depth earthquakes investigated. 
Earthquakes 20 and 21 reverse the depth relationship of the

E-W versus northeast trending axes of tension. The deeper of 
the two, earthquake 20, has the E-W tension axis, and the 

4.e-+
shallower, earthquake 21, has the NE trending axis. These two 
foci are near the southern extremity (see Figure 1)of the band 

intermediate focal depth earthquakes extending from 
Ecuador to near the Peru-Brazil border and probably mark a 

+ 	 change in the character of subduction south of this latitude. 
Deep-focus earthquakes. Earthquakes 25-30 (Table 2)arc 

deep-focus shocks. The first five of these shocks belong to the 
-iln,'veey raoftw "trend cr deep-focus shocks between 7"S 

"4- and II'S. The first occurs at the northern extremity, and the 
next four group toward the southern extremity of the zone. 

focal depths are all remarkably uniform, varying from 580 
km for the first to 593-600 km for the remaining four. 

+ 	 The focal mechanisms for these earthquakes are indicated in 
Figure 5. The similarity of the mechanisms for earthquakes

Fig. 2. Earthquakes seleced for study. Solid circles represent 25-29 is clear. The strikes of the possible fault planes arc 
normal-focus earthquakes occurring near the coast, solid squares in- aligned closely along the trend NI0'W (see Figure 1)of the 

epicenters of dccp-focus earthquakes. The central quadrant in 
all cases is a rarefaction quadrant corresponding to normal 
faulting in the conventional sense. But the geometric con
figuration with relation to a descending slab is such as to cor
respond to shortening or to compressional stress in the vertical 
direction. 

The inset on the left of Figure 5, the equal-area projections 
of the P. B, and T axes, illustrates the similarity of mecha
nisms more quantitatively. The P axes are nearly vertical, the 
B or intermediate-stress axes are horizontal and oriented 
NI0°W. ar,,the.T a.s,3;e almost horizontal and NIOO°W. If 
it is assumed that the trend of the hypocenters in Figure I 
corresponds to the orientation of a segment of plate and that 
the plate acts as astress guide, three conclusions follow: (I) the 
P and B axes lie in the plate and indicate a segment of plate 
descending vertically in this locality under South America. (2) 
the segment of plate in question is limited in dimension and is 
oriented NIOW, and (3) the concentration of deep-focus 
earthquakes at a 600-km depth and the compressional stress 
along the axis of the plate at this depth indicate the lower ter
minus of this segment of subducted plate as the plate en
counters more resistive rock material at this depth within the 
mesosphcre. 

The mechanism of earthquake 30 requires some difference in 
interpretation. This earthquake is one of the small concentra
tion of foci at 13*S-14"S. The P axis dips steeply (65') to the 
northeast, the T axis is nearly horizontal and trends N60OW 
(parallel to the coast), and the B axis dips gently (23") to the 
southwest. Again assuming that the descending plate acts as a 
stress guide. and for other cumulative reasons to be developed 
below, we conclude that in this case the P and Taxes lie within 
and define the orientation of a segment of plate and that the 
plate in this locality and at this depth is descending in the 
direction N30E. 

Foci within the continental plate. Earthquakes 31-40 all oc. 
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strike N280W. dipping 70" to the northeast. The first motion 
*r indicates up on the northeast side, in conformity with the field 

5+ observations. The motion vector gives 0.77 as the dip slip com

ponent or displacement and 0.64 left lateral as the strike slip 

component. 

RELATION TO THE SEIsMIcriY 

The number or earthquhkcs large enough to yield a deter
mination of the focal mechanism is, unfortunately, relatively 

or the subductionc ,small. A fuller picture or the overall flow 

process, however, may be obtained by correlating these few in. 

dividual foci with the general seismicity of the region. For this 

the National Ocean Survey hypoceniter file for the 
M 	 ~purpose 

years 1961-1972 was searched to obtain the subset of 

hypoccnters occurring -within the region 2*N-18"S, 
14 ""65.W-85W. These tre plotted (Figure 7) in a series of projec

tions A-A to F-F on a vertical plane by 4* intervals of latilude. 

The sections are identified on the index maps indicated in sec
tions A-A and E-E. The position of the Peru trench is in

" '/  dicated by the small inverted solid triangle at the top of each 
9 sect"On. 

The shallow dip of the"zone or intermediate-depth earth

quakes is immediatcly apparent, as is the silent zone below 

about a 300-km depth, or even below a 200-km rocal depth in 

northern Peru. But for more detailed examination, attention is
NORMAL FOCUS - . 

first called to sections D.D. E-E, and F-F. The first two are E. 
COASTAL EARTHQUAKE\ 4 	 W sections. approximately in the direction or motion of the 

Naza plate as it approaches the coast. Section F-F overlaps 
the other two and has a strike N45*E, approximately pcrpen.3. Focal mechanism diagrams for earthquakes or normal focal 

the coast. The steeper dip and the well-defined
h. Shaded areas indicate quadrants of rarefaction first motion. dicular to 

character of the Benioff zone indicate that this section is much 

closer to the gradient of the zone of hypocenters than either of cur within the continental plate. About hair of these are quite 
shallow, but others extend down to depths of 50-90 km. The the other two. 

focal mechanism diagrams for these earthquakes are presented The conclusion is that the Benioff zone, and by assumption 
the dip of the oceanic slab and its direction of motion underin Figure 6. -

Three or the didgrms (earthquakes 31. 32, and 40) indicate southern Peru. is N30--40"E (normal to the coast) and down 

prcdominantl.trike slip faulting. The remainder are high- from the horizontal about 30", in keeping with the motion 

angle reverse faults. The former are indicated by the diamond round above in earthquakes 9 and 10 (utidcrthrust to the 

symbols with the solid upper portion in Figure 6, and the northeast) and in earthquake 24 (axial tension N42"E, down 

latter, witl' the eacption of earthquake 4, by .he.s).bo1s 35=). 
with the solid lower portion. The projections orthe P.B, and T The contrast between section F-F and sections D-D and E

axes of the two groups are given in the upper and lower insets E. with the graphic information that it gives about the subduc

of the figure, respectively. It is seen that both groups corres- tion under southern Peru, suggested trying sections normal to 

pond to a horizontal E-W pressure. the coast along remaining portions of the coast of Peru. Some 
r 

Earthquake 34 is close to the leading edge or the continental minor improvement was round in the definition or the zone c 

plate and near, in fact, to the westernmost limit of South intermediate-focus earthquakes in the section ncrmal to the 

corn- coast of central Per,, but no other significant changes wereAmerica. The motion in this earthquake represents a N-S 
orpression and is probably a result of the reaction within the round. This finding is in keeping with a very shallow dip 

even z shoaling of the oceanic slab under the continent.continental slab to small differences in the direction of subduc-
tion of the oceanic plate in response to its contact with the On this basis, for the purpose or further discussion, the 

sharply convex boundary here of the continental slab. hypocenter sections arc re-presented in Figure 8 with a pro
0 Earthquakes 38 and 39 were destructive earthquakes that posed slab configuration drawn in. Also indicated are the 

"occurred n'TiHuancayo on July 24 and October 1. 1969. Both positions on the sections of the intermediate-depth and con

,were of very shallow focus. As was reported by Ernesto D a tinertal plate earthquakes whose mechanisms %%erepresented 

of the Instituto Geofisico del Peru, Lima [Lander. 1970], d.e abo.c. 
first was accompanied by a surface fracture with a vertical dis- DISCussIoN 

-iacement or 0.4 m. In the second earthquake the same fault 
up to 1.6 m of vertical displacement In previous related studies Sykes and Hayes [19711 reported

Ls again activated with 	 at athat in Peru the oceanic lithosphere may not descend
.nd around 0.70 m of horizontal displacement. The fault had a 

moderate dip under the continent as it does in northern Chile 
northwest strike, the motion being up on the northeast block 

but may move almost horizontally under the continent. sacks 
and down on the southwest 

and A Adnar [19711 showed that for earthquakes of magnitude
When.this information is used u a guide in selecting the 

fault plane from the two nodal planes for the earthquake of 5 and larger the seismic zone is slablihe under central Peru and 

has a dip of only 100-13'. The focal mechanisms of this study
October 1. the focal parameters in Table 2 give a fault with a 
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INTERMEDIATE DEPTH 

+ +t -t -
Fig, 4. Focal mechanism diagrams for earthqulkes or intermediate 'focal depth. Squares with solid upper portions in

dic2% foci with t"-sion axes dippirg 20" to the northeast. Squares with solid lower portions indicate foci with tension axes 

horizontal an~d oriented E-W. 

furtherand the hypocenter sections in Figure 8 allow 

specifications of the slab and of the slab motion. 
A comparison of secions A-A and B-B (Figure 8)shows the 

convergence motion or the plate under Ecuador and northern 

Peru to be influenced by the configuration of the continental 

boundary. Section B-B includes the westernmost promontory 

of the cr,.tinent. The dip of the oceanic slab is least under this 

portion of South America. Immediately to the north both the 

coast of Ecuador and the axis of the trench verge to the east; 

descent of the slab begins at a more easterly point, with a con-

sequent steeper dip and an attendant contortion of the slab. 

Intermediate-depth foci show that at a depth of about 200 km 

(see section A-A) and near the leading edge, or at least the edge 

of the seismically active portion of the plate, the direction of 

subduction as indicated by the tension axes is northeast and 

•wn 	 at about 30". 
;ection C-C is the least well defined. There issome indica-

.on (see section C-C, Figure 7) that the Bnioff zone may de-

wend more steeply, divorced from the cluster of intermediate-

depth foci that occur 500-600 km interior from the border of 

the continent. This hypothesis has been proposed, in fact, by 

Okada [19731. who found the depth of conversion from ScS to 

an ScSp phase, which he identified with a plate boundary. to 

be below the gently dipping slab model of isacks and Molnar 

[19711, Sykes (1972], and others but along a line continued 

downward from the ocean side shallow seismic activity. In this 

event the slab itself isvirtually aseismic at intermediate depths. 

This would be in keeping with the high Q reported by Sacks 

and Okada [1973] beneath the continent and interpreted as im

plying that the underthrusted mantle in western South 

America is lithosphcric rather than asthenospheric and hence 

capable of supporting earthquakes. That is, the continental 

lithosphere has a thick (350 kin) high-rigidity root. Encounter 

with this root forms the shape of the subduction zone. 

On the basis of the fault motion in normal-focus earth

quakes off the coast of Peru (shallow underhrust plus axial ex

tension within the plate) reported above and on the basis of the 
have found in the type of earthquakes ocdifference that we 

curring within the continental plate down to a 100-km depth 

versus those below this level, in what we have inferred to be the 

oceanic slab, we prefer the interpretation of Sykes and Hayes 

[19711 and hacks and Mo/nar [1971] cited above. This, too, 

allows for a lithosphere of double thickness under Peru but 

one of continental composition and one of oc,-ani. It also 
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diagrams for deep-focus earthquakes.
Fit. S. Focal mechanismi 

allows for a laterally homogeneous low-Q zone beow a 350-

as found by Sacks and Okada 119731 under Peru. 
km depth 

Model studies by Jacoby [19731 suggest that such a subduc-

tion configuration might result if, in addition to 'motion af the 

oceanic plate, the are or continent side plate advances toward 
as isthe 

the descending plate with respect to the deeper mantle 

in South Americ3Lcase 
(Figure 8) proposes a slab of 

Accordingly. section C-C 

shallow dip extending almost horizontally under the continent, 
es 

The evidence from the several normal-rocus earthquakes, 

pecially those associated with the coastal earthquakes of 1966 

and 197(. shows that the direction of underthrust isnormal to 

the Coast, that is. about N60OE. The motion of the plate at in-
as that in sec-

termediate depths is presumed to be the same 
as mnrtionedA-A. although foci 20 and 21. 

Lions B-B and of these 
above, may imply a bound-
epicentes. We associate .this indication of change with 

ary of a segment of the plate and infer that to the south the 

some change at the latitude 

plate isdescending morm steeply. independently of the segment 

that we have been considering, and in a direction N30-40'E. 
or in D'-D' 

In fact, the segment of plate indicated in C-C 

below may partially override the one indicated in E'-E. 

Section D'-D' presents a section 6' in width that is normal 

to the coast of central Peru and overlaps the previous section 

interior extreme of the hypocenter zone. This section is 
-. hi 

being along the gradient of the slab rz*her than 
regarded as 
oblique to it, as was the preceding section. No additional corn

ment is required concerning the motion of the oceanic slab at 

shallow to intermediate depths. Attention is drawn, however, 
to the silent zone from 

the deep-focus earthquakes andto 
depths of 250 to 550 kmn. 

There is much discussion about whether in South America. 

both under Peru and under Chile. the descending oceanic slab 

with the zone of deep
iscontinuous through the silent zone 

or whether the shallow and intermediate 
focus earthquakes and the deep

a present segment of plate
seismicity defines 

earlier epoch of subduc-
Seismicity defines the remnant of an 

that the deep-focus earthquakes
Lion. We have already seen 

define a zone (segment of vertically descending slab) oriented 

NI06W. The greater diffusion of deep-focus hypoccntcrs in 

section D'-D' versus that in C-C iscons~stcnt with this but also 

illustrates that aslab whose dip direction isalong the cross sec

tion D'-D' is not likely to be continuous with the zone of deep

focus earthquakes. That is, the trend of the gradient of a seg

merit of plate defined by the deep-focus earthquakes is not the 
depth. The choice. 

that of the slab at intermecdiatesame as 
then, of the shallow slab under Peru favors two distinct epochs 

of spreading and discontinuity of the slab between depths of 

about 250 and 550 kmn. 

Section E'-E' is a vertical section 60 in width in the direction 
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N40*E. approximately normal to the coast of zouthern Peru. 
,, As was remarked above. the Benioff zone in thi. region clearly 

':efines the dip and direction -f the desc-ending slab under this 
o rtion of Peru. The focal mechanisms agree with this con-

figuration and direction of subduction. The maked difference 
between the dip of this segment and that of certral Peru im-
plies severe contortion or. more likely, separate tongues or the 
oceanic slab, which-is the interpretation here proposed. 

Given a steepening of the dip of the slab from 30" to 60" 
below a depth of 300 km. the zonejust mentioned has the same 
trend as that defined by the P and T axes of earthquake 30 dis
cussed above. The segment of plate at this depth (543 km) is of 
small lateral dimension, and the horizontal Taxis, assumed to 
define the orientation of the plate, implies lateral extension, 
Given the steeper dip of the slab at depths shallower than 
those in other regions under Peru and the similarity of trend of 
segments of slab and of slab motion at intermediate- and deep-
focus depths, the probability of continuity of the slab may be 
argued more forcefully here than in section D'.D'. Although 
there is no reason to believe that the plate should be con-
tinuous here but not under central Peru or under Chile. the 
present study'oflers no evidence'favoring 'one position rather 
than the other in southern Peru. 

It is variously argued that anomalous high.rrequency 

84" 80, 76" 

4-


00 

CONTIENTA PLAT-
10c0 

arrivals following the normal S wave arrival on seismograms 
at Naha. Peru (NNA). Arequipa. Peru (ARE). Antofagasta. 
Chile (ANT). and other stations support continuity of the slab 
[(sacki and Barazangi. 1973] under western South America or 
that they are convened waves that imply no ontinuity ISnoke 
t aL. 1973]. The question is still an open one and seems most 
likely to yield to further studies of the anomalous high
frequency arrivals and of the Q structure. 

SUMMARY 

The Focal mechanisms of earthquakes and the seismicity of 
Peru are interpreted as evidencing an underthrust of the 

° oceanic plate along a thrust surface ofsmall dip (10*-I$ ) un
der northern and central Peru and for a continuing subduction 
of the plate almost horizontally under the continental 
lithosphere in the direction N60"E. Under southern Peru a 
separate tongue of the plate descends more steeply, at a dip of 
about 30" and in the direction N30"-400E. Under central Peru 
the zone of deep-focus earthquakes is more probably not aseg
ment of slab that is continuous with the slab at intermediate 
depths. Within the contirtental lithosphere the focal 
mechanisms that occur at depths from I to 100 km indicate an 
E-W horizontal compression. 

'2" 68" 640 

4+-~ +-. 

00
0 

PP 

(_A40 

£ 

CONTINENTAL PLATE 

+ + + 200 
Fig. 6. Focal mechanism diagrams for roci interior to the continent within the continental lithosphere. 
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Theory of Earthquakes 

I. A Scale Independent Theory of RoItFailure 

By B.T. BRADYI) 

Summary - A scale independent failure theory governing -he initiation and subsequent growth of 
in this theory are 

,e shear fault in rock ispresented in this article. Four distinct phases of behavior 

to precede fault growth in rock. 1) Dilatant Phase. Cracks form in the rock in response to the 
,o,%n 
pplied stresses.This phase begins at a maximum principal stress whose magnitude is usually well bclow 

-,e ultimate strength of the rock. 2) Inclusion Phase: Clusters of cracks develop in the rock at a point 

i time when the rock is within a few per cent of its ultimate strength. The clusters behave physically 

-low modulus elastic inclusions embedded within a host material of higher modulus. As a result of this 

elastic' contrast, there is a rotation of the principal stress axes and a decrease in the magnitude or the 

the region into which the inclusion 
,rincipal stress difference in the focal region of the inclusion: that is, 


.%ill grow at failure. 3) Closure Phase: In this phase, there is closure of cracks in the focal region in re

;ponse to lhe decrease in the magnitude of the principal stress ,:5erence due to the formation of the 

nclusion. As a result of crack closure in the focal region. the stress concentration in tht focal region 

-snd becomes a maxinum once all cracks which opened during the dilatant phasc arc clo-ed. 
ncre. 

-%t ne, the transverse te;isile strss in the interior of the inclusion also reaches a maximum.

th'. 
%1acrocrackgrowth within the inclusion begins. 4) Growth Phase: Fault growth commenc's during this 

phase. Reopering of previously closed cracks occurs due tc the increase in the pnncipal stress difference 

in the focal region resulting fimr macrocrack growth v.ithin the inclusion. .%ev. cracks form and rapid 

growth of the macrocrack (in its own plane) occurs once the length of the mcrocrack exc=eds a critical 

value. The fault represents the portion of the macrocrack which has closed. 

Introduction 

An understanding of the causes and mechanisms of earthquakes is one of the most 

basic problems in geophysics today. The cause of an earthquake must be the creation 

at some location within the earth of a stress condition sufficient to cause failure of rock. 

Large horizontal stresses whose magnitudes often exceed the vertical stress are known 

to be present in the crust and, possibly, the upper portion of the earth's mantle. Direct 

evidence of high excess horizontal stress has been found from static stress measurements 

in deep mines in the crust and from seismic studies (OBERT and DUVALL [1], WYSS 

and MOLNAR [2)). It is clear that these high stresses are related to plate motions and that 

')Physicist. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, BuMines. Denver Mining Research Center. Denver, Colo., 

U.S.A. (present address). 

Best w 3Xw 
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failures (or earthquakes) result at or near boundaries where collision or slip between 

plates is occurring. However, thebmost difficult and least understood parts of the earth. 

quake problem are the processes involved in the focal region; that is, the region where 

failure occurs prior to the earthquake and, in particular, the mechanism or mechanisms 

ses in the crust or upper mantle to be concentrated so as to producewhich allow the str 

the earthquake. Kn understanding of the processes leading to failure of rock cannot help 

but be of major importance to the geophysicist in his understanding of earthquake occur. 

rene. Without this understanding, it is difficult to interpret premonitory effects observed 

prior to earthquakes, such as anomalous velocity and 7round tilt behavior to mention 

a few. Without this understanding, the application of these data in developing possible 

methods of earthquake control becomes at best a matter of guesswork. 

Background 

It has been established experimentally in the laboratory that dilatancy, or the open

ing of cracks whose major axes are oriented in a direction parallel to the axis of maximum 
in brittle rock at stress levels on the order of two-thirdsprincipal stress, commences 

et al. [3]). There is some field evidence suggestingthe rock's ultimate strength (BRAcE 

that dilatancy is an active mechanism in earthquake prone areas (CHERRY and SAVAGE 

[4]). Observations at Garm, U.S.S.R., the New York Adirondacks, and for the San 

that prior to these earthquakes theFernando, California, earthquake have shown 

ratio of longitudinal (V,) and shear (V,) seismic velocities, V,/V,, decreased to anom

alously low values and that earthquakes occurred shortly following the return of V,/V, 

to its normal value (ScHoLZ et al. (5], SEMENOV [6], WHrrCoMB t aL (7]). Some investi

gators have explained the premonitory decrease in V,1 V,in terms of dilatancy of rocks 

in the focal region of the impending earthquake (NuR [8], ScHoLz et al. [5], W]TCoNB 

et al. [7]). Although there may be some disagreement with a dilatancy mechanism for 

earthquakes, the model proposed for the subsequent increase in V,/V,to its predilatant 

value; that is.diffusion of fluids into the dilatant region, prior to the earthquake, h-s 

generated considerable controversy. A major reason for this controversy is the absence 

of a realistic physical theory describing the processes leading to the failure of rock. 

This paper is the first part of a three-part series concerned with the physical pro

cesses responsible for producing earthquakes. In this paper, a scale independent failure 

theory, termed the inclusion theory, governing the initiation and growth of shear fault

ing in dry rock ispresented. Shear faulting refers to growth of a fault in its own plane. 

Scale independence in the context used here requires that the fracturing characteristics 

of rock in the laboratory (small scale), mine (intermediate scale) and the earth (large 

scale) are governed by identical equations and principles. Thus laboratory studies Of 

rock failure can provide valuable information and guidelines for understanding rock 

failure on the large scale and, as a result, will be found to have direct applicability' to 

large-scale phenomena such as earthquakes. The application of the scale independent
 

theory of rock failure to the earthquake problem will form the subject matter of parts
 

and III.
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" Laboratorystuny offault growth in rock 

Laboratory tests conducted by the author on rock fracture under stiff loading con
ditions have shown that load carrying ability of rock begins to diminish once the proportional limit is reached (Fig. I). These tests showed that fault growth in either uniaxia or triaxial compression did not occur until point F in Fig. I(A, B) was reached. At 

/
 
+. 


-Ultimate 
 strength 

-Solid rock CF 

b 

- Proportional limit 
Fractured rock

a Stress-strainMac rocrock 
curve 

0 STRAINc 

A 

-4 

C, F 

b Cd 
P a, 

0 STRAIN,4 
B 

Sress-strain behavior Figure Iof rock in pre-failure and post-failure region; A-uniaxial compression, 
B--iaxial compression 

Point F a sudden change was observed in the deformation rate of the sample at whichtime the slope of the unloading curve became equal to the testing machine stiffness;that is, there appeared to be little or no contribution due to the sample. It was as if therock was not present in the testing system. This observation led to the series of tests 
discussed below. 
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Experirnentalprocedure 

Uniax)arand traxial compression tests were made on cylindrical specimens of amarbleand granite by deforming the specimens in a conventional hydraulic loadingsystem which was artificially stiffened to 2.4 x 102 dynes/cm by placing high ste-gth
steel columns inpara!leI with the specimen. Specimens were .5.39 cm diameter size withlength-to-diameter values of 2.00 for uniaxial and 2.50 for triaxial tests. All specimevaswere compressed between hardened steel end plates whose diameter and length WeTe5.39 cm and 3.00 cm, respectively. Confining pressure was approximately 100 bars in thetriaxial tests. Strain rate was 10"4/sec. All specimens were loaded to preselected pointsalong their respective stress-strain curves. Each specimen was then unloaded, cast inhydrostone, cut in half parallel to the core axis, polished and impregnated with a florescent dye to delineate the cracl. . Ultraviolet light was used to delineate crack zones. 

Dataanddata analysis 

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show test results for representative samples of nrarble and grmitedeformed under uniaxial and triaxial compression. The location on the force (F)displacement (u) curve where each sample was unloaded is indicated under each photograph. Large cracks (macrocracks)are clearly illustrated. Note that zones of small cracks(microcracks) extend well beyond the macrocracks. 'Microcrack' and 'macrocrack' zemployed here are not absolute but relative terms. As a consequence of the scale independence principle to be proved later, their sizes increase as specimen size increases.However, for simplicity, I have chosen these terms in describing failure on the small 
(laboratory) scale. 

Microscopic examination of these samples shows extensive microcrack concentrtion within the 'light' zones. Microcrack development within the 'dark' zones is small
in comparison. The florescent 
 dye did not penetrate the microcracks in the 'dark'zone. These microcracks appear to have closed during unloading of the specimen,
a result suggesting the totaldilatancy strain is composed of both a reversible and irreversible component. The irreversible component probably iepresents 
 those microcracks whose stress fields are influenced by the close proximity of other microcracks.
These microcracks are located in zones where the microcrack density is large. The othermicrocracks which are located in regions of the specimen where the microcrack densitYis less tend to close as the applied load is reduced. Other laboratory studies have beenperformed which show some of the dilatant strain is recoverable as the applied stress is
reduced (ScHoLZ and KRANZ [9]).

Examination of these test specimens showed the following important observations:1)Rock failure in com pression is not due to the development of uniform microcracki~(or dilatancy) but is a consequence of clustering of microcracks within certain zones inthe rock; 2) The microcrack clusters in rock develop when the rock is within a fev* percent ofits ultimate strength; 3)The microcrack density in the cluster zone is significanllYi , 
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Fault .rwh in marble under uniaxial comwression 
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Fault growth in marble under triazxl compression (P,-100 bars) 

greater than the 'background' (dark) mictrocrack deusity which formed throughout the 

rock at a time prior to cluster formation; 4) Slabbing failure; that is, growth of Macro 

cracks parallel to the axis of maximum applied compression, a common observaoln o\ 
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Figure 4 
Fault growth ingranite under uniaxial (A) z:6' riaxial (B)compression (P- 100 bars) 

uniaxia] compression (Fig. 2), isinhibited \ki:*- confining pressure (Figs. 3,4). WAWERSIK 
and BRmcE [10] reported a similar observaticn on the effect or confinement on slabbing 
failure in rock. 

Numerical simulation of thiefailureprocess ir rock 

These observations suggest that the cluster zones may be treated mathematically 
as low modulus inclusions which are embedd._Within a higher moduIus 'host' material. 
This approach should be clearly recognize, and understood to be a mathematical 
simplification of the real problem, since inelastic "rains associated with the introduction 
of the inclusion into the rock structure are reglected. In this simplification the zone of 
intezise microcrack growth isreplaced by an :ciusion whose effective elastic properties 
are obtained by neglecting the inelastic strains associated with its introduction. I have 
studied this problem using the finite element method and have found that this idealiza
tion does not result inany significant difference-, inthe stress distribution within or in the 
immediate vicinity of the inclusion. 

To obtain a preliminary seniquantitatie understanding of the effect of inclusions, 
a three-dimensional finite element analysis using approximately 1200 elements (Fig. 5) 
was made of an inclusion geometry similar to that shown in Fig. 3A. For calculation 
Purposes, inclusion moduluswas tiken to be one-third of the host modulus. The Young's 
modulus and Poisson's ratio of the steel end plates were taken to be 2 Mb ( Mb - I x 
10' bars) and 0.24, respectively. This particu-,r finite element model physically approxiemiqanttatv:
To otai a relminryndestadin of he ffet o inlusons
 
mates the state of the system just prior to fliure. Tis point will become clear later in 
the article. 
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It is recognized that numerical resuli.s obtained.by using the above finite element
 

technique ar only approximate, since in addition to the above limitations, the variation
 

in microck density within the inclusion is not considered. In this analysis, the elastic
 

properties of the inclusion are taken to be average properties of the inclusion zone.
 
This method of replacing microcrack clusters by an elastic inclusion implies loading
 

path independence since knowledge of the intermediate sttes of the rock system is not
 

Z 
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Figure 5
 

Specimen end plate, shear fault seometry, coordinate system nomenclature and finite clcnwt ideal
ization of inclusion
 

required. Experimental laboratory evidence suggests rock failure is path independent 

(BRowN et al. [11], BRADY [12]). With this in mind, some typical results for uniaxWi 

and triaxial compression (PO - 0.10ao, where a0 and PO are the applied axial stress and 

confining pressure, respectively), are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. In these figures, 

principal stress distributions [(alf, ee - of, a.*) where a*, or, and e3 represent the local 

maximum, intermediate and least principal stresses, respectively], and their angulIr 

,P oPo)are shownrelationship (Figs. 6D, 7D) to the applied principal stress system (ao

The following results are apparent: 1) The axes of principal stress rotate about the 

intermediate principal stre:s (o -a:) axis and change in magnitude in immediate 

vicinity of the inclusion (hereafter referred to as 'focal volume'). As defined in this artice. 

focal volume refers to the volume of material whose stress state outside the inclusion i 

affected by the presence ofthe inclusion. The focal regionof the inclusionis definedas the 

zone into which the inclusionandit associatedfaultswill grow. 2) In uniaxial compression* j 

http:obtained.by
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.i.1 compre a slabbing failure mode: that is, growth of microcracks and its 

.,Ciated Inacrocrack(s) in a direction parallel to ao should be favored, and micro

,.Ck growth will tend to be parallel to vo as was the case before the inclusion formed. 

I sit 

-is
 

A 
Figur 8
 

Fault and inclusion girowth in marble showing microcrack disuibutiofl in vicinity or the mnarctck
 

(Po 0 1 0bars)
 

as radial
 
on the specimen increases, slab thickness, defined 

As confinement pressure 


thickness of the fractured rock segmentti, should increase and conditions favoring shear
 

rault growth; that is, growth of the macrocrack in its own plane will occur, since tensile 
on thethe tensile stress

of the inclusion decreases. When 
Stress or, the underside 

Underside-is negligible, further microcracking in the focal region will be in response to
 

within the inclusion is 
3) The least principal stress 

the local compressive stresses. 

tensile and is oriented in adirection approximately normal to the major (long) axis of
 

the inclusion.
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= 100 bars) showing inclusion Clas 

Figure 8 is a phoograph of a marble specimen (Po 
disrbtion in the vicinity of the macrocrack. Note micro-Fg ureo8 an -trak tres "I 

dm gloc r ack di s t riu tio i ngeom e tyr-a n orinte subparllel to the long axis of the
-( 


cracks in the vi'cinity of the inclusion are oriented separa th ga sft 

inclusion, a result that is in qualitative agreement with the finite element predictions. i1i 
causes new

distortion in the vicinity of the inclusion 
In the inclusion phase, stress cre2 

microcracks to form at a small angle (-100) to ao; that is, subparallel to the inclusion 
dea 

long axis when the confining pressure is sufficient to inhibit microcrack format-on on the 
ph2
 

underside of the inclusion. Microscopic examination of the microcrack distribution in 
[13
 

the inclusion shows a larger microcrack density exists neart the upper portions of the 
re
 

inclusion than near the inclusion tip. As a result of the microcrack density gradient within 
U* 

the inclusion, it would be expected that the macrocrack in the inclusion will extend in 
prestress at the tip of 

the plane of the inclusion just prior to shear failure, since the tensil 
rat 

the macrocrack is normal to the long axis of the inclusion. Our tests show macrocrack 
thi
 

growth is governed by the inclusion direction this adding support to this observation. 
su
 

The reader should observe that the inclusion and its focal region are not separated by a 

distinct boundary. This point is discussed at length later in the paper. 
th 

The inclusion failure theory on this small scale gives qualitative predictions regard-
in
 

in uniaxial and triaxial compression in qualitative agreement with 
m
ing rock failure a failure 

observations. This model is now used to develop 
reexperimental laboratory 

govcrning shear fault growth'in laboratory rock specimens under triaxial 
si

criterion 
si


compression. Failure in rock specimens under applied tension and combined tension-

compression is not explicitly considered at this time. 

2
Failurecriterion for shearfault growth 

These and other experimental studies of rock failure suggest three distinct phases of 

or slightly after the ultimate strength of rock is reached- 1) 
beforebehavior occur 

Pre-DilatantPhase:This phase begins with closure of open cracks throughout the rock 

volume due to the application of compressive stresses to the rock. Once most of the 

open cracks have closed, the axial stress-strain curve becomes linear. Frictional sliding 

occurs along favorably oriented closed cracks in this phase (BRACE et al. 3DJ. 2) Dilatant 

uniformly throughout the rock 

Phase: Formation of new cracks (microcracks) occurs 

and the microcracks grow in a direction roughly parallel to the axis of appliedmaximum 

compression. This phase begins at stresses typically on the order of one-half to two

are some rocks,
et al. 13]). However, there 

thirds the rock ultimate strength (BRAE 


such as fine-grained Solenhofen limestone, where the fracture initiation stress; that IS,
 

the stress required to initiate dilatancy and ultimate strength, are observed to be nearly
 
or triaxial cornuniaxail 

Rocks of this type usually fail violently in either 
equal. 
pression. 3) Inclusion Phase: Clusters of microcracks develop within the rock, usually 

within a few per cent of ultimate su .ngth; that is, near or slightly after the proportional 

limit stress has been reached. These zones can be represented physically as low modult's 

result of this 
host material of higher modulus. As a 

ainclusions embedded within 
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'Ion .elastic' contrast, there is both a rotation and change in magnitude of the principal
micro. stresses in the focal region of the inclusion. 
of th. Two further phases are now postulated to be necessary and sufficient conditions in
ictiorl,initiating fault growth. 1) ClosurePhase:In this phase there is closure ofr microcracks 
4S 6 inthe focal volume and, in particular, the focal region of the inclusion due to the deluson t. ease in magnitude of the local principal stress differenct. Laboratory studies haveclearly shown that addition of confining pressure to rock deformed into the dilatant.itio in phase can result in closure of previously op/pl'bicrocracks (BRowN ana SwANO" s of th. 13]). Tests performed at our laboratory support this observation. The finite element
:withir•tend i. results in Fig. 7 indicate there is a considerable increase in local (a*, _ 1.5or, =,; = 3Po) mean pressure in the material on-etip o the upper side of the inclusion due to thepresence of the low modulus inclusion; that is, the ratio of arocck to c in the focal regionranges from 0.12 to almost 0.20 for a modulus reduction in the inclusion of only one"vation. third. Note that on the under side of the inclusion (Fig. 7) the local maximum principalted by a stress decreases. Closure of previously open microcracks should also occur here. As aresult of crack closure in the focal volume, the stress concentration in the focal region of
regard. the inclusion increases and becomes a maximum once all cracks are closed. At this point
at with intime, the transverse tensile stress in the interior of the inclusion also reaches a maxi
failure mum value. Macrocrack growth within the inclusion due to microcrack formation intriaxial 
 response to tensile stress in the inclusion begins. As a result of macrocrack formationi. 
 within the inclusion, the stress concentration throughout the focal volume and the tensile stress component within the inclusion increase. New microcracks may also form at

the inclusion tip in response to local high stress conditions during this phase. 2) Growth
Phase:Fault growth commences during this ph,.se. (Some phases or growth' are slow
and others catastrophic. The relative stiffnesses of the loading system and the failinghases of ; region determine which type of 'growth'process prevails. For example, if the post:hed. 1)i failure stiffness of the failing region exceeds or equals the loading system stiffness,the rock growth will be catastrophic.) Reopening of previously closed microcracks occurs.it of the The system becomes unstable and rapid growth of the macrncrack (in its own plane)d sliding occurs once the length of the macrocrack exceeds a critical value. Note this model ex-Dilatan: plains the observed break in the stress-strain curve shown at point Fin Fig. I.Sliding


the rock 
 on the fault surface occurs once the macrocrack has traversed the specimen. In theaximtm 
 inclusion theory of failure, the fault refers to that portion of the macrocrack which has . to two Closed. Thus the inclusion and its associated macrocrack precede the fault. 
.e rocks, 

that is. Analsis 

ial com-
 The above test results suggest that failure of rock in shear is in actuality failure
ustadl.
., it,
tension, since the macrocrack within the inclusion grows because of tensile stress.,ortional The inclusion, however, accrets (or grows) by compression generated microcracks.


modula Tis process is in turn enhanced by growth of the macrocrack within the inclusion sueof th testing that shear failure occurs once the length of the macrocrack within the inclusion 
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song critical value. Consequently, shear fault growth may be governed by a 

maximum tensile stress failure criterion. 

Let the inclusion shown in Fig. 9 be approximated by an isotropic ellipsoidal 

a host material of modulL 

exceeds 

shaped material of Young's modulus E, embedded within 

E.. The host material is subjected to applied maximum and minimum principal stresses, 

removed from the inclusion boundary.
o, and oC, respectively, at distances far 

C. O 

Figure 9
 

Schenatik illustration of inclusion and associated nomenclature
 

to the direction of the maximnum 
The inclination of the major axis of the inclusion 

The aspect ratio of the inclusion is 2,(si,o) is fl,principal compression stress (a10

the .average thickness and leng-th of the inclusion, resPecuivl)
where s, and L, are 

are equal, the stress distributic'fl 
When the Poisson's ratio of the inclusion and host 

within the inclusion for the case of plane strain, is (DoNNELL [141). 

(c, b13L' 0 ,' b1,6'30 

ig, = b., Cr ,-* brl~(730, 

stresses parallel and pormnal, respect1vely, to0h 
where c., and a, denot- the principal 

be also a shear stress component whc_~
major axis of the inclusion. There will 
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function of position within the inclusion. However, this stress is of second order and
 

cn be safely neglected when the aspect ratio of the inclusion is small. The coefficients 

bu(,j.= 1,2,3) in equation (1)are (DoNN.ELL [14]) 

b - iI - cos2P,)a 1 + J(I + cos28,)a, 3 ; 

b 13 - Yl + cos2#,)a 1 + .,1 - cos2 5 )a1 , (2) 

b, - J(I - cos 2#1) a3, + VIS, cos 2P) a3; 

b = 1 + cos 2P,) a3 fi(l - cos 2#,)a3, 

where 
3K3K 

all- -F-E3(K+ S2 + (I + 5K')a]; a13 ~ ( K)(l - m) 

a -K--[(I - K) 4 (l - )]; a3 3 -[3(1 + Ka2)+ 1a (] +5K)) (3) 

D - 9K(] + az)+ 2x,(2 - K + 8K2). 

The K value is EL/EI. The process of macrocrack formation is illustrated in Fig. IOA. 

. 

* 

K
."...
 ,....
:'.,
o 
,
. eV,,,
bcaau=.. 

. : :. - ~ 
* . , : 

Figure I,
 
Sequence of macrocrack growth within the incusion
 

This figure shows an elliptical microcrack of aspect ratio a within the inclusion. Applied 
to this geometry, the analytical expression for the tangential stress, o, along the bound-

Sly of this microcrack is approximately (JAEGER [15]) 

(a,, + u,) sinh 2: + (a, - a,)[e cos 2(#,- nj) - cos 2#1] (4) 

' cosh2x-cos2q 
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Equations (2), (3) and (4) show that o, is a function of,, fl, q,Kand the applied Stress 
aoo and a3o; that is, -' 

-/" 2, .F(f,,q, a,,, K, a1O, aoo). 5 

To find wbre a. is an extremum, the condition da, - 0 is imposed on equation (5).
This condition requires solving the equations 

S. 0 (6a) 

0 "(6b) 

at. 0 (6c) 

for the critical values of q(I= p/), fit(= fl) and a,(= ij) and substituting these results into
 
equation (4). The maximum value of the resulting tangential stress, R,,is then found b%
 
letting K approach its minimum value. This value occurs 
when all microcracks which
 
were originally open during the dilatant phase close in the focal region of the inclusion.
 
The variables in equation (5) are related to each other in such a way as to maximize the
 
tangential stress, a,, 
 along the surface of each microcrack within the inclusion. For
 
example, equations (4) and (6a) can be combined to give
 

#I 2 fiJafa,cos2 l + o, sin ' - VP,cos , +a- sin 
(a,  ,) sinf8 ,cos l1 

and substituting equation (7) into equation (4) gives

, [a, cos' ,# + a, sin 2 , + N/of cos-fl, + qf sin2 ,St]. (8) 

The solution of equations (6b) and (6c) and imposing the constraint that K becomes I 
minimum at failure is involved but can be accomplished numerically. 

Two important results follow from equations (6b), (6c), and (8). 1) The equation'
reduce to the Griffith equations when K= 1; that is, when there is no elastic contras 
between the inclusion and host materials. This illustrates the importantresult that the 
Griffith theory is a limiting case of the inclusionfailure theory. 2) Figure 10A shows the 
trajectory of the macrocrack growing from the microcracks based on this analysis. 
It is important to note that the direction of new growth will be parallel to the m3jor
axis of the inclusion. Thus the macrocrack within the inclusion (Fig. 10B) shouok 
exhibit a step-like pattern. Therefore the process by which the macrocrack is formed 0 
due to the formation of additional inclined microcracks in response to the tensile strO 
existing within the inclusion. Since the major axes of the microcracks comprising tA 
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inclusion tend to 'clusterparallelto the directio: 

717
 
the maximum principalcompressire
stress axis, the value ofappliedstress when rapid--able shearfailure occurs i approxi-

Consequently, the reasoning advanced that rt..e .riterion 
 for shear failure, namel
 

mately equal to the value required to initiate nev -kroCraCk growth within the inclusion. 
that the length of the macrocrack must exceed aical value, sayL, isgiven theoreti
justification. The failure criterion isgiven bc ael
 

al.ndion
 

b3 3 Cif +bj, as =c, (9)where subsciipt 'f' refers to the magnitude of t.e principal applied stresses at failure.The coeficients b33 and b3,'given by equations (2and (3), are used with the appropriatevalues of fli, and a,determined from equation (6).The value of the critical tension stress at failt:. 
 (of) can be derived directly from the
energy considerations used by Griffith. The res,,: is (JAGR 
 [151)
 
. res~~~.. ( , ; I )
 

L,.vL 

(10)


where E0 is the value of th: intrinsic Young's modulus of the rock specimen when allcracks in the rock are closed (E. =
Eo), y,.is the surface energy of the macrocrack perunit area and L,is the length of the macrocrack when unstable fault growth occurs.The value of' to be used in equation (9) has been derived elsewhere and is (BRADY [1211 

X- -(1 +E ), 
where 4ff l- i 

EA
and E, and fl, are the values of Young's modulus and compress.
ibility, respectively, in the focal region of the inclusion when all cracks which openedduring the dilation phase are closed. fl isthe compressibility of the focal region at a time,
say At, into the closure phase. The compressibility difference, 4,6, in equation (1I)
time-dependent function not only because closure of cracks involves sliding on crack 
is a
 

surfaces which is a time-dependent process but also because the rate of the closure
is a function of the loading rate existing in the focal region of the inclusion.There are a number of consequences of the inclusion failure theory. 1)Curvature of
the failure envelope in ('ul, aO.) space is a function ofa3.r, since Eh in rocks is known to be
a function of confining pressure. The non-linearity of the failure envelope decreases as
the confining stress o3, increases and the envelope becomes linear when E, 
- E. 2)
The rock specimen will exhibit a tendency for a more violent failure as confining stress
increases, since the 'elastic' contrast between the inclusion and host material increases;that is, the effective post-failure stiffness of the specimen (see Fig. I) increases relativeto the loading system stiffness. Both these observations have been observed experimentally (WAwmsw and BRACE [10], BR.ADY etal.[16]). 3)The inclusion failure criterionisa general failure theory in that it becomes possible to predict the fracturing characteristlcs of the material under any loading state once the failure conditions has been 
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de:-.mined from a simple loading state such as uniaxial compression or uniaxial ten.sI'=. The only restriction is that the material behavior remain the same under the loadingsa:.-s considered. Consequently, in the inclusion theory, rock failure is described by the 
ge.--al function 

oWI EEt, . 1 (12)
 

wbe.e 4T refers to ttotal time required to close cracks in the focal region of the inckasuon. This time, ,krd as the precursor time, is discussed below. 

Relationshipofprecursortime tofocal region conditions 
Precursor time, 4T,will be defined to be the time interval between thcinitiation ofthe rnicrocrack closure phase and the occurrence of failure. The functional relationshipof j: to the physical and geometrical characteristics of the focal region and inclusion isfouzd as follows. Consider a volume element, dV,, of the total focal region volume;-I. Let Ef, denote the value of the Young's modulus at a time, t, into the closure phasof t&e rock material in the vicinity of dVt,. The inelastic strain increment, dr, in dV,res-:I!ing from closure of microcracks in response to an increment in pressure, dP, isproportional to the density of microcracks in dV[, (B.,Dy [12]); that is,"-" 


3At 


or r:-ocracks within dV,,). 

p -:f(. 
de,- d£ 

, ~ (13) 

w he:e.1.4 is a constant and p is the microcrack density (p - n.dV,, where n is the number 
Let P represent the rate of pressure increase occurringvi:h: dV, during the closure phase. Then 

dP - Pdt. (14) 
The total inelastic strain, z, in.dV,, due to microcrack closure is 

c 3AInPdt 3A.nPdr 

0 Ef,,dV EfdV.E 
where the change in Ef, during the time dr produced by microcrack closure in dV,,is ne.-ted. If1 denotes theae strain within dVy, due to closure ofan averag siZemicrc crack, t ni,and equation (15) can be written 
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,e.1 (= 1.13A,) is a constant. The precursor time, 4?r, defined as the time required to
 

z;,,, all nicrocracks in Vf, is
 

AT - -. (17) 

,.;.rc thc integration is performed throughout thecal region volume. It is important 
,crve that both Pand Ef, in equation (17) are variables whose magnitudes depend 

rv onl" on their position in the focal region but also on time. This result should not 

.urprising since the microcrack density within the focal region is variable; that is, 
:h,-microcrack density gradually diminishes in magnitude away from the inclusion and 
, ero in the uncracked rock volume, the Young's modulus of which is E,. 

If we let P> and E,denote the average values of the loading rate and the Young's 
,-,ulus in the focal region just prior to failure, respectively, equation (17) can be ap
proximated by 

s. 


.* (18) 

Thr focal reion volume can be approximated by Vfr - A,,si, where Af, is the area of the 
focal region and s, is the inclusion thickness which is approximately the same as the 
foc-al region thickness. If L represents an effective length of the focal region, Af, --L, 
and the precursor time can be expressed 

J:- p L,,(E. (19) 

or simply, precursor time as defined in this article is proportional to !he square of the 
rocal region length. It should be noted thet this type of relationship; that is, AT --L, 
has been used to justify the assumption that a diffusion-like process is operative in the 
focal region since L - %v' behaves formally as a diffusion length. However, this type 
of relationship arises from the inclusion theory for entirely different reasons. 

Equation 19 can be rewritten as 

.zi K, A,, (20) 

where n , /J(P> and 1, - Esl is the stiffness of the focal region in the direction 
parallel to the long axis of the inclusion just prior to failure. Equation (20) shows that a 
stiff focal region (Kr, large) will be characterized by a long precursor time when both 
.frand M are constant. This relationship implies that more strain energy can be stored 
Within the focal volume as Af, increases. It follows from this result that the logarithm 
of precursor time is linearily related to earthquake magnitude. This type of relationship 
has been observed for earthquakes (ScHot.z et aL. [5]) and for mine f,,,.,(ADAnV 
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Princdleof scoale independence infailing rock
 

Figure I I shows precursor time as a function of earthquake dimension L which is
 

estimated from the aftershock area. Two additional data points are included with the
 

earthquake data in this figure, one point from a rock burst in northern Idaho and the 

Precursor time (ap
a coal mine roof fall in Pennsylvania (BRADY [17]).

other from 
to two days) for the rock burst was determined from V, and rock 

proximately one 
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Figure 11 

Precursor phenomcenat prior to earthquakes and mine failures 

noise count anomalies prior to the burst. Precursor time for the coal mine root fall 

(-15 minutes) was found from a significant noise count decrease prior to the roof fall. 

inboth cas-. 
Volumes of rock affected by these failures were accurately determined 


The data in Fig. IIshow that to a good approximation
 (21 )dCzlr) 
: constant,

dAft 

scale earthquake
sizes including the intermediate 

wide range of earthquakefor a 

(or rock burst) in northern Idaho and a coal mine roof fall in Pennsylvania. [The read'-f 
are me3sured 

should note that the precursor times used for the mine failures in Fig. 11 

(approximately) from the initiation of crack closure to the time of failure. The Use of a 

a slight 

precursorflime measured from dilatancv initiation to failure would result in 
"" 
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(ncre1ase0-2001) of the mine failure recursor times]. A conscquence of the closure
 
phase portion of the inclusion theory is that the precursor time. or the time required
 
to close all cracks in the focal region, will be proportional to the focal region area. Thus
 
the result predicted by equation (19) should not be surprising. What is of important,
 
however, is that the data in Fig. I I clearly suggest that some form of scale independence
 
isoperative Inrock failure. The inclusion theory is by its very nature a scale independent

the,: that is, given two systems, each cont 3k aninlusion scaled insize in pro
portion to the relative dimensions of the :t o systems, the stress 
and displacement
 
distributions in each system will be identical when the same boundary conditions ane
 
,pplied to each system. Therefore, it should be possible to determine whether the b2sic

postulates of the inclusion theory; namely, closure of cracks in the focal region and the
 
existence of 'a critical aspect ratio (thickness-to-length) of the inclusion at failurt,

follow from equations (17) and (21). This proof would furnish a strong test of the appli.
cability of the inclusion theory to rock failure on any scale. T-,is problem is considered
 
below.
 

When the inclusion modulus, Ej, is much less than the focal region modulus E,,

the pressure concentration factor, k. in the focal region near the inclusion is approxi.
mately (DoNNELL. [14])
 

where - isa constant and L, isthe length of the inclusion. Similarly, when the inclusion
 
modulus, E,, isless than the focal region modulus, 'f,, the stress concentrtion factor,

k. in the focal region of the inclusion is approximately E,/E,. Therefore, to a first
 
approximation,
 

k z F-.f,/Et 2 

Combining equations (22) and (23) gives the relationship between the elastic and geo
metrical properties of the inclusion and focal region to be
 

E,Ellal:,: 
(24) 

Equation (24), together with the data in Fig. 1i, suggest that scale independence is
operative in rock failure; that is, the fracturing characteristics of rock are similar re
gardless of specimen size. A functional relationship that is similar in form to equation(24), only much more complex, can be derived by using equations (2), (9) and (10).
However, the essential functional interrelationship of a,and Efr/E is not changed by
the above approximate analysis. 

The parameters in equation (24) can now be interpreted in terms of the inclusion
failure theory outlined in the previous section. Equations (17) and (21) can be combined 
to give 

(PI) -i-- : constant. (25a) 
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Substituting equation (24into (25a) gives

I E,L1 
y(e) " constanL (25b) 

The elastic contrast between the focal region and incluejon increases during the closure 

ph .; that is, the stress concentration at any point in the focal region increases and 

reaches its maximum value just prior to failure. Accordingly the average value of the 

Iczding rate increases during this time and also reaches a critical maximum value just 

.or to failure. Equation (25a) shows that focal region modulus must also reach a 

r.ximum value at this time. Furthermore, since the inclusion modulus does not vary' 

sic-ificantly duringthis time interval, the length of the inclusion must approach a critical 

va'ue, say L, before failure can occur. Therefore, failure occurs when the aspect ratio 

c" the inclusion approaches the value a,, (-sLc). At the instant of failure, equation 

c') can then be written 

E- (26) 

This analysis, together with the theoretical and experimental basis that d(Ar)! 

d.- constant, gives support not only to the scale independence principle advanced 

et.lier in the paper but also tends to confirm the basic postulates of the inclusion failure 

,*-eory; namely that failure occurs in rock when 1) the elastic contrast between the in

c:usion and host approaches a maximum, and 2) the aspect ratio of the inclusion 

approaches a critical value. Once these conditions are met, tension stress within the 

inclusion becomes a maximum and failure occurs. 

Discussion 

toEquations (25) and (26) illustrate mathematically that what has been referred 

paper to represent the inclusion and the focal region should be considered to 
in thi, 

oc zono's of varying microcrack densities. This result is not surprising since while micro

may tend to form uniformly throughout the dilatant volume during the early

cracks 


a time in this phase when some of these
 
portions of the dilatant phase, there will be 


one another. This interaction is the result of a
microcracks will begin to interact with 


statistical fluctuation(s) occurring within the dilatant volume which will cause micro

cracks to form in close proximity to one another. At this time the inclusion(s) beginstO
 

of this interaction will be to produce a

form within the dilatant volume. The effect 


and direction of the principal stresses. This

and change in the magnitudedistortion 

interaction allows strain energy to be stored in the vicinity of the inclusion(s). Further 

microcrack development will be then in response to the local values of the principal
 

stresses. Consequently, the postulate advanced earlier in the paper that inclusions forn
 

prior to failure in rock can be theoretically as well as experimentally justified.
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o9th evolution of the inclusion and focal region zones shows that the.hi 17" n
h oalrgo-svralzon isgywtiluion zone is greater than the microcrack density in theehis ..cincept of the .,flirocrack density in the incluo 

f¢ii region zone. Also, the microcrack density within the focal region is variable and 

.,ill decres to zero as the undilated rock volume is approached. As the local principalpresence of the
 
differenCe in the focal region volume decreases in response to it 


ielvindg inclusion zone, microcrack closure in the focal region will occur and the tensile 

within the inclusion will increase. In the transitn zone between the inclusion and.s 


cal region, the least principal stress changes inAle prescribed manner from tension
 
e in 

, sI"w focal resion zone is approached. As zone e:oi compressionclo pr s i o as theSthe inclusionDs o.an z nt 

zone will decrease
 

microcrack closure continues in the focal region, the transition 

lengthens in the manner prescribed by equation (25). Conse

.ie the inclusion zone 
the physical contrast between the inclusion and its associated focal region

qucMtl. 
becomes
 

distinct at the instance of failure. This physical reasoning was used in constructing the
IncreaSeS during the closure phase and the boundary between the two zones 

finite element simulation of the failure process discussed earlier in the paper. It should be 

noted that dilation will continue to occur within the transition zone during the closure 

phase. 

A remaining question to be considered isthe effect of sample size on the geometrical
characteristics of the microcracks comprising both the inclusion and the dilated focal 

region. For example, are the microcrack sizes within the inclusion on the small or inter

mediate scales the same as those existing within an earthquake zone or, as is more likely.
 

do these microcracks increase in size as the scale dimension increases and, if so, how do
 

these microcracks increase in size; that is to say, what is the scaling law?
 

V, containing an inclusion of volume V, with 

Consider a dilated volume of rock. 


thickness s,and cross-sectional area A I.Let the Young's modulus of this volume prior
 

to dilation be E,. During the closure phase, the total pressure increase, 4P,required to 

close all cracks in the focal region can be approximated by (BRADY [12]) 

(27) 
Ii •F.=Ek,'S 

where tj is the volumetric strain associated with closure of the ith crack. If 4Po denotes 

1"during the closure, phase then
 

the total change in pressure applied to the volume 


equation (27) can be written 

(28)K4,PO = NiE. 

where 4,(- (1/N) V111 t,) is the strain associated with closure of an average size crack 

in the focal region. Combining equations (22) and (28) gives
 

/., (29)
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where to(- (4PofEh).denotes volumetric strain in the sample due to the change in mean 
can be written aspressure applied-to the boundaries of the sample. Equation (29) 

(30)A - V,,. 

wjhere J V,' represents the volume change in the focal region of volume V,,due to crack 

closure. 
Equations (25) and (30) represent the scale independent properties of the inclusion 

theory. Equation (25) describes the physical properties and geometrical characteristics 

of the inclusion and focal region while equatio,- (30) specifies the geometrical charac. 

teristics of the cracks within the inclusirxn, or equivalenijy, the focal region. Equation 

(30) shows that average crack volume is directly proportional to focal region volume.
 

what has been called 'microcrack'
Thus, as the sample and inclusion increase in size. 


and 'macrocrack' on the laboratory scale increase in size ir. accordance with the 'scaling
 

law' specified by equation (30).
 

Conclusions 

A scale independent theory of rock failure, referred to as the inclusion tbeo-y, has 

been presented in this article. The key hypothesis of the inclusion theory is that the in

regions in rock near itstense crack concentrations which develop within localized 

ultimate strength can be replaced by low modulus inclusion(s). The inclusion the-c'rY 

rests on the postulates that catastrophic failure occurs in rock when all cracks in the 

focal region of the inclusion which opened during the dilatant phase close and when the 

criticalaspect ratio; that is, the thickness-to-length value of the inclusion, reaches a 

value. These postulates can be shown to satisfy the constraint that they minimize 

the energy required to fail rock. 

Direct laboratory examination of these postulates has not been made at this time-

However, recent field studies on rock failure in the intermediate and large scale such as 

mine failures and earthquakes (Fig. 11), respectively, add support to the scale indepen

dent properties of the inclusion theory. These studies also suggest that precursor times 

in standard size laboratory specimens (obtained by extrapolating the curve in Fig. II 

to a 'length' of 10 cm) will be of the order of a few milliseconds. The small time internal 

during which crack closure occurs suggests for these specimens that the closure phase 

labor2tory investigator could incorrectlYwould go undetected and, as a result, the 

infer that dilatancy would peak at failure and tha' dilatancy is the only phenomenon 

which preceded failure. While direct laboratory tests of the inclusion theory has not 

been made at this time, this should not be taken to imply that the theory is not testable

be made by applying the l..ostulates to recent obser-An indirect test of the theory can 

vations on precursor phenomena reported to occur prior to earthquakes. This subJet" 

is examined in Parts [1 and III. 
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Lasty, the significance of the scale independent principle for failing rock cannor.i 

r,,,evmphasized. If this principle is verified and shown to be applicable to all clas of 
,k failure, then equations describing the mechanical behavior of rock on the labora. 

:,v scale (see for example, BRADY [12J) under comparable conditions will be directly 
arplicable to intermediate and large-scale rockjeavior provided methods'to evaluate' 

*he material cnc-.ants in these equations . ade available. 
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Theory of Earthquakes 

II. Inclusion Theory of Crustal Earthquakes 

By B. T. BRADYI) 

5-mrnary - The scale independent inclusion theory of rock failure developed in fart I isapplied to 

~rotIcm of crustal earthquakes and, in particular, to the problem of premonitory phenomena 
..%,nd to precede such earthquakes. Several %ell.known premonitory effects such as anomalous 
.*-o~ in the ratio of longitudinal (l*,) and sh-r (V.) seismic velocities, i'. I',, tilt. regional and 

.4 c..crustal movements and sumIsaxis rotation, to mention a few. are shown to be anatural consequence 

•..,~ 


:.e physical processes leading to failure in dry rock. The effects of fluids on failure in the focal region 

m tential earthquake are considered in terms of the scale independent inclusion theory..


1.Introduction 

Observations at Garm. USSR. the New York Adirondacks, and the San Fernando. 
California. earthquake have shown that prior to these earthquakes the ratio of longi

,:Jinal (V,) and shear (V,) seismic velocities, V,IV,, decreased to anomalously low 
"ziucs and that earthquakes occurred shortly following the return of V, .'5 to its norma: 
;.iiue 1SE.'MNOV, 1969; AGGAAWAL et al., 1973; WHrTcoMB et al., 1973). A variety of 
other effects premonitory to earthquakes have also been reported. These include stress 
,%s rotation and anomalous crustal movements and tilt, to mention a few (NsESOv 
-nd SUMBIREVA, 1968; .SADovsi.Yet al., 1972: SA.SSA and NICHI'ML4.,. 1956). 

These data suggest that a reevaluation of our concepts of what constitutes an earth
quake is required. The approximation of an earthquake by a model in which the sudden 
."rmation of a shear discontinuity in rocks occurs is an oversimplification in view c" 
"..eobservations. The occurren,- of the earthquake following the return of V'r I 
:,it normal value prior to the earthquake further suggests that this and related pre
"lonitoryphenomena must be related in a causal manner to the processes leading up to 
ind rebponsible for producing the earthquake. Thus a theory of failure that is applicable 
, describe failure of rock on the large scale, such as an earthquake. is requ.4ed. 
5,rh a theory must provide not only an explanation of the processes leading up to and 

:nkluding failure but also all the precursor phenomena occurring prior to the failure. 

-.S. DepL of the Interior, BuMines, Denver Mining Research Center, Denver. Colo.(pres.:: 
ess 1. 

~ 

-
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In this paper, the inclusion theory is extended by invoking the scale independentprinciple to the problem of crustal earthquakes. The paper begins with a recapitulatoof the essential concepts of the inclusion theory. This is followed by the application ofthe theory to earthquake premonitory effects. The subject of earthquake Predictionand or control is con.-idered in terms of the inclusion theory. 

2. Inclusion theory - a recapitulation 

A heory f rock failure, termed the inclusion theory, was formally developed inPart I.The key hypothesis of the inclusion theory is that the intense crack concentrationsthat de'elop within localized regions in rock near its ultimate strength (BRADY, 1975,can be mathematically modeled and physically replaced by elastic inclusions who,,emodu-: are lower than the surrounding material. The results ofthis theory show that thereis a Lhare-fold effect of the inclusions. I) The principal stress a.xes rotate and change inmagnitude both within and outside the inclusion. 2) T.e least principal stress withinthe inclusion is tensile and is oriented in a direction normal to the major (long) axis ofthe inclusion. 3) The magnitude of the least principal stress increases in the focal regionof the inclusion; that is, the region into which the inclusion and its associated fault(s)will grow. As the magnitude of the least principal stress in the focal region of the inclusion increases in compression, cracks in the immediate vicinity of the inclusion thatopened during the dilatant phase close as the rock begins to store strain energy. Asthese cracks close, the tensile stress (oriented in a direction normal to the long axis ofthe inclusion) within the inclusion increases due to the increased elastic contratb..%een the inclusion and the surrounding rock. Cracks within the inclusion begin tocoalesce in response to the increasing tensile stress and a macrocrack(s) forms.
The inclusion theory rests on the postulates that catastrophic failure occurs %hen
all cracks in the focal region of the inclusion that opened during the dilatant phase
-..close and when the aspect ratio of the inclusion, that is, the thickness-to-length ratio of"
the inclusion, reaches a critical value. When these conditions occur, the length of the
macrocrack(s) within the inclusion reaches a critical value. Failure occurs and gro, th
of the fault results from closure of the macrocrack as the inclusion advances into its
focal region. In this theory, all faults terminate in an inclusion zone or, simply, a zone
 
of concentrated dilatancy.


The inclusion theory is a scale independent theory. This scale independence in failint
rock provides a simple explanation of why the precursor time-magnitude-length 
rv.lationships hold for both mine failures and a wide range of earthquake magnitudes (,eeBR.y, 1975, Fig. 11). In the inclusion theory, precursor time (AT), measured bet'the initiation of crack closure and the time of failure, depends both on the loading ritCin the focal region and on the size of the focal region which in turn is governed by thesize of the inclusion. Consequently, the duration of the closure phase is a function ofth
size of the earthquake that follows it. 

-02-Best AadlableD~:w 
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3. Application ofinclusiontheory to earthquakepremonitoryeffects 

premonitory effects have been reported to occur prior to earthquakes. These effects 

rnclude, for example, regional and local crustal movements, anomalous variations in 

;. V,, :-It, changes in resistivity, changes in microearthquake frequency and stress 

ais rotation in the focal region of an impending earthquake. Vigorous programs to 

monitor some of these effects, particularly in Japan and the USSR during the past 

decade. suggest these effects are real and that they occur together, although not necess

arily at the same time (SASSA and NICHIMULA, 19J6; NERsEsov and IMmmEvA, 1968; 

SADOVSKy et al., 1972; SCHOLZ et al., 1973; WHrTCOMB et al., 1973). 

Ratio ofseismic compressionalvelocity to seismic shear relocity, VI V, 

Figure 1is a schematic illustration of the variation with time of the ratio of seismic 

compressional velocity to seismic shear velocity, V,! V,. in the focal region of a rock 

atisfying the constraints of the scale independent inclusion theory. In the following 

dicussion, the behavior of V,/ V is considered to represent an average value of V,/V, 
for typical ray paths that pass through the whole focal region. The temporal and spacial 

Variation of V,/V in any small volume of the focal region is considered later. 

A 90 
i10 

- - .AT-.r.Pv -
C 
l,--v -.--

TIME .T 

Figure I 
Predicted behavior of 1V V,in focal region and charcterizaion of strss-strain behavior 

The predilatant phase (5-A) is characterized in Fig. I by a gradual increase in V,/V, 
Idue to an increase in the far-field tectonic stress) to a stable value resulting from closure 

f open cracks initially present in the focal region. The period of constant V,,V. is 
denoted by iB. A decrease in V,,'V, (BC) characterizes the dilatant phase. During this 

rhase. new cracks open in the focal region in response to the applied principal stresses. 
The axes of principal stress begin to rotate both in the focal region and within the region 

'hat Is to eventually become the inclusion as the inclusion forms. The V,,V, value 

'ncreases during the closure phase (CTD) up to its predilztant value. During this phase. 
the rnagnitude of the difference between the maximum and least principal stress (princi-
Pal stress difference) in the focal region decreases. The least principal stress increases in 
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compression and, as a result, cracks wihich opened during the dilatant phase (B-e) in 
response to the applied stresses begin to close or 'heal'. Along pre-existing crack Sur. 
faces, the decrease in principal stress difrerence reverses the shear stress direction adthe cracks begin to close in the focal reson (Fig. 2). Once all cracks have closed in the
focal region (D, Fig. 1), macrocrack growth begin- and the stress concentration factor 
or, equivalently, the principal stress difference in the focal region begins to increase due
to transferal of stress into the focal region in response to macrocrack growth within the
inclusion. The macrocrack length approaches a critical value and unstable growth occurs 

v i' 

--___ 

A 

.s-- ----- "Ues 

. .r - t... 
' 

S~'4t 

Figure 2 

lMusnrtion of crack closure in focal regon resulting from a decrease in sUvsdfferenc 
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iu + u= +Uo), where or,.,and 63 denote the(A ) ~ Sce the mean pressure, P (P 

of the local principal stresses), increases in the focal region during the closure
 
"Iksu. 'alues 

V, IV, value may exceed its predilhtant value (D, Fig. 1) before 
' has the averageion W closed prior to the 

not all the cracks originally present in the rock were 
-dint failure if a foreshock sequence (E, 

of the dilation phase. If failure is preceded by 
paras. ,iliation

Fig. 1): that is, the formation of new cracks in response to the tension stress within 
"ease1 
•ithin tl the inclusion zone, the average V,, V,value may decrease until the elastic contrast 

occurs at this time 
between inclusion zone and focal region is a maximum. Failure 

"thom1 

(F.Fig. I). (1969), who 
were first reported by SFXENoV 

Field observations similar to these 
of shear waves (t) to com. 

observed unusual variations of the travel-time ratio, /jt, 

waves (t,) in the Garm area of the Tadzhik Soviet Socialist Republic. They 
.,ressional et al. (1973) and by 
have since been reported in the United States by AGGARWAL 

,"Tcom et al.(1973). 

it is important to note that the anomalous V,iV1behavior prior to failure can be 

explained by the inclusion theory without requiring diffusion of fluids into the focal r

cion since the theory isbased entirely on the failure properties of dry rock. The mo&.i

yivng effect of fluids and fluid diffusion (resulting from crack closure in the vicinir- of 

the inclusion) and their effect on the failure process in rock is considered later in the 

paper. 

Stress axis rotation in the focal region 

Aprediction of the inclusion theory developed in Part I is that the seismically dt

t.-rnined stress axes rotate in the focal region prior to an earthquake, and that :his 

rotation occurs during the formation of the inclusion. NERsESOV and SIMB!P.EVA 196S) 

reported that stress axis rotation in the focal region occurred prior to an eanhq-.e 

in the Garm irea. The stress axes were determined from fault plane solutions. Their 

There is a change in orientation of the se5=ic 
re ults can be summarized as follows: 1) 

Qtress axes in the foci of weak earthquakes prior to a strong earthquake. 2)A period of 

approximately 1.5-2.0 months was observed during which the stress axes turned =nor 

to an earthquake of magnitude 4.5 and 2.0 months for a magnitude 5earthquak.-The 
ess
 

was nearly linear: that is, the larger the magnitude the earlier the ..
relationship the 
as were observed to turn. 3)The intermediate st:ess axis remained practically 

same position with the compressional and tensional axes turning about it. 4)Ther • was 

an approximate 90" rotation of the stress axes in the focal region. 
90" 

Exactly this behavior is predicted from the inclusion theory. For example. t!.& 

rotation of the seismically determined stress axes in the focal region correspc=-.s to 

closure of cracks in the closure phase. Here the shear direction is reversed due to an 

ncrease in the magnitude of the least principal stress in the focal region (Fig. 2:. Note 

that the orientation of the seismically determined stress axes responsible for prou. ng 

the main shock will be similar in orientation to the principal stress axes that pr-.u= 

crack closure (CD, Fig. 1). 
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Mlcroearthquakefrequency anomaliespriorto major earthquakes 1 I l 
The magnitude-frequency relations of earthquakes in any given place are observe ben 

to satisfy an empirical relation of the form 

logN=a+bM, (1) 
where Nis the number of earthquakes whose magnitudes are in the range Mto M + j.kf
and a and bare constants. Laboratory studies and recent field observations (ScHoLz et
a4., 1973; Wyss, 1973) suggest b is a function of applied stress. ,er,

During the closure phase, the incremental change in seismic activity, dN, and the bogvolumetric inelastic strain associated with this decrease, dz, can be shown to be pro.

portional to the number of open cracks, N, remaining in the focal region of the inclusion 
 Jbon 
at any time r into the closure phase; that is, 

dN L -ANde, (2) eue: 
where A is a constant of proportionality. Let B8denote the average compressibility of :Mt.-,
the focal region at some time, t,into theclosure phase. Letlh represent the compressibility itre
of the focal region when all cracks which opened during the dilatant phase are closed. "I
The relationship between the volumetric closure strain, de, and f and fl, is (BRADY, 1973) "er 

di , cad41 dt, (3) 
where c is a constant, 4l - f - P. and Pdenotes the loading rate averaged throughout
 
the focal region. 


-The seismicity, n(r), or dN/dr, is found from equations (2) and (3) to be sEi
Carm 

' Malhcn(t) = IAJVoexp AI#dt], 
I 

(4) s ho 
rofic 

where A = AcP andNo is the number ofopen cracks in the focal region prior to initiation
of the closure phase. Since JP decreases during the closure phase, equation (4) shows
that the seismicity must also decrease during the time interval that closure occurs. 

The b-value for events occurring during the closure phase is found from equations 
(1), (2) and (3) 

0 
where bo is the b-value prior to initiation of the closure phase. Equation (5) shows the
b-value will be positively correlated with the seismicity rate in the focal region; that is.when the seismicity rate decreases the b-value also decreases. Similarly, it can a-., b
shown that when the seismicity rate increases the b-value increases. 

Wyss (1973, Table I) observed that the b-values for the foreshock sequence, b,.of a major earthquake are lower than the b-values of the aftershock sequence, b.,,
which follows the main earthquake. If the inclusion theory is applied to this proble. 
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Isclear that the compressbility, P,,of the fractured focal region (of the main shock) 

obse: - ,hem the aftershocks occur must be greater than the compressibility, 96, of themterial where the foreshocks occur. Therefore, equation (5) can be i..d to give the 
,.value difference of the aftershock and forehiock sequences, 

(I. 	 I MfI a A ,d.j 
If 
 I 

:HOLZ, 	
, 

0 0 
,here r represents the time into the closure phase of either the foreshock or aftershockand the hose magnitude is M. In equation (6), M'and 	r' denote the compressibilities of thebe pro. focl regions of the aftershock and foreshock sequences, respectively, prior to the initi"clusi0a 
 ation of the dilatant phase for these events. Consequently. b-values for the aftershock 
,equence after the main shock will be greater than the b-values for the foreshock 

(2) 	 sequence occurring prior to the main shock. W'ss (1973) has interpreted the -valuediference as implying higher tectonic stressCfiluty interprvtation is consistent with the inclusion theory. 
for foreshocks 

since more 
than 

strain 
aftershocks. 

energy can 
This

besibility stored in the focal region of the main shock than in the focal region of each individual 

Iosed. aftershock. The compressibility difference, '  f,,is simply a reflection ofrthe energy1973) difference. 

Elecrricalresistivity
ghout EJcr-ical resistivity anomalies have been observed prior to earthquakes. As a 

Gse in point, consider the results of a long baseline (6 kin) resistivity profile made at

Gatm, USSR (SADO\vSKy et al., 1972). The resistivity data, together with the times of all
earthquakes of magnitude greater than 3.0 that occurred within 10 krn of the baseline,


(4) 	 is shown in Fig. 3..While there may be an obvious correlation between the resistivity

-profile and the earthquakes that group at the minima of the profile curve, it is difficult
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Figure 3E6 cal resistivity anromalies obrved prior to earthquake at Garm,USSR (after SADO% u tal., 
1972) 
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156 B. T. Brady (Pa. 19 5.to arrive at a unique interpretation of data without additional informaton1 For ., in 195:
eampd e thersisivby anomalies in Figii3,1daa ihot ditoalinomai 
and 'dry' rock by invoking the argument that the apparent resistivity decrease is corr. , 3 orexample, the ristiviya Fig. 3 may be interpreted using the inclusion theor. conn
late n...,liftcontinlwith crack closure in the focal region. 'Dry' rock in the context used here means 
that the crack volume is not filled with water. Decrease of resistivity with closure of .ot-aion begondB will cc 
cracks has been reported to occur in 'dry' rock in the laboratory (PARXHoM,BO.DARMN.KO, 1963). This resistivity behavior is believed to be due to the existence ora . dt anomalk 

Ko and 

thin film of water along the crack surfaces. Under these conditions, the formation of Rapid ch.cracks parallel to the direction of maximum principal stress during the dilation phs ..utor earthqwill produce an iz-crease of res stivity *hatis greatest in the direction normal to crack j971; LATNgrowth. Closure of these same cracks daring the closure phase will produce a corres.
ponding decrease ofresistivity along this direction. However, an alternative explanatiun 

I .nodels of thl 

2a2ke and anofthe anomalies in Fig. 3 can be made by postulating that water is present in the dilatant of these chanvolume that :ontains both the inclusion and its associated focal region. Crack closure in Akey prcthe focal region prior to the earthquake will producc a migration of water away from
the focal region into beth the inclusion zone and the dilutnt volume. This process would 
icrTspbnd t(
 

produce an increase in pore pressure in these zones. 
. ormation,


Th, overall effect that would be of open cracproduced by this diffusion is a decrease of the apparent resistivity in the dilatant volume. .mained(or nRegionalcrustalmoements 
I aroducs anAnomalous crustal movements are kz .-. to precede earthquakes. One well- 'nlusion thedocumented case is the 1964 Niigata errthquake. The magnitude of the main shock was7.5. Repeated geodetic measurement: %olumetricst:were made in th. vicinity of the main shock. prsent) in thlVertical movement; are shown in Fig. 4. The vertical movements had been occurring
in the %icinityof the epicenter at a slow, steady rate from 1898 to 1955. Rapid uplift 
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tean in 1955. The data in Fig. 4 show that in region A, located near the main shock, the 

,,plift continued unabated until the occurrence of the earthquake. However, in regions 

" located on either side of A, the pe, d of rapid uplift was followed by a decrease in 

"0eation begnning in 1959. If the inclusion theot is applied to this problem, regions A 

sad B wilJcorrespond to the inclusion and its associated focal volume, espectively. 

a 
Dr 
e 

X 

'to 

Tilt anomalies 
Rapid changes in tilt direction are known to occur shortly before the occurrence of 

major earthquakes (SA.ssA and Nic raLA, 1956: Hoscy.k.&A. 1952; WOOD and ALLEN, 

1971; LATYNINA and KARMAKYEA, 1970). These changes plar- severe constraints on 

models of the physical processes occurring in the focal region of an impending earth

quake and any successful theory of earthquakes must provide a satisfactory explanation 

of these changes. 
A key production of the inclusion theory is that anomalous displacements that may 

correspond to vhat has been referred to by some investigators as premonitory 'creep' 

deformation will occur in the focal region prior to the earthquake. For example, closure 

of open cracks in the focal region of the inclusion at a time when the V,!V, value has 

attained (or nearly so) its predilatant value will be followed by a period of rapid growth 

of macrocracks to a critical length within the inclusion. The growth of these cracks 

produces an increase in the stress concentration factor in the immediate vicinity of the 

:nclusion that results in an elastic volumetric compression and possibly an inelastic 

volumetric strain component due to closure of any additional open cracks (if they are 

present) in the focal region during this time. The deformations produced by this stress 

increase may be detected by both tilt and vertical crustal movements. As an example 

of this effect, consider the behavior of two tiltmeters, .4 and B, located on the surface 

with A and B positioned directly above and outside of the focal region of the inclusion. 

rMspectively. The reader will note the following discussion applies only to thrust and 

normal fault earthquakes. Similar behavior will be observed prior to strike-slip 

failure although the effect will e much less pro:nounced. The following sequence of 

events will occur prior to the earthquake. I) Both A and B will tilt away from the in

ciusion or the region which will become the inclusion during the dilatant phase. 2) 

During the closure phase, B will always tilt in a direction where closure is occurring. 

However, A will tilt toward theinclusion zone during the time interval when open cracks 

are closing between A and the inclusion zone. The tilt direction of A will reverse during 

the time when open cracks are closing between A and the boundary of the dilatant zone. 

3 At a time just prior to the earthquake mazrocrack growth occurs within the inclusion 

zone. At this time both A and B will tilt away from the inclusion zone. 4)Both A and B 

"Ill then tilt toward the inclusion zone due to compaction of rock within the focal region 

resulting from stress transferral due to growth of the macrocrack. The earthquake will 

occur shortly following the tilt reversal. This example illustrates two predictions of the 

Inclusion theory for thrust and normal fault earthquakes. I)Tiltmeters (B) located on 

the surface outside the focal region will exhibit S-bend behavior a short time prior to the 

Fog.
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earthquake. Tiltmeters (A) located on the surface directly over the focal region wilj notexlu'it S-bend behavior However, if the tiltmeters are located directly above thei.dusion zone, S-bend behavior will be observed. 2) All tiltmeters, with the exception qr those located above the inclusion zone, will tilt toward the epicenter (inclusion zoneijust before the earthquake.
Tiltmeter behavior similar to the above predictions has been observed. Tiltmeten 

is 
have 

a 
recorded 
magnitude 

several case; of Precursor crustal movements. A well-documented6 earthquake case 
NIsorzmU, 

which occurred at Odaigahara, Japan (SAssA and1956), where six months prior to the earthquake rapid tilting in a directionaway from the epicenter was recorded at two locations 40 km and 100 km respectivelyfrom the epicenter (closure phase). This tilting continued for three months and thenceased, at which time a station further to the south bean tilting. One month before theearthquake, these three stations begin tilting rapidly in a direction toward the epicenter.WOOD and ALu_ (1971) reported anomalous tilting one month prior to the Danville(M 4.5) earthquake. In this earthquake, a short-term precursor tilt occurred towardthe epicenter for 10 hours before the main shock. Additional examples of tilt anomaliesshowing behavior similar to that predicted by the inclusion theory,LAWNtFUNA and KA.MAKYEVA, are on recoro1970; HOSOYAMA, 1952; SASSA and NIcIMULA,For instance, tilt measurements in Japan and the Garm region have sometimes shownthe 'S-bend' 
1956t. 

a day, or a few hours, prior to an earthquake. In most cases the tiltmeterstilt in a direction toward the epicenter prior to the earthquake. 

Electrical andmagneticprecursors 

In addition to S-bend tilt behavior, other short-term precursors may result from theextreme compression occurring within the focal region near the inclusion just prior tothe earthquz.ke. Precursors of this class may, under certain conditions, include changesin the polarization and/or magnetization vectors in the rock volume being compressed.
Stress is known to modify the magnelocrystajline anisotropy of magnetic minerals SO
that an anisotropy ofmagnetic susceptibility of the rock in the vicinity of the inclusion
would appear just before the earthquake (STAcEY,
larly pronounced in basic rocks such as 
1969). This effect may be particu-basalt. The stress intensification in the focal
region would distort and increase the magnitude of the geomagnetic field in this region.
Stress is also recognized

amounting to 0.1 
to effect the piezoelectric properties of rock. These effects,to 1.0% of the piezoelectric effect produced in single quartz crystal.have been shown to occur in rocks such as granites, gneisses and quartzites (I1DA andKXAZAWA, 1961).

Anomalous electrical and magnetic phenomena similar to those discussed abo'.have been observed prior to major crustal earthquakes. For example, during the mostviolent stage cf the Marsushiro seismic activity, RIKrrAK (1972) observed the magneuinensity increased approximately 10 gammas. There are some instances (RtIrAI .4lure1972) where no geomagnetic changes exceeding the overall instrument accuracy were 
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anomalies resulting from a stress-induced mechanism would become deo 15,1grctic 
,.ciable a s'.Ort time (-few hours) before the earthquake and would dissipate rapidly 

fter the earthquake.KATO and UTASHIRO (1949) found a magnetic declination increase 

of approximately 25 gammas just prior to the 1946 Nankado earthquake. They noted 

hat the ficld intensity changed dramatically just before the main shock and reverted to 

a few months later. MOORE (1964) observed a geomagnetic held disturbance 
normal 
,ith an amplitude of approximately 100 gammas at Kodiak, Alaska, an hour before 

the 1964 earthquake. 
Anomalies in the atmospheric-electric potential (on the order of 120 volts/meter) 

* hich were characterized by an abrubt onset a few hours prior to an earthquake whose 

epicenter was 120 km from the observation station have been reported by CHER.NYAVSKIY 

NAGATA and 1970) reported(1963). YOSMUTsU and (SoBoLrv MOROZOV, have 

cases of anomalous variations in the telluric current potential several hours before 

major earthquakes. SOaOLE'v and MoRozov (1970) observed a sharp change in the 

electric potential gradinet three hours before a magnitude 4.5 earthquake inKamchatka. 

The electrical disturbance stopped after the earthquake at which time the field resumed 

itsnormal behavior. 
The above examples suggest a general behavior of electrical and magnetic disturb

ances just prior to earthquakes that would be expected from the inclusion theory. The 

inclusion theory requires an increase in the magnitude of the electric polarization vector 

in the highly stressed rocks of an acidJic composition approximately normal to the fault 

growth direction just prior to tdie earthquake. It is important to note that the high 

.,tential differences produced by the stresses in the focal region would develop only 

upon an abrupt change in the magnitude and orientation of the local principal stresses, 

since current leakage would dissipate the ."iarization effect over a period of time longer 

than a day, or few days at most. The magnetization effect, on the other hand, if con

ditions favoring its existence are present. would dissipate more slowly since it is less 

sensitive to stress changes. The magnetization effect would vanish completely only 

%hen all areas of high stress in the fractured focal region are removed. 

Precursor phenomena such as electrical resistivity, anomalous crustal movements, 

tilt and anomalous electrical and magnetic effects are difficult to quantify. At the present 

time. the best that can be expected is to determine whether these phenomena are quali

tatively consistent with any one theory. While these effects are consistent within the 

frame-work of the inclusion theory the need for additional data which could be obtained 

from a comprehensive field test program designed to measure all the above precurors 

1S obvious. It is important to note that the inclusion theory predicts that all of the 

Precursor phenomena discussed above bear a fixed relation in time to one another, and 

further that these phenomena result only from definite physicalprocesses related to 

failure and preparation for failure in the focal region and in the inclusion zone of an 
Impending earthquake, 
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4. Predictionandpossible controlofcrustalearthquakes 

The inclusion theory and its associated scale independence prnciple suggest 
the earthquake problem i's truly deterministic. Implicit in this concept is the applic.
ability of the theory to the dual problems of earthquake prediction and, possibly 
earthquake control. However, the development of possible methods of earthquae
prediction and/or control requires.an understanding of 1) the effect of fluids on theearthquake process, and 2) the applicability of the inclusion theory to the occurrenceof earthquakes within existing fault zones. These subjects are considered before theproblem of earthquake prediction and/or control is discussed. 
Effect offluids on inclusiongrowth 

In the inclusion theory, fluids are not required to be present in the focal region 'oproduce most of the precursory effects observed prior to an earthquake. The inclusiontheory implies that the effect of fluids in the focal region is that of a modifying agent.an effect discussed at length in rock mechanics literature.The presence of fluid pressure in the interstices or pores of rock affects the stressstate in the solid rock matrix. The fluids within the cracks or pores can be under pressure.The effect of this pressure, P, isto cause the cracks to remain open and isconvenientlyincluded in the analysis when the total pressure, P, is replaced by the effective pressureP* P- yaP, where *;: 1.0 for most practical problems. Failure of rock containinfluids with pore pressure isthen dctermined in the inclusion theory only by the effectivestresses (a, - P,,, oa - Pp,a3 - P, where a,, a,q3 denote the applied principal stresses)acting on the rock.
Assume fluids are present in both the inclusion and dilatant volumes ofan impendingearthquake. During the closure phase, fluids in the focal region must diffuse out fromthat part of the focal region where closure is occurring. Fluid will also diffuse into theinclusion zone. Thus, pore pressure in the inclusion zone will increase during thisphase. As a result of the increased pore pressure in the inclusion zone, the tensile stress.a,, within the inclusion will increase to a value a, + P,. This increase in tension in the'inclusion zone produces a concurrent increase in stress concentration in the focal region.When the scale independent principle isapplied to this situation, it is clear that diffusionand increased pore pressure in the inclusion zone have a much larger influence on focalregion modulus than on inclusion modulus. Consequently, inclusion thickness mustdecrease due to elastic deformation resulting from increased tension in the inclusion andincreased compression in the focal region. Therefore, the effect of fluids in the potentialearthquake region and fluid diffusion produced by closure ismerely to enhance failure:that is, the system, primary inclusion - focal region, tends toward a condition of in,stability earlier than it would if the rock were completely dry. Once the main earthquakehas occurred, the fluid will tend to diffuse into the fractured secondary inclusion ZOnein response to the stress transferral resulting from the earthquake. The effect of fluiddiffusion in the secondary inclusion zone on aftershock sequences will be similar to it"effect on the main shock. 
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BoKt (1972) showed that the effect of fluid diffusion on aftershock sequences 

• to result in a lit type decay law for the aftersh-..ks. This result suggests some after
$t shOck activity may be caused by transient pore pressure change induced by the main- "r However, it is possible to show that a 1'taftershock decay law can also occur
 

Mhatou: fluid diffusion. This result strengthens the hypothesis that the effect of fluids
 
-& Anj fluid diffusion on the earthquake process is only one of a modifying agent. 
EN F£,.?hquakeswithin existingfault :ones 

ttFigure 5 shows precursor time (dr) versus failure length (L) for several earthquakes,

tocluding a rock burst from northern Idaho and a coal mine roof fall in Pennsylvania

(OtADY, 1974). Both the rock burst and roof fall were fresh failures that occurred in 
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Figure 5Prc*usor time-failure length relationships for earthquakes a mine failures 

dry unjointed rock. Most major earthquakes in the world, including the earthquakes I 

listed in Fig. 5, are known to occur within pre-existing fault zones. However, the data
inFig. 5 suggest a similar mechanism of failure must be operative both for failures along
Pre-existing fault zones and failures in fresh unfaulted rock masses. This observation,
and the fact that earthquakes r.-occur in basically the same locations time and time
again, suggest that old faults may 'heal' with time resulting from crack closure due to

eith-er a reorientation of the applied principal stresses or to crack cementation resulting

from high temperature fluids depositing minerals within these cracks after an earth

q.7 
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The incljsion theory is dizectly applicable to describe earthquakeswher for the 'effecu.ve healing of any kind has occurred. In addition, the inclusionobviously has application to earthquakes generated along 'old''lock' points or asperities fault surfaces whare present. Effects similar to this are known to occur inlAboratory-size rock specimens (ScHoLz et al., 1973; BYauz, 1966). These Studiehave sho-n that sliding along pre-existing surfaces in rock can be characterizedeither stable or unstable (stick.slip). BYERLEE (1966) has proposed that whenever two 

u 
surfaces of a brittle material are brought together, the asperities on the surfaces incontact become locked together. If the stiffness of the system normal t; the surfaces islarge enoug., the asperities must be sheared off before stable sliding can occur. Theapplication of this type of failure mechanism to an existing fault surface implies thatduring sliding some asperities become locked along the fault and must be broken befopesliding can resume. In terms of the inclusion theory, the asperitiesbecome nuclei for inclusion formation and growth. 

or 'lock' pointre 
inclusions ,ollows the same process discussed in Part I. 

Failure in the vicinity of the 
There are some consequences of failure of 'lock'zones. points within prt-existing faultFor example, the method of estimating what has been called 'effectivelength' in the faultliterature (F.P7.5) from the aftershock region and relating this to theprecursor time for the main shock is, in general, consistent with the inclusion theory.However, there may be situations where the calculated "fault lenvTh' is too largt. Forexample, consider the problem where a major 'lock' zone exists along a pre-existingfault. This zone must be destroyed before slippage along the fault can occur. Thereforethis zone becomes the nucleus for the inclusion and its associatd focal region. Thus.the focal region or, alternatively, the aftershock region, will be contained within the'lock' zone. When the earthquake occurs, there will be slippage along th- fault in thevicinity of the *lock' zone. Failure of additional smaller 'lock'of the major *lock' may zones in the vicinityoccur due to the rapid stress transferral from the earth-quake. As a consequence, the aftershock area will include the aftershock areas of themajor 'lock' zone and the additional smaller zones along the fault and appear somewhat
larger than it really is. Consequently, care must be exercised in interpreting the numerical
relationship between 
 ATand the 'effective fault length' L. 

Precursorrime as an earthquakepredictor 
Precursor time, 4, should be used with caution as a possible prediction of earth"quake magnitude, because in addition to being dependent on focal region volumeit is also functionally related to boundary conditions applied to the focal region ofimpending earthquake. Thus, if loading rate suddenly increases 

0 
or decreases in thefocal region, precursor time will be shortened or lengthened in proportion to the xessrate of load increase or decrease, respectively, in the focal region. As a practical example.recent studies by the author in northern Idaho by the U.S. Bureau of Mines have demon-strated that a rock burst in one mine pillar can result in rapid stress transferral to neigh-boring portions of the pillar or adjacent pillars, resulting in secondary rock bursts. 
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.quakes for the qL 
 precursor times for the secondary bursts were thereby shortened, because loading ratethe inclusion theor,
lault surfaces w! dcasednrae overo andf above that which existed prior to the secondary bursts. A large 

,,=oe example of stress transferral may be the occurrence of multiple earthquakeknown to occur .
 quCfs that appear to be causally connected. Precursor times for the secondaryshock 
b9)
chese t.- ray be shortened in proportion to the amount of stress transferral to the second shockbe characterized cr.on resulting from the main event.
that whenever tt,
son the surfaces i . Caution must also be exercised in using velocity anomalies such as V,; V, or V,residuals (Wyss and HOLCOMB, 1974) to predict the time of occurrence and the magnitudeial to the surfaces ii of an impending earthquake. P-wave velocity decreases prior to earthquakes have been:ing can occur. T * observed by monitoring the average V,-residual at seismic stations near the focal region
urface implies thZ 
 of an impending earthquake. The V,-residual is the difference between the observed
st be broken befor, trael time from 
an epicenter to a station and that computed theoretically based on:s or 'lock' points some earth model. Thus, if the P-velocity in the crustal material underneath a seismicle vicinity of thes station decreases temporarily before an earthquake, each seismic wave reaching this 

sttion will arrive somewhat later during the premonitory period.Pre-existing fault communication, 1974) W'ss (personal 
led 'effective fault 

observed that prior to the Sitka earthquake the V,-residualincreased for a time and then decreased back to zero well before the occ.-.ence of theelating this to the earthquake. Consequently, both the 'precursor time' as well as the ma.:ude of thei 'ion theory, earthquake to follow would be underestimated if it wer assumed that the earthquake*istoo large. For occurs when the V,-residual returns to zero. Figure 6 isa schematic illusuation of theng a pre-existine processes that would be expected to occur in an earthquake region based on the scaleoccur. Therefore independent inclusion theory. The boundary between the closure and :he dilatantcal region. Thus. ,nes at various times, tj,t,... , ts (j > r:... > 1). into the closure ph.e are shown.ained within the inboth cross-section (A)and plan view (B). If a seismic station is located c= the surface g the fault inthe directly above the dilatant zone at point C in Fig. 6B, an obserrerwould -_-st detect an:s in the \icintv increase in V,-residual due to the formation of the dilatant zone. This wou" be followedfrom the ea.th- at time 12 by a decrease to its normal value due to crack closure beneah t:he station. 
ock areas of the However, the earthquake would not occur until some later time, say t,, weE zfter closurepPear somewhat had occurred at point C. To accurately determine the precursor time an: magnitude,,1gthenumerial additional velocity measurements thro,iebout the dilatant zone are requie.. 

Methods of earthquakecontrol 
Water injection and withdrawal in high stress zones has been considere-d a method ofliction of earth- earthquake control (HEALY et al., 1972). One procedure consists of drillirn three wellsregion volume parallelto and within an active/ault :one where naturalwater ispre:ent. V'A'ter is with:al region of an drawnfrom the two outlying wells. increasing normal stress and thus theore=-' ly lockingecreases in the the fault at these points. Water ispumped into the central well and the stc.-d energy iscn to the expess "eleased sequentially by increasing the pore pressure in the vicinity of the =-entral well.ical example, Itis of interest to consider this technique in terms of the inclusion theory.

:shavedemon- Consider first the case where no water is present in either the focal re n or in the"erralto neigh- inclusio 2. Assume crack closure has occurred or is occurring within the fccal region..k bursts.z . Two possibilities arise. This first case involves I): Direct water injection :-::o the focal 
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Spatial and ci variation Ofack cosure infoeal resion of the primary inclusion Plan view of pt
region. The effective pressure decreases in the focal region and tensional stress in theinclusion decreases. This Procedure locally destresses the system and prevents failure 

21Two wells inth 
Prssure dccreasuntil possibly some later time. The method should probably be rctes 
 on the grounds 
 system tends to, 

that if conditions responsible for producing instability prevail, namely high stress. mIdinjection wel
this method could only serve to cause a larger shock in the focal region at some later . ,ion and tensitime. 2) The second case is direct injection of water into the inclusion. This produces anincrease in tensional stress in the inclusion and an increase of the effective pressure inthe 	

'ostability. 4) dl. 
Outlying wells de

focal region. This technique tends to produce instability, and there is a distinct possi-bility of undesirable side-effects, such as triggering a large earthquake where only I 	
develop betwe 
dangerous becai 
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cries of small quakes was desired. Since the fault or focal region is not 'locked', this 

rohod of control should also be tentatively rejected. Consequently, when natural waters 

,cc tresent, the injection and withdrawal method of control is unsatisfactory.notPr 

Now consider the case where water is present in both the focal region and the in

. Assume for simplicity the system is in the dilatant phase. Four possibilities 
c 

. as shown in Fig. 7. 1) All three wells in thefocal region(Fig. 7A): This procedure
3n 

enhances instability as withdrawal increases the effective pressure in that part of the 

stress increases in the inclusion. 
fool region nearest to the inclusion. The tension 

00 

0x

IncblsonI Inclusion 

I e 00 %
0 WithamtQ wall 

X In Ic 'in well 

0I 

InclusiOnIllusion 

Dc 

Plan view of possible injction-. ,ithcmwal :equences inthw vicinity of the primary inclusion 

2)Two wells in thefocal region one withdrawal0 wellin the inclusion (Fig. 7B): The err .eve 

pressure decreases in the focal region and tension stress in the inclusion decrease. The 

system tends towards stability.. 3) One withdrawal well in the focal region, witdirz"'al 
and injection welKs in the inclusion (Fig. 7C): The efe tve pressure inreases in the f

reizon and tension stress inthe inclusion increase-. The system tends toward a stat of 
Instability. 4) All three wells"in the inclusion (Fig. 7D): Tension stress in the i=:!usicn at 

Outlying wells decreases and the tension stress increases in the central region. nstab.r.e 

wells. Methods I and 3 should be rejected asdevelops between the two withdrawal 

dangerous because of the possibility of triggering a large earthquake. A modificaon 
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. v 11 , 197 "method 2 is discusd in the following paragraph. Method 4 produces the desired elTe. 

of destressng the inclusion. If the inclusion represents a 'lock' point along an actite 
fault, this method could be succssful provided water is initially present and the locaticf 
of the 'lock' point is known beforehand. 

A third control Possibility not considered is a Mymodification of method 2 aboe 
fie:Assume the inclusion is saturated with water ofpore pressure P, and that the system 

.,aauo.i, 
%rsof thi 

in the diPatant phase. If wells are drilled into the inclusion zone and water withdaw,..
F, will decrease. The inclusion will begin to 'tighten' up or close as the water is wiL . 
drawn. Te effective 
the focal region as 

inclusion modulus increases and the stress difference decreasif the inclusion 
tension stress in the inclusion decreases. . Yis vanishing. The system behaves as 

I 
If the tectonic stresses ,u reloareto close all the cracks, in the inclusion large enough by themseemethod or control could prove to beaed ofl eonftl when the water is completely L W.. Rcp to rove o, cmltlywtdaw.tiwithdrawnes100i' th Report, TPeffective in destressing both the inclusion 

n T/IIand focal region. If the tectonic stresses in the absence 3i.). 2037-2(perm~anenty eliminate of the inclusion are notan earthquake tor 
ar.enoueh to initiate further crack formation ann 0owh, this methodremain fixed. However, 

in this region provided the boundaryotrtstresses /.T.if the tectonic stresses continue ..oy, B.T. Cagain eventually be reached where to increase, a condition wila larger magnitude earthquake may occur 
al LGeophronly a smaller one would have taken place had the zone been left alone. 

wh
Destressing by using high explosives in high stressed 

T'mog,Der.' 
CdnYAoY,many instances of rock burst control (BLAK. 

zones is a proven method inis applied 1968). If the scale independence principle 
Telonika, Ta,to this problem, then methods used to control rock bursts may apply 

dLAL. J.H., Learthquake control problems- Very simply, destressing removesdete sneem t OAMA, Krarea and redistributes it over a larger area. The inclusicn theory provides 

vs aa h g strss on a sm ailhigh srsn s 4 ,,ke of .M1 ar4OfAA, 

an explan. 
ation of why destressing is a valuable control tool for earthquakes. Destressin. .a. K., and i

of t&eless affected Aro,emprat,by destressing, the inclusion length must decrease due to crack closure 

focal region results in a decrease in focal region modulus. Since inclusion modulus is tYand L, 
LkrYINA, L.A 

'%Qkoido eoarproduced by the decrease in tensile stress within the inclusion. Thus destressing has the 
effect of decreasing both the tensile stress within the inclusion and the stress concentra-

u,Wn before 
Xttmov, 1. L., 

'lion factor at any point in the focal region. Aside from numerous practical problems &Vthquakeyi, 
invoived in destressing focal regions ofPotential earthquakes, this approach may prowof some value in either.preventing -t'mic Regirror controlling low mapitude earthquakes. 

prejowe-,lip 

1106-1111.5. ConclusionsThe scale indepindent inclusion failure theory has been applied in this paper to tb 

kKI'AK, T.'19problem of crustal earthquakes and, in particular, to the Precursory phenomena th.i
Precedetheseearthquake,. ;. fs t 

3 A- *4-, SL.%MIRI.1, K., and s 
In this theory, fluids are not required to be present in the rced 

region of an impending earthquake to produce either the Precursor effects or the erth 
quake. Shor.term precursors, such as S-bend tilt behavior and changes in the electri" 

. Kyoto
'oLZ, C.H., SPolarization and magnetization vectors in the focal region occurring shortly before some 

crustal earthquakes, V,A.M.were also shown to be qualitatively consistent with the inclusiOn r.--huakes,isreltio1theory. (4.
A 970. 
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Theory of Earthquakes. Part III: Inclusion Collapse Theory of
 
Deep Earthquakes
 

By B. T. BR-aDY I) 

Abstract 

A theory of deep earthquakes, termed the inclusion collapse theory, is proposed in this paper. 

Inthe inclusion theory of m-ustal (or shallow) earthquakes, faults were shown to terminate within 

an inclusion zone. This zone represents a region within the brittle portion of the lithospheric plate 
order approximation, are uniformly

that costains open cracks (voids) of varying sizes that, to a first 

jaisuibuted throughout the inclusion zone. When the lithospheric plate containing these faults and 

their associated inclusions is subducted into the mantle. the stress normal to the fault planes must 

increase. A depth Ls eventually reached where slippage along the fault planes is no longer possible. 

Earthquakes are postulated to -c= at a specified depth within the mantle as a result of processes 

leading to collapse of these voids. 
When the long-term modulus of the plate is much preater than the long-term modulus of the 

mantle, large pressures are shown to develop within the plate during periods of active subduction. 

These pressures are shown to be sufficient to initiate partial collapse of voids of similar geometry 

throughout the inclusion zone. 
The inclusion collapse theory and the concentration or pressure within the plate lead to four 

produced by a void collapse mechanism will not occur below aresults. (I) Earthquakes that are 
subduction depth calculated to be between 350 and 1000 km. (2) The physical process most likely 

sponsible for producing void collapse is the formation of shear melt zones whose thicknesses are 

.the order of I:o 10cm in the immediate vicinity of the voids. This mechanism isshown to produce 

time on the order of a few hundred seconds during which there is a release of shear a precursor' 
strain prior to the earthquake. (3) The maximum energy released by void collapse is independent 

of the source depth. (4) The number of earthquakes produced by this process will decrease hyper

biically with source depth. Source depth, in the context used in this article, refers to the depth in the 

mantle to the inclusion zone where voids of similar geometry are undergoing partial collapse. The 

..-mum source depth refers to the depth %here all voids have closed. 

Introduction 

Earthquakes have been observed to occur at depths ranging from the surface to 

00 km (G'L-DBEG,1951). GVTENBERG and RICHTER (1942) determined that of the 

released in earthquakes, nearly 151% comes from deep earthquakes.Wotal energy 
Observational data show that the frequency of occurrence of deep earthquakes de

creases. hyperboically with depth and that the maximum magnitude of these earth

q4akes isessentially independent of depth (RIcHMTE, 1959). Seismic source studies also 

Denver M Research'1Physicist, United States Department of the Interior, BuMines. 


Center. De=ver, Colorado, USA..
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s .igestthat the strength of rock at depths in the mantle down to 700 km is not sig.
nicantly different than the strength of the rock in the vicinity of crustal eartm. 
quakes (B:LuN, 1959; Wyss and MOLNAR, 1972). 

A number of different mechanisms such as faulting and/or phase changes, for ex. 
a.- ple, have been proposed as possible causes of deep earthquakes. Laboratory studies 
have shown that sudden slip on a fault surface can only occur when the shear stress 
11ong the fault exceeds the frictional stress (BYERLEE. 1966). However, the existence in

mantle of confining pressures of 300 kb at a mantle depth of 700 km in the vicinity
of the subducted plate is evidence against a shear faulting mechanism for deep earth. 
quakes. Yet seismic signatures suggest that the mechanism producing deep earthquakes
is similar to the faulting mechanism displayed by shallow crustal earthquakes
iG.ijcs and HANDIN, 1960; OROVAN, 1960; ISACKS and MOLNAR, 1971). There is also 
some evidence that suggests the cause of deep earthquakes may be due in part to rapidly
r'.:ning phase transitions such as would occur in response to shear melting and/or
:he occurrence of polymorphic phase changes such as the pyroxene-garnet transforma. 
tion and the inversion of orthorhombic enstatite to monoclinic clinoenstatite (G~iocs
and HA.s,'rN, 1960; RINOWOOD. 1970; grEcKZER and Roost'y, 1966: K.oPoFF and 
R.,,.NDALL, 1970; RAYLEIGH and P.rTEmsoN. 1965). Laboratory studies suggest that
phase transitions, while they may be somewhat accelerated in the presence of shear 
str-ss, are much too slow to produce the observed violent characteristics of these
ea-.,-.hquakes. Ye: deep earthquakes also apper to exhibit some of the characteristics 
expected of a phase change mechanism; namely. ,lumetric compression (K.NoPoFF
ard RANDALL. 1970). To date, no theory of deep earthquakes has been proposed that 
can account for these apparent paradoxes. 

Inclusion collapse rheorv of deep earthquakes 

A postulate of the inclusion theory of shallow earthquakes ; that all faults must
 
te:..inate 
 within an inclusion zone. The inclusion zone creates an environment 
favorable for the continuation of fault growth; namely, the existence within the in
clusion of a tensile stress whose -',-is is oriented in a direction normal to the long

(..-jor) axis 
 of the inclusion zone. This stress eventually produces catastrophic
marocrack formation within the inclusion. Once the inclusion grows beyond a critical
size, a portion of the macrocrack near the,Ault zone closes and becomes part of the
fauiL The primary inclusion zone illustra(ed in Fig. I can be considered to be a collec-
tion of smalle" secondary inclusion zon'es each with their associated macrocracks. The 
collective behavior of these secondary inclusions and macrocracks is modeled by a 
single primary inclusion (BIRDY. 197.). 

With increasing depth in the earth, both the confining pressure and the ratio of the
least principal stress to the rn'ixnum principal stress increase. Thus, a depth must be 
eventually reached where slippage .,ithin the fault zone becomes impbisible (Fig. Ib). 
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Theory of Eznthquakes. Part 111 

of the inclu,.ion in the sense discussed in parts I and 11 cannot Occur since the 
toh'l 

within the inclusion zone changes from tension to compressionl.
irstress 

, s the ressure within the lithosphecc plate that contains these zones con
p 

the plate may be induced by closure of macrocracksHo'ever, astinlues to increase, eatquakes inthplema 

- -• . -- _ ,-

-a 
--

A. 

Figure I 
pressure on inclusion growth.

of cXomSn0Effec 

It is 

of successively larger aspect ratios (thickfestolength ratio). 

(void collapse) 

t • .ilproceed sequentiallYtAwards the central 
imporat to notethat void collase will occur only near the ends of the void where the 

hihest. Collapse 
. a prac.i o 

portions of the void as the applied pre 

void that remains will increase following each phase of collapse and willapoca 

maximum valu Iof 1.0. Collapse of voids of aspect ratio 1.0 will signify the terminaio: 

of deep earthquakes, produced by this process. 
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Pres.surerequiredto produce collapse oqf sphericalcavities 

An es.ate of the pressure required to initiate partial collapse
sume can be made. As.thm, the macrocracks, referred to hereafter as cracks, can be modeled byellipsoidal cavities ofaspect ratio a. WA..si (1965) has shown that the magnitude of theupper U--n-ing pressure required to close cracks of aspect ratio a is aE,, where E, is theYoung's -odulus of the material containing the crack. The pressure (or depth withinthe man,'-ei required to close spherically-shaped cracks is of particular importance tothe deep earthquake problem, since their collapse signifies the termination of all deepearthquakes caused by a void collapse process. A more refned method of calculating

this press:-e is presented below. 
The t.agential srress along the boundary of a spherical void contained within a 

Iithosphen; plate subjected to a far-field hydrostatic pressure of magnitude P, is2P,. Let us assume that all voids whose aspect ratios are less than 1.0 have closed under 
the existing stress field. Since shear induced crack formaion in the immediate vicinity
of the sh .-ical void is impossible (they will close unless spherical), I will postulatethat the -;-ysical process by which shear induced collapse begins is by the formationof thin (low aspect ratio) platelets of melt material that are oriented in a directionpamlle! to the axis of local maximum compression: that is. parallel to the directionof 2P,. Th e regions represent the nuclei of the shear failure zones. The regionsthat contain the melt platlets can be modeled as inclusion zones of aspect ratioa, and re_ive *elastic' contrast K, (-E/E,, where E. and E, are the modull of themelt zone and plate, respectively). The magnitude of the tensilh stress. C,,d,',eloped "ithin that isthis region is approximately (BRADy, 1974) 

K -

Z 9K,(! a?) 71T.(2-Kt - E 

C, 9 K3 (l - ,)c.fl CA) 

Were the effects due to the preferred orientation of the melt platelets is neglected.
Note that he orientation of C, is normal to the direction of eventual shear failure.
The maxirum value of C (C-") will occur along the boundaries of the void and can

be calculat d from equation 1.Th e result is 


- 0.05(2,). (r2)
The theoretical tensile strength, a,, of crstalline materials is known to lie betweenthe values (CoTrRELL, 1964) 

E. E 

(3)Shear failure begins once the tensle stress, C,, in the melt zone equals oc.The magni-tude of the .messure,p, required to initiate collapse of the spherical crack isfound from 
quations 2 and 3 to be 

0.33E, s P, s 1.00E, (4) 

when the ap; 
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the applied far-field stresses are hydrostatic. When the maximum far-field stress 

greaer than the least stress, the rang of the maximum principal stress required
wuch 

to initiate collapse is 0 .5 P. g 0.66E. (5) 

The value of the maximum applied principal stress, P,, required to initiate partial 

collapSe of cracks of aspect ratio a is 

where y is a numerical constant specified by equations 4 and 5. 

Equations 4, 5, and 6 show that the pressure required to produce collapse of the 

spherical void is on the order of the modulus of the lithospheric plate. However, pres

2 x 1012 dynes/cm2) are present only at
 

sures in the mantle on the order of E, (-


5000 kin). Yet deep earthquakes have not been observed below approxi

great depths (-

mately 700 km in the mantle. Thus, if deep e.rthquakes are induced by a void collapse 

to produce collapse. Thismechanism, it is necessary to determine how pressures well in excess of those normally 

asin the upper mantle so 
can be concentrated--present 


problem is considered below. The detailed physics of void collapse is analyzed later
 

in the paper. The following analysis begins with the well-known observations that deep 

occur only within lithospheric plates that are being subducted into the 

earthquakes 
occur only within the upper i0-to-20 km of these
 

mantle and that these earthquakes 

1973; W\YSS, 1973).plates (ENGDAHL., 

Subducting lithosphericplates as manifestationsof stiff inclusions 

Assume that the lithospheric plate is subducted into mantle rock that in the un

disturbed state is subject to hydrostatic loading. The long-term strength of the mantle
 

rock in the immediate %icinityof the plate is assumed to be small in comparison to that 

of the plate. Physical justification for this assimption is presented later. In this situa

to that of a 'hard' inclusion; that is, the region (plate) in 
uon, the problem reduces 


softer' host material (mantle). The
 

,'hich the earthquakes occur, embedded within a 
an
 

reader vill note that the notion of an inclusion is now .being extended to include 

entire subducted plate. This inclusion is not to be confused with the primary inclusion
 

associated with an impending crustal earthquake or with the inclusion associated with
 

to be the nucleus of the shear failure zone of an
 
the melt zone postulated earlier 


impending de:p ea-thquake. is the steady-state 
Two plate model motion schemes are considered. The first 

In this scheme the entire length of the subducted portion of the
 
subduction model 


plate is assumed to be in uniform motion within the mantle. The sey~hd scheme is the
 

assifmed to be locally
tLis model, the plate is 

variable subduction rate, model. 1-
be broket before.,moton of the plate into the 

'hung' up at lock zones that must 


mantle can occur.
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Sleadv.State mnbducdon model ro beS 
Constirer an ellipticaly-shaped inclusion zone (subducted plate model) of average
thickness d, and 1.ngth L,with average modulus E, embedded within a host material 


he pin
 
The(mantle) Cf m,dulus F,. This inclusion zone represents the brirtle portion of the litho. '
sphere in which the earthquakes of thoccur. Let the composie system (plate and manle) ne
.ebe subjected to an applied far-field hydrostatic pressure of mani"tude P. When thesystem is in mechanical equilibrium and the Poisson's ratios of the plate and mantle areecual, the stresses o'u and oat [where a.and a. : a SLdenote the principal stresses parael to,and normal to, respectively, the length, L,, of the plate] 

5 
ithin the plate are constant

and equal to (BRADY, 1974) tenc C 

al-3A[3(K + ( + 5K'a]. + ._3 K) _ subduc
ciden.
 

(nd th
3K(l - K)(4 - a,),v + .3K[3(K )- -(1 + 5K) (7) s 

where a:'The,(a, - d,,'L4 is the aspect ratio of the plate, K - e.xE,/. and t= sa 

N-M9K( ,=+ P(.- "-K ;= a r'sa platt 

9,Kl + )+2(2- K -r K:) 
VariahThe ratio of the principal stresses normal to (oJ and parallel to (au) the length L, Thiof the plate is 

+R--P + =')/ , 4(_.Z CT)__,___ ___"_isag repr(1 3aJK + '(+ 3j)" (9) (2) Thtquake!When the plate is 'elastically stiffer' (E.<< E,) than the host material, %iscosi
 

R>, a, I lower
subducR-I, ccl. 

( Theb
A<1, a,<i 

11omcEquations 9 and 10 show that down..dip compression must exist within the plate at The v
depths gTeater than the plate thickness (d,). 3b'e down-dip direction, in the contextused in this paper. refers to the direction of plate descent: that is, parallel to the direc-
!,he a; 

ton of plate motion. 2cTual 
.-'--

ot biThe transition depth from down.dip extension (o.> a.) to down-dip compression(c.. >aj.in equation 10 should be considered the a_to be a lower limit in this subduction aa.
model for two reasons. (1)Equations 7 and 8 are only valid when the applied pressureis constant. The use of an applied pressure, Po,that increases with depth in the mantle, 
As
 

lenthswhile complicating the analysis, will tend to increase the depth that the pltie will have 

4 726 
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to be subducted into the mantle before down-dip compression would exist throughout 

the plate. This correction can be shown to produce only a 10-20r/. depth increase. (2) 

The assumption that the far-field pressurt is hydrostatic in the upper 200 to 300 km 

of the mantle is not realistic. For example, it can be shown using equation 9 and the 

numerical results in the appendix that if the horizontal stress is only 20% larger than 

stress in the upper mantle, down-dip extension can exist within the plate 
the vertical 

on the order of three times the plate thickness when the ratio 
to a subduction depth 

the plate is subducted beyond this depth, down-dip com-
K is 5.0. However, once 

pression will predominate in that part of the plate beyond this depth. Thus, the exrs

tence of down-dip extension in a plate (satisfying the constraints of the steady-zte 

subduction model) subducted beyond a depth on the order of its thickness would be 

evidence that the pressure distribution within the upper mantle is. noniydxostatic and 

and that the horizontal pressure is larger than the vertical. 

It should be noted that down-dip extension has been observed in plates that have 

and MoLNAR, 19".1). 
been subducted to depths on the order of 200-300 km (IsAcKS

"7 
The existence of down-dip extension at such depths is incompatible with a plate model 

that satisfies the constraints of the steady-state subduction scheme. At the maxir-=. 

a transition depth from down-dip extension to down-dip compression is 100 km %'-.en 

does not arise in the var.zbL 
a plate thickness of 15 km is assumed. This problem 


motion subduci ion model.
 

8)
 

Variableplate motion subducrion model 

The following definitions are required to develop the variable plate motion sub

duction model. (1)The brittle portion of the lithosphere in which the earthquakes c:ur 

elastic plate of Young's modulus E, and average thickne-_s d,. 
is represented as an 

(2) The mantle rock and the lower p,.,rions of the crustal lithosphere in which no wz.
9) 

quakes occurare both modeled as a viscous medium of averzge thickness d. and "-ear 

viscosity n.. The viscous zone is defined to represent that portion of the mantle and the 

is affected by the 
!ower viscous portions of the lithosphere whose physical s,.ate 

piate'). 
subduction of the brittle portion of the lithosphere (referred to hereafter as the 

The base of the viscous zone is defined to be that portion of the mantle where 

be referred to as the asthenosphere. k3) 
no motion occurs. The viscous zone will 

assumed to be linear. W.hile 
-=xitThe velocity-depth relationship in the asthenosphere i, 

a Newtonian solid is a simplification of 
the approximation of the asthenosphere as 

-==a 
actual behavior (PosT and Giucs, 1974), the general resulyl'derived below should 

The effect of return flow i' the upper portic=s of 
not be significantly affected. 

follo'ing
cthe asthenosphere duie to plate subduction wil"i eglected in the 

=analysis. 

that the plate is compressed under a compressive stress parallel . its 
=Assume 

length and that the resulting deformations of the plate are purely elastic. If u denotes 
==ie. 

it is subducted into the mantle, the local 
=:-:V the displacement of a point in the plate as 
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horizontal stress parallel to the direction, .r, of motion is approximately,(u/s)and t.1e horizontal force per unit thickness of the plate is doj lyum
,
he
,, the plate will dect 
 l cuse a. Cshear stress at ,'-bottom and top of the plate is , Balance of the forcesparallel to the d4- ction of plate motion with the shear forces on the plate gives 

ide of the trench. 

-ontrast between the 

_ , 
 -,on
ion of the plate 
h eTe Kdi (1 ) pper (b ritt le) portwhere K 
1dZl
whose solutions are well-known.2%.This equation has the form of the simple diffusion equationTh. :rnsionai stress,verage ve!ociry that a disturbance applied to the upper near surface portions 

undrhrust event.pulIof the plate pro.z ates in a time ris approximately (ELSASER, 196g) 
The effect of th, 

.ocdlly destress an 2 

V 2d.d.F required for the strt
3;7) (12) to occur again [assu

where r s e) !represent$ ie 'propagation velocity* of the disturbance averaged over from equaon

a
specified tie in-terval, t,and 
s denotes the distance traveled by the disturbance

during this tine. The average -plate thickness, d,, will be taken to be 15 km and is
based on recent es"mares of the source dimensions of deep earthquakes (Wyss, 1973;
E.NGDAHL, 1973 ). T,'e average athenosphere thickness, d., v6ill be taken to be 300 km 

i where Ae is meosu
and is based on caculations by ARYUSHKOV (1971). .= 1.5 x I06 cm ajshallow A reasonable range for E, fordepths f 100 kn) Atypical value of Ais 0.50 x 1012 dynesic.n(Gatoos and HA.D',, 1960). NuR and M,wxo (1973) 

to 1.0 x 101' dynes/enr2 shock area measurerr
independent and ARTytSHzOV (1971), usingmethods, calculated asthenosphere isapproximately 66:viscosities1.0 x of 5.0 x 1019P and 1974) observations c 

1020 P. respc -ively, where P denotes viscosity units in poise. Substituting thesevalues into equaticn 13 in. - 7.5 x 1019 P,E, = 0.75 x shou!d also be noted 
average propagatic 1012 dynes cm2] gives anvelocity of the pressure pulse to be 

as the 1964 Alaska e2 
for pressure buildup 

v- 53 km/yr. 
(14) pressure build-up tirThis velocity is in close agreement with observations by .Moot (1973) 40d aftershock areaon earthquakeoccurrence rates 'ersus depth following major underthrust earthquakes. Iniummary, the 

subduction model ac 
Now consider te response of the plate to an underthrust earthquake that occursnear the boundary between two lithospheic plates. Assume that the plate is being, 

(1)7hre will be a spcompressed by horizontl forces and that the plate is locally 'hung' 
Plate; that is, seismi up on a 'lock'point(s) between the continental and oceanic plates. The following sequence of events 
reion within the plawill occur during the subduction process. (I) An underthrust earthquake destroys the 
of km/yr. (2) The'lock' inthe plate when the

point, thereby freeing a portion of the plate to move under the existing force collapse cannot occuisystem. A pressure pulse whose magnitude can be estimated from equations 7 and 8(where a, now refers to the aspect ratio of temoving portio Pressure distributionof the plate) begins topropagate down the subducted portion of the plate at an a'efage velocity of 50 kmiyr. 
down-dip extension c(2) Motion of the plate begins at a velocity estimated Mze 
(4)The subduction prand downward a few centimeters per yearmigration of eirthquake activity: at an ave-age velocity of 50 km/yr 
hrusing followed b)begins. (3)The pressure in that portion of the asthenosphere located on the underside 
thquake activity) i 

'-ehealing' of the loc 
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of the plate will decrease in response to the increase in plate pressure. Stress equilib

rium will cause an extensional stress state to develop within the plate on the oceanic 

side of the trench. (4) This physical process and the possibility of a positive density. 

contrast between the plate and the asthenosphere in the leading portions of the moving 

portion -of the plate will lead to conditions that tend to favor normal faulting in the 

to this pressurelithosphere. Furthermore, 
upper (brittle) portions of the oceanic 

ex. 
reduction in the plate must be added the pressure reduction resulting from the 

tensional stress pulse that propagates up the plate from the initial location of the 

underthrust event. Thus, the plate, so to speak, slides down into the mantle. 
discussed above is to 

The effect of the underthrust and normal fault sequence 

an area, A,, of the plate between these two locations. The time, T,, 
locally destress 
required for the stress within this area to build up and for failure (underthrustrng) 

to occur again (assumig that the lock point(s) has been reestablished] can bt .Icu

lated from equation 11. The result is 

Tc-27 - 2.11 x 10 -3A, years, 
dd.
 

x l04 cm,
where A, is measured in km2 and where 71 - 7.5 x l09 P, d, - 30 

d. - 1.5 x lVcm and E,(" surface plate modulus) is equal to 0.50 x 1012 dynes =2. 

A typical value of A, for an underthrust event is 30,000 kmi [determined from ZAter

shock area measurements (MOci. 1973, 1974)). The time required for pressure butd-up 
1973,is approximately 66 years. This time interval is in good agreement with Mom's 

1974) observations on earthquake recurrence relationships in the western Paci :. It 

should also be noted that equation 15 predicts that for large underthrust events, such 

as the 1964 Alaska ear.hquake [A, X 200,000 km^- (PLAnKER. 1965)], the time rec-Z:ed 

for pressure buildup is on the order of 500 years. Equation 15 also shows thZ: the 

pressure build-up time should increase with earthquake magnitude since maoriude 

and aftershock area are known to be proportional to one another. 

In summary. the following five results are predicted by the variable plate =.:ion 

subduction model and the associatuf inclusion collapse theory of deep earthqu .kes. 

(1)There will'be a spatial and temporal variation in earthquake occurrence witbiz the 

plate; that is, seismic activity %ill progress in time from a shallow region to a doen 

region within the plate that is calculated to occur at an average velocity on the order 
mec-z--srmof 50 km/yr. (2) There will ba no earthquakes induced by a void collapse 

in the plate when the plate is stationary or in the process of deceleration, since void 

collapse cannot occur in the absence of pressure overloads within the plate. (3)L"the 

Pressure distribution within the upper 200 to 300 km of the mantle is nonhydros.atic, 

down-dip extension can exist within the moving portion of the plate to these dehs. 

(4)The subduction process is quasi-periodic: that is, it has a,09finite beginning (under

thrusting followed by the migration of a pressure..pusedSdwn the plate and perh.aps 

earthquake activity) and an end [reduction in thi horizontal stress in the plate =d a 

"rehealing' of the lock zone(s)] and that the process may recur after a time interval 

729 
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B.T. Bradythat depends on the magnitude of the earthquake and the viscosity of the astheno.sphere. (5)The overall plate motion is of an oscillatory nature. An entire plate segmentpulses its way down into the mantle. I is important to note that this type of motionminimizes the power required for subduction to take place.These theoretical results are in agreement with recent observations of shallow anddeep seismic events in the seismically active regions of the world (FEDOTov, 1965:Moor, 1968, 1973, 1974; SAVAGL 1970; SE\CE, 1975). It is also important to note thatthe assumptions required to develop the variable motion subduction model are in.compatible with the convection (world.wide) theory of plate motions. 

Inclusion collapse as afimction of depth 
When the elastic contrast between the plate and asthenosphere is large; that is,K  EsZ-40 1, the ratio ,(,.:,)is approximatly 

S- 3~-- . ( 1 6) , 
This relationship shows that in the steady-state subduction:ompression stress will be nearly ten times the normal stress (o_) 

model the down-dip
 
total length of subduct plate is 500 km (d, -

in the plate when the
 
1e greater than the value s'pe. 

ISkin). It should be noted that R will
J by equation 16 when nonhydrostatic stresses exist
!a the upper mantle (horizontal stress is assumed to be larger than the vertical). In the
variable motion subduction model, the value of R,will also be larger than the value speci.
.-d by equation 16 since the aspect ratio of the moving portion of the plate must be
. zer than the aspect ratio of he total subducted portion of the plate. For example,
:= the length of plate freed by an underthrust event be 15 km. This gives an aspect
•-- io of the moving portion of the plate to be 0.20 (d,
- 15 kin), or equivalently, a
down..dip compression stress nearly two and one-half times the stress normal to the
direction of plate descent. 
 This calculation assumes:;drostatic. that the far-field stresses are
 
In the derivation of equation 16, attention has not been given to the additional
 

T
compressive stresses that will arise from the thermal contrast between the cooler plate=. the hot mantle material. These stresses will increase slightly the value of A specifiedtn equation 16. Thus, the value of R in equation 16 should be considered to be a 
lower limiting value. This result suggests that brittle fracture, in the sense observed ishallow earthquakes; that is, faul.prim.- inclusion-focal=Z.' y unless a triggering meh region growth, will be
s available for producing decreases in the
/Olcal values of the principal stress difference (maximum principal stress - minimumprincipal stress) within the plate. It will be shown shortly that the existence of voids

plat subduction can act astriggers forproducing shear instabilities (melting) within 69 

(Cracks) in the plate that were themselves procucd by shallow earthquakes prior to 
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brittle portions of the lithospheric plate. These instabilities will be shown to initiate 
o. 

to the void(s) and then propagate across the brittle plate, thus producing the 
"djaCn 

s well as partial collapse of the void. 
Zqt ,=rlhquake a

The preceding analysi.s and the two plate motion schemes and, in particular, the 

behave both as a stress 
variable motion subdurtion model, show that the plate can 

Ind local pressure concentrations can produce anomalous
365; cuide and as a vehicle that 

of spherically- or cylindrically
within the upper mantle. Consequently, collapse

tal 
shaped cracks within the primary inclusion zones produced earlier by shallow earth

*. 
in the mantle as is shown by the following

occurquakes prior to subduction may 
analysis. 

its concentration, within the 
Let a be the aspect ratio of the ith crack and c,, 

primary inclusion (Fig. Ib). For simplicity, a uniform distribution of crack sizes will 

to exist throughout the volume of the primary inclusion. The pressure
be assumed 

required to initiate partial closure of the ith crack set is approximately
Z is, p, 


p.- (l - &)E, (1)
 

where E,is the average plate modulus and y is a parameter shown earlier to depend on 
(I161. 

the stress state existing within the plate. The average pressure, P, within the plate is 

-dE (, >> E.) 

2 'Lip where the intermediate principle stress within the plate is assumed to be equal to 

a,. Equations 7, 8, and 18 combine to give
 

(0 + 3a)Po
a: = 

( 
.. =66 (3 + a.)Po, 

-
where c, is the aspect ratio of the moving portion of the plate, P. pgh and p. and 

-:& , 
hare the average mantle density and depth below the mantle surface, respectively.

,2:. 
The average pressure within the moving portions of the plate is found from equations 

-donwi 18 and 19 
(20.,[9 + a,. + P,. 

The critical depth, h,, required to initiate partial collapse, of the ith crack set is 
_-ed i=i 

v (1 (Z)h,)E, in 

-"T6&i where k. - P Po and m - p,,g. Equations 20 and 21 combine to give 

-Wto o,( - c,)E.y (2: 

Jim Lbe hi m(2+9gaj 
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whe:-
 terms on the order of a, are neglected. The critical depth that will be required 700 krrto C.0se all cracks; that is, the depth beyond which there will be no earvhquakes that the reqcan 1e induced (or triggered) by a void collapse mecharnsm occurs when a - 1.0, laed e 

han , 8(1 - C)E,. 7 
m(2 + (23)where. is the concentration of spherically-shaped cracks %ithinthe primary inclusio. Wh
A:: estimate of this depth can be made. Consider first the steady-state plate motionmodei. requireLet the length (L,) and thickness (d) of the plate be 800 km and 15 kin, 0hetheresp-ively. The aspect ratio of this plate is approximately 0.018. Let the average that pr(dens;:y of the mantle in the vicinity of the plate be 3.75 gm:cnm3. A reasonable value ofthe Pia!- modulus at a subduction depth of 700 km is2.00 

The sl 
x 1012 dynes/crn2 (GRims inthis cand HA.m,. 1960). Substituting these values into equation 23 gives the coll 

h 3 5Oy kin, Ith.(24) materiawhere a nominal spherical crack concentration of 50% is assumed. isgreatt
It "'as shown earlier that the parameter V ranges in value from 0.33hydrcr tic (a, to 1.00 for s'ste(- o. and 0.' to 0.66 for uniaxial (a >> aj loading within the plate.Focal .- adjacen:echanism sracu'i.s suggest that deep focus earthquakes are characterized bydown-d:p compressioti (lS.c~s and MOLNAR, platt -n 
range :-.f 

1971). This result suggests a reasonable zone th. 
duced 1-y 

to 0.22 to 0.66. Thus, the maximum depth range for deep earthquakes in- the MCCa void collapse mechanism in a plate satisfying the constraints of a steady-state s'-.duction model is able (.,. 
The

77km :s h,, :s 230 kin.(< crackc,atra
 
materialNo'- consider the variable motion subduction model. Let the length of the platefreed b:. an underthrust event be 75 km. The aspect ratio of the moving portion of the 
energy, 
btress isplate is 0.ZO for a plate thickness of 15 km. Let the plate modulus and average mantle,densiry tweenat the critical depth be 2.00 x 1012 dynesicrn- and 4.!0 gm/cm 3, respectively.

Th ma. imum depth is 
The!: 

h, -- 1650y km. (26) 11928) arIn this case the maximum depth range for deep earthquakes induced by a void collapse ion nor
mechansm is 
L:and A 

360 km < hm :s 1090 kn. (27)
The exact cut-off depth for either the stea~l..state or variable motion subductionmodel depends critically on parameters such4As a,
and 7 that are not known with pre- '&here ,
cision.at this time. .
 is important tonote that the variable motion subduction model
is a physically more realistic 'odel 
 since the power required to subduct a plate satis-

and ()

fying this model isapproximately three-fourths the power required to subduct a platesatisfying the constraints of the steady-state model. If the observed cut-off depth of 
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-quit% 700 km for the occrrence of deep earthquacs is used in the variable motion model,:es tbAt the required value of y is 0.42 (a,  0.20). This value is well within the bounds caJcu. 
1.03 Lted earlier in the paper. 

(23) Physics of inclusion collapse 

:iuso. While the equation P,, - yuE, may signify the magnitude of the plate .pressure
•notior required to initiate collapse of cracks of zspect ratio c. this equation gives no indica:ion
15 ka, hether collapse proceeds rapidly (- few seconds) or what the physical processes Le1-vC--a that produce the observed characteristics of the earthquakes associated with collz-:se.
alue of The solution of these two problems requires knowledge of both the loading system,

31U, GS in this case, the mantle, and the physical process(es) that are responsible for producing 
the collapse. 

It has been demonstrated experimentally that failure of either brittle or duc"ile 
materials can be controlled only when the post-failure stif'i ess of the loading sys:em
is greater than the post-failure stiffness of the material contained within the load-z4 

.00 for system (for example, see BRADY. 1974). The low pressures within the mantle materalJ: plat:, adjacent to the subducting plate suggest that the loading system is less stiff than t.ezed b%:- plate material (see appendix). Thus. failure of cracks within the primary inclus-*:n 
•onab e zone that is contained within the plate will probably be of a violent nature prov,:ed
kes i the mechanism(s) that initiate collapse can be shown to occur a time interval compz..
;* i able (- few seconds) to that observed in shallow crustal earthquakes.

The elastic strain energy stored in a material that contains an ellipticallv-shap-e
crack can be calculated once the difference between the strain energy. b', of "e
material containing the crack under a specified state of applied stress and the s'--.Ze-pLt. energy, Wo, of the same material without the crack under the same state of apc:-:

of t_- stress is known. The strain enercy of the crack. IV,;, is defined to be the differe:_e; 
-ave between these two quantities: that is.
-ti.. . ,,.,.H - 1'.W- Wo. (Z .I 

The strain. energy due to the presence of the crack has been calculated by STA..
05. (1928) and SACK (1946) for two cases: namely, a normal stress, a.. applied in a dire.

ton normal to the major axis of the crack and a shear stress, -..applied in a directic:
parallel to the major axis of the crack, respectively. The result for a crack of lenc-. 
4 and width t contained with a p!_-te subject to a condition of plane strain is 

, 4E, CM."++ OL)] 
:h pre- where v,and E, are the Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus of-the plate, respectivei-.. 
mooed and O(,.) refers zo terms,that are on the order of the aipi'ratio of the crack. If t.. 

?al-. crack is long and narrow, O(a) Z 0.0, and 
.1 " (I - , -=i 

4E, 
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=.ere a, and a., denote *he principal stress (maximum and minimum respectively) and 

•s the angle between the major axis of the crack and a,. 

Equation 30 represents the energy that will be released during crack closure. For 

deep earthquake at a depth of two hundrde.'.umple, let the energy released by a 
10" ergs. Let the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the 'plate

"orneters be I x 
1012 dynes/cm- and 0.30. respectively. Substitu6ng these 

.ernent in motion be 2.00 x 

v-aues ,ato equations 7, 8, and 30 gives a maximum value of the crack length (letting 
°) to be 175 meters for an aspect ratio of the moving plate segment

I - L, and g - 0
ejual to 0.20. Thus, to an order of magnitude. the maximum lengths of the cracks 

contained within the primary inclusion that Lr.- undergoing partial collapse are on the 

order of a few hundred meters. It should be clearly noted that this length value does 

zot necessarily equal the source dimensions of deep earthquakes. Source dimensions 

cr deep earthquakes are observed to be on the order of 10 km (WYss, 1973). The cracks 

as triggers for the propagation of shear 
",Lat are undergoing partial collapse act 


instabilities (melting) in a direction away from the collapsing void for reasons discussed.
 

.elow. 
The physical process by which partial void collapse develops will be postulated to 

oe shear failure that occurs only near the end portions of the crack (Fig. 2). Collapse 

of the crack will proceed sequentially touard the central portions of the crack as the 

that contains these cracks is stibducted to increasing depths in the 
inclusion zone 

mantle.
 

It is important to determine whether these shear failure zones can be propagated
 

by melting. Let 1I denote the heat energy required to melt a unit mass of material near
 
. 

the ends of the crack. The increment of energy required to melt nzones of thickness 


and lateral extent 4,-dL, in the immediate vicinity of the crack is
 

(1
dW. - 1ln(!dLe)tpH. 
is

The increment of energy released by closure of the crack by an amount dL, 

dW, = (I - . tL. :,,, (3.:)
dW-E
 

where - 00 for purposes of calculatio. Equations 31 and 32 combine to give 
.
""E,: p.H 


Equation 33 g'es the magnitude of the crack lenth when the energy released bV 

crt':k closure of an amount dL, is equal to the energy that is absorbed by melting" 

a6 are 100 cal/gm - 4.2 x 10' ergs/gm, 4 gwicnsaj 

Typical values of H, p,, E,, P,, (GPIGOS .d0.20 for a mantle depth of 700 km 
2.00 x 1012 dynes/cm2, 0.30 and 

1960) and for a plate motion model satisfying the constraints of the variable 
HANDIN, 
motion subduction scheme. Substituting these values into equation 33 gives 

7U 
0.04. 
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Figur 
:eased 1. Process of void collapse by formation of shear melt zones in the vicinity of the void. 

The number, n, of rz" zones is found fr:= 
4 M . s an example, let L - 5 x 102 cm. 

1OP'for .j- 10 cm. Equa .n 
RJGs ": e u.ation 34 to be nearly I x 104 for . - 1cm and I x 

-I
IC-riabi shows that the eergy released by a collapse mech'ism will be at leat sev 

Orers of magnitude greater than the energy required to initiate shear melting in ".!e 

",cfity of the crack (Fig. Ib). This calculation suggests that the sheir failure ZOes =?y 

Sropagate by a shear melting mechanism once a shear crack zone(S) has forme n 

S 
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the immediate vicinity of the crack. It is to be noted that the effect of this propagating
 

shear melt zone will be to increase the magnitude of the local principal stress difference
 

:n the brittle portion of the lithospheric plate. Thus. conditions become favorable for
 

shear faulting within the plate. It is this process that ,'ill gire rise to the earthquake.
 

The time required to melt a zone of thickness .i in the vicinity of the crack can be
 
to a shear stress of magnitude
alculated. Consider a zone of thickness so subjected 

- such that the upper surface is displaced parallel to the lower surface at a velocity r. 
In the absence of heat flow, the time required to heat !his zone to a temperature above 

ambient is (GRiGos and HANDN,, 1960) 

(35)To,C,s 

where C, is the specific heat of the material. To obtain an order of magnitude estimate 

of '.. let T - 700"C, p, - 4 gm.'cm 3, C, - 0.30 calgm, r - 4a. - a.) o 2.0x 

A reasonable value of r is approximately 50 km.rnI3" dynes:cm2 and so - 10 cm. 

- 1.59 x 10-1 cmr:sec). This value of r denotes the average velocity that a pressure 

p..t!se propagates down the plate following the rele"se of the upper near-surface por

normal faulting sequence. Substitutingtions of the plate by an underthrust and or 


these values into equation 35 gives
 

t, _ 400 seconds. 	 (-6) 

%hich there 	%ill be a release of shear straiDIhe time h represents the period during 

energy in the plate, after which, violent failure (shear faulting in the plate folloued 

by partial void collapse) takes place. 
time observed by

The time t, is in satisfactory agreement with the "precursor' 
earthquakes during which the)

DZIEWONSK! and GILBERT (1974) for two deep 
earthquake. T'i,calculated 	 a hypocentral compression 80 seconds prior to each 

also supports the hypothesis that void collapse initiating shear meltingazeement 
may be a viable mechanism operative in deep earthquakes. 

The reader will note that the inclusion collapse theory of deep earthquakes COM-

bines both the features of shear failure and volumetric compression. It will also be 
-

noted that a shear failure mechanism aided by a shear melting scheme is not neces sar" 

a process that will belong exclusivelyf deep earthquakes that are produced by a void 

It is likely that d'similar process %ill be operative in the deeper
coilapse model. 
(-50 ki) portions of shallow earthquakes characterized predominately by faulting. 

" This hypothesis could be tested by determining whether such earthquakes eXtbibit 
&precursor' time during which there is a 'slow' release of strain energy a few tinuic 

prior to the main shock. The energy released by melting would be comparable to 'br 

energy released by the main shock itself. 
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Disc'ssion 

Detailed studies of the focal mechanisms producing deep earthquakes will readily 

determine the appijabiirl of the model proposed in this paper. FY.r example, the 

The first is the for
mechanism of void collapse must involve two distinct process.
mation of shear melt zones that will first develop adjacent to the void and will then 

propagate ourward from the void into the plate. The source dimnsions produced by 
this procesS will be comptrabe to the thickness of the plate (_10-20 1cm). The orien

taton of the shear planes will be determined by the direction of maximum compression 

within the plate. The second process il involve collapse of a portion of the void itself 

and will include the attendant volume increase of the fractured material as it isrelieved 

of high stress. This volume increase islarge and is theoretically on the order of 1e/o 
periods 

1966) due to the high pressures generated within the plate durin 

of motion in the mantle. Thus, if the shear failure mode generates down-dip compres-
T- Cmi, 

ion as would be expected in deep focus shocks. the collapse phase, probably occurring 
f ai urnh e se on 

,K %ithin a few seconds after the main shock, would produce a down-dip extcnsion com

to the radiation pattern of the main shock. These two processes should pro-

I'
wni 

duct two distinct seismic siZnatures: the first representing shear failure, 

-" 
 representing the partial collapse of the void itself. These two effects will be observeP 

c¢r-


irrespective of the position of the earthquake within t.e plate. It should alo be noted 

thatthe expansion phase that will accompany partial collapse, ensures that aftershock 

of deep earthquakes produced by this mechanism will either be nonexiste" 

,cquences 
or else exhibit temporal characteristics 

of much shorter duration than their shaflo% 

counterparts.However, collapse of one void may trigger the collapsc of nearby voidi 

of similar geometry due to strets transferral This process %ould give the appearance 

,-2i: 
t anershocks. of deep earthquakes is observed to drcp off in a near. 

as 

The frequency of occurrence t e 

1966). In the inclusion collapse theory. 

thquakes that occur is inversely proportional to the crack lenztl
hyperbolic pattern with depth (SYK'ES. 

:d!b • til" number of deep 

to be uniform within the prima-.
of crack lengths i.assumed

Ifthe distributi.)nTi 
zone prior to its subduction into the mantle, a hyperbolic frequency dec. 

will result since the pressure within the plate is very nearly proportional to -Cinclusionitt 
!a 

29 shows that the e:ergy released by crack collapse is proportional::'--nth of subduction.
SEquation 

P-L-.where L, is the crack length and P is the pressure in the.plate at the instan" 
' 

collapse. This pressure is inversely proportional to L,(equation 6). Thus, neglecm 

:Cns on the or•der of 0(a) inequation 29. the energy released fpm deep earthquaLei 
vaVoi 


process isindependent ofzourc: depth. This reEs'

that are produerd by avoid collap 
tiherquaks(RtChat 1951 

in a-rement with seismic magnitude studies of deep 
: 


of the inclusion collapse theory isthat the enrrZ 

Lastly. an important consequence 
minute-


released by deep earthquakes is small in comparison to the total energy released by 

diescent of the plate that contains the primary inclusion zones. It was suggested that 'e 
) tole 
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energY wM be released in a sequential manner not only parallel to the direction of plate
desce-t Iut also parallel to the strike of the plat (trench). The energy release will also
be oft c.asi-pcriodic nature with a mean period that depends on the area of plate
destr-esse by the earthquake. These results suggest that the spatial and temporal nature 
of the -..e:' y released by plate motions may be sufficient to produce cumulative changes
in the rottion of the earth, such as the excitation and maintenance of the Chandler 
wobble. Accordingly, large-scale plate motions that indirectly produce the earth. 
quakes ,-,y also be responsible for maintaining the wobble. Earthquakes, while they 
may -e cornelated with the wobble, would clearly not be the source of this phenomenon 

Conclusions 

A eo:y of shallow and deep earthquakes with a physical basis in the scale in. 
variz: p:operties of rock failure has been proposed in this set of papers. Deep earth.
quakes -xe-e proposed in this paper to be initiated by the closure of the voids that %ere
for=eed i= the brittle portions of the oceanic lithosphere by large undenhrust earth.
quakes azd independently by normal earthquakes associated with the pre-trench rise. 
The ph's.cal process by which void collapse is initiated was shown to be consistent
with tbe .formationof shear zones by melting adjacent to the void. The large pressures 
requi-ed to initiate void collapse were shown to result from subduction of the plate
into .. ia'.riaJ (asthenosphere) whose strength is much less than that of the plate. it was *."so-Iown that high pressures generated within the plate must be counter-
balanc-d by lower than normal pressures in the mantle rock adjacent to the plate.
If the mande rock adjacent to the plate is near its melting point, this pressure reduction 
may be su~cient to produce partial melting adjacent to the plate. Thus, the plate flyY 
create an environment favorable for its subduction; namely, the formation of a lowvzscosirv melt zone (asthenosphere) in the ".cinity of the plate-mantle boundnry. 
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AppM.1eithin 

Figure Al illustrates the stress distribution at selected locations within and inthevicairy or a rectangular-shaped elastic inclusion of variable aspect ratio. The incIu' 01
is contaiued within a material that is deformed by stresses S. and SL applied t
distan=cs far removed from the inclusion boundary. The curves in this flgu, "ex
obtained by using a two-dimensional finite element method (OUDENHOLV dt ,' 
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of aspect ratios 4.0 and 0.S!centrallY contained within aneatCpt 
far removed from the inclusion boundary (after Cr-LNHOV' 

s. (S3 ? Sj)applied at distanceied. NIL 

both*"' 

1972). In Fig. Al, the stress concentrations at selected points along the bou-: 
.iues of 

within (Fig. Alad) and outside the inclusion (Fig. Alb.c.e.f) are shown for 
-nsf are 

relative stiffness K (-E,'E.) ranging in value from 0.20 to5.00. The so!=

- =ference 
shown for rectangular-shaped inclusions of aspect ratiosp.6 and 4.00. The 

areinci..&zonand inthe and th.i ellipoidally-shaPedbetween this geometryin stress valuesicuson 
mO"- et al.. 1972). For our current application. we are =ncerned 

applied at negligible (OL-D :s Egure 
only with values of K greater than 1.0. Note that the numerical results in 

igure VV€ , > 1.0, 
.-q et o!.. substantiate the results discussed earlier in the paper and further, for values :. 
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the hi,. pressures within the inclusion must be counterbalanced by low pressures out.side't- ::clusion. Note that if the material outside the inclusion cannot support shear;that is.::s 	relaxation constant is zero, the effective elastic contrast between the in.clusio: =d host material vanishes. The pressure concentration %%ithinthe inclusion and 
plate 1ec.cmes equal to the applied far-beld pressure. 
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Theory of Earthquakes - IV.
General Implications for Earthquake Prediction 

By B. T. BRADY) 

Abstract-The ale invariant inclusion theory of failure is applied to the general problem of pre-
.ors that precede failure. A precursor is defined to be an effect produced within a physical system which 

icatcs that the process leading to failure of the system has begun. Precursors are grouped into three 
Class I preursors refer to long-term indicators of impending failure. These may include a,/v,. 

g.terr tilt, and crustal uplif anomalies observed to precede some major shallow earthquakes by a 
yei-,fas.Class U cprecursors refer to short-term indicators of failure and include: S-bend tilt. elcctro
_gntic radiation, radon cmnations and seismicity changes that have been reported to precede major 
hquakes by a femhours.Class II precursors refer to rery short-term phenomena such as long-period 

grain) waves, rapid changes in surface ground tilts, and seismicity increase in the hypoccntral region that
predicted by the inclusio theory to precede major shallow earthquakes by afewsconds, 
The physical processes that occur within the inclus:on zone of an impending failure that indirectly 

-_o the class I I pre c ursors are wit pnv that the i rd , used h the sca le ariant prop e rti es o f failure to show 
m, luration is a direct measure of the average length of the cracks that comprise the inclusion zone. 
5:. rc. is used to derive the precursor time-'fault' length relationship that has been observed to hold ,lt

claiss I precursors of shallow earthquakes, mine failures, and laboratory size failures of rock. The 
ysical model proposed for producing class I, class I1,and indirectly, the class lIt precursors leads to 
r,results when boih the Utsu relationship between aftershock area and earthquake magnitude and the 
;utenberg-Richter energy-magnitude relationship are satisfied. (1) The seismic efficiency factor for 
ilures satisfying tlc onstraints of the inclusion theory is approximately 0.40%-. (2) The energy radiated 
aftershocks will be at least 1.0/. of the energy radiated by the mainshock. (3) An upper limiting magni-
_-4of any aftershock in the aftershock sequence is M - 1.6. where Af is the mainshock magnitude. 

41The time durations of allthrce precursor classes are shown to be shortened (or lengthened) by a factor 
aversely proportionial to the rate of increase (or decrease) of the far-field stresses during the time duration 

the precursor. Changes in far-field stresses, such as might occur to tidal effects, are shown to be of 
prticular importarce in initiating class Iprecursors, and it is shown that tidal stresses provide a mechan-

for triggering Iirge earthquakes (M k 6.0) in rgions that are at the point of incipient failure. Thu., 
Ls II precursors may give the appearance of being independent of magnitude for large earthquakes. 

5)When fluids are present in the focal volume of the mainshock. the predicted magnitude, calculated by 
ssI precursors, w.ill always be larger than the observed magnitude. (6) Seismic events that produce the 
lusion zone of tie impending mainshock will not be followed by aftershocks. These events are predicted 

ohe charactcried by anomalously long rupture lengths. 
The inclusion theory is shown to provide a physical basis for criteria required to predict failure. The 

implications of the inclusion theory to the problem of earthquake prediction arc discussed. The theory isapplied to existingcearthquake-prone regions. 

)Physicut. 1 .S. Department of the Interior, BuMines, Denver Mining Research Center, Denver. 
7.lr:mlo. %0225U SA. 
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Introduction 

A precursor is defined in this article to be an cffect produced within a physicalsystem which indicates that the process leading to failure of the system has begun. 
Precursors of failure will be grouped into three distinct classes. Class I precursors 

refer to the long-term indicators of impending thilure and may include v./v5 , long.
term Lilt, b-valuc, and crustal uplift anomalies that are often observed to precedemajor shallow earthquakes by a few years [3, 13, 14, 19, 28, 29, 34, 35, 39, 43].2 A 
physical model that explains many of the essential features of this precursor class 

.has been described elsewhere [6, 7]. Class II precursors will be defined to representshort-term indicators of failure. For example, there is some evidence that tilt changes. 
in addition to the tilt anomaly of the class I type, develop several hours prior to 
major shallow earthquakes (M - 7.0). These tilt changes are termed S-bend tilt and 

are characterized by two reversals in the tilt 4.,rection in the vicinity of the earth
quake epicenter shortly (-few hours) before the mainshock [28, 29]. Similarly, in 
addition to S-bend tilt, there are other class II precursors that have been reported
These include atiimalous short-term vertical and horizontal crustal displacements 

electrical and magnetic effects, change in water level, and in some instances, increase 
seismicity in the hypocentral region of the mainshock [16, 19, 28, 29, 33, 47]. There
is experimental and theoretical evidence suggesting that class 11precursors may becausally related to physical processes that occur inthe hypocentral region prior to
 
the mainshock [6, 7]. Class III precuorwill be defined to represont very short

i mp e n d i ngClaure d i l u t o 
term phenomena of chang failure and il d esma creas n e 

mpd in phenoea ch as in 

t h emnaof i un e d e n e s nv e rt 


ncud s -ie 
w e, in surfae gron and 

hypocentral region predicted by the inclusion theory to precede major shallow
 
earthquakes by a few seconds [10].


The study of precursors of failure and, in particular, class Hprecursors, their
 
plicat os o falu re and tir iprecto the ir
 

general implications for earthquake prediction, and their importance to the under
standing of the physical procejses involved in the preparation of a region for failure
 
forms the subject matter of this article. The article is divided into two sections. The
 
first section isconcerned with the mathematical development ofthe inclusion theory.

i once r wt the mteticaliofdterinin thery.ned 
A problem of special importance examined in this section is determining the criteria 
for recognizing that a region has approached a condition that it will experience a 
fairure. The second section is concerned with the application of these criteria to 

existing shallow earthquake zones in the earth. 

Physics offailure 
In order to understand the physical processes that produce thc precursors ,'l

failure, a detailed physical model of the failure process in an impending failure Zone 

2) Numbers in brckets rerer to references listed at the end of thisarticle. 
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is required. This subjctz is examined in this section. For conlvenienceC, the reader isrcfcrrcd to Appendix A for a glossary of symbols and terms used in the articL.-

Class I precursorsoffailure: theirphysical basisFour distinct phases have been postulatd and experimentally demonstrated toprecede fault growth in rock on a small scale (laboratory) (6, 9]. These behavioral
phases have been shown to be scale invariant over a wide range of sample sizesand are, thcrcfore, filly applicab!c to the earthquake process [7, 8, 11, 12]. Thesephases arc also applicable to describing failures that occur within lock point regionsalong preexisting fault zones (Figs. Id, 2). The characteristics of these phases are 
darified and summarized here as the basis for later arguments.Dilatantphase: Cracks form within the rock mass in response to the applied far-geld stresses. The far-field stresses refer to the stresses that exist within the rock mass 
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is illustrated in D. 

at a distance far-removed from the dilatant zone (hereafter referred to as the anoma
lous region). InFigs. I and 2, themaximum and minimum far-field principal applied
stresses are denoted by ot and U30. The intermediate principal stress, 0 o, is assumed 
equal to c.o for the sake of argument. The dilatant or anomalous phase begins at amaximum far-field principal stress whose magnitude is usually well below the ultimate strength of the rock mass. This phase culminates in the formation of crackclusters [deformation band(s) (Fig. 2a)] within the anomalous volume when therock mass is within a few percent of its ultimate strength. The deformation band(s)behaves physicaily as a low modulus elastic inclusion(s) that is embedded within ahost material (dilatant and uncracked volume) of higher elastic modulus. Thiselastic cont rast produces a rotation, 0, and change in niagititude (a1 o a i , 17.10 -.s 173)of the principal stresses both within and in Ile vicinity of the kcfi)rina I ion hand. The 
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3recursor phase. Similarly, both the mean pressure and volumetric strain will increase 

iuriing this phase. In addition, both the shear stress and strain will increase within 

be focal region just prior to the mainshock in response to crack growth within the 

H ary inclusion zone. This predicted behavior is in marked distinction from other
 
dry' failure models [44, 48] where the shear strain increases as the shear stress
 
ecreases prior to failure. 

7lass 11 precursorsoffailure: theirphysical basis 

The scale invariant inclusion theory has been used successfully to explain class I1ock 
precursors, such as anomalous tilt and seismicity to mention a few, observed to occurfew years prior to major shallow earthquakes [7, 28, 29]. This theory also provides 


! physical basis for class II precursors, such as S-bend tilt, and several results of
 
rticular physical importance follow. 


o*- S-bend tilt. Figure 2d illustrates the formation of secondary cracks in response

io an increasing magnitude of the tensile stress, a,, within the primary inclusion zone
 

-sthe focal region of the primary inclusion begins to store strain energy. The second-

Krycracks lead to the formation of the macrocrack (macrocrack zone, Fig. 2d) by 

eir coalescence with previously formed (primary) cracks whose lengths 
are corn-


parable with the secondary cracks. Finite element modeling of this problem [8] has 

o'vn that the compressive stress, a, increases along the boundary of the macro-

rack zone as the macrocrack zone 'softens' in response to the generation of the 

eks within the secondary inclusion zones that will lead to the formation of the 


ondary cracks. Thus, as the relative elastic contrast increases between the macro-

ack zone and its surroundings, the local values of the stress difference and the mean 


ssure decrease and increase, respectively. Hence, cracks that formed earlier 

lthin the primary inclusion zone outside the macrocrack zone begin to close as the .
 

n-dary inclusion zones that are contained within the macrocrack zone (Fig. 2d) 

olve 'to their respective failure initiation points. Thereforc, the thickness, or 

uivalently, the aspect ratio of the primary inclusion zone, defined as the zone that 

auins open cracks, must decrease as failure becomes imminent. hThis3 illustrates the fault-primary inclusion zones, the focal region of theprimary inclusion zone, and the idealized behavior of a tiltmeter located on the 

-urface above the focal region. The physical situation depicted in Fig. 3 would be 
that of a thrust fault earthquake-type geometry. Similar, though not as pronounced, 
tilt behavior will also be observed for a strike-slip fault earthquake type geometry [7].
l-he tiltmeter will exhibit the following sequence of events in response to physical

iprocesses occurring within the focal region and the primary inclusion zone prior to 
Lthe failure. (1) Tilting is in a direction away from the primary inclusion zone as this 
;Zone evolves in response to #theapplied principal stress within the deformation 
land. This time interval will be evidenced by decreasing v,1v values withia the primary 
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Fault zone-primary inclusion zone-focal region idealization of a thrust-fault geortry (a) and the 

idealized behavior of a hypothetical tilt meter location on the surface above the focal region (b). 

rotation within the focal region of the impending failure'[7]. (2) Crack closure in the 
focal region of the primary inclusion will eventually dominate the deformation, 
causing a reversal in the tilt direction. Recovery of vl/,v may occur in the focal region, 
and other class I precursors, such as tilt, wil! return to their 'normal' predilatant 
values during this time interval. (3) Crack growth within the secondary inclusion 
zones that are themselves contained within the primary inclusion zone (macrocrack 
zone, Fig. 2d) eventually leads to the formation of the secondary cracks. Crack 
growth within the secondary inclusion zone produces tilting in a direction away 
from the primary inclusion zone. Note that the increased stress levels in the focal 
region of the primary inclusion may produce 'ershoot' of v/v above its pre-dila

prior to ti o , asprimary inclusion onerant level; that is, its value prior to the formation of the primary inclusion zone, as 
additional cracks that were present prior to the anomalous phase close. (4) As cracks 
continue to form within the macrocrack zone, the stresses ca,*and a, increase and 
decrease, respectively, causing the closure of cracks outside the macrocrack zone. 

closure will produce a reversal in the tilt direction. As these cracks close, theelastic contrast between the macrocrack zone and its surroundings approaches amaximum. The tensile stress in the primary inclusion zone, the stress concentration 
within its focal region, and the shear stress along the fault zone all approach their 
maximum pre-failure values. When the stress conditions within the primary inclusion 
zone are favorable to produce secondary crack growth, that is, those cracks that will 
coalesce with the primary cracks in the macrocrack zone, the failure must occur at 
this point in time as the principal stress difference within the focal region of the 
primary inclusion begins to increase during the class II precursor time [7]. Note that 
the predicted tilt direction will be toward the epicentral region just prior to the 
mainshock. Note also that this model predicts that the time duration of S-bend tilt 
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a direct measure oi ,,e length of the secondary cracks that comprise the macro-
ck zone. This time duration will also provide a direct measure of the average 

ngth of the cracks that initially formed the primary inclusion zone. In addition, the 
fthe failure that will be produced.
of the secondary cracks are, inturn, directly related to the size (magnitude) 


Other class fprecursors. Other short-term precursors resulting from the physicalO ailprethatrwill-er produnced.th pyscafther crsbecrsr 
. roccsses that occur in the primary inclusion of the impending failure are also pre-

6! icted to develop during the time duration of the S-bend tilt phase. For example, 
'hen the impending failure will be of a thrust-like geometry, these precursors will 
clude the following phenomena. (1) The regional uplift displacement rate above 
e primary inclusion will increase in response to crack formation within the second-

ry inclusion zone during the early phases of S-bend tilt. The rate of uplift will begin 
o decrease in response to crack closure within the volume outside the macrocrack 

ne during the latter portions of the S-bend tilt phase. Thus, regional subsidence 
ay occur above the primary inclusion zone just prior to the mainshock. Similarly,

he rate of regional subsidence above the focal region of the primary inclusion will 
, 
increase during the S-bend tilt phase in response to the increased stress levels during

this phase. (2) Seismic velocities will increase as cracks close within the volume out
ide the macrocrack zone. (3) Seismicity will increase within the macrocrack zone 
s cracks form within the macrocrack zone. The energy released by this process is

shown shortly to be at least five orders of magnitude less than the energy that will 
be released during the mainshock. 
'i Direct field observations of some of these predicted precursors have been reported
(19, 28, 29, 36]. For example, MATuZAWA [36] has reported evidence of rapid

elevation changes a few minutes prior to the 1923 Kanto earthquake. Increased radon 
ntent shortly before earthquakes has been detected in wells far removed from the 

hypocentral region of impending large earthquakes [19]. Increased stress in these
regions, resulting from crack growth within the macrocrack zone, may be responsible 
for this effect, thus suggesting that radon emission and increased stress levels prior to

rthquakes are positive correlated quantities. Electromagnetic phenomena, if con-
itions favoring their existence are present [7], that may be stress induced have been 

reported to precede major earthquakes. Anomalous animal behavior prior to these 
earthquakes may also be a result of these same stress-induced electromagnetic effects. 
Such anomalies are consistent within the framework of the inclusion theory [7]. 

Class 111precursorsoffailure: theirphysical basis 
The inclusion theory rests on the postulate that failure occurs when all cracks in 

Ithe focal region of the primary inclusion are closed, or equivalently, when the strain 
energy density throughout the focal region isamaximum.At this point intime,the 

;€physical contrast between the primary inclusion and its focal region becomes at maximum. The tension stress within the primary inclusion and the strain energy 
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- Asity throughout its focal region reach a maximum just prior to til'L ..ation of the 
mainshock. Crack growth occurs within the secondary inclusion zones, leading to 
the formation of secondary cracks, coalcscence of thesc secondary cracks with the' 
primary cracks occurs,and the macrocrack forms within the primary inclusion zone.
wengths
This sequence of events marks the termination of the class II precursor stage. Growth 

of the macrocrack, or alternatively, the initiation of the mainshock sequence, begins 
at this point in time. 

Growth of the macrocrack into its focal region, termed the tertiary inclusion 
zone (Fig. 4), will be evidenced by a decrease in the magnitude of the tensile stress 
within the primary inclusion to a value, say a,, that is below its maximum pre-failure
value ,. Closure of the macrocrack in the immediate vicinity of the fault zone will 
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Figure 4
 
Illustration ofthe tertiary inclusion zone within the primary inclusion zone.
 

occur as the normal stress at the fault-primary inclusion zone boundary increases as
 
the n stressoma thet primary inclusion zone increascs as


the tensile stress within the primary inclusion zone increases. In the inclusion theory,

failure can continue only when the tension stress within the primary inclusion equals
its maximum pre-failure value (a,o), that is, the tensile stress that exists in the imme
diate vicinity of the macrocrack tip (tertiary inclusion zone, Fig. 4) must be sufficient 
to initiate new crack growth. 

This model of macrocrack growth predicts a number of precursory phenomena
that will result from the physical processes that occur within the tertiary inclusion 
zone. These precursors will include the following: (1) The displacement rate above 
the primary inclusion zone will increase dramatically as cracks form within the
tertiary inclusion zone. (2) Seismicity increase in the tertiary inclusion zone and 
electromagnetic phenomena in the zpicentral region (assuming conditions favoringtheir existence ate present), will become pronounced during the time duration of the
class III precursor in response to the rapid increase in load and loading rate in the 
focal region of the primary inclusion [7, 49]. These increases will be in addition tothose that developed during the class II precursor phase, (3) There will be a release 
of strain energy produced by macrocrack growth within the primary inclusion just
 
prior to the initiation of catastrophic fault growth ('strong motion'). The time durs
tion of this release is on the order of L/vd, where Li is the length of the primary inclu

http:produnced.th
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.sion zone and v, is the longitudinal wave velocity in the material just prior to the 
mainshock. Thus, the model predicts that there will be a release of 'low' frequency
elastic energy prior to the initiation of strong motion (fault growth). The time.duration ofthis energy release will be shown shortly to be a function of the magnitude
.A(i) of the mainshock. 


t-
 A detailed model of the dynamics of fault growth during the mainshock sequence 
..and its role in aftershock formation has.been discussed elsewhere [10]. 

Direct field observations of these predicted class IIl precursors are scanty, al-
though there is some evidence of low frequency waves occurring before some strongearthquakes [41]. There is also evidence of low frequency waves recorded on long-
,,eriod seismometers shortly before (-few seconds) the initiation of strong motionof some shallow earthquakes [S. T. HARDING, personal communication, 1975]. Thephenomena of 'earthquake lights' and atmospheric electrical discharges have been
documented to occur a few minutes or seconds prior to some strong earthquakes[49]. There is also some evidence ofvery short-term anomalous tilt prior to moderate
carthquakes. For example, HARDING and KIRBY [personal communication, 1975],using long-period seismometers in the epicentral region of the August 1975 Yellow-stone earthquake sequence, observed a tilt-like precursor approximately 0.2 seeprior to a number of aftershocks in the magnitude M4 range.

Lastly, there are three additional observations of the inclusion theory that -deserve mention. (1) The direction of fault growth will be parallel to the direction ofthe local maximum principal stress at all times during the growth phase of the failure.Thus, while shear faulting would appear to violate the requirement that failure
satisfy a minimum energy principle, that is, the fault ,formsat an angle to the applied
stresses (ao,a30), this difficulty does not arise in the in-'_
11sion theory. The fault
always grows parallel to the direction of the local maximum applied principal com-

pressive stress (al). (2) The Griffith theory is a limiting case of the inclusion theorysince the equations reduce the Griffith equation when there is no elastic contrast
between the inclusion and its surroundings [6]. However, the Griffith theory isstrictly applicable only to describe the formation of thefirstcrack, usually considered 
to form on the molecular level [23]. Once this crack(s) has formed, crack interactioneffects must be considered to describe the further evolution of failure. (3) The inclu- *tsion theory predicts the existence of a critical confining stress when the behavior of 
the material changes from a brittle to a ductile deformation mode. This transitionwill occur when the ratio of the least principal far field stress, u3Joo attains a vae,
('-0.07 --, 0.10) such that the tensile stress within the inclusion zone cannot attain
the value r,o. 

Precursor:.nie-lenqthrelationshipoffailure 

. . U,,u (P.1eoph. 

relationship between the class I precursor time (re) and the foc" • :Ilhc primary inclusion zone of the impending failure can be writtei,, on area (A) 
L, pe 

To W (a) 
where a is a proportionality constant. Once the primary inclusion zone has formed,the process leading to the formation of the secondary cracks which will, in turn,coalcsce with the primary cracks at the instant of the mainshock, begins. If ACdenotes the cross-sectional area of an average size crack within the primary inclusion 
zone, then the relationship between ro and A, can be written by virtue of the scale 
invariant properties of the inclusion theory 

T0 iA,, (Ib)
where f is a constant whose magnitude and relationship to a are determined below.

For simplicity, we shall assume that the average size crack which forms withinthe secondary inclusion zone just prior to failure can be modeled by a narrow penny
shaped geometry, that is, A, (n/4)L,2 where L, denotes an average linear dimensionof the secondary inclusion zone. Let us also assume that the scale invariant properties
of the theory are applicable to some minimum average length, say L, ,, that ison the order ofa few molecular bond lengths. On this scale, , denotes the fundamcntaIsecondary inclusion length within which a crack of length , will form at the instantof failure. This crack may be nucleated at dislocations and/or other stress raisers.such as point defectc (impurity atoms, vacancies). The energy required to form such a crack on this scale is of the order of a few electron volts (1 eV = 1.6 x 10- "2crgs)[23]. Thus, an order of magnitude estimate of /, is 1 x 10-7 cm (see equation 10).Let v, represent the longitudinal wave velocity in a physical system of this dimension.

Major structural changes, in this instance, crack formation, cannot be predicted
within this system in a time interval that is shorter than the characteristic time, ljv,
of the system. Therefore, the relationship 
 l/v, = (7/4)fJl3 must be satisfied, orsimply, the proportionality constant /1is (7r/4)/v,. Reasonable values of v, and
this length scale are I x 106 cm/sec and 1 x 
, on
 

10- 7 cm, respectively. Hence, an order

of magnitude estimate of the class I precursor time.crack area relationship is
 

OA, (A' 10-1 M (2a) 
to I cm 2),

where t and A, are measured in seconds and square centimeters, respectively.Equation (2a) can be used to derivte functional relationship between o and 
what has been referred to in the literature as 'fault' length, L. 'Fault' length will bedefined to be the average dimension of the aftershock region (focal region) whose 

area is denoted by A [2, 5, 11]. Let L = pL, where p (p 1.0) is a scale invariantquantity relating the ratio of focal region length to primary inclusion length. Let 
denote the ratio of the average crack length (L,)within the primary inclusion zone 
to the length of the primary inclusion zone (Li). Equation (2a)can be written 

A diffusion-like functional relationship between precursor time and focal region ro ; l0(y/U) 2L 2. 
(2h)

*area is predicted by the scale invariant properties of the inclusion theory f7l. Thus. 
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A reasonable estimatc ofp is 3.0, since the range of influence ofan ellipsoidal-shaped
inclusion is of tile order of three times its length [22]. Experimental investigations
by the Bureau of Mines of tilt and seismicity precursors in a wide variety of rock 
types indicate that in standard size laboratory specimens (5 cm in diameter, 10 cm in 
length), ro and L are approximately (k P 3) x 10- sec and 1I 3 cm, respectively 
[9]. Substituting these values into equation (2b) gives y = I x 10- 2, in good agree-
ment with other independent measurements of crack size within the primary inclusion 
(see Fig. BI, Appendix B). Thus, an order of magnitude estimate of class I precursor 

,
time-focal region area relationship in rock materials is approximately To t 1.0 x 
10 
A, where To and A are measured in seconds and square centimeters, respective!y.

It will be shown in the application section and Appendix C that rockbursts in 
northern Idaho, where the primary inclusion zone length, magnitudes, and class I 
precursor times are known, give an upper limiting value of the relationship between 
.ro and A. The re' It is 

-
To = 2.43 x 10 A . (3) 
It is also shown that (for materials whose porosity is approximately zero) the ratio
of focal region area to primary inclusion area is A/Ai= 21.8. According to the 
postulated scale invariant properties for failure, the evaluation of these parameters 

for a known failure is sufficient to describe the characteristics of all other failures.Figure 5a illustrates the precursor time-'fault' length relationships that are 
observed for selected earthquakes, mine failures, and laboratory size rock failures[1, 9,11, 34]. The fit of equation (3) to these data is shown for comparison. Therelationship between precursor tim 
and calculated average crack length (L, 


('/p)L = 5.28 x 10-L) for these data is shown in Fig. 5b.Note that the predictedaverage crack lengths associated with the rock bursts are in the order of 102 cm. 
These length estimates also agree with independent calculations of crack lengths
associated with the energy radiated by individual cracks in rockbursts (;..1010 ergs).
Note also that average crack lengths predicted to be associated with the dilatant 
zones of major crustal earthquakes, .such as might occur at sites of major uder
thrusts and/or normal-faulting earthquakes along subduction zones, are of the
order ofa few tens ofmeters to a few hundred meters. These length predictions agree
closely with crack lengths calculated elsewhere [8] that induce deep earthquakes by 
a void collapse mechanism.The relalionship between the time duration for the class II precursor time, T.., 
focal region area (A), and average crack area (A,) within the primary inclusion zone 
is readily determined from equations (2a) and (3). The result is 

2.43tilt 


where ;ro is measured in secohds and both A and A, (A,= 10-Ai = 10- 4A/21.8)
are measured in square centimeters. It is assumed that no changes occur in the far-
0' 1. . . N I 
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It is of value to express the class I and II precursor times in terms of the energy
released as seismic radiation during the mainshock, or alternatively, the magnitude,
M, of the mainshock. UTSU and SEKI [31] and MoGi [18] have observed that the
aftershock area (A) of Japanese earthquakes can be related to magnitude by the 

relationship [recently revised by Ursu, 46, 53] 
loglo A = M + 6.3 (5)

where A [= (7r/4)L'] is measured in square centimeters. Equations (3), (4), and (5) 
can be combined to give 

logo ro = M + 2.68 logo r. = M - 2.650 (6)
Table I lists predicted precursor times for class I and class II precursors for a range
of magnitudes varying from M(-)5 to M8 failures. It is of interest to note S-bendprecursor tis of nearly 0.6 hr,6.2 hr,and 2.6 d
are predicted to occur for niain
shock mag! itudes in the M6, M7, and M8 class, respectively. SASSA and NSlHUMURA
[28, 29] observed S-bend precursor time durations comparable to those predicted 
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Table I 

PfcdicledPrCCurso, lilesasafiiciol, ofilayllilledo(Note: no changes are assumed to occur in the far-field boundary conditions 

during the times Tand ;) 

Magnitude r, ra
5 0 Comment
4.8 m 0.02 ts Typical laboratory size failure 
2 13.3 hr 0.2 s Typical mine failure

455.4S15.2 1.5 yrd 20.06.5 ms615.2 yr
yr 0.6 hr EarthquakeEarthquakeEarthquake6.2 hr arEarthquakeoftewl 

152 yr 62
1520 hr Mr earthquakeyr 2.6 d Great earthquake 
by equallion (6) prior to several major underthrust events in Japan. In addition, anS-bend tilt time of the order of 20 seconds is predicted to occur prior to a magnitudeM4 earthquake. This value is large enough to suggest the use of S-bend tilt (and otherclass II precursors) as a possible indicator of impending moderately sized (
The relationship between the predicted
earthquakes. M4)class III precursor time, T,o,average dimension (L) of the primary inclusion and an zone is 

To = L, 


VP
where v. is the longitudinal wave velocity in the focal volume just prior to the main-
(7) 


shock. The relationship between.(7a) ro 
and magnitude is found from equations (5) and 

log,o To 0.5M + 2.8 - log 10 v,Thus, for a typical longitudinal velocity of 3 (7b)

x 10scm/see, the predicted class IIi
precursor times for earthquakes magnitudes of M4, M'5, M6, and M7 
are 0.2 s,
0.6 s, 2 s, and 6.2 s, respectively. These times represent the minimum time interval 

between the initiation of macrocrack growth and the initiation of fault motion atthe fault-macrocrack 
zone. Note also that the predicted polarities of these motions
w villbe opposite to one another. . noterwherewil b oppsit toone 
HARDING and KIRBY (1975, personal communication) observed low frequency'tilt' precursors, recorded on long period seismometers, whose time durationsof the order of 0.2 s prior to aftershocks in the M4 range in the August 1975 Yellow-werestone mainshock (M6.2y. The observed polarities of these precursory events were3pposite to the seismic event they preceded. SPENCE1976) has also observed precursory events occurring at intervals of the order of I s 

(personal communication, 

rior to subterrace normal faulting events following the 1965 Rat Island mainshock.hc body wave magnitudes of these events were in the range of 5.2 to 5.6. The pre-ursory events were also of opposite polarity to the event they preceded. 
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Chg Relationship of the class I precursor time to main.shock magnitudeIn the inclusion theory of failure, a macrocrack zone that contains an open void ofcross-sectional area .4 forms within the primary inclusion zone Prior to the main. 

shock. The total change in the elastic potential energy, I,
energy required for the failure. When the boundaries far removed from the primary 
inclusion zone arc 

of the system provides therigidly fixed, no work can be done by the far-field stresses (ar0 

a2 0, 6r30). Thus, the change in the elastic potential energy is equal to the decrease instant during the mainshock, work will be done by these stresses and the strain energy 

the strain energy of the system. If, on the other hand, the far-field stresses are con
of the system will decrease. However, the change in the elastic potential energy ofthe system is the same as in the case where the boundaries are rigid. Consequently,
the total potential energy change, T, is the difference between the total strain energy 
for the medium with and without the void. The result of this calculation is [4, 27,26, 32] 

y E
where v0 and Eo r 

L3 (8)are 0 1the intrinsic values of Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus ofthe medium, ao (a2 = a,sint2 + U cos 2 fl) denotes the 'effective' stress existingwithin the primary inclusion zone, and fl is the angle between the major axis of themacrocrack and the axis of the maximum principal compressive stress (ao).angle is
zero (Fig.2), the 'effective'stress is 
As this 

ao = 
Eqaton (33n/I02a 
e obnd ogv 

Y = 1.19 X 10, 1 - Vo (9)
where Li L/4-67. The relationship between Tp and the magnitude of the mainshock is found by combining equation (6) and (9). The result is 

log 10 T = 7.10 + log, 0 -v2 + 1.50M, 
, 0 I0

IPis nieasured-in ergs. The appropriate value of a,to be used in equation (10) 

must be the theoretical tensile strength ofthe material because this is the stress requiredto form a 
0(0 

-LEO void of length_ ,5: -LEO [23]. Li. This strength is estimatedVe shall use an average value of o,to liey6Ebetween the limits=
calculations. Appropriate values of E. o in the following"
and vo for brittle materials are I x 1012
 

dynes/crn 2 and 0.30, respectively. Thus, the average change in the total potential 
energy of a system within which a void of length Li forms prior to failure is approxi
mately 

log10 P 16.5 + .5M. 
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The energy provided by the decrease in tile potential energy, T, will be par-
titioned during the failure in the form of heat generated by friction along the fault(s),crack closure, plastic deformation, and seismic radiation. Thus, the totalwave 

change in potential energy of the system can be written 


P 'P, + AP, (12) 
where Tp , IO)represents the energies radiated by seismic waves and dissi-(= + 
pated by inelastic processes as the fault(s) and its associated inclusion(s) advances 
into the focal region of the primary inclusion and A'.Let denotes the reversible com

,cenergy required to form the primary inclusion zone of the impending failure. Thisenergymust b , suppliedby the seismic events thatform te primaryinclusion zone.The er, ,cgy radiated by the mainshock will be assumed to be given approximately
by the Gutenberg-Richter relationship 

log1 o T, = 11.8 + 1.5M. (13) 
This relationship should be considered to represent only the average energy that canbe radiated by an earthquake since the radiated energy will obviously be dependent 
on both the materiel properties and the stress conditions persisting in the hypocentral region of the mainshock. 

The energy, T,, required in the formation of the primary inclusion zone of the 
mainshock represents a maximum value of the energy available for aftershocks,
assuming of course, that the system approaches an equilibrium state following themainshock. To determine the functional relationship of Tdto Ts,we shall requirean understanding of the processes required to form the primary inclusion. First, recall 
that one of the more distinguishing characteristics of the prima ilo zone of an
impending failure is the existence within this zone of a tensile stress that is oriented
normal to the direction of eve.aual rupture propagation. This direction is parallel
to the direction of the local maximum principal stress axis (a, Fig. 2b) within the
deformation band t'.,t is itself contained within the anomalous or dilated volume,
Thus, shear failure, as defined in this article, cannot occur within thL primary inclu-
sion zone. Consequently, seismic events that produce the primary inclusion zone 
williotbefollowed by aftershocks, or at the very least, will exhibit a severely curtailedaftershock sequence. These events will be characterized by anomalously long rupture
lengths. The regions fractured by these seismic events form the volume of the primary 
inclusion zone of the forthcoming mainshock. Of course, the energy, Td (=TP -T,)that would normally have been available for frictional dissipation and aftershocksfor each of these events becomes available to fracture a region much larger than the 
individual focal regions of the individual events.

Equations (1I) and (13) can be combined to give the equivalent magnitude of 
each seismic event that form s the primary inclusion zone. The result is 

Afg 
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j::.Aere Al. represents the magnitude of the event had it not been in..ed in formingthe primary inclusion zone. Since AT* T* - T*= : P*, it can be assumed that all
the energy that would have normally been dissipated by frictional sliding and after
shocks is available to fracture a portion of the evolving 1rimary inclusion zone.
Thus, M* in equation (14) represents an upper limiting value to the equivalent 
magnitude. The effective area, A*, fractured by these events is found by equation (5) 
to be 

A* 103"A,, (15) 

Ai denote the area of the primary inclusion zone of the forthcoming mainshock.If i denotes the number of seismic events, of average equivalent magnitude M*,then nA* = A,, where the areas of the individual primary inclusion zones that giverise to each of the n events are neglected. The scale invariant properties of failureand experimental data (see Appendix B) give an order of magnitude estimate of theratio of A and A,,, AJA,, to be 1 x 10'. Thus, an upper limit to the required number ofevents, of equivalent magnitude M*, predicted :o form the primary inclusion zone is 

n ;t I X 10, ;:Z 10. (16) 

This value is shown to be close to values observed prior to moderate rock bursts 
and moderate earthquakes in the application section. Equations (15) and (16) can 
be combined to give 

log10 n = log 0 A, - log A* 
= log10 A - log A, - 4.3 (17) 

where A (= 21.8A) represents the ocal region area of the primary inclusion zone.Eqa ( 17 ) pr es estim a e of the ima ry i ncein 
Equation (17) provides an estimate of the upper limiting value of the difference in
magnitude between the impending mainshock, M, and the average magnitude, M,,
of the 'background' seismic events that occur prior to the formation of the deforma
tion band within which the primary inclusion zone, 

AM = M - = 5.3. (18) 

In addition, note that equation (18) can be -interpreted as indicating that if Al...
denotes the maximum value of the average 'background' seismicity, then an upper 
limiting value of the magnitude of an earthquake that this region can sustain is
M,,,+ 5.3. 

The energy, .'P,, required to form the primary inclusion zone is simply 

log, 0 TP= logn + 16.5 + I.5M 
log o T= 14. + 1.5M* 

10 'P = 14.2 + 1.5M, (19) 
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where for calculati, . purposes it is assumed that each of the n events that form Table 2ithe primary inclusion zone is equivalent. Thus, the energy partitioning of failure al iniumpredicted by the inclusion theory isapproximately 	 + 5.3; logaoA /osr 3.7; A, = A121.8)

__________+_5.3;___g_____ =_M,___-_3.7;_A __=_,__21._)_! 

T, - 0.004.Pp , ,, Al A.km A,, km 1 1,km Remarks 

Ta = 0.996T1, 
0.005' (20)sEquation (20) shows that the seismic efficiency factor, 1/(q for failuressatisfying the constraints of the inclusion theory and the Gutenburg-Richter relation-

ship is only 0.40%. Similarly, of the total energy available for aftershocks, only0,40% will be available for seismic radiation. Thus, the model predicts that, at thevery minimum, approximately 0.5% of the total energy radiated by the mainshock willbe radiated by all of its aftershocks. In addition, the functional relationship between 
the total energy radiated by the aftershock sequence, "and TJ,can be written 

1.5 6M,logo 1 M (21) 
where hAf M and R! denotes an upper limiting magnitude to the largest
possible aftershock. Equations (20) and (21) give this valgue of tod be l- 1.6, or
simply, the predicted maximum value of the magnitude of any aftershock within theaftershock sequence is the magnitude of the mainshock less 1.6. This result is close 
enough to and thus lends theoretical support to the well-known empirical relationshipreferred to as Bath's law, that the largL.st magnitude of an aftershock within anaftershockheaehok sequence is M - 1.2 (50].lseqnceissugges1d a[f disThe above analysis suggests a method of determining the average linear dimen-

sions, 10, of the anomalous zone within which a shock of magnitude M can occur.
The modified Utsu relationship can be written for the mainshock as 

log o A = M -- 3.7 
= M. + 1.6, (22)

where M. denotes the 'average background' seismicity and A is the minimum area
in km2 that can su'pport this level of seismicity. Thus 

-A = 3 .8 x 10' , (23)
and if 10 denotes an average linear dimension of the anomalous region, equation (23) 
leads 	 o the relationship 

lo - 8.9./(2/7r) x 10O.5m. 

!o <(24)Equation (24) should be considered as specifying the ,inintum averagelinear dimen-sion of an assumed circularly-shaped anomalous region that can sustain an average 
background' seismicity of maximum value M,,. By way of example of 

-5 0 2 x 10--2 3.3 2 x 10- 6 

1I. 6.3 2 x 10- 32 7 2 x 10-

3 8.3 0.20 
3.3 8.6 0.64 

-
9 x 1o ,,
9 x 10- 8 
9 x 0
9 x !0' 
9 x 10-

3 

3.0 x 10- 2 

2 x 10-2 Typical laboratory size failure
0.80 Typical mine failure 
25.0 Earthquake
80 Earthquake
250 Earthquake 
450 Earthquake 

(24), Tablc 2 lists severaltypical values of 10 against Afn, as well as the value naxin mum allowable magnitude, AM, of an earthquake that can occur within this region.
Geodetic investigations in seismically active regions indicate that the spatial 

extent of the anomalous region is often much larger than the focal volume of the 

earthquake itself. For example, premonitory changes were detected as far as 100 kmfrom the epicenter of the 	 1964 Niigata earthquake (M7.5) [38] and nearly 25 km 
prior to magnitude 3 events in the Garm region [39]. AGGARWAL et al. [2] observed
the size of an anomalous zone to be at least 10 km prior to a magnitude 3.6 event in
the Blue Mountain Lake region of New York state. Equation (24) shows that the
calculated minimum dimension90 kin (M7.5). The calculated (10) for the Niigata mainshock must be at leastrange of 10 is approximately 20 km to 200 km forbackground seismic events' in the magnitude range of M,, = 1.0 to 3.0 in theGackgron d sze thef ma ouregon a Blu MontainLaeGarin region. The calculated size of the anomalous region at Blue Mountain Lakein the range of 10 kin. The typical magnitude of the 'background' seismicity is inthe order of 1.0 in this region [2]. 

Factorsaffecting the precursortimefocalregion 
area-magnituderelationshipsoffailure 

The functional relationship between the class I precursor time (o) and focal
region area (A), where A = (n/4)L2 , can be written 

L lO10v - = 5.24 x cm/sec, (25)
wh 
where vo denotes the average velocity of the crack closure front in the focal region 
of the primary inclusion zone when the far-field stresses (strains) remain cons!at 
during the time duration of the class I precursor. Equations (5) and (25) show thatthis velocity is magnitude dependent, that is, the larger the magnitude, the smallerthe closure front velocity. For example, typical values of L on the laboratory scale 
M(-)5] and major shallow earthquakes (18) arccalculated from equation (5) t 

http:largL.st
http:0.004.Pp
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in the order of Icm .07 cm, respectively. These length values suggest closure 
ont velocities in the order of 10 cm/sec and 10-1 cm/sec, respectively. Note that 
aupper limiting value of v must be VP.o


When a condition arises such that changes (increases) in the far-field stresses
trains) can occur at a velocity v, where v > vo, then the crack closure front ivill
oceedat the higher velocity v in the focal region. In this instance, the correctclass I recursor time, r, is -r = Llv. The precursor time-focal region area relationship 
:comes 


10- .= o!LV = 2.43 x 10-' A. (c> vo) (26)V 

As an example of equation (26), consider a magnitude M7.5 earthquake. Equa-
3ns (3), (5), and (25) give r0, A, and vo to be approximately 244 yr, 3.16 x I03 km 2, 
Ld 0.26.km/yr, respectively, for this event. However, when changes in the far-field
"ess (or strains) are occurring at a velocity, say of the order of 50 km/yr, as isservedand predictedto occur in major shallow earthquake zones [8, 18], then the

icted actualclass I precursor time for this hypothetical event becomes T = To26/50) = 1.27 yr, a reduction in what would have been the predictedtime by nearly 
oordersof magnitude. This example serves to illustrate that the class I precursor
e-area relationship, as specified by equation (3), must be used with extreme

ation. However, this relationship can be modified to take into account changes in 
:far-field boundary conditions once it has been determined how the boundary
iditions are changing. 
Observational data for large earthquakes (>M6) suggest that there is little or no'relation between earthquake magnitude and what has been referred to as the 

ss II precursor time (To) in this article [46]. Yet equation (6) suggests that r,o
i M are functionally related to one another. It is of interest, therefore, to consider
iether changes in the far-field boundary conditions, such as might occur owing toal strains, can influence or possibly trigger earthquakes. Earthquakes that wouldtriggered by such short-term changes in the far-field boundary conditions would 
,e the appearance of exhibiting little or no positive correlation between To and
ignitude. This will be particularly true for those large earthquakes where the phase
secondary crack growth within the primary inclusion begins or is occurring duringtime interval when tidal effects are increasing the value of a,within the primary
lusion zone. 
The lunar tidal stress is known to have L peak amplitude of approximately

-c 10' dynes/cm 2, cycled every 13 h, in the crust. The peak rate of change of theal stress is about 7 dynes/cm 2/sec [49]. Let us assume that the average Young's
dulus of the primary inclusion zone is in the order of I x 1011 dynes/cm 2. Thus,
peak volumetric strain, z, that can be induced within the primary inclusion zone

nthe order of c-= 5 x 10-'. The problem ofresolvitqwhether the hnartilalstress 
,triggeran earthquakerests with a determinationof ihetherthis stress can initiate 

1 
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:.:-celerate theformation of cracks that will ecentually lead to theft,. .,ion of theseconda'y cracks that, in turn, will coalesce with the prinarycracks(Fig.2d)andthus 
produce the earthquake. 

Theoretical and experimental results discussed earlier in this article have shown
that an order of magnitude estimate of the area, A,, of the secondary cracks is
/,At-I x 10-'A, where A, is the area of the primary inclusion. Since the cracksthat produce the secondary cracks form in a tensile stress field, the area of these 
cracks is approximately a, - I x 10- 3 A, =-I x 10-7A by equation (15). The 
relation of a,to the area, a,, of the primary inclusion zone that produces this crack isa'i = I x 10-7AJ/21.8 t-,4.6 xzone, then 1,, = 6.8 x 

10-9,i. If 1,denotes the length of this inclusionI-OLi. It is shown in Appendix D that an order of magnitudc 
estimate of the thickness, t,, of these cracks is a1,, where a, of the order of I x 10',is their aspect ratio. Consequently, an order of magnitude estimate of the volumetric
strain, c*, that will be induced within the primary inclusion zone as a result of crackgrowth within the secondary inclusion zone is 0 t'/Li - 6.8 x 10'. This value compares with the peak strain of &-.- -5 x 10 that can be induced within theprimary inclusion zone by tidal strains, and is suggestive that induced tidal strains are ofsufficient magnitude to initiate crack growth within the primary inclusion zone 
once this zone has approacheda criticalstate. In addition, these calculations show
that the tidal strains can induce strains within the secondary inclusion zones that are several orders of magnitude greater than the strains required to induce the level
of crack growth that will, in turn, lead to the development of those cracks that form
the secondary inclusion zone. Therefore, those earthquakes whose size is sufficiently
large that their secondary inclusion zones begin to form during the time interval thatthe tidal stresses are increasing may be triggered by this stress increase. Such earth
quakes, particularly those of large magnitude, may give the misleading appearance
of exhibiting class II precursory phenomena whose time durations (To) appear tobe independent of magnitude. Thus, the apparent lack of a significant correlation
between To and M [46] may be explained by changes induced within the far-fieldboundary conditions resulting from the influence of lunar tides. This hypothesis
could be treated by monitoring class II precursors of small shocks whose magnitude
is small, say < M4, and determining the relationship c f T,o to M for these events. 
Detailed monitoring of rockbursts may be useful in this respect.

The effect of changes in the applied far-field stresses (U10 ar3) will produce no,

change in the amount of energy released by the failure. However, the same cannot be said when fluids under a pressure, Pf, are present in the focal volume. Forexample, when fluids are present within the anomalous volume, the principal stresses
(o, a3) within this volume will each be reduced by an amount approximately equalto P1. Consequently, less strain energy can be stored within the anomalous volume
and subsequently released during the mainshock. Thus, the predicted magnitude.
say MP,of a failure occurring within a voLIme containing fluids under pressure will
be greater than the observed magnitude M. 
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Equation (9) can be ... ly applied to this situation to give the total potential fl.:*:.e: (1) The 3 September 1975, Rockburst, Star mine, Burke, 1 (2) The n 

ergies for the 'dry' (TIo) and 'wet' (1) cases Garm Earthquake of 22 March 1969; (3) The 9 February 1971, San Fcrnando, rZ 

California, Earthquake; (4) The August 1973, Earthquake at Blue Mountain Lake, i 
2 


New York; (5) The 3 October and 9 November 1974, Peru Earthquake sequence.logo Io ='3.08 + log o o2 + 1.50 logo to 'Dry' 

1 2 +(27) 

1.50 log1 r 'Wet' The 3 September 1975, rockburst, Burke, Idaholog1 T1' = 3.08 + log 10  -
Zo° A moderate rockburst occurred on the 7500 level of the Star mine, Burke, Idaho, 

here ardao = (a3 - Pr)/a 3, a3 is the least principal stress existing within the at 10:G9 a.m. (18:09 UTC) on 3 September 1975. The burst was preceded by a
 

omalous zone, and no changes are assumed to occur in the far-field tectonic stresses dramatic increase of seismic activity that was followed by a distinct decrease prior
 

trains) during the time duration of the class I precursor. Equations (10) and (27) to the burst. Miners were evacuated from an active mine stope located in the immedi

n be combined to give the discrepancy between the predicted and observed magni- ate vicinity of the eventual burst hypocenter. Detailed information of the Star mine
 

des to be and the mining method used in this mine are available elsewhere r12]. Location
 
accuracy of the seismic events in this mine is ±4 m. 

-
M = M v + log (M <,M) (28)= + o 
Table 3
 

san example, assume the difference between the predicted and observed magnitudes Seismic eent number and timeprior to burst 

1.0. Equation (28) predicts that the magnitude discrepancy can be readily explained Event number Time (a.m.) Event number Time (a.m.) Event number Time (a.m.) 

y the presence of a pore fluid in the focal volume of the mainshock with a pressure 
equal to approximately 80% of the local far-field mbiimum principal stress. Local, I" 9:00:32 lI 9:02:32 21 9:30:40 

22 9:44:52
the context used here, refers to the stresses existing within the anomalous volume 2 9:00:38 120 9:02:40 
3' 9:00:48 13" 9:03:00 23 10:01:03
 

which the failure occurs. 4 9:00:53 140 9:03:38 24 10:01:58
 

Two important practical results arise from equation (28). (1)The existence of 5 9:00:55 15 9:05:53 25 10:02:08
 

10:02:24
re fluids inan earthquake zone will produce a discrepancy between the predicted 6" 9:00:57 16 9:06:09 26 
7 9:01:11 17 9:06:46 27 10:02:42
 

1) and observed magnitudes (M) of the earthquake (M < A,,). There will be no 8' 9:01:38 IS 9:10:44 28 10:05:10
 

iscrepancy in the predicted precursor time to provided the far-field tectonic stresses 9* 9:01:39 19 9:22:27 

20 9:24:32
emain constant during the precursor time duration ro. (2) The decrease in observed 10 9:02:29 

agnitude M as Pf is increased will be evidenced by a transition from unstable to Burst was event number 29 and occurred at 10:09:04 a.m. 

table formation. This predicted behavior has been observed experimentally by * Refer to seismic events that formed the primary inclusion zone. 

IARTIN [1975, personal communication]. This result suggests that earthquake prone 
egionsexhibitingswarm activity may be characterizedby high valuesof P/a 3. Table 3 lists the seismic event numbers and their corresponding times of occur

rence prior to the burst. Figure 6a shows the event location numbers as well as the 
seismic events, termed aftershocks, that followed the burst. Figure 6(a,b,c) illustrate 

Application to existing earthquake regions the seismic events as projected onto the horizontal plane (a), the projection of the 
aftershocks onto the vertical plane along sections A-A' (b) and B-B' (c). There are a 

The application of the seismic conditions discussed above that are required to number of results that are noteworthy from this data. First, the rapid increase of 
predict earthquakes ismade inthis section. The seismic conditions include the seismic activity prior to the burst wis essentially associated with events I through 14 
magnitude,seismicity, and the spatial and temporal distribution of seismicity in and (Table 3). The seismicity increase was associated with the formation of the circularly 

s 2
 near the pending rupture zone.Five earthquake sequences are investigated and have shaped zone (shaded region,Fig.6a)whose area,Ai,isapproximately 7.86 x 10 cm . 
becn chosen so as to illustrate the predictive capability of the inclusion theory and, The total time required to form this zone was 188 s.Second, the seismic events that 
ir, followed the formation of this zone were concentrated outside this zone, and wereparticular, to point out some of the difficulties that can and will occur inthe 

development of any reliable predictive capability for earthquakes. These examples primarily located near and outside the boundaries of what was to be the aftershock 
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region. There was a increase in seismicity in the hypocentral region (events 24and 25) approximate,,, dn minutes prior to the burst. Third, the burst occurred at 
10:05:10 a.m. (18:05: '0, UTC) and was followed by 22 aftershocks that defined an 
elliptica!ly shaped zone of approximately area, A, equal to 1.74 x 10' cm2 . The total 
time to the burst, measured from the initiation of growth (9:00:32 a.m.) of the
primary inclusion zone, was 68.5 m.Fourth, tho cross-sections of the aftershock zone 
reveal an elliptically shaped zone (Fig. 6b) whose major axis is parallel to the inferred 
rupture propagation direction as well as a circularly-shaped zone (Fig. 6c) normal 
to this direction. The observed geometry is remarkably similar to the aftershock zone 
geometry that is predicted by the inclusion theory when the local least and inter-
mediate principal stresses are equal. This observation is also consistent with stress 
measurements on the 7300 level by S. CHAN [personal communication, I976]. Chan'smeasurements show that the intermediate (o) and least (03) principal stresses are 
equal (Table 4). The major horizontal stress (cr) is probably of tectonic origin. Fifth,...... 
the inferred rupture propagation direction, that is, the direction where most of the 
energy was released (section A-A', Fie. 6a), was approximately normal to the vein 
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Figure 6a 
o5, * , 'aPlan view of the 7500.lcvcl of the Star Mine, Burke, Idaho. A. Plan view of aftershock region, primary ..3 ,,inclusion zone and burst hypocenter. B-C. Vertical sections of aftcrshock region along sections A-A' (B)

and B-B' (C). D. Seismic count versus time in 4 September 1975 rockburst. 
Figure 6d 
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Table 4 

In-situstress distribution at east lateral drift 
73001evel--tar mine 

(CHAN, personal communication, 1976) 

Stress Magnitude Bearing 

Major horizontal (.o ) 0.42 kb N 760 E 
Vertical (al) 0.43 kb 

(I kb ,I x I0 b, I b 1t5 pi) 

na, in particular, normal to the region where active mining was in progress. Major 
to the mine workings was observed in this area following thetructural damage 

ccurrence of the burst. Sixth, the burst hypocenter in Fig. 6 appears to be displaced 

pproximately 6 m from the edge of the circularly-shaped zone, termed the primary 

nclusion zone. However, the burst is located using velocity surveys taken prior to the 

urst. Thus, as the focal volume of the primary inclusion zone begins to store strain 

nergy, the seismic velocities in this volume will increase, thus giving rise lo an 

pparent displacement of the burst hypocenter from the theoretically predicted 

ocation on the boundary of the primary inclusion zone. 
Independent studies (reported in Appendix C) by the Bureau in the Galena mine, 

allace, Idaho, have shown that a lower limit to the ratio ro/Tp is 12.5. Conse-

uently, once Td is known, a minimum predicted time to the burst is possible. The 

alculated time to the 3 September burst is 40 m, where the observed value of 188 see 

s used for T,. This value compares favorably with the observed value of 68.5 m. 

owever, based upon the observed areas A, and Ao, the calculated times z, and To 

re 191 sec and 70.3 m, respectively, in good agreement with the observed times of 

88 sec and 68.5 m. Thus, not only was this burst predicted, the analysis admits a 

iore realistic estimate of the ratio r/Ti (=21.8) required for future accurate pre-

iction times. This analysis provides the physical basis for using this ratio in this 

rticle. 
Lastly, this rockburst was not detected by the Newport, Washington, seismic 

tation. The Newport station is capable of detection of events of magnitude MI.5 in 
he Coeur d'Alene district [KERRY, personal communication, 1976]. The functional 

relationship between aftershock area, A, and magnitude, M, is log1 o A = M + 6.3, 
where A is measured in square centimeters. Substituting the observed area of 1.74 x 

10' cm' into this relationship gives a calculated magnitude for the 3 September burst 
of MO.9. This value is well below the threshold value of MI.5. 

The 22 March 1969, M5.7 Garm earthquake 

This earthquake was located 25 km from the Garm seismic station at a depth 
r 1-,,, riO Allnr'-rrvir r ,h-ervations were obtained within a radius of 25 km or 

1= (Pageoph.B. T. Brady 

..;piccntcr and outside the 6 kin by 10 km aftershock zone. NERS. :t al. [19] 
have suggested that the precursor volume exceeded the source dimensions by a factor 
of five for this seismic event. 

NERSEsov et al. and WYss [19, 35] have summarized five independent precursor 
observations of this earthquake. (1) The seismicity decreased outside the epicentral 
region 1.7 to 1.5 yr prior to the mainshock. (2) The compression axes, obtained from 

fault plane solutions of small earthquakes located within the precursor volume, 

showed evidence of rotation apprcximately 1.7 yr before the mainshock; this re

orientation of the compression axis was then followed by another rotation of 90 °, 
approximately 3 months before the event. (3) The P-residual increased 0.4 sec at 
1.2 yr prior to the mainshock [35]. (4) The resistivity began to decrease about 

simultaneously with the return to normal of v, approximately 6 months before the 
earthquake. This change was measured at 10 km to the north of the epicenter. The 

calculated source radius for this shock was approximately 3 kin. (5) The rate of 

uplift near the Garm station began to increase 1.7 yr prior to the mainshock. 

The calculated magnitude for an event producing an aftershock area of 60 kin'. 

assuming the Utsu relationship (equation (5)) is applicable to this region, is found 

from equation (5) to be M.5.5 as compared with the observed value of M5.7. The 

calculated minimum diameter (I.) of the anomalous region, within which the main

shock occurred, is approximately 125 km. This calculation is based on observational 

data suggesting that this region sustains an average maximum backgroundseismicity 

of magnitude M,, = 2.5 [19]. Thus, the calculated ratio of loL for this seismic 

event (M5.5) is approximately 12.5 for a source dimension, L, of 10 kin. This value 

compares with the observed value of 5.0 [19]. 
In the absence of changes in the far-field stresses (strains) during the pieparation 

time required for this event, the calculated precursor time, To, for a mainshock of 

calculated magnitude M.5.5 is 4.8 yr. The observed precursor time, r, for this earth

quake is estimated to be 1.7 yr [19, 35]. Because most major earthquakes occur in 

active tectonic zones, such as the Garm region, it is doubtful that the tectonic 

boundary conditions would remain constant during the predicted precursor time zo, 

and the corrected precursor time is now given by equation (26). However, once it is 

determined how these changes affect the predicted precursor time, the theoretical. 
relationship between ro and A (or MP) can be appropriately modified and used to 

provide more accurate long-range prediction of future seismic events of comparable 

magnitude that might occur in this region. For example, equation (26) shows that 
the ratio between the velocity (v0) of the crack closure front when the boundary 

conditions are changing is vo/v = T/ro = 0.35 (vo = 10 km/4.8 yr = 2.08 km/yr) for 

the Garm region. Thus, for earthquakes of comparable magnitude in this region, 
the calculated precursor time-focal area relationship is r = 8.60 x 10-SA, where 

T and A are measured in seconds and square centimeters. 
The calculated time, rdo, required to form the primary inclusion zone of the 

22 March 1969 mainshock is found from equation (C.5) and the experimentally 
;01. 
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determined ratio of .. , .ad A (AJA = 1/21.8). The result is 4.3 months. The pre-

/ f4 5 '
 
'-® s,. cari....q"to."ter Mojave Dess Vdicted times required to form the individual seismic events, whose predicted magni- . .... ..4_4 ,.4tudes, Mi, are determined from equation (18) to be approximately 0.4 are only -.. A;,vfv,FA of-A. O¢ - ladomilirei0.3 hr. Since this time interval is short enough that changes in the far-field stresses 

ri. tual Fact!arc negligible, the predicted time of4.3 months is probably a reasonable estimate for . .the formation of the primary inclusion zone. It is important to note that this time 
.34P.3,.,
 

. " ." o,,
interval will represent the time required for the seismic compression axes to change 
. . over to their new orientation. This calculated time is in reasonable agreement with .ant,., o ft 

' .

hackthe observed time (-6 months, see Fig. 2, reference 35). 
c,/"It is noted that in the context of the inclusion theory, the focal region of aninpending failure must become elastically stiffer than the surrounding anomalous &e.pi. .- ' ' .olume during the latter portions of the earthquake preparation process. Thus, the - .tress difference will increase both within the focal region and throughout the "

SO*.. -g"*'' 1 IV4nomalous volume in the plane of the primary inclusion and focal region zones. If 
difference is sufficient 

- ..-he increase in stress ....to initiate seismic events, then their ,..,, -.. ,,, --. ,,,.,ompression axes will be rotated 90° to those associated with the seismic events that " ,,.i,
Cg,. -,..

produced by crack closure. The compression axis of the mainshockerc will be 119.00. '.'de00dentical in orientation to the axes of those events that occurred in the pre-primary 11900 118045 1 011i 0'nclusion phase. This predicted behavior is in agreement with Soviet observations A.19]. 

rhe San Fernando,California,earthquake of 9 February 1971 
WHITCOMB eta. [34] have proposed that the dilatancy-diffusion model may be 

.pplicable to the San Fernando, California, earthquake (M6.4) of 9 February 1971. 134030' 
-ccording to their interpretation, a large precursory change in the seismic body- 0•A, 

". 
'ave velocities occurred approximately 3.5 yr prior to the mainshock. It is of interestexamine this earthquake from an alternative point of view. .0* .7 44 5
 

Figure 7a illustrates the major tectonic features in the region surrounding the 
* 6,ainshock and its associated aftershock area [51]. The aftershock area was esti-,ated to be approximately 400 km 2 [34]. Equations (3) and (5) give a calculated ,.Primary nclusion*Aftershock * 9 mI ecursor time, To, and mainshock magnitude, AfM.to be 30.4 yr and 6.3, respectively, zone region

area-Y." 8 "t,ruming that (1) no changes occurred in the far-field tectonic stresses (strains) and?)the Utsu relationship is applicable to this region. Table 5 lists the seismic events .....hat occurred in the epicentral region beginning with the M2.4 event of 7 June 1961. 
O-e 

scismic search (data provided by the USGS and included all seismic data contained 
* o 

the Caltech catalogue) in the region 370N ;± 35*N and I18°W ;t I19W for the 
• -4 15.118045' . . 1180 30' 118015'me period of 1955-1974 shows no events occurred in the epicentral region from B.January 1955 to 7 June 1961. The data also show that following II February 1964.iost of the seismic activity developed in the northwest, west, and southern regions Figure 7 

at were outsidc the aftershock region. There was 
Major tectonic features in the region surrounding the San Fcrnando mainshock of 9 February 1971, andlittle activity within the after- aftershock area (A)and the hypothesized location of the primary inclusion zone [Fig. 7a is reproduced

iock region. 
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-40 km'. The calculated value is A, = rdo/a = 33 km', where o = 2.43 x 10 1, 
using the 'observed' value of t = 31 months. The precursor time for the mainshock 
was reduced nearly 300% from 30 yr to approximately 10 yr. This result suggests, 
not surprisingly, that changes are developing in the far-field boundary conditions 
during the time duration (r,) required for the mainshock to develop. Equation (26)
gives the corrected precursor time-focal region area for earthquakes of comparable 
magnitude in this region, assuming the boundary conditions change in the same 
prescribed manner to bet- = 5.70 x 10- 5 A, where Tand A are measured in seconds 
and square centimeters, respectively, 

The formation of the primary inclusion zone of an impending shock of magnitude
Xl was shown earlier to be represented by a decrease in gravitational potential energy
:f amount , (equation (19)). This process occurs over a time interval during which 
:he far-field tectonic stresses can be assumed constant. Thus, the energy decrease, 
4l., must be manifested by a corresponding increase of gravitational potential 
-nergy in the region surrounding the primary inclusion zone. For the San Fernando 
ihock, equation (19) gives T., to be approximately 6.30 x 1023 ergs. This energy 
:omparcs with the energy of 2.5 x 1021 ergs radiated by the mainshock and is 
;ufficient to vertically displace a volume of rock, V, by an amount Ml/pVg, where
9 is mass density, g, the gravitational constant (10' cm/sec2). Let V be Ai, where A 
md h denote the vertical thickness and A the cross-sectional area of the rock mass. 
fA - 20,OOOkm 2,h - lOkm,thenbh- 1.50cmforp = 3.5g/cm3 .Thus, the theory
,redicts that anomalous uplift should be associated with the formation of the 
3rimary inclusion zone of an impending shock, and further, the greatest rate of 
iplift will occur during the time interval Td (-31 months for the San Fernando 
:arthquake). The above calculations are consistent with recent observations reported
)y CASTLE et al. [52] on the uplift in the Palmdale-Dume region, near the epicentral
•egion of the 1971 San Fernando shock. An estimate of the average stress increase,
ia, associated with the formation of the primary inclusion zone of the 1971 shock, 
ssuming the uplift is 'elastic' is 3o-. (3h/h)Eo/v0 9 bars, where Eo and v0 are 
aken to be 1 x 1012 dynes/cm 2 and 0.30, respectively. These order of magnitude
:alculations are suggestive that the observed uplift (covering approximately 12,000 
;m2 [51]), while being of a tectonic nature, should not be confused with the pro-
-esses leading to an impending earthquake, rather, the result of physical processes 
hat led to the formation of the San Fernando mainshock on 9 February 1971. If 
:vent 9 in Table 5 marks the termination of the primary inclusion phase, then Vpmd r, should begin to decrease in the focal region as fluids diffuse away from the 
Irimary inclusion zone. This behavior would be evidenced by earthquakes in the focal 
'olume tending to migrate with time away from the primary inclusion zone. This 
)chavior is observed. Lastly, the predictd minimum dimension of the anomalous 
egion, assuming an average maximum background' seismicity of M,= 2.5, is 
25 km, respectively. This value compares favorably with the value of 80 km quoted 

B.T. Brady Pagcoph. 

B a( o
The August 1973, earthquakeat Blu "MountainLake, ANewt York 

A magnitude Mf2.6 earthquake occurred at Blue Mountain Lake at a depth of 
approximately 1 km on 3 August 1973. This earthquake was preceded by approxi
mately 5 days by decreases in v. and v, of approximately 22% and 12% below normal. 
The anomalous zone (region of low vp) for this earthquake was about 3 km --+ 5 km 
radius. According to AGGARWAL et al. [2], the anomalous zone had a radius of at 
least 6, but probably less than 10 times the radius of the aftershock zone. AGGAR\VAL 
ei al. [2] observed that the P-wave delays were a maximum in the hypocentral
region of the earthquake and decreased away from this region. The earthquake
occurred approximately one day following a return of v,v, to its pre-anomaly value. 
Both these results are consistent with the existence of pore fluids within the focal 
volume of this earthquake for reasons discussed earlier in this article. 

The aftershocks of this eventwere observed to occur within an ellipticaliy
shaped zone whose dimensions were slightly less than 1 km by 0.3 kmn giving an 
aftershock area of 0.24 kin 2. Equation (3) gives a calculated precursor time, to, for 
this event of approximately 6.8 d. The observed time, measured from the onset 

,Iv, decrease, was approximately 5 d. Note that the time of onset of the v/lt decrease 
must be considered to represent a minimum value for t 0 . Theaverage maximum 
magnitude of the background seismicity, Ml in this region is approximately
1.0 [1, 2], giving a calculated minimum diameter of the anomalous volume of 
approxima!ely 22km. These values are well within the bounds calculated by
AGGARWAL et al. [2]. AGGARWAL et al. also observed that the future rupture zone 
was seismically quiet during the time of the low v/v, values preceding the 3 August
event. Nearly all the seismic events studied occurred in an area surrounding the 
aftershock zone. This result is in agreement with the behavior predicted by the 
inclusion theory. However, the calculated magnitude of the 3 August shock, assuming
that the aftershock area (A) magnitude (M) satisfies the Utsu relationship is M3.1, 
a discrepancy in magnitude of nearly 0.5. This result may possibly be interpreted as 
indicating that pore fluids were present within the hypocentral region of the 3 August 
event. The magnitude of this pressure is found from equation (28) to be approxi
mately 0.60U3, where a 3 for this event is the vertical stress and is approximately 
0.2 kb. Thus, Pf in the hypocentral region of the 3 August shock is predicted to be 
in the order of 0.12 kb. 

An earthquake sequence that may have important seismological and sociological
implcations occurred approximately 60 km off the coast of central Peru between 
3 October and 9 November 1974 and within a well-documented seismic gap. The 
3 October (nib = 6.3, AM1 = 7.6, USGS) and 9 November (h11b = 6.0, M1, = 7.2, 
USGS) shocks were shallow (-20 km depth), complex multiple ruptures that began

I with a low energy episode followed by higher energy ruptures [30]. The subsequent 
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" f,,t 	 Table 6 
4 	 . ': "Precursory .iristniciJ" in Mhe ininediate epicentral region prior to ibe 3 October-9 Novemher 1974, Peru 

earthquakesequence 
(after SPLCE and LANGER, 1976) 

*, 
 Latitude Longitude Depth 
1 . *..Date 	 CS o(kin) nil .11, 

1 ,m,, PC..* 	 1. 7 October 1963 12.9 76.8 69 5.4 

l 6[. *> 2. 22 August 1967 12.5 76.8 57 4.8 
1" .t - 3. 5 August 1968 12.8 76.8 78 4.4 -

4. 9 February 1970 12.8 77.2 40 4.6 
my'' . 28 May 1971 12.5 67.8 56 4.9

*,4J , "-6. I August 1971 12.9 76.8 64 5.2 
.,'* .. *7. 1October 1971 12.8 77.1 43 4.7" " -"8. 3 October 1971 12.7 77.2 -	 4.6 

*' L* "9.3October 1971 12.8 77.4 42 5.2 
*10. 3 October 1971 12.6 77.6 - 4.2 

11. 19June 1972 12.1 77.5 72(7) 5.2 
1 V 	 , * a .	 12. 29January 1973 12.1 77.3 63 4.5 -"-" .. * .,,,.,,*~*' -'13. 24 December 1973 12.6 77.5 - 5.4 -

S * - ,....,. August 1974 12.7 77.0 61 4.4/ ..." -,* 15. 27 September 1974 12.4 77.6 41 5.0 
..... 16. 3 Octobcr 1974 12.3 77.7 20. 6.3 7.6\- . C, 	 :i,,17. 10 October 1974 12.4 77.6 27 5.3 44 I(largest aftershock) 

18. 9 Novecmber 1974 12.5 77.7 10 6.0 7.2 

=PC / 	 14 November 1974 12.8 77.1 shallow 5.4 £ 	 19. 

I 
Table 6 summarizes the date, focal depth, and magnitude data for the seismic 

events that preceded the 3 October 1974 event. Location accuracy of these events is 
+ 15 km [SPENCE, personal communication, 1975]. These data show that no seismic 

, 
 ,, ,, ,, 	 event occurred in the immediate hypocentral zone between 1962 and 1970. The 
vprecursory seismicity data, however, suggest a peak of activity on 3 October 1971, 

Figure 9 followed by a period of relative quiescence in the epicentral region. Seismic events 5
Location of mainshock and aftershock region of the 3 October-9 November 1974 Peru earthquake through 10, beginning on 28 May and terminating on 3 October 1971, a time span
bequence. A. Relationship of 3 October 1974 aftershock region to previous earthquakes in the immediate of approximately 4 months, map out an area, A, of approximately 1.5 x 1013cm. 
epicentral region. B. Ruptur: propagation direction of the 3 October mainshock. C. Lo:ation and dimen
sions of the hypothesized primary inclusion zone of the 3 October mainshock. D. Yearly seismicity count These events migrated in time toward the epicentral regions of the 3 October and 
versus time in the epicentral region of the 3 October-9 November mainshocks. [Figures A-B are repro- 9 Ncvember shocks, and as such, appear to be causally related to these shocks. There

duced with permission of SPENCE and LANGER, 1975]. was nc further activity within this zone until the mainshock of 3 October 1974. It 
should be noted that events 1-4 developed within the E-SE portions of this zone 

aftershock sequence of the 3 October event, occurring within an elliptical zone several years prior to, and may have been instrumental in, its formation. 
some 250 km by 150 km,partially filled the seismic gap and was essentially terminated Figure 9d illustrates the yearly seismic event count within the bounds 11.5'S 
by the 9 November 1974.mainshock (Figs. 9a,b). The primary aftershock region of 14.00S and 76 0W = 79 0W. The body-wave magnitude range of the seismicity in this 
the 3 October event since 14 Nuvember 1974 is now very near to the normal back- figure is 4.0 < mb < 5.5. Note the pronounced peak in seismic activity that occurred 
ground level ofseismic activity. Subsequent activity has shifted to the north-northeast during 1971, followed by a period of relative quiescence that terminated ,.ith the
,rth; ,,;, rqTNrt: r'-r-nal comrnunication. 19751. 	 3 October 1974 mainshock. Figure 9c shows the aftershock area and the locations of 
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cismic events 5 through 15. The peak of seismic activity in 1971, like the peak of 
cismic activity associated in the San Fernando region and the rockburst discussed 
arlier, was associated with the formation of the shaded zone depicted in Fig. 9c. 
-hus, the data in Figs. 9c,d suggest that the primary inclusion zone associated with 
he 3 October 1974 mainshock may have formed during the time interval between 
.,,May1971 and 3 October 1971. 

The 3 October and 9 November shocks occurred within a well-documented 
cismic gap that is of a size to suggest that it could have supported a much laiger 
nagnitude earthquake sequence than what did actually occur (Fig. 9a). There is also 
ome seismic evidence that suggests that the earthquakes in the sequence were 
anomalous' events in that the actual shock could have been ofa much larger magni-
ude (<M8). The estimated aftershock area, A, of the 3 October 1974 event was 
Lpproximately 3.0 x 1014 cm2 [30]. The calculated magnitude of an event having 
in aftershock area of this dimension is calculated from equation (5) to be approxi- 
nately M,8.2, where it is assumed that the modified Utsu relationship between A 
ind M, is applicable to this region. If the seismic event sequence (5 -+ 10) in Table 6 
an be assumed to denote the formation of the primary inclusion zone of this shock, 
hen the calculated aftershock area A (A = 21.8A), of this event is approximately 
1.3 x 1014 cm 2, in good agreement with the observed aftershock area. The class I 
)recursor time, ro, for the calculated mainshock (MP8.2) and the time, r4o, required 
o form the primary inclusion zone of this event would have been 2405 yr and 113 yr, 
espectively, in the unlikely situation of there being no changes in the far-field boun-
lary conditions due, for example, to plate motions during the time To and the pre-
licted time required to form the primary inclusion zone. Thus, assuming that (1)the 
Jtsu relationship is applicable to this region and (2)'he time, Trd, to form the inclusion 
!one required only 4 months, the calculated time to the mainshock becomes r"= 
"o(.r/ro)= 7.1 yr,a reduction from the theoretical value by a factor of nearly 300. 
;ubstituting these values into (26) gives a predicted velocity, v, at which changes are 
ccurring in the far-field boundary conditions equal to 28 km/yr. This value is in 

:lose agreement with observational and theoretical treatments of the average velocity 
f strain pulses in the lithosphe-e along major subduction zones [8, 45. 46]. 

The calculated precursor time for an event of this magnitude (M.8.2) would have 
-equired approximately 7 yr. This time is measured from the 28 May 1971 event, 
However, the actual earthquake sequence occurred 3 yr from that time. The observed 
partial filling of the aftershock region of the 3 October 1974 mainshock could be 
interpreted as indicating that this region may not have had the time required for 
the preparation of the larger magnitude shock. In addition, it should be noted that 
events 11, 14, and 15 (Table 6) occurred within the epicentral region of the 3 October 
and 9 November mainshocks. In particular, events 13, 14, and 15 appear to migrate 
toward the hypocenters of these shocks. These events were of significant magnitude 
.,h............ 1..- !,Ire- zinn en,-thqluaker' in the reion of what could have 

"68
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:

only a large failure could have occurred in the absence ofdestrcssing. 3imilar behaviorr" 

has been reported to occur in mines experiencing rockbursts [!2]. It is conceivable, 
therefore, that both the 3 October and 9 November shocks may have been 'triggered' 
by events 11, 14, and 15. Thus, according to these arguments, it is theoretically 
possible that the mainshock should have been much larger (M8.2) than what was 
actually observed (Af,7.6). 

There is some evidence that suggests this region may have again approached a 
critical state. For enample, the multiple rupture characteristics of the 3 October and 
9 November events, taken in context of the inclusion theory, may signify a low com
pression level of the least local principal stress in the hypocentral region. Similarly. 
the relatively high M1,values of these events may be an indication that this stress is 
nearing or has attained a tensile value in the hypocentral region. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for an impending failure include the condition that a3 become 
tensile within the inclusion zone. As discussed above and elsewhere [11, 12], de
stressing seismic events, such as may have occurred in events 13, 14, and 15, merely 
postpone the total release of the energy that is stored in the region. In addition, the 
magnitude of the event that may occur, assuming no additional destressing-type 
events occur during the earthquake preparation process, may be larger than the event 
that would have occurred had the destressing shocks not occurred, that is, the magni
tude of the impending shock will be at least M8.2, and possibly higher. 

These arguments and the observational data that the 9 November 1971 shock 
terminated the earthquake sequence with only one additional aftcrshock (event 19. 
Table 6) nearly 5 days later are consistent with the theoretical conditions discussed 
earlier in this article that this region may now be in the process of being prepared 
for an earthquake whose magnitude will be at least M8.2. The 14 November 1974 
shallow focus event occurred within and near the eastern end portions of the zonc 
that may have been the postulated primary inclusion zone of the 3 October and 
9 November mainshocks. According to SPENCE [personal communication, 1975]. 
this shock produced a radiation pattern characteristic of deep earthquakes, that is. 
small rupture length but high energy release. Thus, the location of the 14 November 
event may mark the eastern termination of the inclusion zone of the impending 
mainshock. 

If the hypocentral regions affected by the 3 October and 9 No.ember events arc 
now contained within this inclusion zone, then the total area of the 'new' primary 

2. The predictedmagnitude and class Iinclusion zone is of the order of 3 x 1013 cm 
precursor time, T,is measured from the 14 November 1974 event. However, without 
more reliable information on the dimensions of the hypothesized new primary inclu
sion zone, the best estimate that can be made at this time of the magnitude of the 
impending shock is that it will be at least M8.2. Accordingly, if there are no further 
destressing seismic events and the far-field boundary conditions in this region change 
in the same prescribed manner as for the 3 October 1974 shock, then the predicted
class I precursor times for a range ,fpredicted magnitudes of 8.2, 8.3, and 8.5 are 
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7.1 yr, 8.9 yr, an r, respectively. The predicted location and preferred fault 
plane for this event should be similar to those of the 3 October 1974 shock (Fig. 9b). 
This earthquake, like the 3 October-9 November 1975 sequence, will be an under- 
thrust event. 

In this interpretation of the Peru sequence, I have assumed that the Utsu relation-
ship is applicable to this region. Thus, the anomalously large size of the aftershock 
region for the 3 October 1974 event and the relatively small magnitude (m,= 6.3, 
M. = 7.6) of the earthquake that produced the aftershock region may be evidence 
that the region may not have been relieved of the available stored energy. However, 
as discussed earir in the text, it is possible that the existence of fluids under pressure 
in the hypocentra! region of the 3 October shock may be partially responsible for 
lowering the 'predicted' magnitude, based on the observed aftershock area, from 
8.2 to 7.6. Yet, neighboring regions, such as shown in Fig. 9a, have also experienced 
great earthquakes (>M8) in the recent past. Thus, there is no obvious reason to 
assume that the cpicentral region of the 3 October 1974 event is any different. Simi-
larly, historical records indicate thAt this region has experienced large earthquakes 
(and their accompanying tsunamis) in the historical past (28 October 1746; Af - 8.4, 
SPENCE and LANGER, personal communication, 1976). 

The hypothesis that the primary inclusion zone of an impending great earthquake 
may have formed approximately 75 km off the coast of central Peru on 9 November 
1974 can be tested by detailed monitoring of sea level changes (sea level should 
decrease as the focal region begins to store energy), anomalous VP, v,, and/or v.fv, 
behavior if fluids are present in the focal region, radcn emanations, possible secular 
variations in the geomagnetic field, and other class I precursors that have been 

reportedly observed prior to major earthquakes. If the measurements support this 
interpretation, then detailed monitoring of the region for the class 11 type precursor 
is in order. Detection of the class ii precursors may give a few hours warning of the 
impending shock. 

Discussion 

Theoretical arguments and supporting data presented in this article suggest that 
the inclusion theory of failure and its associated scale invariant properties may have 
important applications to earthquake seismology and, in particular, to the problem 
of earthquake prediction. It was shown that to have a predictive capability, detailed 
knowledge of both when the primary inclusion forms and its geometrical character-
istics are essential. Knowledge of the dimensions of the primary inclusion zone and 
the time duration required for its formation provides an estimate of both the magni-
tude and the class I precursor time for the impending failure. In addition, it was 
shown that there.are features characteristic of earthquake prone regions which indi-
cate that accurate prediction of both the class I precursor time and the magnitude ofan 

mpending earthquake is difficult. Changes in the far-field tect oundary con
:"ditions duc, for example, to plate motions occurring during the .. al class I pre

cursor time interval as well as the existence of porc fluids under pressure in the focal 
volume of an impending shock arc both factors that influence the precursor time

magnitude relationship. However, once it has been determined how these parameters 

affect the class I precursor time-focal region area-magnitude relationships in a given 
region, then it is possible to adjust the theoretical relationships so as to accurately 
predict these parameters ibr other earthquakes in the same region, providing, of 
course, that the boundary conditions change in the same prescribed manner. These 
difficulties, however, do not arise for the class II precursors since their time durations 
are short enough that changes in the far-field boundary conditions are, for all practical 
purposes, constant during the class II time duration. Thus, monitoring of this 
precursor class in the epicentral region of an impending earthquake may provide 
an accurate indicator of when the mainshock will occur. 

The criteria required to determine when a region is approaching or has approached 
a condition that it will experience an earthquake are readily provided by the inclusion 
theory. These criteria include the following: (I) A determination of the b-value 
variation of the seismic events occurring within the anomalous (or dilated) volume. 
The b-values are predicted to decrease as the deformation band, within the primar) 
inclusion zone will form, develops within the anomalous volume. (2) Once a candi
date region has been found, detailed monitoring of this region is required to deter
mine where and when the primary inclusion zone forms. The events that form this 
zone are predicted to be relatively few in number (< 10). Each event will be character
ized by anomalously large rupture lengths since diey are forming within a stress field 

characterized by a tensile value of the local least principal stress. The b-values of 
these events are predicted to be low. In addition, since these events are predicted to 
have long rupture lengths, anomalous uplift and/or anomalous horizontal expansion, 
depending upon the focal mechanism of the impending mainshock, both within and 
outside the epicentral region are predicted. The overall level of background seismicity 
will decrease once the primary inclusion has formed. (3) The epicentral region of the 

impending earthquake should be instrumented at this time so as to detect the onset 
of the class 11 precursor. 

It is of particular importance to note that the numerical calculations, such as the 
energy budget of a failure, that have been performed in this article are subject to 
revision as more reliable data on the functional relationship between the aftershock 
area and magnitude are available. This relationship may be dependent upon the 
location and physical characteristics of the rock materials in the focal volume. This 
relationshipre'presentsthe 'calibrationfactor' in applying the inclusion theory to gicen 
earthquakeprone zones. 

It should also be clearly undcrstood that the inclusion theory is directly applicable 
to failures along existing fault zones as the physical processes reponsible for 'lock 
zone' failure and 'fresh' failures arc identical. However, when applying the theory 
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to the prediction thquakcs along existing fault zones, it is possible that con-siderableunderestII.aion ofthe magnitudeofan impending shock,even when factorsdue to pore fluids have been taken into account, can result since failure of the lock 
zone may also result in the sudden release of stored strain energy along the fault 
zone ouside the lock point. Thus, it is theoretically possible that a large magnitildeshock couldoccur only when a much smaller magnitudeshock has beenpredicted. Wehave found evidence supporting this prediction from certain classes of rockbursts in 

northern Idaho, that is, rockbursts that develop along pre-existing fault zonesnrherntIad byminig. 	 thatthseismic 
The inclusion theory requires the existence of low magnitude foreshocks, te-med 

primary foreshocks, whose magnitudes are approximately M-5.3, where M is themainshock magnitude, to form in the hypocentral region during the time duration 
of the class II precursor phase. This class of foreshocks should not be confused withsecondary foreshocks which may occur in the focal volume of the mainshock as aresult of strength variations in the rock mass comprising the focal volume. Secondaryforeshocks can serve to prematurely 'trigger' the mainshock. It is to be noted that the 
spectral characteristics of secondary foreshocks will be considerably different thanprimary foreshocks for reasons discussed earlier in the text. It is also important to 

.notethat the inclusion theory requires that the probability ofoccurrence ofsecondary
foreshocks will increase 
as the magnitude of the mainshock increases. The reason
for this behavior is that as the size of the primary inclusion zone increases, the greater

the probability that this region will include rock materials of greater strength dis-parity. Thus, as the focal region of the impending shock approaches a critical state,
thpart ofsatherimarencuion 
 oe contaning owerhock ao hes t 	 stte willythat part of the primary inclusion zone containing rock of the lowest strength will
fail first. Failure of this zone will then load the adjacent stronger region and therebytrigger the mainshock. 

Lastly, it is of interest to observe that the deviation of the observed class I pre-cursor time, T,from the predicted time, To, which is obtained when no changes are
occurring in the far-field boundary conditions must provide a relative indication ofhow the boundary conditions that indirectly produce the earthquake are changingin the region where the earthquake is occurring. Thus, the deviation of ro and r inFig. 5 should provide quantitative information of relative plate velocities, or alterna-tively, the relative magnitude of how the far-field strains induced within a given 
.,arthquakc prone region are changing in response to these relative plate motions.Evidence presented in this article lends support to this hypothesis. Clearly, thisIspect of the earthquake problem warrants further attention, 
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Appendix A 

G!ossar, of Terms andSymbols 

Terms 

(1) 	 Anomalous Zone: This zone refers to the dilation zone within which a deforma
tion band will form prior to a major failure.
(2) 	 Deformation Band: This band denotes the portion of the anomalous zone within 

the 	principal stress axes rotate as the region is being prepared for a 
major failure. 

(3) 	 Primary Inclusion Zone: This zone forms within the deformation band at a time 
pi 	 rt al 	 r h ti e e d n nt e m g i u eo h al r h t,41o c rprior to failure that is dependent on the magnitude of the failure that will occur.The formation of this zone marks the initiation of the class I precursor phase.(4) 	 Secondary Inclusion Zone: This zone represents the inclusion from whichsecondary crack groth occurss c 	n a y c a k g o within the primary inclusion zone. This crackt c u s wt i h r m ri cui n z n .Ti r c 

growth leads to the coalescence of cracks within the primary inclusion to formthe macrocrack. The formation of this zone marks the initiation of the class II 
precursor phase. 

(5) 	 Tertiary Inclusion Zone: This zone denotes the inclusion from which macrocrack growth occurs during the growth phase of the mainsh ock. The formationof this zone marks the initiation of the class Ill precursor phase.
( ) A a r c a k Z n : T e zonenMacrocrack Zone: The z containing the macrocracko t 	 i i g t e within tl~e primarym c o r c ih n ti- r m r
 

inclusion zone.
 

(7) 	 Focal Region: The region into which the 	failure is propagated. This region 
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represents the zone where strain energy storage occurs during the preparation
stage of the mainshock and where the aftershocks occur.(8) Hypocenter:The contact between the fault zone and the primary inclusion zone.
The hypocenter denotes the 	location where closure of the macrocrack first 
occurs. 

(9) 	 Fault Zone: Represents the faulted region that precedes the primary inclusion 
zone. The fault represents that part of the macrocrack that has closed.

(10) Lock Point Zone: A zone along a pre-existing fault zone where movement is 
prohibited. This zone represents the region within which a primary inclusion
that will lead to its failure is nucleated. 

Symbols 

at0,ao 	 Far-field maximum (r,) and least ( 30) principal stresses. 
These represent the principal stresses that exist outside and are 
far removed from the anomalous region within which the main-
shock occurs. 

aT, 03 Local values of the maximum and .?-ast principal stresses withinthe deformation band. 
0 	 The angle between ao and a,.oi, 	 as Principal stresses parallel (r,) and normal (tr) to the major axis 

of the primary inclusion zone.ago 	 The magnitude of a, at the inception of failure. 
ad'(=al - ' 3) 	 Principal stress difference within the focal region. 

Compressive and tensile stresses existing in the region outside 
the macrocrack zone during the time duration of the class 11 
precursor. 

y., V, Longitudinal and transverse wave velocities. 
Li, A, Length and area of the primary inclusion zone. 
L. A Average dimension and area of the focal region of the primary

inclusion zone. 
Area of the average-sized cracks within the primary inclusion 
zone. 

, Fundamental inclusion length (-10  7 cm). 
To, T Predicted and observed times of the class I precursor. 
r,,, r, Predicted and observed times of the class If precursor.To, 	T, Predicted and observed times of the class III precursor. 
TdO, d 	 Predicted and observed times required to 	form the primaryinclusion zone. 
i, (=L/o), Average predicted and average observed velocity of the crack 

I .1 r" . C1, 1.0 ., 
J, 	 r , .. .1 . r" 
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.. Io Average linear dimension of the deformation -. nd. This length
also denotes the average minimum dimension of the anomalous4 
zone. 

Mp, M Predicted and observed magnitudes of the mainshock. 
M z Predicted background value of the average maximum magni

tude of seismic events within the anomalous zone.
Uio, ' 	 Total potential energy changes of the system due to presence

of the primary inclusion zone when fluids are not present (4-o) 
or present (1l) in the focal volume of the primary inclusion zone. 

'F, Energy radiated by the mainshock.
 
Energy dissipated by frictional sliding, plastic flow, etc., during
 
the mainshock.
qua' Total energy radiated by aftershocks.
 
Predicted 
maximum magnitude of any aftershock during theaftershock sequence. 

oer 	(=a3- P)3 Effective value of the local last principal stress. 
Pf Pore pressure within the focal volume of the primary inclusion 

zone. 

(=
qSf 

Seismic efficiency factor. 

Appendix B 

An example of the dilatant or anomalous phase in rock is shown in Fig. B.I.
This figure is a photograph of a corner section of an oil shale sample that illustrates 
the process of fault (F) growth. The initial length and diameter of this specimenwere 10 cm and 5 cm, respectively. This specimen recovered nearly 10% of the total
initial deformation (- 0.25 cm) within one day following the test. Note the orienta
tion of the deformation band (D), whose width is approximately one centimeter
and the tensile cracks (i.) that developed within the band in a direction nearly normal 
to the predicted direction of a,1 , that is, normal to the direction of eventual fault
growth [6]. Microscopic examination of this deformation band, as well as other
deformation bands within this specimen, shows the existence ofnumerous (apparently
closed) small cracks (whose average lengths are. approximately 0.01 cm) that areslightly inclined to the fault direction. Residual tensile and compressive stresses in
the deformation band (following unloading) in directions parallel and normal'to a, 
respectively, are predicted by the inclusion theory [6]. The tensile strength of oilshale normal to the bedding plane is small (.-50 bars, V. E. HOOKER, personal com
munication, 1975), and is suggestive that a major contributing factor to the post-testrecovery of the spec~iicn was the formation of the tensile cracks within the deforma
tion band(s). 
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Appendix C 

.'.. . -cperiincjialdeterminationof ihe precursor linie-'faui' lentl relationship 

When there are no changes in the far-field tectonic stresses (strains) during the
S 1-- time interval (T), the relationship between Tand the focal region area (A),precursor 

can be written [7] 

": : 


.
 

1 I "seismic 
• 	 .. . 

Figure B.I 

Polished section ofoil shale sample deformed under 100 bars confining pressure, illustrating the deforma-


lion band within which the fault developed. 


= aA, 	 (C.l) 

where a is a constant to be determined by experiment. Rockbursts, whose class I 
precursor times are small enough (<24 hr) so to satisfy the constraints imposed by 
(C.1), can be used to evaluate the parameter a. Assume that the Utsu relationship 
(equation (7)) between magnitude (Al) and aftershock area (A) is applicabie to the 
rockburst failure. Equations (5) and (C. 1) give 

logto To 6.3 + log10 a -i- 1, 	 (C.2) 

where ro is the class I precursor time and is measured in seconds. A major rockburst 
occurred in the Galena Mine, Wallace, Idaho, on 9 August 1968 (see reference 11 for 
details). The magnitude and precursor time of this burst were determined to be 
approximately M2.3 and 21.6 hr, respectively. Substituting these values into (C.2) 

-
gives a 	= 2.43 x 10 sec/cm'. Thus, equation (C.2) becomes 

To = 2.43 x 10- 4A, 	 (C.3) 

T. and A are measured in seconds and square centimeters. 
The relationship between the primary inclusion area (Ai) and A must be deter

mined. A moderate rockburst occurred on 8 November 1975 (1: 10 am) at the Galena 
Mine. Seismic data obtained from this burst allows a determination of the relation
ship of A, and A as well as other critical parameters applicable to the scale invariant 
properties of the inclusion theory. Briefly, the following sequence of events preceded 
the burst. (I) Blasting in a nearby stope (mining zone), located approximately 75 m 
from 	 the burst hypocenter, occurred at 2:23 pm on 7 November. No apparent 

activity was triggered in the hypocentral region as a result of this blasting 
sequence. (2) At 11:20 pm on the same day, blasting occurred in another stope, 

located approximately 25 m from the hypocentral region. The time required for 
blasting was 8 min,during which time a length segment of approximately 15 m of 
rock was removed from the stope. (3) The burst occurred at 1: 10am, nearly 100 min 
after blasting. 

Experimental studies by the Bureau of Mines in the Galena Mine have shown 

that the majority of rockbursts are apparent!y 'triggered' by blasting in stopcs that 
are located in the immediate vicinity of the burst hypocenter. There are theoretical 
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arguments that s. this observation. For example, using equations (C.1) and 
* (C.3), the time rdo, required to form the primary inclusion zone of an impending 

burst is r0 = 2.43 x 10-A. Combining this relationship with the revised Utsu 

relationship (log A = M + 6.3 £46]) 


loglo :T,1= M + 2.69 + loglo p (C.4) 
"where p'= AJA.The observed value of /,as calculated from the 3 September 1975 
Star burst is.0.046. Equation (C.4)becomes 


loglo 'ro= M + 1.35 (C.5)
Thus, for a typical burst magnitude of MI.5, the time, ro,required for the formation 

of the primary inclusion zone is nearly 6 min.However, 
 the time required to form 

the individual seismic events whose magnitudes 
are of the order of M(-3), that

comprise the primary inclusion zone of an MI.5 burst are only a second. Therefore,
the seismic signaturd
of these events will be included within the signatures of theand
siicsigentusresuf , includednthe eventsrill wthnef the inatgursof 
individul events. As a result, the primary inclusion zone of the impending burst willbe formed by the stress transferrals to the critically stressed region (Fig. C.1) due to 
blasting. Consequently, the time interval required for blasting provides a maximalvalue of To (and Aj) for the impending burst. 

t., 

Mined outfflj 

Region of rock to be '--Critically stressed region
removed by blasting 

L 1>L 2 Blast-Burst (Burst occurs during blasting) 

LI -L2 

Mined out 

'Critically sti-,ssed region' 
CASE nr 

L1< L 2 Blost-Burst(Burst occurs ot time t after blasting) 

Lg .,<L<L2 Length o1 Primary Inclusion Zone at Impending Burst, 


Influence of blasting in triggering rockbursts. The critically stressed region represents the zone where thestresses have approached a critical state such that an increase in the maximfun principal stress (resultingfrom blasting in a nearby region) will produce a burst. 
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The ratio of Tr0 (=8 min) and ro (= 100 min) for the 8 N, ar 1974 bursd"gives a minimum estimate of Tdo/ro (=A/A) equal to 12.5. This value compares withr 
the observed value of 21.8 calculated for the 3 September 1975 Star rockburst 
discussed earlier in the test. 

Appendix D 

Geometricalcharacteristicsof the primary inclusion zone at the instant offailure 

Theoretical and experimental arguments suggest that the length of the primary
inclusion zone (L) and the average length ( of thc cracks that comprise this zone
arlproportional to each other with a proportionality constant, or equivalently
scaling factor, experimentally observed to be approximately 0.01 (Appen-7(=4/L), 
thickness (t,)of these cracks with respect to the length (L,) and thickness (ti), respec
tively, of the primary inclusion zone. Thus, the scaling law for the inclusion theorycan be prias 
can be expressed as 

L, = yLi (D. 1) 

tc = V11 
In the inclusion theory, failure, or equivalently, growth of the primary inclusion 

zone occurs only when the tensile stress within the primary inclusion zone equals
its maximum possible value a,0. This physical situation develops only when the
 
aspect ratio of the inclusion zone approaches a value that is of the order of 0.20 [S].Several recent finite element investigations have shown that this aspect ratio isinsensitive to the relative stiffness of the primary inclusion zone and the surrounding 

host material (BABCOCK, USBM, in press, 1976). Substituting this ratio in.(D.1)
gives 

_L= 2.0 x 10- 3Li (D.2) 
Thus, the condition for failure can also be stated that the ratio of the thickness ofthe crack zone to the length of the primary inclusion zone must equal approximately2.0 x 10-3 at the instant of failure. This condition is also equivalent to the criterion 
that the tensile stress within the macrocrack zone becomes a maximum at failure.

To a first-order approximation, the crack zone thickness (t,) will also equal the 
thickness of the macrocrack zone, say i,at the instant of failure. This thickness will 
also correspond to the thickness of the fault gouge zone. Consequently, when the 
focal region of the primary inclusion is circular (A = (,"/4)L 2 , Ai = A/21.8), thefunctional relationship between te and the class I precursor time ro can be written 

t9 = 0.03 /ITo (D.3) 

where t.
and ro are measured in centimctcrs and seconds, respectively. 
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Equation (D.3) .ts that a knowledge of the fault zone thickness along eitheractive or inactive fauts may be an indication of the magnitude of the earthquake(s) 
that produced the fault zone. The functional relationship of t to M, C3, and P1 is
found from equations (5), (27), (28), and (D.3). 

log,, to = 0.50M + 0.66 log10) -
• 
- 0.18 (D.4) 

where M is the predicted magnitude of the mainshock when P = 0 and to is measured 
in centimeters. 

Table D.1 lists the typical value of fault zone thickness for magnitudes ranging
from M(-)5 to M8. The pore pressure is zero in these calculations. As an example, 

Table D.1Faultzonethickness-magnituderelationship 
(Pi - 0) 

L, L 
km km km Comments 
I x 10-

3 
1 5 x 10- s -5 4.8 x 10 - Laboratory failure scaleI x 10 5 x 10- 3 - 1 4.8 x 0-6 Laboratory failure scaleI X 10- S X 10' 1 4.8 x 10- ' Mine failure scale 

0.10 0.5 3 4.8 X 10-" Mine failure scale 
0.34 1.6 34 1.5 x 10- Earthquake scale
1.1 10-5 5 4.8 x Earthquake scale 
3.4 16 6 1.5 x 10-' Earthquake scale 
10.6 50 7 4.8 x 10 2 Earthquake scale
 
34 160 8 1.5 
x 10-1 Earthquakc scale 

magnitude M8 earthquake corresponds to a fault zone thickness of nearly 60 m,
Shile the thickness on the scale of major rock bursts (M = 2 --- 3) is only predicted 
o be in the range of 15 --- 48 cm. 

These values appear to be in good agreement with measurements taken in rockurst prone mines in South Africa [17]. Also, note that to on the laboratory scale
 
M(-)5] is predicted to range in value from 10' 
 cm, in reasonable agreement witheasurements taken ;n our laboratory. Lastly, note that in real fault zones in the
rth, where fluids under pressure are probably present, gouge zone thickness will

0 less t - ,n if the zone were 'dry' at the time of its formation. 
• If(L..) is found by experiment to be applicable to real fault zones, it may becomepossible to predict the spacial distribution of earthquake magnitude along either

active or inactive faults of known geologic age as a function of geologic time. Such amethod may, in some instances, be of value in assessing seismic risk for engincering
structures proposed or currently in operation in these regions. 
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The preceding calculations can be used to estimate the fa.ul. .acemcnt thatroccurs during an earthquake of magnitude M. Let 0 denote the :-.;ic between theO 
major axis of the macrocrack zone (Fig. 1) and the maximum applicd far-fieldr
principal stresses ao. In the inclusion theory of failure, the shear displacement that
 
can occur during the mainshock sequence is due only to closure of the cracks that
developed during the dilatant phase. These cracks formed under the applied far-field
 
stresses, alo, G2 o, and ao 
 (Fig. 2a). Thus, to a good first-order approximation, thetotal shear displacement, so, that wll occur as the fault grows into the hypocentral
 
region is
 

cot 0 
 (D.5)
As a ot tm (D.5)As an example of (D.5), MCGARR [17] observed that following a M3 rockburst, 

which produced violent crushing of supports in the vicinity of the burst, sheai displacements of 30 --* 50 cm were observed along the fault. Equation (D.4) givest = 48 cm, where P. = 0. The predicted relative shear displacement for a failure 

of this magnitude, assuming 0 ;, 300, is 83 cm, in reasonable agreement withobservation. 

Lastly, it is important to observe that (D.1) suggests that the component ofvolumetric strain, c (=y) due to the formation of the primary inclusion zone and itsassociated macrocrack zone at the instani offailureis approximately I x 10 - . This2 
result suggests that current theoretical methods of modeling shear dilatancy '- rock 
by linear classical models may be unsatisfactory [21]. 
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ABSTRACT 

A detailed study of the spatial distri-

bution of precisely located hypocenters 
of South American earthquakes that oc-

curred between lat 00 and 4SOS shows 
that the data can be explained by the 
simple model of a descending oceanic 
plate beneath a continental plate and that 
the following conditions obtain: (1) The 
hypocenters clearly define five segments 
of inclined seismic zones, in each of 
which the zones have relatively uniform 
dips. The segments beneath northern and 
central Peru (about lat 20 to 15* S) and 
beneath central Chile (about lat 270 to 
37 have very small dips (about 100), 

Lthe three segments beneath south-
en. .. adot (about tat 00 to 20S), be-
neath southern Peru and northern Chile 
(about lat 150 to 270S), and beneath 
southern Chile (about lat 330 to 45S) 
have steeper dips (250 to 30°). No clear 
evidence exists for further segmentation 
of the descending Nazca plate beneath 
South America. If the two flat segments 
are in contact with the lower boundary of 
the continental plate, the thickness of 
that plate isless than approximately 
130 km. This is in marked contrast to the 
reports of thicknesses exceeding 300 km 
for the South American continental plate. 
(2) There is considerable seismic activity 
within the upper 50 km of the overriding 
South American plate. This seismic activ-
ity is well separated from the inclined 
seismic zones and probably occurs in the 
crustal part of the South American plate. 
Thus, hypocenters in South America are 
not evenly distributed through about a 
300-ki-thick zone as previously de-
scribed. (3) A remarkable correlation 
exists between the two flat segments of 
the subducted Nazca plate and the ab-
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sence of Quaternary volcanism on the 

South American plate. (4) The transition 
from the flat Peru segment to the steeper 

Chile segment is abrupt and is interpreted 
as a tear in the descending Nazca plate. 

The tear islocated approximately beneath 
the northern limit of the AJtiplano (ahigh 
plateau in the Andes), and about 200 km 
south of the projection of the oceanic 
Nazca ridge down the subduction zone. 
(5) A gap in seismic activity exists be-
twen depths of 320 and 525 kin. 

INTRODUCTION 
South America is a part of one of the 

major lithospheric plates. Study of the sub-
duction zone along the western margin of 
this plate provides the opportunity to 
examine whether the simple model of the 
descending of oceanic plates beneath an 
oceanic or small continental block (as 
developed primarily for the northern and 
the western Pacific) is also a working model 
for the subduction of an oceanic plate be-
neath a toritinental plate. In .his study we 
show that the simple model of subduction 
is essentially a valid one for the subduction 
process beneath South America. However, 
some features of the interactions and ge-
ometries of the descending Nazca plate 
and the overriding South American plate 
are quite different from those observed in 
the northern and western Pacific. 

We present here a detailed study of the 
spatial distribution of South American 
earthquakes. Previous studies h ive used, 
for the most part, the hypocenter file of ° 
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
for different time periods (see, for example, 
Santo, 1969; Isacks and Molnar, 1971; 
James, 1971: Stauder. 1973. 1975; Sacks 

and Okada, 1974; Swift and Carr, 1974). 
Sykes and Hayes (1971) reported results of 
relocations of South American earthquakes 

occurring between 1950 and 1q64. Some of 

the studies mentioned above used very 

much the same data but the authors came 
to quite different conclusions regarding
the oniofSou merc. T 
partly a result of contamination of the data 

set with poor-quality d:tat In this study 
we analyzed mainly the data provided by 

the International Seismological Summary 
(ISS) and the International Seismological 
Centre (ISC). W,. established criteria for 
selecting good-qjaiity data out of the hypo.

center file and rejected all but about 30 

percent of the events as a result. This 
severe rejection procedure is compensated 
for by considering the entire sample of 
high-quality data that have accumulated 

since the late 1950s. We are thus able to 

resolve features more clearly than is pos
sible with a smaller set of data or one 

with a large number of poorly located 
events. 

DATA 
The earthquakes analyzed in this study 

are mainly all those located between lat 00 

and 45°S and long 60 and 85°W reported 
by the ISS from 1959 to 1963. by the ISC 
from 1964 to August 1973, and by the 
USGS (Earthquake Data Report) from 
September 1973 to April 1975. However, 
because few deep earthquakes occur be
neath South America. the final data set 
also includes all the well-located deep 
events (deeper than. 500 km) located by the 
ISS for the period 1953 to 1958. Data for 
events located within the Nazca plate or 
along the Chile Rise are not included. 

The ISC data repremnt the most coin
plete compilation of data on hypocente' 
locations available on a world-wide basis. 
These data. however, include a large num
ber of imprecisely located events, mainly 
because the events of small size, and espe
cially those in areas far from any local 
seismic stations, are reporteo by only the 
very sensitive teleseismic stations. Thus. 
a selection of the better quality data from 
the ISS, ISC. and the USGS data file can 
be made. A selection based on the elimina
tion of events that are located by less than 
a certain number of stations is often used 
but will still include poorly located events, 
even though many of the worst locations 
are thereby eliminated. 

A selection procedure based on the con
trol of depth by local stations, pP depth 
control, and the azimuthal control of the 
epicenter is used in this study. In this pro

cedure all events reported by the ISS and 
ISC and the large events of the USGS are 
examined and either rejected or selected 
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depending on (1) the distances and the 
' mber of local stations that recorded the 

)nts. (2) the consistency and the number 
.4P readings. and finally (3) the azimuthal 

distribution of the teleseismic stations. The, 
latitude and longitude of the hypocenters 
as reported by the ISS. ISC. and USGS 
are used for the selected events; however. 
we used the depths as obtained from pP 
readings if provided by the ISS. ISC, or 
USGS. 


Of a total of about 5.700 events, only 


1.700 events (about 30 percent) were se-
lected for this study. A computer program 
was used in plorting the selected events on 
maps and cross sections. The sphericity of 
the Earth is shown on the sections. and all 
the sections are ploted without any vertical 
exaggeration. 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
SEISMICITY 

An outstanding and well-known feature 
of the spatial distribution of hypocenters 
along South America is the gap in seismic 
activity between depths of 320 and 525 km 
(Fig. 1). The deep earthquakes (deeper 
thin 525 kin) define two relatively narrow 
belts of activity, and the number of small

•gnitude 	events relative to the number 

arge-magnitude events is very low
 

,uyehiro, 1968; Lomnitz, 1973). 

The intermediate-depth activity tends to 

cluster in space. There is a peak in activity 
between depths of about 100 and 130 %:m; 
most of these events occur between abjut 
lat 170and 24*S near the bend in the 
coastline between Peru and Chile. This is 

also the region that has lacked large shallow earthquakes for about. the past. IN0 .r 
(Kelleher, 1972). The gap in seismic activity 

at intermediate depths between about 
iat 25.5S5 and 27.0°S is evident; however, 
this region experienced many large shallow 
events (Santo, 1969). 

SEGMENTATION OF INCLINED SEIS-
MIC ZONE AND APPROXIMATE 
THICKNESS OF CONTINENTAL 
SOUTH AMERICAN PLATE 

A careful examination of a large-scale 
map of the seismicity of South America 
shows that major regional differences exist 
in the spatial distribution of events with 
depths greater than about 70 km. It is 
important to find out how coherent the 

-tial distribution of events within any 
)on is and whether a single transverse 

.,oss section can be made to include all 
the events within any region and still show 
a well-defined inclined seismic zone. 
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Figrure 2. .Map of southern Peru-northern Chile region, showing location )f10 cross sections 
superimposed to obtain composite section shown inlower rnght-hand corner. Projection or vol-

canoes and trench axes shown by vertical lines on composite section. Three representative sections 
are shown on lef't ide. Solid trianges :historical volcanoes; open trianges = Quaternary volcanoes 

(froli ""1.1964;Buiard, 1962). 

"I. ,on of southern Peru and north-
° 


emChile (about lat 15 to 2705) has the 

following characteristics: (1) A major bend 
in the Chile T1rench and in the coastline 
occurs in this region. (2)The Quaternary 

volcanoes are well developed (Fig. 2). The 

volcanoes define a reasonably smooth curve 

(the volcanic line) in the northern part ofthe region, with variations that do not ex-

ceed about 20 kmn. However, near lat 2205 

the volcanoes start to make a bend that 

deviates from the volcanic line by about 

50 kmn. (3) The distance between the trench 

axis and the volcanoes varies from about 

20km in the north to a maximum of 

about 370 km,near lat 240S. An important 

question iswhether the inclined seismic 
zone (which is taken to defne the descend-

inlg Naxca plate) beneath this region is 

reasonably coherent and can be represented 
by asingle transverse cross section or 

whether abrupt segmentations of the in-

dined seismic zone are required (as sug-

gested, for example, by Swift and Carr. 
1974). 

Ten transverse cross sections, each with 
a total width of about 100 kmn. were made 

fo~ gin. te sc-heaziuts o 
tu. ,approximately perpendicular to 

the rr-n'ch, the volcanic line, and the trend 

of seismicity (Fig. ?1. An important point 

is that the inclined seismic zone seems to 

h-ve a thickness of about 30 kmn. This is 
not a result of the projection procedure; 
the "seismic thickness" is very clear on the 

large-scale map of hypocenters. This ap-

parent thickness probably reflects fault 
zones within the descending plate (Isackscanand Barrangi. 1977). The 10 sections 

be superimposed in a way that produces 

the least amount of scatter in the hypo-

centers, but at the same time does not 

have large scatter in the relative positions 

of the projected volcanoes and the trench 

axes (Fig. 2). If we choose the cen~er posi-

tion of the projected volcanoes to represent 

the zero position for the composite section, 

then it is clear that the location of this zero 

position on the map (dashed line in Fig. 2) 

very much coincides with the volcanoes 
except near the bend of the volcanoes be. 

° 

_tweei about lat 22 and 250S. However, 

the seismic sections of events located be-

neath this bend do match very well with 
the rest of the sections andl do not require 

any recognizable offst from the other 
sections. 

Thus, the seismicity of the region of 
southern Peru and northern Chile can be 

represented by a single transverse compos-
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Figure 3.Map showinl: locations 2nd limits 
of the cross sections that define five segments 
of inclined seismic zone (secs. A,B,C,D,E) 
as well as deep seismic zone (sees. F, G,H) (see 
Fig. 4). Symbols as inFigures 1and 2. 

ite cross section and still shows a well
defined inclined seismic zone. If we keep 

in mind the thickness of the seismic zone, 
then the data do not require any segmenta
tion of the inclined seismic zone (and hence 

the descending Naxca plate) along the total 

length of this region. Furthermore, the 
volr~anic line isa better reference for projecting seismic sections than the trench 

axis, and the variations in the distance be

tween the trench axis and the volcanoes in 

this region may be a manifestation of
 

ac,'retionary phenomena (Karig and
 

Sharrnan. 1975).
 
In the other regions, the projection of 

seismic cross sections is more straight

forward, mainly because the geologic struc
ture (trench. volcanoes, and coastline) and 

the seismicity t'end are less complicated 

than those of the region discussed above. 
Tens of seismic cross sections were made 
, for every region with different widths and 

aimuths to determine the final composite 

section for any particular region. The e

suits are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, 

sections A through E. The transition from 
the type of spatial distribution of events 

in section A to that of B is reasonably well 
determined (see Figs. 3, 5); the transition 
from B to C is also well determined and 
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Figure 4. Cross sections showing segments or inclined seismic zone (A, B,C, D, E) and deep 
seismic zone (F, G, H). See Figure 3 for locations and inits of sections. 

will be discussed in detail in a.seczion 
below; the transition from C to D is poorly 
determined because of the lack of inter-
mediate-depth events between about lat 
25.5S and 27°S; and the transition from D 
to E is not well determined because of 
the scarcity of mantle events to the south

GEOLOG0
of about lit 330S. 

Figure 4 shows that cross sections B and 
D ar 'very similar. For both sections the 
dip of the inclined sei~mic zones is about 
100, and for both sections an upward 
bending of the zones (and hence the de-
scending Nazca plate) near 80 km of depth 
is suggested by the data; both of these 
features are unique to South America 
(see Isacks and Barazangi, 1977). For see-
don B, note that although the number 

•events at depths of about 100 km and 
/distances of about 200 to 500 km from 

the Peru Trench are relatively few, the 
a'vailable data strongly suggest the con-
tinuiy of the inclined seismic zone. 

GEOLOGY-

Figure 4 also shows that section C has 
an inclined seismic zone with a dip of 
about 250 to 300, and that sections A and 
E appear to be similar to section C. Qua-
ternary volcanoes are located in the South 
American plate above these three sections 
(A, C, and E). However, the depth to the 
seismic zones beneath the 'volcanoes is 
noticeably different from section C to see-
don E: about 130 km for C and about 
90 km for F.. 

In summary, five segments of inclined 
seismic zones are defined beneath the 
western margin of the South American 
plate. The available seismic data show no 
evidence for any further segmentation, 
It is also important to note that any mixing 
of data between sections B and C or sec-
tions C and D will produce a much thicker 
seismic zone and will give the false ima-
pression that seismic activity occurs in the 
wedge above the inclined seismic zone. 
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Nazca plate provide a unique opportunity 
to measure an approximate thickness of 
the continental South American plate along 
its wester-n margin. If the flat segments are 
in contact with the lower boundary of the 
continental plate and since the inter
mediate-depth events associated with the 
two flat segments occur within the descend. 

,ing Nazca plate (Isacks and Molnar, 1971), 
then it is possible from geometrical con
siderations to obtain an estimate of the 
thickness of the overriding South Americas 

,plate in these two regions of less than 
about 130 km (see Fig. 8). This result is 

• -in marked contrast to recent reports (for 
example, Jordan, 1975) of thicknesses 
exceeding 400 km for continental plates. 

The widths and the azimnuthsf the 
cross sections of deep earthquake zones 
(Fig. 4, sees. F, G, H) were chosen to pro
duce the least scatter in the seismic zones. 
Section F (western Brazil) shows a vertical 

The two flat segments of the subducted " seismic zone about 80 km long, section H 
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M"o w little or no room for azthenospheric mate-

r 0 rial between the overriding and descending 
,,plates. This may ex9:tin the absence of 

- 'volcanism as well as the observed absence 
of high attenuation of seismic waves in the 

le J uppermost mantle beneath these two re-
1.~g ,ions (Molnar and Oliver, 1969; Barazangi 

and others, 1975; Chinn and others, 1976).S, 
. In effect, the continental South American 

t plate and the oceanic Nazca plate form a 

double thickness of lithosphere (Sykes. 
2e C z 1972; Earazangi and others, 1975; Stauder, 

1975) of about 200 km: such thickness is 
? "in approximate agreement with the results 

of Sacks and Okada (1974). 
In the other three regions where the 

inclined seismic zones have a steeper dip
30 

(250 to 300), Qt aternary volcanism is well 

0o I developed (Figs. 3, 4, 5). A wedge of 
asthenospheric material appears to sepa-

Srate the descending Nazca plate from the 
overriding South American plate. The 

, existence of asthenospheric material seems 
to be a requirement for the development 
of active volcanism. The Altiplano, a high 
plateau in the Andes, closely coincides 

with the southern Peru-northern Chile 
Be I ' 

region, and an asthenospheric material 

Figure S. Map showing contours of hypo- of extremely high attenuation exists above 
central depth to top of inclined seismic zone. the inclined seismic zone and beneath 
Dashed lines indicate that contours are based most of the Altiplano (Barazangi and 
on fewer data than those shown by solid lines., others, 1975; Chinn and others, 1976). 

However, for the Ecuador and southern 

(w, .i Argentina) shows a dipping (about Chile regions, the nature of the astheno-

about 130 km spheric wedge is currently under study
400) inclined seismic zone 


long, and the events in section G (western (Chinn and others, 1976). 


Argentina) do not define a clear pattern, 


Note that the spatial distribution of deep 

MAJOR TEAR IN DESCENDINGearthquakes overlaps with that of thed 

ferent segments of the inclined seismic NAZCA PLATE 

are available zones at intermediate depths (Figs. 1, 5). Fortunately, enough data 

Whether the descending Nazca plate is to study in some detail the nature of the 

across the gap in seismic acti- transition be'ween the gently dipping Peru
continuous 

segment and the more steeply dipping zone
vity between 320 and 525 km is not clear, 

We have suggested (Isacks and Barazangi. beneath southern Peru and northern Chile. 

1973) the continuity of the plate for the The seismicity map in Figure 6 shows that 

deep events in western Argentina. However, at about the same distance from the 

Snoke and others (1974) showed that our trench, events with depths of about 200 

km in southern Peru are located adjacentresults do not require the continuity of 
to events with depths of only about 100 kmthe descending plate. 
(see also Fig. 5). This indicates that the 

CORRELATION OF DIP OF DESCEND- descending Ntzca p!ate, as defined by 

INGONRE PLATE ITH OLCAOESC D these mantle events, has an abrupt vertical 


INO NAZCA PLATE WITH VOLCANOES offset. The two cross sections shown in 


There is a remarkable correlation between Figure 6 clearly illustrate the geometry in , 

the two flat segments of the inclined seismic this region. The transverse cross sections 

zones (sees. B and D, Fig. 4) and the ab- show that the inclined seismic zone of 

sence of Quaternary volcanoes on the over- central Peru coincides with that of south

riding South American plate (Fig. 5). The ern Peru at depths less than about 100 km. 

de'---iding Nazca plate beneath these two At greater depths, the central Peru zone 

a small dip and may follow the remains flat at a constant depth of abouthas 
whereas the southern Peru zones of the lower boundary of the 100 ki. 

a steeper dip and reaches depths ofSouth American plate. This could leave has 

690 

about 240 km. The longitudinal section 
also shows the relative sharpness of the 
transition between the two regions. 

The location of the inferred tear in ihe 
descending plate-is near the northern .nd 
of the volcanic line; two Quaternary vol
canoes are located about 50 and 100 km 
northwest of the tear. The inland projec
tion of the aseismic oceanic Nazca ridge 
beneath the South American pl ite is lo
cited &oout 200 km northwest of the tear, 
as aie the northern limits of the Altiplano. 

The exact extent of the northern limits of
the high-attenuation zone that exists be

neath the Altiplano is not yet determined 
and is currently under study. There thus 
may be some genetic relationship between 
all.of the abovce features and the tear. 
The Nazca ridge may represent a dormant 
transform fault (Anderson and others, 
1976), and hence it is a major zone of 
weakness in the descending Nazca plate 
along which the plate may tear. Although 
the location of the tear is offset from the 
offshore location of the Nazca ridge, it is 
tempting to speculate that the ridge had 

an offset along its trend. Moreover, it is 
possible that the tear in the descending 
Nazca plate affects the asthenospheric 
material adjacent to it and hence contri
butes to the formation of the high
attenuation zone and the uplifted plateau 

of the Altiplano. 
Another remarkable correlation also 

seems to exist between the location of the 

oceanic Juan Fernandez ridge and the 

transifion from the Chilean flat seismic 

zone (between about lat 278 and 3305) to 
the steeper seismic zone in southern Chile 
(Figs. 1, 5). Active volcanoes are located on 

the Juan Fernandez ridge. The ridge inter

sects the Chilean coastline near lat 330S, 

where the coastline has a major bend and 

where the trench becomes increasingly 

sediment filled. Moreover, the inland pro

jection of the ridge beneath the South 

American plate closely coincides with the 

northern limit of the active volcanoes of 

southern Chile as well as with the end of 

the Central Valley of Chile (see also Silitoe, 

1974; Vot and others, 1976). In this case. 

it is tempting to suggest that the Juan 
Fernandez ridge forms a zone of weakness 
in the Nazca plate along which the plate 

tears as it descends beneath the South
 
American plate.
 

•WITHIN CONTINENTAL SOUTHSHALLOW SEISMIC ACTIVITY 
AMERICAN PLATE 

The shallow seismic zone within the 

overriding South American plate is proba-
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bly the most active of all subduction zones 
on Earth. Figures I and 4 show that most

~f the within the upperativity occurs 

Ikm of the South American plate, and 
most of it takes place between depths of 

about 30 and SO kmnTbese depths are 
within the South American crustal thick-
nesm as reported, for example, by James 
(1971) and Ocola and Meyer (1972). As 
Figure 4 shows, the shallow seismic activity 
is separated from the well-defined inclined 
seismic zones. Thus. there is no evidence 

for any seismic activity within the mantle 
part of the South American plate. 

A striking observation is that although 
the shallow seismic activity is relativey 
dispersed, most of the activity is near the 
eastern flanks (sub-Andean zone) of the 
Andes regardless of the distance of the sub-
Andean zone from the trench (Figs. 1, 4). 
Moreover, it appears that most of the large 
events are located above the two shallow-
dipping seismic zones (sec. B and D, Fig. 4). 
This could be the result of the strong 
interaction between the South American 
plate and the descending Nazca plate in 
these two regions. The observed high com-
pressive stresses in the Peru region (Stauder, 
1975) could contribute to the lack of vol-
canism in the region (Sykes, 1972). 

.INEAR FEATURES IN SPATIAL 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHILEAN INTER-
MEDIATE EARTHQUAKES 

The distribution of intermediate earth-
quakes in South America tends to cluster 
in-space. A strikingly linear distribution 
of events occurs betweeu about lat 17* and 
235 and has a trend of about NIB0 W, 
and most of the events are beweer 120 
and 130 km deep (Fig. 7). In fact, at a 
closer look, this linear feature seems to be 

formed of two approximately parallel linear 
features. Figure 7 also shows the compres. 
sion, tension, and null axes of seven focal 

mechanisms obtained by Isacks and Mol-
nar (1971) and Stauder (1973) for events 
located along the linear feature. Isacks 

parlllEoIheinlindIeimiYzne
and Molnar and Stauder interpreted these 

mechanisms to indicate extensional stresses 
parallel to the inclined seismic zone. Inese 

mechanisms closely coincides with the 
trend of the linear feature, and hence 

these planes could possibly represent fault 
planes (Fig. 7). Failure accompanied by 
these large intermediate events could occur 
-long i zone of weakness associated with 

e linear feature within the subducted 
.4azca plate. Moreover, the linearity and 
continuity of"the spatial distribution of 
events within the linear feature is evidence 

GEOLOGY 


that there is no segmentation of the in- ," " "7 44 

dined seismic zone in this region. rI, - , -..... 

Two other clusters of activity are shown - . 

in Figure 7. Both have an approzimate -
K 

.•• 
r ,.* *,strike of northeast-southwest and both ! 

represent linear pencil-shaped zones that - r . 
dip obliquely to the overall dip of the in- '4, 
clined sceismic zone. The first ciusr begins . . . 

rnear lat 24.5S. long 670 W with events of Llo t' ".'"" . _, , ' " • - -' 

about 170-km depth and ends toward the 
northeast with events of about 220-kim PM "" depth. Note that this linear activity is 

approximately parallel to the contorted 
part of the volcanic line in central Chile .. ." 

(Figs. 2. 7). The second cluster begins near j I 
the end of the first one at about 200-km =" * . 

depth and ends at about 270-kin depth. -

Again, these two dipping -lines" of activity _ 

may represent relatively narrow zones of 
weakness withL, th descending Nazca ,c - - -- l, 

plate. [*-.* l 
- *. 

SUMMARY : " , " 
The data presented show that the 

oceanic Nazca plate is divided into five 
distinct segments as it descends beneath 
the continental South American plate. 
Two of the segments (one beneath central 
and northern Peru and the other beneath 

central Chile berwen lat 270 and 33*S) 

Figure 6. Map view, cross section, and longi
tudinal section of distribution of earthquakes in 
southern Peru and northern Chile. showing
abrupt increase in hypocenter depth in passing 

are relatively flat &nd may follow the con- from flat Peru segment to more steeply dipping 
tours of the lower boundary of the South northern Chile segment. Filled and open circles 
American plate, with little or no astheno- in middle cros section are for events to north
spheric material in between th~r. The west and southeast, respectively, of line indi

cated inmap view. Longitudinal section is pea
regions above these two segments are pendicular to that line. Solid triangles v his
characterized by the lick of Quaternary torical volcanoes: large open triangles (and 
volcanism (Fig. 8). The other three seg- divided triangles in map view) Quaternary 

ments (beneath Ecuador, beneath southern n 

70 65* W N 
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Figure 7. Seismicity map of northern Chile, showing earthquakes deeper than 70 kn. Equal. 
are. projection (upper right) of lower hemisphere of a focal sphere shows compression axes (open
triangles), tension axes (open circles), and nuU axes (crosses) of seven focal mechanisms of inter
mediate-depth events (filed circles on map). Foal plot (lower right) shows one of the nodal plans 
for each of the seven focal mechaniSms 
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Two cross sections showing in-Figure&of descending N plateFigure omeros ianafesred geometriesofdseinNzaplt 

and continental South American plate in cen-

tral Peru and in northern Chile. Inclined thin 
lines schematically represent distibution of 
hypocenters Results obtained from focal-
mechanism data by Isacks and Monau (1971), 
Stauder (19 

7 3, 1975). and ]sacks and Bare-
sengi (19 7 7) indicate thrusting of Nazca plate 

beneath South America (thin arrows), downdip 

compression or tension within descending Nazca 

plate, horizontal tension beneath trench, and 

onizontal compression within South American 

plate (heavy arrows). Thickness ofSouth Ameri 
can plate to east of Altiplano in Chile is taken 

to be same as that found in Peru. 

Peru-northern Chile, and beneath southern 

Chile) are steeper (250 to 300) than the two 

fiat segments, and asthenospheric material 
appears to separate them from the over-

ri, )uth American plate. The regions 

aL ese three segments have abundant 
active volcanism. The transition from the 

flat Peru segment to the steeper segment 
to the south occurs along a major tear in 
the descending Nazca plate. A thickness
of less than about 130 km is estimated for 

the continental South American plate 
along its western margin, 

Recently, Jischke (1975) proposed a 
model for the dynamics of the descending
plates that may be applicable, in particular, 

to the South American arc. He argued that 
if the region between the descending and 

ov'rdingplates is narrow and varies with 

depth, hydrodynamic forces atise that can 
balance the gravitational forces acting on 

the descending plate, and hence the plate 
will have a tendency to adhere to the lower 
boundary of the overriding plate. The 

geometry of the two flat segments of the 
descending Nazca plate in Peru and Chile 

abe explained by ischke's model. 
can b pevolution 

Although there has been no volcanism-
in central and northern Peru during Qua-

tertary time, the region had considerable 
volcanism during Miocene and Pliocene 
time (Gileti and Day. 1968; Noble and 

1974). If the lack of active vol. 

,is directly related to the flat geom-

e1. ., the descending Nazca plate beneath 
the region, then we infer that the present- 

day geometry is not a steady-state process 
and that the descending plate must have 
bad a steeper dip during Pliocene tim 

ap(that is, similar probably to the present
in northern Chile). One can 

inorthefr 
that in the future the graita 

tional forces acting on the flat segment of 
Peru will overcome the hydrodynamic 
forces that are holding the plate flat, 
leading to the separation of the descending 
N pa f~omtSoh mea le 

,"speclattation th.e gan 

Nazca plate from the South American plate 
and the flow of asthenospheric material 
into the wedge between the two plates.

tPlanetaryThis would result in an episode of vol-

canism. It is possible that the present 
geometry of plates in northern Chile is a 

result of such a mechanism. 
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The Energy Release in Great Earthquakes 

HIROo KANAMORI 
Seismological Laboratory, California Inttuteu of Technology, Pasadena. California 91125 

The conventional magnitude scale M suffers saturation when the rupture dimension of the earthquakeexceeds the wavelength of the seismic waves used for the magnitude determination (usually S-50 km).This saturation leads to an inaccurate estimate of energy released in great earthquakes. To circumvent thisproblem the strain energy drop W (difference in strain energy before and after an earthquake) in greatearthquakes is estimated from the seismic moment M.. If the arens(.Ai/2u)M, - M./(2 X drop Air is complete, W - W M0'), whereg isthe rigidity, if it ispartial, W;'givex the minimum estimate of the •strain energy drop. Furthermore, if Orowan's condition, i.e.. that frictional stress equal final stress, ismet.W. represents the seismic wave energy. A new magnitude scale M. isdefined in terms of W. through thestandard energy-magnitude relation log W, - 1.5M.earthquake and connects smoothly to M. (surface 
+ 11.8. M, is as large as 9.5 for the 1960 Chilean 

dimension of about 100 km or less. The M. 
wave magnitude) for earthquakes with a rupturescale does not suffer saturation and is a more adequatemagnitude scale for great earthquakes. The seismic energy release curve defined by IV, isentirely differentfrom that previously estimated from M,. During the 15-year period from'1950 to 1965 the annual averageof W is more than I order of magnitude larger than that during the periods from 1920 to 1950 and from1965 to 1976. The temporal variation of the amplitude of the Chandler wobble correlates very well withthe variation o We, with aslight indication of the former preceding the latter. Incontrast, the number Nof moderate to large earthquakes increased very sharply as the Chandler wobble amplitude increased butdecreased very sharply during the period from 1945 to 1965, when W, was largest. One possibleexplanation for these correlations isthat the increase in the wobble amplitude triggers worldwide seismicactivity and accelerates plate motion which eventually leads to great decoupling earthquakes. Thisdecoupling causes the decline of moderate to large earthquake activity. Change sin the rotation rate of theearth may be an important element in this mechanism. 

INTRODUCTION meaningful basis for various studies pertaining to global proc.The energy release in earthquakes is one of the most funda-
mentil subjects in geophysics. In most 
esses such as heat flow, Chandler wobble, and plate motions.
cases the amount of COMPInO OF SEISMIC MOMENTS OFenergy £ released in seism ic waves isestim ated from the earth- REATEARTHQUAKE Squake magnitude M through the magnitude-energy relationlog E - 1.SM + 11.8 developed by Gutenberg and Richter 

GREAT EARTHQUAKES
 
[Gutenberg, 1956a1. While this relation was very carefully cali 

Thesesmicmoment M,,whichis definedby is the
Srigiiity:D is the average offset on the fault: and S isthe area ofbrated through repeated revisions and isconsidered to give areasonably accurate estimate of seismic wave energy for most 	
the ault, is one of the most accurately determined seismic
source
earthquakes, the validity of this relation is utionable for 

arameters. For many great earthquakes. M. has been
 
great earthquakes. Here reateartfhuakes 

determined by using long-period body waves, surface waves,
are those with a free oscillations, and geodetic data. A partial list is found in
verylare, 100 km or greater, rupture length.This arises from
the fact thatfor such a great earthquake the magnitude M 
the work by Kaamori and Anderson [1975b]. For earthquakes


which is determined at the 	
for which no direct determination of M, has been made, weperiod of 20 s(orconverted fromm estimate it from the area of the fault plane S and/or the 100-s
(body wave magnitude) determined at shorter 
 eriods) does magnitude determined by Bnie and Engen (1969].not represent the entire rupture process of an earthquake. In A remarkable linearity between log M. and log S has beentact, there is little correlation between M and the rupture 
 noted by Aki [1972], Thatcherand Hanks [1973], Kanomoriand
length for great earthquakes. Thus the energy E estimated
from M isvery uncertain for great earthquakes. Yet it is such
great arthquakes that contribute most to the seismic energy
budget. In order to vircumvent this difficulty we estimate in 

1 '6
 
0 tnerIoethis paper the energy involved in great earthquakes on the 0 o Intraclotebasis of static source parameters such as the seismic moment 

* -, 
and the area of the fault plane. Since the absolute level ofstress -0involved in faulting is unknown, it is not possible to determine 
the change in the strain energy before and after an earthquake. v; 

E 
103 

-A 

-However, it is possible to estimate the minimum strain energydrop which, under reasonable conditions, approximates the 1 	 3seismic wave energy. Since the static source parameters are o "S n k ,2)very accurately determined for many great earthquakes, thismethod gives accurate estimates of energy for great earth-	 06'quakes, which have the greatest contribution to the seismic o_0_ :_ ,!oenergy budget. It is hoped that this method provides a more " 'se-cm 
Fig. ,. The relation between the fault irc: and the seismic moment - 775 -Copyright (D 1977 by :he American Geophysical Union. (modified from Aanamoriand Ander.ion f1975b]). The d-ished line -ibesthe average M, versus S relation suggested by Abe 11975al. 
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Date 

June 25 1904 

June 25. 1904 I' 

April4. 1905 

July 9. 1905 
July 23. 1905 
Jan.31. 1906 1" 

VApril 18. 1906 T 

Aug. 17, 1906 
)LAug. 17, 1906 T 
ASepL 14, 1906 f 

April 15. 1907 

Oct. 21. 1907 

Jan.3, 1911 

May 23, 1912 

•,May 1. 1917 "1 
)(June26, 1917 T" 
A Aug. 15, 1918 " 
A Sept 7. 1918 "T 

April30. 1919 Ir 

.June 5. 1920 


YSept. 20,1920 2, 

D=-. 16, 1920 N', 


•ANov. 11. 1922" 

)Feb. 3, 1923 V 

•Sept 1, 1923 7 

"hApril 14, 1924 T 

May 22, 1927 
'June 17. 1928 -" 
't Dec. 1.1928 
IMa'rch7, 1929 "/ 

Aug. 10. 1931 

1.May 14, 1932 T 

June 3. 1932 T 


• larch 2.1933 1 

Jan. 15, 1934 

July 18, 1934 " 

,iFeb. 1.1938 k 
; Nov. 10. 1938 <[ 

-/.April 30, 1939 ". 

Dec.26, 1939 


•.May 24. 1940 

June 26. 1941 

Nov. 25. 1941 


,Aug. 24, 1942 

April 6 1943 , 


jDec.7,1944 T 

. 'Nov. 27, 1945 


Aug. 4. 1946 

.,/Dec. 20. 1946 7" 


Jan. 24. 1948 7 

Aug. 22. 1949 1 

Aug. 15. 1950 


Nov. 18, 1951 
jMarch4. 1952 T" 
'Nov. 4.1952 T 
,March 9. 1957 T' 

Dec. 4. 1957 

JuIy 10, 1958 " 


)Nov. 6. 1958 "r 
Ma'4.1959 7" 

-%%ay 22. 1960 r 
' Oct. 13,1963 7" 

1964 T 
Fb.4.196u._, ; 

O 
4-717L1 L9 ) T 

Feb. 2b. 1969 
yAug. 11. 1969 7" 

Region 

Kamchatka 

ramchatka 

East Kashmir 

Mongolia 

Mongolia 

Ecuador 

San Francisco 

Rat Islands 
Central Chile 
New Britain 

Mexico 

Afghanistan 


"Turkestan 
Burma 

Kermadec 

Samoa 


lindanao 

Kurile 

Tonga

Taiwan 

Loyalty Islands 

Kansu. China 

Central Chile 

Kamchatka 
Kanto 
Philippine 
Tsinghai. China 
Guerrero, Mexico 
Central Chile 
Fox Islands (Aleutian) 
Sinkiang. China 
Molucca 
Jalisco. Mexico 

Sanr:ku 

India-Nepal 

Santa Cruz Islands 

Banda Sea 
Alaska 


Solomon Islands 

Turkey 

Peru 

Andaman Islands 

North Atlantic 

Peru 

Chile 
Tonankai 
West Pakistan 
Dominican Republic 
Nankaido 

Philippine 

Alaska 

Assam 

Tibet 

Tokachi-oki 

Kamchatka 

Aleutian Islands 

Mongolia 

Alaska 

Kurile Islands 

Kamchatka 

Chile 

Kurile Islands 

Alaska 

Aleutian Islands 
Peru 

Tokachi-oki 

North Atlantic 

Kurile Islands 


TABLE 1. 

M, 


8.0 
8.1 
8.0
 
81 

81 

8.6 
8.1 


8.0 
8.4 
8.1 
8.1 
8.0 
8.4 
8.0 
8.0 
8.3
 
81
 
81
 
8.3 
8
 
8
 
8.5 
8.3 
8.3 
8.2 
8.3 
8.0 
7.8 
8.0 

.. 8.1 
8.0 
8.0 
8.1 

8.5 
8.3 
8.2 

8.2 
8.3 

8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.1 
8.3 
8.1 
7.9 
8.0 
81
 
8.1 
8.2 
8.2 
8.1 
8.6 

8.0 
8.3 
81 

81 

8.3 
7.9 
8.7 
81 

8.3 

8.1 
8.4 
71 

7.5 
7.9 
8.0 
7.8 

Great Earthquakes 

Mb 10' dyn an 

50 

50 

204 

10 


29 


4.9 

6.6 
69 

37 


8.5 

3.0 
12 

3 

6.7 
12 

1.5 


15 


43 

16 

0.8 

70 

28 


25 

3 


27 

28 

15 


15 


15 

100 


1.9 

17 


350 

585 


18 

29 

40 

26" 


2000 

67 


820 

125 

20 

28 

6 


22 


M, 

8.4 
S., 

8.8 
7.9 

8.2 


7.7 

7.8 
8.5 

8.3 
7.9 

7.6 
8.0 

7.6 
7.8 
8.0 
7.4 
8.1 

8.4 
8.1 
7.2 

8.5 
8.2 

8.2 
7.6 

8.2 
8.2 
8.1 

8.1 

8.1 
8.6 


7.5 
8.1 
9.0 
9.1 
8.1 
8.2 
8.3 
8.2 

9.5 
8.5 
9.2 
8.7 
8.1 
8.2 
7.8 
8.2 

Source for A4 Value* 

Okal [1977]. 
Okal 11977). 
From theaftershock arti
 
Estimated from faultlni;.;.. '05km.
 
width of ISkm,and dislotiun or5 m.
 

From the aftershock area.
 

Chen and Molnar [1977]. 

Chen and Molnar [1977). 
From the aftershock area. 
From the aftershock area. 

Chen and Molnar [1977]. 
From the aftershock area. 
From the aftershock area. 
Kanamori[1972b.]. 
Chen and Molnar1977). 
From the 100-s magnitude.
 
Average of value from the aftershock ara
 
and value from the 100-s magnitude.
 

Chen and Molnar [1977]. 
From the 100-s magnitude based on one
 
station.
 
From the 100-s magnitude.
 
Average of value from the aftershock a
 
and value rrom the 100-s magnitude. 

From the aftershock area.
 
From the 100.s magnitude.
 

From the aftershock area.
 
From the aftershock area.
 

From the aftershock area.
 
Average ofrvalues from Bm.encnahertM
 
[1974), Chen and Molnar [1977), and G.S.
 
Stewart (personal communication. 19T71-

Chen and Molnar[1977]. 

Kanamorit1976b]. 
From the aftershock area. 
Okal 11976]. 
From theaftershock area. 
Y. Fukao (personal communicatiOn. 19."
 
From the aflershock area.'
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TABLE I. (continued)

Date Region Me A. 10" dyn 
 m M. Source for 	 If. Value* 

Ia31.19 Peru 7.8 10 

'VOct.3,1974 West New Guinea 8.1 

7.9
 
1 Peru 7.6 15 81 	 1977).G. S.Stewart (personal communication. 

May 26,1r5 North Atlantic
•July 27,1976 Cina 	

7.9 5 7.7 Hadey andKanamord[1975).8.0 2'WAug. 16, 1976 	 7.5 Revised from Stewar etal. 11976).Mindanao 19 8.1
8.2 	 G.S.Stewart (personal communication. 
1977).The values of M, not referenced are taken from Table I of Kanamori and Anderson [1975b). 

Anderson [1975b], Abe [1975a], and Geller [1976]. This line-
arity is interpreted in terms of constant average stress drop inearthquakes [Chitmery, 1964]. Figure I demonstrates this line-
arity for large and great earthquakes. Abe 11975a] and Geller
andKanamori [1977] suggest a relation 

!Me-1.23 X 1002 n dyn cm 

where S is in square kilometers, to represent the overall rela-
tion between S and M,. In many cases the aftershock areadefined at a relatively early stage of the aftershock sequence,
usually I day after the main shock, is used for S. This pro-cedure involves some ambiguity but isadequate for the presentpurpose. Utsu and Seki [1954], Fedoiov [1965], Magi [I1968a,
b], Sykes [1971], Kelleher [1972], and Kelleher ei al. [1973]mapped aftershock areas and rupture zones of many large andgreat earthquakes, including those for which no direct deter-rination of M, has been made. We estimate M. of theseearthquakes by using (1)and the size of the rupture zonesdetermined by these authors. Although not very essential, oneadjustmenit is made. The rupture zones determined by theseauthors are based on the aftershock area at a relatively laterstage, usually several months, after the main shock, while S
used in (1)is detcrmined from the aftershock area at a rela-
tively early stage, usually I day. Comparison between thesetwo sets of data suggests that the former is, on the average,75% larger than the latter. Therefore in using (1) we divided
the size ofrche published rupture zones by 1.75 The results of 
moment determinations by this method are listed in Table 1.Brune aod Engen [1969] determined 100-s magnitude M ,.for 21 great earthquakes. Since Mi is determined from thespectral amplitude of 100-s mantle surface waves, it can beused to estimate M. if the corner period is shorter than 100 s.

In 
 act, there is a very good correlation between M,. and log

Me,For 7 out of the 21 
 events of Brune and Engen [1969],direct determination of M, is available. Comparison of M,.
and log M. for these events leads to a relation 

"" .g3o ,,, 4.( 2) 

whereM, is in dyne centimeters. This relation is used to 
estimate M, for the remaining 14 events. The results are listedin Table 1.Table I includes all shallow earthquakes of M. >8.0 since 1904 (when the magnitude refers specifically to the20-s surface wave magnitude, it is denoted by M,). Theseearthquakes are taken from Guenber and Richyr [1954] forthe period from to1904 1952, from the Science Almanac 
[Tokyo AstronomicalObservatory, 1975, 1977] for the period
from 1953 to 1975 and from the Preliminary Determination ofEpicenters (PDE) cards of the U.S. Geological Survey for 

1976. Nine earfthquakes of M. < 8.0 for which M. is known are 
included. 
For the period from 1921 to 1976 th-, data are fairly com

plete, there are eight earthquakes for which M. is unknown,
but only four of them have M, large: than 8.1. It is notable 
that in terms of Me,four earthquakes, th(. 1960 Chilean, 1964Aiaskan, 1957 Aleutian Islands, and 1952 Kamchatka earth
c; -kes, dominate. Fox the period prior to 1920, Table I is very. nplete, except around 1905 and 1906. 

MOMENT M,, MINIMUM STRAIN ENERGY DgoP W, 
AND A NEW MAGNITUDE SCAL!

The seismic moment 	
M. 

M. is a very important earthquake
parameter that measures the overall deformation at the source.

In particular, it has a very important bearing 
on global phenomena such as plate motion [Brune, 1968; Davies andBrune,
1971; Kanamori, 1977], polar motion, and rotation of the earth
[Smylie and Maruinha, 1968; Dahlen, 1973; Anderson, 1974;
Press and Briggs, 1975; O'ConnellandDziewonski, 1976].
The seismic moment can be also interpreted in terms of thestrain energy released in earthquakes. In the framework of theelastic stress relaxation model of an earthquake [Knopoff,1958] the difference in the elastic strain energy W before and
after an earthquake can be written as 

-
W iMS (3)where a is the average stress during faulting. If the stress drop

is complete, the stress drop Au is equal to 2&, and
 

W - W. - JAC.OS - (AV/2U)M. (4)
Since Ao is iearly constani at 20-60 bars  2-6 X 10' dyn/crn'for very large earthquakes (Figure 1) and m- 3-6 X 10,
dyn/cm' under crust-upper mantle conditions, (Aa/,) - 10- 4
 
and (4) becomes 

W. - M,/(2 X 10') (4')
Thus one can estimate W. by dividing the seismic moment by 2 
X 10'. 

When the stress drop is partial, the situation becomes more 
complicated. We let a. and or be the initial and final stresses, 
respectively. Then 

W - MIS - (Aa/2)6S + dOS IV- O + aj5S (5) 
Unless a substantial overshoot occurs, a, is usually positive, sothat W. gives the minimumnestimate of the strain encrgy drop.We can attach more significance to W. if we introduce 3model
proposed by Orowan [1960]. We let a', be the frictional stress
during faulting. Then 

W - H + E 777
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TABLE 2. Earthquakes of Large 11. 

Event Year Mthe 

Chile 1960 9.5
Alaska 1964 9.2
AleutianKamchatka 1957 9.1

3952 
a 9.0Ecuador 1952 
 9.0 


Aleutian 1965 8.7 
*Assam 1950 8.6

Kurile Islands 1963 8.5 
ChileBanda Sea 1922 8.53938 8.5B,4Mongolia 1905 8.4 

"'-,ongolia 1905 8.4 
Sanriku 1933 8.4 
Kamchatka 1923
Kurile Islands 8.31958 8.3Chile 1906 8.2 
Alaska 1938 U
Kamchatka 1959 8.2
Tokachi-oki 1968 8.2 
Peru 
 1940 
 8.2
Alaska 1958 8.2 
Chile 1943 8.2
Kurle 1969 8.2
Mexico 1932 8.1 

Tcnankai 
 1944 8.1 
Alaska 1949 8.1
Tokachi-oki 1952 8.1 

"'Mlongolia 1957 8.3 
Peru 
 1966 8.1
de 
 1934 8.1 


Peru 1974 8.IMindanao 1976 8.1 
Mexico 1928 8.0
China 1931 8.0
San Francisco 1906 7.9 

Peru 1970 
 7.9 

where H = a16S is the frictional loss and E is the wave energy. 
Using (3). we have 

E - Mt5S - a',1 - (-a1/2)Z5S + OS(a, - a) 

=W.+ OS(al - a,) (6) 
Thus if Orowan's [1960] condition a, - at is met, W, is not 
only the minimum estimate of W but also is equal to the wave 
energy.[see also Sacage and Wood, 1971]. 

Whether the earthquake stress drop is complete or partial is 
presently unresolved. Brunt et al. [1969] argued, on the basis
of lack of heat flow anomaly along the San Andreas fault, that 
frictional stress is very small. In this case the stress drop is 
nearly complete, and IV.represents the actual strain energy
drop. On the other hand, evidence for a very high (--1 kbar)
tectonic stress has been suggested primarily from the analysis 
of the deformation of the oceanic lithosphere [Hanks, 1971;
Watts and Talwani. 1974: Caldwell et al., 1976]. If this high 
stress is representative of the tectonic stress that causes earth-
quakes. then the stress drop may be partial. Although this
problem remains unresolved, IF,is still a useful parameter in 
that it gives the minimum strain energy drop in earthquakes.

Furthermore. results of Trifinac [1972], Kanainori [19 7 2a].
Abe [1975b]. Kananmori and Anderson [1975b]. and Geller 
11976] suggest that the stress drop is approxirr,tely equal to 
the effective stress: i.e.. Orowan's [1960] condition o ,- a is 

RELEASE 1INGREAT EARTHQUAKES 

satisfied. Then (6) means that W,determined by (4) isequal to 
wavea energymore E.For conventional measure or the 'size' or -r2 

earhquakes it is convenient to use a magnitude scale. Tn th,end, we define a new magnitude scale for lreat earthga.,.,
terms or W, by using the Gutenberg-Richter magnitud., 
ergy relation, log E - 1.SM + 11.8. We use , calcukl.,.
from M, for E in this equation, calculate M. and denote; ,.
M.,. The results are listed in Table 1.Table 2 lists the 39 larStrthquakes on this scale. The 1960 Chilean earthquake has
the largest M.,, 9.5. The 1964 Alaskan (M, - 9.2), 19.57 
Aleutian Islands (M, - 9.3), and 1952 Kamchatka(M,, 9.0)-earthquakes follow. It is interesting to note that M. agrees 
very well with M, for many earthquakes with a rupture lcnr.h
of about 100 kn" (e.g., 1944 Tonankai, 1946 Nankaido, 19.2 
Tokachi-oki, 1966 Peru, 1923 Kanto, and 1970 Peru). T*.hu
agreement may suggest that the G utenberg-Richter magn,.
tude-energy relation, log E - 1.5M + i1.8, gives the corr=.
value of seismic wave energy for earthquakes up to this size. 
i.e., a rupture dimension of < 100 km. Thus the M. scale on
be used as a natural continuation of the M, scale for great
earthquakes. The saturation of the M, scale for great earh.quakes (KanamoriandAnderson, 1975b; Geller, 1976; Chinnerr
and North, 1975] has been an inconvenient and sometimes s 
confusing element in the conventional magnitude scale. T"Fe 
use of M,. eliminates this saturation. 

T R . 
TEMPORAL VARIATION OF ENERGY RELEASE
 

IN EARTHQUAKES
As shown in the previous section, W. = (Aa/2u)M,reprr

sents the minimum strain energy drop in an earthquake. ard
under the condition a,- art(i.e.. Orowan's [19601 condition. orthe condition that effective stress equal stress drop) it isequal
to the seismic wave energy. The condition a, - alhas bea 
verified experimentally for several earthquakes.Figure 2 shows W, for great earthquakes as a func:ton .f 
year plotted from Table 1. The solid curve shows the ainuJ 
average of W, obtained by taking a 5-year running av--. 
(taken at the center of the interval) of the data in Table 1.Is 
the computation of the annual release curve, earthquakes for 
which the seismic moment M. is not known are inrvitab? 

dyne-cm
w,eg ,II' 

30-

A: Aloution
A: Aaska 
C: Cile 

1: ndio Kr: K"rlJ.JoonM: uMorqgllo 
K: Korchaft P: Pe,-

Kor Eo,. 
K I 

IO I.-
A 

10. . tT . . 
r900 j90 190 '930 t940 MO 1%0 I -

1'4 e&3 Year
$-., 

1 3!11 
I I , -

190.0 
Fig. 2. The minimum strain energy drop W. (equal to 012.,
 

wave energy irOrowan's [19601 condition is met) in great cnh'"" 
as a function of year. The solid curve shows unlajled 5-r r"'. '. 
average (in ergs per year) taken at the center or the inicra4, 1''ordinate is given in three scales, the seismic moment .1. it',..i..d -Large earthquakes for which M, has not been determinrd arc F;,-:0 . 
at the bottom with the surface wave magnitude M.. 
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2 11wave energy radiated by earthquakes. As was discussed earlier.
 
however, because or the saturation of the ordinary magnitude


5 ,,scale this relation tends to underestimate the wave energy of
 
great earthquakes. Thus the annual energy curve computed by
 

CIO
4 -this method can be considered to approximate the wavC erergy


t2 . radiated by earthquakes of up to moderate to large size. Figure
 
7"% 102 -, 3 shows the variation of E as a function of year. 

Another measure of seismic activity is the number of earth. 
ag too 1910 1920 1930t940i ,9 e,9 quakes. Figure 4 shows the annual number N of eanhquakes60 8 

of M. ?- 7.0 taken from the catalog of the Science Almanac 
[Tokyo Astronomical Observatory, 1975, 1977]. Since 96.7% oFig. 3. Seismic wave ene gy released in earthquakes computed from these earthquakes have M. between 7 and 8, the temporalth- surface wave magnitude M, through the Gutenbcrg-Richter energy variation at N is more representative of the activity of moder

versus magnitude relation. The dashed curve shows the unlagged 5
year running average, ate to large earthquakes.
 

Since the estimate of the Gutenbenrg-Richter energy E based 
on the magnitude-energy relation can be greatly affected byignored. However, since 1921, only four events atM. k 8.2 are errors in the magnitude of the few larger earthquakes, the
 

missing, and it is unlikely that the omission of these events 
 number of events N is more representative of the global activ
affects the energy release curve drastically. For the period ity of moderate to large earthquakes than E.
 
prior to 1920, Table I is very incomplete except around 1906. Despite the large uncertainty in E (Figure 3) the general

The annual avcrage of W. for the period from 1920 to 1976 is 
 trends o the curves of E and N are very similar to each other.
4.5 X 2OI ergs/yr. In particular, both E and N show a very steady decrease since
 

It is remarkable that during the 15-year period from 1950 to 
 the middle 1940's. It is quite remarkable that during this
1965 the annual average of W. is more than an order of period there was a very pronounced increase in W.. The corre
magnitude larger than that during the periods from 
 1920 to lation is shown in Figure 5. Although the energy release curve
 
1950 and from 1965 to 1976. Another peak is suggested around itself may be subject to considerable uncertainty, it is certain
 
the turn of the century, but its confirmation must await further that the number of earthquakes of M, k 7.0 decreased very

studies. 
 sharply during the period when many great earthquakes with a

As mentioned earlier, W. represents tfe minimum strain very large rupture dimension (500-1000 kin) occurred trom 
energy drop, and the actual strain energy drop can be larger 1952 to 1965. This complementary occurrence of great earth
than this. if the stress drop in great earthquakes is only partial. quakes and moderate to large earthquakes is a very intriguing

Even then, ir the fractional stress drop isabout the same for all 
 feature, suggestive of a causal relationship between these two
 
earthquakes, Figure 2 still gives the correct trend of the rela-
 groups of earthquakes.

tive strain energy release.. 
 In Figure 5 is also plotted the temporal variation of the 

CORRELATION, BETWEEN W.,GUTENBERG-RICHTER amplitude (envelope) of the Chandler wobble taken from.An-
ENERGY, NUMBER OF EVENTS, AND derson [1974] (for the period from 1900 to 1960) and O'Connell 

POLAR MOTION OFTHE EARTH and D:iewonski [1976] (for the period from 1960 to 1970). The 
variation of the wobble shows a trend very similar to that oIt is instructive to compare the temporal variation o W. W. for the period from 1920 to 1970. A peak in the wobble


with the conventional energy release curve computed trom the curve around 
 1910 may be correlatable to a peak in W. sug
magnitude. Gutenberg [1956b] calculated the annual energy gested around the turn of the century. Although the data
 
release for the period from 
 1896 to 1955 by using the earth- presented in this paper are not complete for this pericd, it is
quake magnitude and the energy versus magnitude relation log notable that many large earthquakes occurred all over the
 
E - LSM + 11.8. We extended this calculation to 1975 by world around the turn of the century, e.g., Alaska, Tibet, the
 
using the catalog of earthquakes listed in the Science Almanac
 
[Tokyo Astronomical Observatory, 1975, 1977] and to 1976 by

using the PDE cards of the U.S. Geological Survey and Cal-| , , I
 

tech determinations. The energy E calculated by this method, 1
 
here called the Gutenberg-Richter energy, refers to the seismic amplitbbe,'I-


Wobbe -1025 

Annual Number of Shallow Earthcakes (M5 7.) 0 -1?..0 2 
0
 

40

N/yer 203O0. NMS2 
7
 

ye 20 -E. .- E er/year 

'0J) .At2tJ 
- :co 1940 It2019301940 1950 1960 r970 :980 

0 Year
Ino 19 M 9-o,1920tzo o ,s~o ,r.,o *6o 1970 ,1118 Fil. . C o rrelation betw een the am plitude (en velo p e )or th e Ch n . 
yea (S-)ear running average), annual number .\of earth.dler -Aobble. 11'.

Fig. 4. The annual number of earthquakes of M, > 7.0. The dashed quakes or M. > 7.0 (5-year running average), and the Gutenberg-
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Fig. 6. The polar motion berte and after the 1960 Chilean earth-
quake (left) inferred by Sitlie and Afansinha [19681. The center of the 
polar motion before and after the earthquake isshown by aplus sign. 
Comparison or the observed and computed polar shirt isshown on the 
right. The computation is made by using Dahlen's (1973] expression 
for the source parameters determined by Kanamorl and Cipar [1974]. 

Philippines. Mexico, New Zealand, Santa Cruz Island, Russia, 
the Caribbean, Loyalty Island, Guatemala, and Java. 

Discussio.N AND CONCLUSION 
As shown in the previous section, W. represents the energy 

release in great earthquakes, while E or N represcnts that in 
moderate to large earthquakes. Therefore if there is a causal 
relation between the wobble and earthquake activity at all, it is 
more reasonable to compare the wobble with W, than with N 
or E. 

Anderson [1974] discussed several possible mechanisms that 
.would explain such a correlation. The first possibility is that 
the deformation caused by a great earthquake excites the 
Chandler wobble. The second is that a change in the polar 
motion caused by other factors, such as atmospheric changes, 
affects the plate motion, thereby triggering great earthquakes 
and other major earthquakes. Combination of these two 
mechanisms is also possible. Regarding the first possibility, 
many investigations have been made, those by Snmylie and 
Mansinha [1968], Dahlen [1973], Israelet al. [1973], Press and 
Briggs [19751, and O'Connell and D:iewonski [1976] to men-
tion a few. On problem is that the deformation caused by 
even a great earthquake is not large enough to excite the 
Chandler wobble unless a large aseismic slip is assumed [Dah. 
len. 1973: O'Connell and D:iewonski, 1976: Kanamori. 1976a]. 
Only the 1960 Chilean earthquake, the largest of all in M., can 
account for the shift of the pole position when the preseismicanelastic deformation reported by Kanarnori and Cipar [1974] 

and Kananori and Anderson [1975a] is included (Figure 6). 
Existence of large aseismic deformation has been suggested for 
very large tsunami earthquakes such as the 1896 Sanriku 
earthquake and the 1946 Aleutian Islands earthquake [Kana-

.[197b]. for the 1906 San Francisco earthquake [Thatch-
ri. [ . h Stion 

er, 1974]. for the 1952 Kamchatka earthquake [Kanamori. 
1976bJ, and for a Japanes*e earthquake [Fukao and Furuwnoto, 
1975]. Also, disparity between seismic slip and plate motion 
provides evidence for such aseismic deformation [Kanamori, 
1977]. Thus the first possibility still remains valid. 

The second possibility is very intriguing. Pecent analysis of 
Wilson [1975] suggests that atmospheric motions can maintain 

the Chandler wobble. In this context, Andi'rson [1975] notes 
that the temporal variation of glubal immperatures, one cli-
matic indicator, is very similar to that of the wobble. It is quite 
possible that the increase in the amplitude of the Chandler 

wobble caused by such effects accelerates global plate motions, 
thereby triggering great earthquakes at plate boundaries. Fig-
ure 5 indicates that the sharp increase in If'. around 1960 

began mery shortly after the amplitude or the wobble became 
maximum in 1950. This coincidence may be suggestive of the 
second possibility. It is remarkable that the annual number ,r 
earthquakes N increased toward 1945 and then decreased 

sharply since then. One possibility is that wh.n the wobh1 

increases, the world scism~ic activity increases. 2n,, 
plate motion may be accelerated. However, once major pla:€ 
boundaries are decoupled in great earthquakes, moderate to 
large earthquake activity declines owing to decrease in in.traplate and interplate stresses as a result of plate decouplin. 

It isequally possible that changes in the rotation rate noi.. 
earth are reponsible for accclerted plate motions whidh a. 

turn cause the variation in the Chandler wobble and ,ret 
earthquakes. TIe change in the rotation rate of the eacrh 
correlates very well with the Chandler wobble [Anden,. 
1974]. Since the rotational energy of the earth is so murh 
greater than the energy involved in plate motions and h. 
quakes, even a small perturbation in the rotation can have a 
signihcant eftect on earthquakes and plate motion. 

The conclusions are as follows: (1) The minimum estirw,. 
of the strain energy drop in earthquakes, W., which can be 
estimated from the seismic moment M. can be considered id 
represent, under Orowan's [19601 condition, the seismic wa r 
energy release. (2) Since W, can be estimated accutelx fr,, 
great earthquakes, it provides a more accurate picture nr 0. 
seismic energy budget. (3) A new magnitude ile Hs; rim, 

fined in terms of W.. It is as large as 9.5 for the 1960 Chil=a 
earthquake and connects, smoothly to M, for moderate to 
large earthquakes. Therefore M. provides a convenient mac 
nitude scale which does not saturate. (4) The temporal van, 
tion of W.. the energv release in great earthguakes- isL. 
different from that in moderate to large earthquakes. The 
activity of moderate to large earthquakes was very low Ahn 
W. was largest during the period from 1950 to 1965. (5) The 
amplitude of the Chandler wobble seems to correlate vry ,.-.i 
with W., with a slight indication of the former precedina the 
latter. (6) One possible mechanism that accounts for the cor.m 
lation between the wobble, Wo, and the activity of mudcra'e :, 
large earthquakes is that an increase in wobble amplitu : 
triggers worldwide seismic activity and accelerates plate mo
tion, which eventually leads to great decoupling curthguaas 
This decoupling causes the decline of moderate to large earth
quake activity. 
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THE.3 OCTOBER AND 9 NOVEMBER 1974 PERU EARTHQUAKES: 

SEISMOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

by B.T. Brady
1)
 

SYNOPSIS
 

An earthquake sequence that may have significant seismological and
 

sociological implications occurred approximately 65 km off the coast of
 

central Peru between 3 October and 9 November 1974. Both earthquakes
 

occurred within a well-documented seismic gap. The 3 October (mb - 6.3,
 

MS - 7.8) and 9 November (mb - 6.0, Ms - 7.1) shocks were shallow

focus (- 20 km depth), complex multiple-ruptures which began with a low

energy episode followed by higher amplitude multiples. The subsequent
 

aftershock sequence of the 3 October event, however, only partially filled
 

the seismic gap and, with the exception of one event (14 November 1974),
 

was terminated by the 9 November shock. The areal extents of the
 

seismic gap and of primary aftershock region are approximately
 

32,000 km2 and 9,000 km , respectively.
 

The primary aftershock region of the 3 October mainshock and,
 

in particular, a substantial part of the total area (-32,000 km2) of
 

the known seismic gap have been seismically quiescent since 14 November 1974.
 

Subsequent seismic activity (teleseismically reported) has shifted to
 

the north, west, and southeast along the boundaries of this seismic
 

gap. These data, combined with additional results discussed in this
 

report, indicate that this region may be now in the preparation stage
 

1)Physicist, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, BuMines, Denver Mining Research
 
.Center, Denver, Colorado.
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for an earthquake whose estimated epicenter, magnitude, and minimum
 

preparation time measured from 14 November 1974 are approximately
 

12.5°S. 77.7°W, Ms - 8.4 (± 0.2), and 5.9 years (circa, October 1980)
 

respectively. A program to test this hypothesis and to determine the
 

onset of very short-term ('-several days) precursors that may precede
 

this event is presented.
 

TECTONIC SETTING
 

The relative velocity between the Nazca and Americas plates
 

(figure 1), at the Peru continental margin, is approximately 10 cm/yr
 

2).
in an east-west direction (12) This direct collision between these
 

plates is recognized as producing a very high level of seismicity.
 

This region is known to be capable of sustaining large underthrust 

earthquakes in Peru such as, for example, 24 May 1940 (MS ~ 8.0) near 

Huacho, 24 August 1942 (M - 8.1) near Nazca, 17 October 1966 (MS - 7.6), 

offshore the Huacho region, 31 May 1970 (MS = 7.8) offshore Chimbote-

Ruaras, and the 3 October 1974 event (MS - 7.8) about 65 km southwest of 

Lima. These large events are included in Figure 1.
 

The 1974 earthquake sequence formed within a well-known seismic
 

gap (6). Such gaps are now believed to result from the episodic and
 

non-uniform nature of the physical processes by which oceanic lithosphere
 

is underthrust beneath continental lithosphere. In particular, this
 

gap was recognized as being well-defined and consequently this region
 

vas believed to be of high earthquake expectancy. A first-order estimate
 

2)Underlined numerals refer to refences listed at the end of this report.
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of the 3 October 1974 mainshock rupture area is shown in figure 1.
 

This area is approximated by the teleseismically determined preliminary 

aftershock locations, generally for aftershocks of mb 2 4.2 (7). 

The Nazca ridge is a dominant oceanic structural feature off
 

central Peru. The Peru-Chile trench loses definition as this east

northeast trending topographic high underthrusts continental Peru.
 

The 1974 earthquake sequence occurred imediately to the north of this
 

tectonic junction.
 

PRECURSORY SEISMICITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE 3 OCTOBER 1974 MAINSHOCK
 

Table 1 summarizes date, focal depth, and body-wave magnitude data
 

for all teleseismically reported seismic events which occurred within
 

the coordinates 11.9 S-14.00S, 76.5 0W-79.00W (that is, the approximate
 

geographical boundaries of the seismic gap recognized by Kelleher (6))
 

prior to the 3 October 1974 mainshock, hereafter referred to as the Kelleher
 

gap. All events listed in Table 1 have source depths less than 100 km.
 

This depth is taken to be the boundary between shallow and intermediate
 

depth activity. Figure 2 illustrates the yearly seismic event count
 

within-these geographical boundaries. 
Figure 3 lists the symbol for
 

magnitude range of the earthquakes shown in figures 4-8. Figures 4-8
 

show longitude vs latitude (a), longitude vs depth (b), and latitude vs
 

depth (c)of all teleseismic reported events prior to 3 October 1974 which
 

occurred within and imnediately surrounding the seismic gap. There are
 

several features of these data that warrant close attention. First, there
 

is an indication of a relative peak of seismic activity within 
the gap zone
 

during 1967 (figure 2). 
 This peak was followed by an apparent "quieting"
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period in the gap zone which was terminated on 28 May 1971. Second,
 

these data show that no seismic events occurred within the immediate
 

epicentral zone of the 3 October 1974 mainshock between 1962 and 1970.
 

This tenative observation is also substantiated by seismic data obtained
 

from the local Peruvian seismic network between 1965 and 1969 (Silgado,
 

written communication, 1976). Third, the precursory seismicity data
 

suggest a distinct peak of activity on 3 October 1971. This peak was
 

then followed by a period of relative quiescence in the epicentral
 

region. Fourth, seismic events 18, 21, 22, 23, and 24 (table 1),
 

beginning on 28 May 1971 and terminating on 3 October 1971, a time span
 

of approximately four (4)months, delineated an area, Ai, of approximately
 

2,200 km2 (figure 4a). In particular, these events migrated in time
 

toward the epicentral regions of the 3 October 1974 and 9 November 1974
 

shocks and, as such, appear to be causally related to their occurrence.
 

Fifth, there was no further activity within this zone until 24 December 1973
 

(event 1, figure 5). This was followed by three additional events
 

(2, 3, and 4; figure 5a) and culminated with the 3 October 1974 main

shock. These foreshocks clearly appear to be related to the geometry
 

of the zone mapped out by events 18, 21, 22, 23, and 24 during 1971.
 

Of particular importance, event 29(1) may have been instrumental in
 

triggering events 2-4 (figure 5).
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ANALYSIS OF THE PRECURSORY SEISMICITY
 

A familiarity by the reader of the essential features of the
 

inclusion theory of failure is assumed in this section. Specific concepts
 

and essential equations used in analyzing the central Peru seismicity
 

data can be found in earlier work (2, 3, A). A brief qualitative
 

discussion of the theory is given in the appendix to this report.
 

The increased level of seismic activity, beginning on 28 May 1971
 

and terminating on 3 October 1971, similar to peaks of seismic activity
 

associated with other earthquakes and rock bursts (2,3, A), was
 

associated with the formation of an irregularly-shaped zone (open
 

circles in dashed region, figure 4). The interpretation of these data
 

in terms of the inclusion theory of failure is suggestive that the
 

primary inclusion zone (PIZ) associated with the 3 October 1974
 

mainshock may have formed off the coast of central Peru during a four
 

(4)month period in 1971. Two other additional results support this
 

hypothesis. First, local aftershock data shown in figure 7(a,b,c) (7)
 

clearly exhibit a concentration and symmetry that is rrnarkably similar
 

to the geometry of the PIZ. The aftershock concentrations near Chilca
 

and parallel to the coastline, that is, the aftershocks "parallel"
 

to the two orthogonal branches of the PIZ, map out an area of approximately
 

9,500 km2 extent. Several aftershocks in the northeastern and southeastern
 

portions of tne seismic gap are not included in this area estimate.
 

Second, foreshocks which preceded the 3 October 1974 mainshock
 

(events 29-32, table 1; figure 5(a,b,c)) appear to be intimately
 

associated with the geometry of the PIZ. It has be.-. shown elsewhere
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(3,A) that an irregularly-shaped PIZ will have a much greater probability
 

of exhibiting secondary foresbock activity which may serve to prematurely
 

trigger a large earthquake. These secondary foreshocks are to be
 

distinguished from primary foreshocks which occur as a result of crack
 

coalescence within the PIZ shortly prior to the mainshock. These
 

secondary foreshocks occur in response to the high stress concentrations
 

induced on the material as a result an irregularly-shaped PIZ. In this
 

respect, we note that following event 29(1), which occurred at the location
 

where one would expect the greatest stress concentration (the joining of
 

the two limbs), events 30(2) (near Chilca), 31(3) and 32(4) migrated
 

sequentially toward the epicentral regions of the 3 October and 9 November 1974
 

mainshocks.
 

Table 2 lists the propoposed PIZ forming events, their mb and MS
 

values, and the calculated anomalous areas, A()' associated with each
 

event. The functional relationship between MS and mb for MS values less
 

than 5.73 is taken to be
 

= 1.05 1%- 0.02 , Ms < 5.73) (1) 

as observed by Nagamune (10) and discussed at some length by Geller (5).
 

The anomalous area, Ao(n) , refers to the total area that is "shut-down"
 

seismically and is associated with an impending large seismic event.
 

The anomalous area, Ao(n)' of each event is related to the aftershock
 

area, A(n) of the event by the equation A(n) nAo(n), where n is the
 

seismic efficiency factor ( = 0.24% (3,4)) of the failure. It can be
 
shown (4) that knowledge of A and N(-total number of seismic events
 

- o (n) 

associated with PIZ formation) allows a prediction of the aftershock
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area, A, of the impending event,
 

A(pred) = F, o(n)' (2)ni 


where p is the total fracture porosity of the PIZ. This quantity is
 
p
 

related to the seismic efficiency factor and N by
 

(3)=ao ( N 

where a [ i 20 (2,4)] is the ratio of the aftershock area (A)of the 

impending event to the area of its PIZ (Ai). Thus for the five (5)events 

listed in table 2, 4p = 0.63, equation 2 gives a predicted aftershock
 

area of approximately 36,000 km2 for the impending mainshock. This compares
 

with the "observed" Kelleher seismic gap area of 32,500 km2 The predicted 

area, Ai, of the PIZ associated with an event of area A - 36,000 km2 is 

1 2 
1 A = 1,800 km and compares favorably with the observed area in figure 4 
o 2
 

of approximately 2,200 km2. The predicted magnitude of this event is
 

MS - 8.6 (=log10A-4.0), considerably greater than the observed value
 

of MS = 7.8. The predicted time to this event, measured from the time of
 

initiation of PIZ growth (28 May 1971) is T(pred) . ry Ao = 6.7 yrs, where
 
.0 0
 

-
y0 W 2.43 x 10 4 sec/cm 2 (2) and A is the total area of the seismic gap.
 

The calculated time is nearly a factor of two (2)greater than the observed
 

time of 3.3 yrs.
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DISCUSSION OF SEISMICITY
 

The 3 October 1974 mainshock occurred within a seismic gap of
 
sufficient size to suggest that the gap could have supported a 
much larger
 
magnitude earthquake sequence than what actually occurred. 
The measured
 
area of the gap is approximately 32,000 km2 while the approximate aftershock
 
area, determined by the USGS local network, 
 .
is only 9,000 km2 However,
 
the actual aftershock area would be much greater if the outlying aftershocks
 
are included (figure 7a). 
 In fact, these outliers conform somewhat to the
 
boundaries of the known seismic gap. 
This is also true for the teleseismically
 

reported aftershocks (figure 6).
 

The geometry of the hypothesized PIZ and the remarkable geometrical
 
similarity of its associated focal region (aftershock zone) coupled with
 
the spacial distribution of the secondary foreshocks prior to 3 October 1974
 
must be considered as strong support for 
the hypothesis that the PIZ which
 
produced the 3 October 
1974 mainshock formed during a four (4)month time
 
interval approximately 60 km off the coast of central Peru during 1971.
 
In addition, these foreshock 
data indicate that the irregular PIZ geometry
 
may have led to conditions which produced a premature triggering of the
 
seismic gap; that is, the foreshocks formed in response to the "higher
 
than normal" stress concentrations induced in the focal region of the
 
irregularly-shaped PIZ. 
Thus, these foreshocks may have acted as possible
 
"destressing" events in a region which could have supported a much higher
nagnitude earthquake. Destressing is recognized as the occurrence of early,
 
Low-magnitude failures, where only a larger failure could have occurred in
 
:he absence of "destressing" (2,.). 
 Similar behavior is known to occur
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in mines experiencing rock bursts (2,3). Therefore, these observational
 

data can be viewed as suggesting that both the.3 October and 9 November 1974
 

events were prematurely triggered by the four (4) foreshocks which were,
 

in turn, produced by an irregular-shaped PIZ.
 

The observed partial filling of the seismic gap by the 3 October 1974
 

aftershock is also suggestive that the gap region may not have had the time,
 

theoretically estimated -obe 7 yrs, required for the preparation phase
 

of the hypothesized larger magnitude shock. In this regard, it is of interest
 

to note that seismicity (events 25, 26, 27, 28 in figure 5a) was present in
 

the seismic gap. However, no seismicity was occurring within the inner gap area,
 

A0 , of approximately 20,000 km2 delineated by these events. It is interesting
 

that these events conform closely to the boundaries of the observed aftershock
 

region shown in figures 6 (teleseismic) and 7 (local). Tiese data, coupled
 

with the observed precursory peak of seismicity in 1971, suggest that the
 

seismic gap was not only in the preparatory stage for a major seismic event
 

but that the gap was to be prematurely triggered. For example, if we chose
 
* m2' 

the "new gap" area, A , of 21,000 km2 then the new time to the shock is 
T(pred) = ly° A 3.5 yrs, in good agreement with the observed time of 
o 0 

3.5 yrs. Lack of precision of the locations of northwest, west, and
 

southwestern boundries of A will produce a corresponding lack of precision 
in T(pred),

00 although clearly this time will be less than the value of 

6.9 yrs based on the original gap area. We could, however, have anticipated
 

that the gap would be prematurely activated and that the mainshock would
 

have been preceded by secondary foreshocks.,
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Lastly, a point of interest concerning the 1967 spacially-diffuse

"peak" of activity. This activity occurred within the Kelleher gap was 

followed by a period of relative quiescence. This behavior is predicted 

by the inclusion theory and is discussed in the appendix. Briefly, this 

behavior arises in response to the buildup of tensional stress within 

the zone which will shortly, in this case four (4)years, become the 

PIZ. As this tensile stress buildup occurs, force equilibrium requires 

that there be a corresponding increase in the average compression stress 

level existing within the large focal region that contains the incipient 

PIZ. The stress referred to here is the local least principal stress 

which is oriented normal to the eventual rupture propagation direction. 

In our case, the focal region corresponds to the seismic gap. As a result, 

conditions now become less favorable for failure within the gap region. 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE 9 NOVEMBER AND 14 NOVEMBER 1974 EARTHQUAKES
 

In order of increasing importance, there are six observations which
 

suggest that this region (seismic gap) may have again approached a
 

critical state. First, the space-time patterns of the 3 October after

shock series exhibit a characteristic sequence of alternating between the two
 

limbs of the proposed PIZ (Spence, personal communication, 1977). In
 

context of the inclusion theory, this constitutes evidence of a very
 

precarious stress condition throughout the aftershock zone (figure 7).
 

Second, the 9 November 1974 shock terminated the high rate of aftershock
 

activity associated with the 3 October mainshock. The 9 November shock
 

was not followed by an aftershock series. This is a necessary and
 

sufficient condition required by the inclusion theory for PIZ-formation.
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The focal mechanism of the 9 November event is nearly identical to
 

that for the 3 October mainshock (12). Third, the only event which
 

followed the 9 November earthquake was on 14 November 1974 and occurred
 

near the junction of the two limbs of what may have been the PIZ of the
 

3 October mainshock. There.is a dramatic absence of aftershocks in the
 

limb of the PIZ parallel to the coastline (figures 6 and 7). The
 

14 November event occurred at the southeastern terminus of this zone.
 

Fourth, there are no known normal faulting earthquakes associated with
 

the 1974 Peru earthquake. Moreover, no normal faulting earthquakes are
 

known to have occurred in the immediate region of the 1974 Peru earthquake
 

series. This implies that the oceanic lithosphere has tit yet freely
 

decoupled, locally, from the continental lithosphere and that a major
 

episode of relative plate motion has yet to occur (_11). The 17 0:tzt r I &&
 

Peru main shock (figure 1) was a normal-fault earthquake followed by
 

thrust-faulting aftershocks (13). Isacks (see 14) has found normal
 

faulting mechanisms for a number of earthquakes occurring seaward
 

after the 1960 Chilean earthquake, which was predominantly a thrust

faulting event. Fifth, the irregular shape of the 1974 aftershock
 

zone (7) implies that much of the interface between the Nazca and South
 

American plates, which constituted'the seismic gap of the 1974 main
 

shock, did not rupture during the earthquake sequence. There is no
 

evidence that these downslab sections have undergone failure prior to
 

the 1974 earthquake series. The area of these sectionq is about
 

2223,000 km , compared to a total 'gap' area of about 32,000 km
 

Sixth, there have been no teleseismically reported events within the
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entire gap zone since 14 V'vember 1974 (figure 8). All subsequent
 

activity has shifted outside and along the boundaries of this seismic
 

gap. This "donut" seismicity pattern has been observed prior to major
 

Japanese earthquakes (8,,) and is required by the inclusion theory
 

(see appendix).
 

These arguments and observational data are consistent with the
 

theoretical requirements that this region may now be in the process of being
 

prepared for a major earthquake. The calculated average A of the gap zone
 
2 

shown in figure 8 is 32,000 km2 However, precise delineation of the eastern
 

and western boundaries is not possible at this time, although the western
 

boundary does conform closely to the western boundary of the 1974 aftershock 

series. The calculated minimum predicted time, using a gap area of 32,000 km , 

is T(pred) . nyoA = 5.9 yrs, as measured from 14 November 1974. This
 
0 ~ 0 0 

calculation suggests that the event will not occur prior to about
 

October 1980. This calculated time is contingent on 
(1)no secondary
 

foreshocks occurring in the epicentral region, and (2) the anomalous
 

area, A° 
(the seismic shut-down area), is equal to the aftershock area
 

of the impending event, and (3) the gap area is 32,000 km2
 . The predicted 

magnitude of this event is MS W8.4.± 0.2. 

It is shown elsewhere (4) that the functional relationship between 

A and A is 
0
 

A 0.50v yoq A2 (A A (4)
0 0 0 

where v(= L/T ) is the average velocity with which cracks of identical 

geometry within the focal region of the PIZ are closing. This velocity
 

is simply the rate at which strain informati'n cat, be propagated within
 

the focal region. 
Mogi (8, 9) has observed that in major subduction
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zones, values of v are typically in the range of 25 km/yr (-0.08 cm/see)
 

to 50 km/yr (- 0.16 cm/sec). "bubstituting these rates and A M 32,000 km2 

0
 

into equation 4 gives a typical range of A to be 10,500 km2 to 42,000 km
2
 

for this region. This calculation suggests that both A and A are
0
 

probably comparable for this earthquake. This condition can only be
 

met when the impending mainshock is of sufficient magnitude so as to
 

involve substantial portions of the upper mantle (1,4).
 

These calculations should be viewed with caution as there is
 

clearly a definite lack of precision in certain critical parameters, such as A
 

and'v, required to accurately estimate both To and M . However, even in the 

absence of precise knowledge of these quantities, these data are consistent
 

with the observations that A (= 32,000 km2) is now considerably greater
0
 

than the shut-down area of nearly 9,000 km2 associated with the MS = 7.8
 

3 October 1974 event. If we assume that their aftershock areas scale
 

linearly, then the predicted magnitude of the impending event is
 

M = 8.4 (=7.8 + log10  00 These calculations independently suggest
 

the magnitude of the impending shock may be in the MS M 8.4-8.5 range.
 

In this interpretation of the 3 October 1974 - 9 November 1974
 

Peru earthquake sequence, I bhve assumed that the Utsu relationship
 

(MS = log10 A + 4.0, where A is measured in km2) is applicable to the
 

Lima region. There is possibly justification for this assumption. For
 

example, using the observed aftezshock area of approximately 9,000 km
2
 

for the 3 October mainF:ock, we calculate a magnitude of MS - 7.9, in 

good agreement with t- *)served MS = 7.8. ,Historical records indicate 

that earthquakes of es: 'rted magnitudes (based on damage intensity) 
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8.2 and 8.4 occurred on 20 October 1687 and 28 October 1746 in the
 

immediate region of Lima (15).' Both events, in particular the 1746
 

shock, produced considerable damage and causalities; only 200 of
 

Callao's 5000 inhabitants survived (15).
 

DISCUSSION
 

The hypothesis that the PIZ of an impending great earthquake may
 

have formed within 65 km off the coast of central Peru on 

9 November 1974 can be tested. This testing program would have to include:
 

(1) detailed monitoring of sea level changes (sea level will decrease 

as the ocean bottom rises (- several meters in the epicentral region,) 

in response to upper mantle involvement on the earthquake preparation 

process (1); (2)anomalous v , v5 behavior if fluids are present within 

the focal region; (3) increased radon emanations in response to
 

increased pressure within the focal region; (4) artincrease of ground
 

tilt in a direction away from the epicentral region; (5)increase of
 

stress within the focal region, and (6)possible secular variations
 

in the local geomagnetic field. In addition, there may be low magnitude
 

seismic events occurring within the focal region (aftershock area of the
 

impending mainshock) whose magnitudes will decrease with increasing time into
 

the preparation phase as cracks within the focal region close. There should be
 

an increase in seismic activity outside what will become the aftershock
 

region of the impending event. Teleseismically reported data suggests
 

this condition is present. Lastly, there may be an increase in deep
 

focus earthquake activity down-dip from the local region of the
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impending shock as increasing volumes of the upper mantle are involved
 

in the preparation process. In this respect, the 5 January 1974 

(mb - 6.3, z - 98 km) event could be considered as a "precursor" to 

the 3 October 1974 mainshock. 

It will be particularly important to detec- short-term precursors,
 

such as discussed in reference 2, prior to this event. While knowledge
 

of the geometry of the hypothesized "new" PIZ is not available at this
 

time, the somewhat uniform geometry of the seismic gap shown in figure 8
 

is suggestive that this event may not be preceded by secondary foreshocks.
 

However, there will be very-low-magnitude events (M - 1) (2)) as 

cracks within the PIZ coalesce several hours prior to the mainshock.
 

This region (PIZ) will then "quiet" down just prior to the mainshock.
 

Ocean bottom seismometers to detect these events in the epicentral
 

region would be particularly useful.
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APPENDIX: A RECAPITULATION OF THE INCLUSION THEORY OF FAILURE 

Observational data of rock failure on the large, intermediate, and
 

small scale suggest not only that work failure satisfies a scale invariant
 

principle, but also the existence of a time interval, defined as precursor
 

or preparation time, during which materials, such as rock, exhibit
 

detectable anomalous behavior prior to the initiation of violent
 

catastrophic failure. The preparation tine, To, refers to the time
 

interval between the initiation of the process leading to failure and
 

the actual occurrence of the failure. This prcess, ouce begun,
 

proceeds independently of any changes in the far-field boundary conditions
 

or of material properties within the primary inclusion zone (PIZ) and
 

its associated focal region. The PIZ denotes a zone of intense local
 

deformation and serves the purpose of initiating the failure preparation
 

process (2, 4). The preparation time has the distinguishing characteristics
 

that its duration is a function of the total energy that will be radiated
 

and dissipated during failure. A theory of failure, termed the inclusion
 

theory, has been proposed elsewhere that explains this behavior (2).
 

This theory provides both necessary and sufficient conditions for failure,
 

a significant difference from the Griffith theory. This difference has
 

been shown to provide a unique determination of the energy budget (4).
 

In the inclusion theory of failure, a region termed the primary
 

inclusion zone (PIZ) forms in the immediate vicinity of the impending
 

rupture nucleation zone. The PIZ is preceded by a region of intense
 

dilation within which the local least principal stress (03) attains a
 

higher level of tension than its immediate surround;.iigs. Thus the PIZ
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exists only when necessary, critical steps to failure have occurred.
 

Following PIZ formation the sybtem will 
 inevitably evolve to the failure
 

condition. 
The PIZ is preceded by intense local dilation but is itself
 

elastically stiff relative to the immediately surrounding region. 
The direction
 

of G3 is normal to the eventual direction of fault growth. Figures
 

Al, A2, and A3 illustrate diagriammatically the essential characteristics
 

of this condition. Figure Al depicts seismic event count per unit time,
 

n(t) against time, t, within the anomalous zone, a region that will
 

be affected by a major failure. 
Figures A2 and A3 illustrate the PIZ
 

(area Ai), 
the focal region of the PIZ (area A, the aftershock zone of
 

the impending rupture and the anomalous region (area Ao). Both the
 

focal region and anomalous region denote zones whose physical properties
 

are affected by the formation of the PIZ. The areas A0, A, and Ai are
 

functionally related to each other by A 
 S1 A, A - co A wihere flis
 

the seismic efficiency factor (= 0.24%) and a 
is a function of the
 

intrinsic porosity of the region that will become the PIZ. 
When this
 

porosity is negligible or of second order, a0 = 
 20.0. The preparation
 

time, T0, is To = yOA, where y0 = 2.43 x 104 sec/cm 2. Detailed
 

derivations of these relationships are available elsewhere (2,4).
 

Prior to the formation of the PIZ, the anomalous zone (Ao) will
 

exhibit "normal" seismic behavior (a in figure Al). 
 As A softens
 

with respect to its surroundings, the least principal stress (03)
 

within A will decrease. Because the region which will be the PIZ
 

is elastically stiffr than its immediate surroundings, the impending
 

PIZ (Ai) will be characterized by aseismic behavior prior to PIZ
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formation (fig. A2). As a portion of the anomalous zone, in particular
 

the focal region of the impending PIZ, experiences a local buildup of
 

tensile stress due to "softening" in response to the seismic events,
 

the tensile stress in the PIZ will increase because Ai is behaving
 

like a "hard" inclusion. Thus, the impending PIZ will appear as an
 

aseismic region surrounded by a seismically active region (fig. A2).
 

This condition provides an explanation of why the'boundary of the PIZ
 

must be physically distinct from its surrounding focal region. Within
 

the time interval tE t tE + Tdo the PIZ is forming, thus accounting 

for a relative increase in seismicity within the anomalous zone 

(6n, fig. Al). Time, T do , represents the total time required to form 

the PIZ. Figure 3A depicts the PIZ and the seismic events (assumed
 

to be seven in number for illustrative purposes) required to form this
 

zone. Seismic events forming the PIZ are characterized by long rupture
 

lengths and will exhibit no aftershocks, as energy that normally would
 

have been available for frictional dissipation from these events is
 

now available to power their respective growth. The anomalous zone
 

(A*) of each event denotes the total area (>> A*) cracked. The focal
 

region (A*) of these events denotes the region within which aftershocks
 

would have occurred had these events represented normal failures.
 

Note that the scale invariant principles also apply to each of the
 

events forming the PIZ. Once the PIZ has formed, the elastic contrast
 

between the PIZ and the focal region increases, allowing the least
 

principal stress to decrease in tension within the focal region.
 

Therefore, the shearing stress decreases and the effective confining
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pressure (E sum of principal stresses) increases. Therefore, both the
 

focal region andoto a lesser qctent, the anomalous zone will be characterized
 

by a period of relative seismic quiescence, as illustrated in fig. Al and A2
 

(B,C). Figure A4 further illustrates the essential physics involved within
 

the anomalous zone during the preparation time. Here, the normal
 

behavior zone refers to material outside the anomalous zone. During
 

the preparation time the existence of the PIZ initiates the conversion
 

of distortional strain energy (decreasing shear stress) into volumetric
 

(compressional) strain energy throughout the activation volume (Vo)
 

Thus, matter within V. exhibits an implosion-like behavior during To
 .
 

This preparation phase is terminated by seismic activity increase
 

within the PIZ (fig. 2A); that is, the zone which appeared to exhibit
 

aseismic behavior during To . During time T the PIZ acts as a soft
 

inclusion within thc anomalous volume. The next phase (S class II
 

precursory phase (2)) denotes the final expenditures of energy required
 

for crack coalescence within the PIZ. 
As soon as the cracks coalesce
 

in the PIZ, catastrophic failure occurs. It is especially important
 

to note that some precursory effects, such as a decrease in seismicity,
 

can occur only within the anomalous volume produced by the PIZ. By
 

virtue of the St. Venant's principal, other precursory effects, such
 

as 
tilt, accelerating "creep" deformation, and electromagnetic changes
 

.will not be detected outside a region whose average linear dimension
 

is more than 2-to-3 times the average linear dimension, L° of the
 

anomalous volume.
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In the inclusion theory, the size of the anomalous volume is
 

governed by the amount of strain energy stored within the volume of 

material which will experience failure. The sie of the anomalous 

volume, in turn, governs the length of fault produced by the failure. 

For example, when there are no changes in the far-field boundary 

conditions during the failure preparation time, the precursor time (T ) 

is obtained from the expression given earlier as T =y 0 nA0 . The0 0O 

aftershock area is given by A - Ao . 
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TABLE 1 

Precursorv Seisndicity Within Seismic Gap 

11. 9°S-1 4 .0S 

76.50W-79.O°W 

Depth < 100 km 

Event Date Latitude 

oS 
Longituuc 

ow 
Mpn 

km 

mb S 

1 

2 

19 May 1962 

28 September 1962 

13.40 

13.80 

76.70 

76.70 

70 

61 

3 25 November 1962 11.90 77.30 33 -

4 -7 October 1963 12.90 76.80 69 5.4 

5 28 October 1963 13.60 76.90 38 4.1 

6 13 October 1964 13.20 76.50 75 4.6 

7 

8 

12 May 1965 

3 June 1965 

13.90 
IV.00 
13.10 

77.10 
i,

76.80 

20 4.6 

4.2 

9 26 August 1966 73,-70- 76.80 5e 4,4 

11-

. 
1 August 1967 

"'-

22 August 1967 , 

13.00 

12.50 

76.80 

76.80 

N--.. 

57 

5.5 

4.8 

'12 

13 

" 17 October 1967 

126 November 1967 

13.70 

13.30 

76.50 

77.20 

78 

33 

4.4 

4.5 

14 5 August 1968 ' 12.82 76.80 78 4.4 

15 13 January 1969 13.60 77.75 93 4.3 

16 

*17 

, 20 August 1969 

FerIuary 1970 / 

13.35 

12.77 

77.71 

77.22 

35G 

4Q 

.4.6 

4.6 ,1 . 

18G~ 28 May 19*' ~ 12.53 76.83 4.9

17 ihA MCwsfi4'f Wil~y jewo "'rr~uL4 -804

ii ~ ~ ..C rtAaiPi. j 



TABLE 1 (continued)
 

Event Date Latitude Longitude Depth b MS
 
0o km
S oW 


76.83
19 P 1 August 1971* - -12.91 '.-.'' '64 5.2 
/111('11" 4a. 

20 1 20.September 1971 13.41 -' 77.14 4.3
aI h, , 3, 's""4 

21 ? 1 October 1971* --12.75 - 77.11 A /0 4.7 

22 3 0ctober "1 ::j 3N1971* 12.71 77.20 4.6
 

23 3 October 1971* 12.76 i 77.36 S. 5.2
 

? .. 24 3 October 1971* o 12.62. ' 77.59 '33 4.2
 
.1y 9
 

25 c 12 November 1971 13.01 76.40 4.8 
.31/ 

26 23 January 1972 13.23 76.78 5.1
 

27 '= 19 June 1972 12.10 77,51 72 5.2
 

28 r" 29 January 1973 12.10 77.29 63 4.5
 
I % hII 11,, 0 

29 (1) 24 December 1973** !A/12.62 77.47 33N 5.4 

30 (2) 26 July 1974** - 12.59 76.68 4.4 

31 (3) 31 ugust 4** i 12.% 16UN 4.4 

32 (4) 27 Septemter 1974**I,2.43 5.0 

33 3 October 19 4 12.40 77.60 27 6.3 7.8 

34 9 November 1974 12.50 77.70 10 6.0 7.1
 

35 14 November 174 12.80 77.10 Shallow 5.4
 

indicates seismic event associated with primary inclusion zone (PIZ) formation
 

indicates seismic foreshock
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TABLE 2 

Seismic Events Associated with PIZ Formation
 

Event Date Latitude Longitude Depth Magnitude A
 
o(n)
S 
 OW km mw MS km2
 

18 28 May 1971 12 .J. 76.83 56 4.9 5.1 5,200
 

21 1 October 1971 12.75 77.11 43 4.7 4.9 3,300
 

22 3 October 1971 12.71 77.20 33N 4.6 4.8 2,600
 

23 3 October 1971 12.76 77.315 42 5.2 5.4 10,500
 

24 3 October 1971 12.62 77.59 33N 4.2 4.4 1,000
 

g.380 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
 

Figure 1 - Location of mainshock and teleseismically reported aftershock
 

region of the 3 October - 9 November'1974 earthquake sequence.
 

The relationship of the 3 October 1974 aftershock region to
 

previous earthquakes in central Peru is shown for comparison ().
 

Figure 2 - Seismicity versus time in the gap region within which the
 

3 October 1974 mainshock occurred.
 

Figure 3 - Symbols used in figures 4-8 to delineate magnitudes of events
 

reported within the seismic gap.
 

Figure 4 - Teleseismically reported events within and i-mediately outside
 

the seismic gap during January 1962 - October 1971. The
 

hypothesized PIZ of the 3 October 1974 mainshock is delineated
 

by the dashed line within the seismic gap.
 

Figure 5 - Relationship of foreshocks, 29-32 (1,2,3,4), to the PIZ and the
 

teleseismically reported events (25, 26, 27, 28) which occurred
 

during the interval between 3 October 1971 and 3 October 1974.
 

Figure 6.- Locations of teleseismically reported aftershocks of the
 

3 October 1974 mainshock. Note the lack of density within the
 

SE and NE portions of the seismic gap.
 

Figure 7 - Locations of local aftershocks occurring between 9 October 1974
 

and 27 October 1974 (7). All magnitudes listed are ML-N 3.6.
 

Figure 8 - Teleseismically reported events since 14 November 1974.
 

Figure Al - Diagrammatic representation of seismicity in the anomalous
 

zone as a function of time. Zone a denotes typical seismicity
 

within and surrounding the impending failure region. Zone b
 

represents the seismicity increase, 6n, within a localized
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region, termed the primary inclusion zone (PIZ). Zone c denotes
 

the decrease in seismicity (quiet period) within the anomalous
 

region. The anomalous region, that region whose stress state
 

is affected by thie formation of the PIZ, is generally much larger
 

than the subsequent aftershock zone. The time duration of the
 

quiet period, To, refers to the preparation time required for
 

the impending mainshock. Tdo is the time required for PIZ
 

formation.
 

Figure A2 - Plan view of seismicity within a region that will experience 

a major failure. ai0 is the maximum far-field principal 

stress. .A. Illustration of the region surrounding the 

impending PIZ. The impending PIZ refers to the "relatively" 

aseismic zone within which the local tensile stress is 

increasing to a level sufficient to initiate the PIZ formation. 

Areas Ai, A, and A denote areas of the PIZ, focal region of0 

the PIZ, and the anomalous (m activation) region of the PIZ.
 

The anomalous region also contains the focal region. B. The
 

PIZ has formed. The seismicity, n(t), decreases as the effectiv
 

pressure increases and the shear stress decreases throughout
 

the anomalous region surrounding the PIZ. C. Illustration of
 

primary foreshock activity within the PIZ just prior to the
 

mainshock. This foreshock activity is in response to crack
 

coalescence within the PIZ.
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Figure A3 - A. Plan view of PIZ, focal region, and anomalous region.
 

B. Expanded view oi PIZ illustrating the essential
 

characteristics of the seismic events (seven in total for
 

illustrative purposes) that formed the PIZ. The anomalous 
* 

zone, Ao, of eacb event refers to the total area fractured 

by the event. These events are characterized by no aftershocks. 

Figure A4 - Illustration of abnormal behavior induced within the anomalous 

region by the formation of the PIZ. Arrows depict motion of 

material as the anomalous region (activation volume) stores 

energy preparatory to the mainshock. Distortional strain energy 

is converted into volumetric strain energy within the focal 

region during the pireparation time T . Stress, strain, and 

strain rate will remain at their "normal" background at
 

distances removed from the activation volume by 3-4 times
 

the average linear dimension of the activation volumeby virtue
 

of St. Venant's principle. Outside the affected region, no
 

effects of the impending failure will be detected.
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THE LIMA EARTHQUAKE OF OCTOBER 3,1974: INTENSITY 
DISTRIBUTION 

By A. F. ESPINOSA, R. HUSID, S. T. ALGERmISSEN, AND J. DE LAS CASAS 

ABSTRACT 

The epicenter of the October 3, 1974, ecrthquake was 80 km west of Lima at
12.2*S and 77.67°W. This earthquake caused severe damage in Lima and vicinity,
producing a maximum Modified Mercalli intensity of IX in a few small scattered 
areas inLima. The Modified Mercalli intensity in Lima varied from V to IX; in towns
south of Lima the intensity exceeded VIII. The areas of high intensity, both in Lima 
and along the coast, appear to be related to unfavorable soil conditions or to a high
water table, as is evident in the areas where large damage and/or differential set
tlement took place. Slumping was also observed along the coastal road south of 
Lima. InCallao differential earth settlement was associated with liquefaction of the 
soil. Pockets of high intensities, such as in the districts of La Molina and Chorrillos, 
are correlated with possible local ground-amplification effects. Subsidence of up to 
35 cm took place insome areas along the wave-cut terrace in Mirafiores, and 15 
cm of subsidence was observed in Chorrillos. The isoseismal map constructed for
Lima can be used in a preliminary zonation of Lima for potential earthquake effects. 

INTRODUCTION
 
The earthquake of October 3, 
 1974 (Ms = 7.6) is one of many earthquakes that
have been felt in Lima and vicinity, but this is the first to cause widespread damage


to the city; others have caused slight or considerable damage. The definitions of slight,

considerable, and severe damage used in this study conform with the definitions given

by Medvedev (1968). The 1966 earthquake (Ms = 7.5) caused damage to Lima,

but its epicentral distance was greater than that of the 1974 earthquake. A number
 
of studies have been performed on previous earthquakes that have damaged Lima
(Lomnitz and Cabre, 1968; Cluff, 1971; Lomnitz, 1970 and 1971; Berg and Husid,

1971; Cloud and Perez, 1971), but no attempt has been made to microzone the city

for earthquake effects. The present study is an effor, to evaluate the intensity dis
tribution in Lima and its vicinity. The results of this investigation are given in a
preliminary seismic zonation map of Lima. This map is similar to the seismic zouing 
maps prepared by the Russians (Medvedev, 1968). 

REGIONAL SEISMICITY AND STRONG GROUND MOTIONS FELT IN METROPOLITAN LIMA 
The October 3, 1974, earthquake epicenter was located 81 km west of Lima at12.2*8. and 77.67'W. (U.S. Geological Survey, National Earthquake Information 

Service). This earthquake caused widespread -damage in sectins of metropolitan
Lima and vicinity, and was felt over a wide area as far south as Arequipa. Prior to 
October 3, an earthquake occurred on January 5, 1974, which had a magnitude of
6.6 and an epicentral distance of 75 km. This earthquake caused some scattered 
damage and injuries and claimed several lives. 

Other earthquakes in the past decade have been felt in Lima, but they have causedonly slight or considerable damage to the city. Major earthquakes with focal depths
ranging from the surface to nearly 90 km have occurred between the Peru-Chile
trench and the coastal area of Peru. These earthquakes occasionally have produced 
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tsunamis, landslides, and large-scale vertical deformations of the ground. The May 31,
1970, earthquake, for example, triggered a landslide that buried Yungay, a village 
in the valley of the Santa River (Plafker et al., 1971; Silgado, 1973).


Strong-motion records of the October 3, 1974, earthquake were recorded at two
 
sites, one in the central part of Lima and the other at the Huaco station southeast 
of the city. These recordings were made at epicentral distances of 81 and 83 km, and 
they show a number of interesting features: the long duration of shak:--g, the high
accelerations, and high short-period The predominant periodenergy. determined
 
from the response spectra for zero damping is about 0.38 sec. The predominant period

in Lima, measured from the accelerograms of the earthquakes of October 17, 1966,

May 31, 1970, and January 5, 1974, was in the range of 0.1 to 0.16 sec. The resultant 
maximum horizontal peak acceleration for the October 3, 1974, earthquake was 0.19 g.
For comparison, the October 17, 1966, earthquake, with an epicenter located nearly
three times farther f. om Lima than that of the October 3, 1974, earthquake, produced
twice the maximum horizontal peak acceleration. The low attenuation of these sig
nals at thege distances implies a very high Q or low absorption of the seismic energy.

The' predorinant period of 0.38 sec (relatively long for Peruvian earthquakes)
gives an indication of why single family dwellings and 1- or 2-story structures did not 
sustain more damage. Buildings in Lima with 3 to 5 stories have their fundamental 
period between 0.07 and 0.35 sec; those with 6 to 12 stories between 0.2 and 0.6
 
sec; and those with 12 to 22 stories between 0.6 and 1.4 sec (W. K. Cloud, written
 
communication, 1975). Thus a predominant period of 0.38 sec 
 will most likely affect 
those structures having 5 to 12 stories. Most of the structures that sustained severe 
damage (Husid et al., 1977) were buildings of 3 or more stories and 1 or 2 
stories of adobe and quincha-type construction. Many reinforced concrete struc
tures sustained a high degree of damage. For example, northeast of Lima, in La 
Molina, several reinforced concrete structures sustained severe damage and par
tially collapsed. To the east, in Los Procres, several 5-story frame reinforced concrete 
buildings sustained severe damage, and in La Campifia a 3-story reinforced concrete 
structure partially collapsed. To the northwest of Lima, in Callao, a 4-story rein
forced concrete building collapsed. In this district there is a large amount of landfill,
and the sediments are water saturated. One of the possible reasons for the collapse of 
this 4-story structure could have been a combination of poor construction and an 
amplification effect of seismic waves in the area. Similar amplification effects were 
found in Caraballeda, Venezuela (Espinosa and Algermissen, 1972), where several 
reinforced concrete structures were extensively damaged. 

INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN LmA AND VIcINrrY 

A general surficial geology of Lima and vicinity (A. Martinez, written communica
tion, 1974) is shown in Figure 1. Lima proper is on Quaternary alluvial deposits, and 
the depth to crystalline rock is shown in Figure 2 (A. Martinez, written communica
tion, 1974). 

A number of well logs give a general lithological description of the material under
lying Lima, but no detailed description of the surficial geology is available. 

Figure 3 shows a map of metropolitan Lima and some of its most important streets. 
The black dots in this figure represent the locations at which intensities were deter
mined from questionnaires in a survey. The questionnaires used in the field were a 
Spanish translation of the U.S. Geological Survey "Earthquake Report," which 
pertains to intensities. The answers to the questionnaires were systematically ob
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tained throughout the city, which had been methodically divided into a number ofsectors. These sectors were sampled for a period of 10 days and the questionnairescollected were used as the data base in this study. The questionnaires were rated using the version of the Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale of 1931 proposed by Richter(1958). A total of 400 observations was obtained in the city. Sixty-five observationsof intensity were noted to the south along the coast to Cafiete, to the north to Ancon,
and to the east to Chosica. 
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intensity questicnnaires of felt intensity IT"or greater in each segment were recordedand plotted. This map was overlayed on a similar map, as showrn in Figure 3. Afterthe intensities were plotted, an isoseismal map was drawon, as shown in Figure 4. This map shows the intensity distribution in metropolitan Lima, and it could be used asa preliminary map for seismic zoning and land use planning. The highest MII 
(Modified Mercalli intensity) in Lima was IX.Intensity IX was observed in the districts of Callao, Barranco, La MIolina, andLima. The distribution of intensities in these districts is very diversified, and this 
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may be due in part to the different types of structures (Husid et al., 1977) and to 
possible localized ground amplification effects found in metropolitan Lima. The in
tensity of shaking, shown in Figure 4, varies from V to IX. The overall picture shows 
high intensities in different districts of Lima. 

High-rise structures are not distributed uniformly throughout the city. A number 
of the districts are residential with mixed type of construction; for example, in the 
Miraflores district there are a number of adobe, masonry, and reinforced concrete 
structures. In Callao there are adobe, quincha, masonry, frame reinforced concrete 

N 

-sopach inmaires 
LIMA, PERU and Vicinity 

.2,. 

Fio. 2. Isopach contour map of 	Quaternary deposits of Lima. Contour interval, 100 and 200 
meters. Modified from Martinez. 

and frame brick-filled type of construction. Some oi' these structures sustained con
siderable damage. Other areas which sustained high intensities of shaking were in La 
Campifla, Los Proceres, and at the National University of Engineering in the Rimac 
district. 

The procedure used in constructing the isoseismal map of Lima, described above, 
is similar to the seismic zoning maps prepared by some scientists of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences (Medvedev, 1968). However, Figure 4 is a larger scale map. 

The intensity distribution map of metropolitan Lima (Figure 4.) and the generalized
damage contour map (Figure 26, Husid et al., 1977) give an assessment of the seismic 
risk in Lima. The MMI distribution in Lima followed a pattern which can, in some 
instances, be correlated with the local surficial geology. 
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LIMA, PERU 

Fwo. 3. Intensity sampling distribution. Each dot represents a questionnaire recorded from a 
survey taken in metropolitan Lima, Peru. 
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The following sections describe the intensity observations by districts in metropoli

tan Lima and vicinity. 

CHORRILLOS AND BARRANco DISmTICTS 

The coastal region of the city, from La Punta in Callao to the Chorrilos district 

in the southeast part of the city, was assigned an intensity rating of VIII. In this 

area, well-designed and constructed buildings were found to have negligible damage 

and well-built ordinary structures had only slight damage. In the Barranco and 

Chorrillos districts, there was a considerable amount of damage to adobe and quincha 

construction. This type of construction is inadequately built and/or badly designed. 

A localized high-intensity effect was observed at the Colegio Chalet, a school in 
the Chorrillos district, where small landslides took place and a number of reinforced 
concrete structures sustained severe damage. Two reinforced concrete buildings in 
this school showed large, deep cracks aid breaks in walls, collapsed walls, broken 

connections between buildings, fallen parapets, fallen plaster, collapse of inner walls, 
and crabks on the reinforced concrete bearni. This school is located near the edge of 

wave-cut terraces in Chorrillos. These terraces are nearly 42 m above the beach and 

are bordered by steep slopes. There was also a large area in which a subsidence of 

15 cm occurred.
 
In the school yard, one marble statue 180 cm high, standing on a pedestal 150 cm
 

high and 90 cm wide, was displaced laterally 3.5 cm away from the coast. The statue 

weighed 1,000 kg. Another statue, 22 cm in diameter and 110 cm in height, weighing 
wasapproximately 180 kg. which was set in a niche about 300 cm above the ground, 

overthrown and fell . the ground. The 1966 and 1970 earthquakes did not move 

or overturn these statues, even though their epicentral distances were 160 and 360 
km and their peak accelerations were 0.40 and 0.13 g, respectively. These accelera
tions were, respectively, higher than and similar to those of the October 3, 1974, 

earthquake. 
The lower bound computation for the acceleration to slide an object weighing 

1,000 kg is 0.7 g. This value was computed uiider static conditions (Krishna et al., 

1973). This acceleration is about three times the horizontal acceleration recorded 

in the center of Lima on a strong-motion accelerometer. Thus, there appears to have 

been an amplification of about three times at the school. The lithology of this area is 

not very well known; however, a few drillings show the depth of the water table to be 

less than 10 m. A number of springs in the Chorrillos and Barranco districts have been 
mapped (A. Martinez, written communication, 1975); they occur on the vertical side 

of the wave-cut terrace in these districts. 
The amplification effect becomes very pronounced, especially when a low-rigidity 

layer (water table) allows some of the high-frequency energy to be trapped in the 
upper laycrs. This may explain the apparently very large strong motions experienced 
in the Chorrillos and Barranco districts. 

SAN ISIDRO, LINCE, AND MIIRAFLORES DISTRICTS 

The area within the intensity VII isoseismal follows a trend from Miratlores into 

the San Isidro and Lince districts. This high-intensity distribution could possibly be 
correlated with the depth of the water table or with old irrigation channels that 

existed in this region. The colonial city of Lima used to be concentrated in what is 

today the Lima district. Callao, Miraflores, La Molina, Chorrillos, etc. were small 
villages, and the land between these towns remained farming areas until the first 
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quarter of this century. This area formerly had an old system of irrigation channels,which followed the geomorphological features of the valley, and some of these channels extended in the general direction of the maximum intensity VII rating in thisregion. Close examination of the hydrogeologic map of metropolitan Lima (Moralesand Vancon, 1971) shows two channels; one of them is in the sa'ne general area wherethe intensity VII isoseismal is located. If one superimposes the intensity distributionmap on the hydrogeologic map of Lima, it shows a close correlation with one of thewater channels. The hydrogeolugic map also shows the depth of the water table andsprings in the region. There are a number of springs in the Chorrillos, Barranco, and 

- . . .o 

Flo. 5. Subsidence in the Miraflores District; scale being used shows 35-cm offset.
 
IMiraflores districts. 
 The water table in the Chorrillos and Barranco is shallow;some areas it is less than 10 In deep. 

in 
Farther along the wave-cut terrace, between the Miraflores and San Isidro districts,subsidence of up to 37 cm occurred (see Figures 4 and 5). Some slight damageobserved in brick construction; however, was 

a wood-frame 1-story house, which waslocated at the inner part of the subsidence area,. showed a great deal of deformation.Adjacent to this housge, brick structures sustained slight damage. 

LIMA DISTRICT 
In downtown Limna the MMI rating was VIII. In this part of the city, a number ofadobe and quincha structures sustained severe damage, and reinforced concrete structures were slightly or moderately damagcd. There were a number of reports uf overturned furniture, fallen plaster, and "felt observations" by persons driving autow~obiles. The earthquake wa strongly felt in this localized central area; L~ caused peopleto run out-of-doors~ and frightened everyone in the community. A number of inade
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quately built houses on the banks of the Rimac River suffered moderate damage.
 
The National University of Engineering in Lima sustained moderate damage to brick
 
uid reinforced concrete structures.
 

ATE AND LA MOLINA DIsTRIcrs 

Other suburbs heavily damaged by this earthquake were Ate and La Molina. In 
particular, La MX[olina was damaged the most and was assigned a MZVI rating of LX. 
Persons driving automobiles were disturbed and some panicked. The earthquake 
moved and overturned very heavy furniture, and there was severe damage to a num
ber of well-constructed buildings. 

As can be seen in Figure 4, there is a localized maximum of the intensity rating in 
the Chorrillos and La Molina districts. Other studies of ground amplification (Espinosa 
and Algermissen, 1972; Hays, 1972; Perkins et ai., 1972; Borcherdt et al., 1975) have 
shown, in some cases, a simple correlation between seismic-wave amplification and 
local geology. In particular, Espinosa and Algermissen (1972) have shown for the 
Caracas Valley that the observed amplification could be explained by a horizontal 
layered' model without recourse to hysteretic or dissipative parameters. In that work, 
seismic-wave amplification for shear waves was of the order of 4 to 6 times. A significant 
effort has been directed toward understanding ground-amplification effects in non
disssipa'ive surficial-earth models. Some of the results obtained thus far have shown, 
in the time- or frequency-domain, that surficial-earth layers cause an amplification 
effect when they have a mismatch of the "shear-impedance." This effect increases as 
the shear-impedance mismatch increases, and the layer thickness controls the domi
nant resonant frequency. By shear-impedance mismatch is meant the inequality be
tween two units the value of which is the product of the shear-wave velocity times 
the density of the layers considered (01p, << 022). As the layer thickness increases, 
there is a relative shift of the amplification effect to lower frequencies (Espinosa and 
Algermissen, 1972). 

La Molina district is located in a semi-elliptically shaped alluvial valley, and the 
soils are less competent than in other parts of Lima. They are composed of clays, 
soft clays, and loose sandy soils (Lee and Monge, 1968; A. Martinez, written com
munication, 1975). It is in this area that the intensity increases to IX, which could 
be due to a focusing effect that can cause a concentration of energy and to a con
structile interference of seismic waves caused by the geometry of the valley. 

SAN MARTIN DE PORRAs DisTmcr 

The intensities in other districts in the city were V and VI. A curious effect was 
observed in the San Martin de Porras district, where a number of people reported 
only slight excitement and few ran outdoors. There were cracked windows; small 
objects were moved; buildings trembled; but there was no observed or reported 
damage, even to adobe houses. However, less than 2 km away in a northeast direction, 
there was moderate damage and excitement in the area; the intensity rating was VIII. 

INTENSITY DLSTRIBUTION IN VILLAGES AND COASTAL TOWNS AROUND L A 

Figure 6 indicates the distri-ition of intensities in the coastal area of Peru, to
gether with the epicenter reported by the National Earthquake Information Service 
of the U.S. Geological Survey. The number of intensity obseivations is shown in 
parenthesis after the name of the town, and the average intensity rating is shown in 
roman numerals. A field survey of intensity and damage was undertaken as far north 
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of Lima as Ancon, as far south of Lima as Caflete, and as far east of Lima as Chosica.Information for Chincha, Paracas, and Ica were obtained in Lima from people whoanswered questionnaires and who were in those towns at the time of the earthquake.
The distribution of intensity ratings is variable owing to the sampling procedureand to the local conditions. For example, in San Luis, the intensity rating was VIII.In this town the people were frightened and alarmed; trees were shaken strongly;temporary changes in flow of spring water were reported; and considerable damageto quincha and reinforced concrete structures occurred. A large portion of the town'sadobe houses were devastated. In the outskirts of San Luis, mud spouts and differential

earth movement in cultivated fields due to liquefaction of the soil were reported. 
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Fio. 6. Modified Mercalli Intensity distribution of the October 3, 1974, earthquake, shown
by Roman numerals; number in parentheses indicates the number of observations at each indi.
cated town. Circle with cross is the epicenter location of the October 3, 1974, earthquake.
 

The town of Turin and its surrounding areas, located about 12 km south of the
Chorril.los district, were badly damaged. Between 80 and 90 per cent of the buildings
collapsed or were 
severely damaged. Some reinforced concrete structures in Turin,such as the school buildings sustained severe damage (M. Corazao, written communi
cation, 1976).

South in the town of Cafilete, houses of adobe and quincha construction sustainedserious damage, and a large number of them collapsed. In Cafiete, well-built masonryand reinforced concrete structures were slightly damaged. There was general alarm,however. All the people ran out-of-doors; some people reported difficulty in standing;and a number reported that suspended objects were set in motion. The localized highintensity ratings correlate with features of the local geology and with a high watertable in some cases, such as occurred in the town of San Luis. Slumping was observed 
on the Pan American highway south of Lima on several places. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The October 3, 1974, earthquake presented the opportunity to conduct a field study 
of the distribution of intensity, damage, and strong motion in an area that has sus
tained slight and moderate damage from previous earthquakes. The results obtained 
from this field evaluation of the intenity and strong motions are as follows: 

1. The intensity distribution in metropolitan Lima ranged from a MMI rating of 
V up to IX. 

2. There is a definite correlation of high-intensity ratings with areas that have a 
high water table and springs such as occur in the southern part of Barranco and 
Chorrillos districts.

3. The isoseismal for an intensity VII in the Miraflores end San Isidro districts 
correlates with an area that once contained a large water irrigation channel. 

4. The highest intensity outside Lima was VIII at San Luis, located about 160 km 
from the epicenter. 

5. The general consensus of numerous individuals interviewed in the canvassing 
of Lir a and vicinity is that this earthquake (October 3, 1974) was stronger and that 
the duration of shaking was longer than those of previous earthquakes (1946, 1966, 
1970). 

6. The highest intensity ratiug in Callao was IX at the Navy Yard in La Punta. 
Two other areas experienced an intensity of IX: Chorrillos and La Molina. It was 
reported that intensities are almost always higher in the La Molina district. 

7. The results from the field canvassing conducted just after a destructive earth
quake suggest that it is possible to microzone earthquake effects in a large city in a 
rather short period of time, provided the canvassing is systematic and the collected 
data is obtained homogeneously throughout the area. 

8. The intensity amplification observed in greater Lima and vicinity is attributed 
to the amplification of incident seismic waves by the local surface-soil conditions 
and the depth of the water table. We recommend that detailed studies of some of the 
past destructive Peruvian earthquakes be carried out to properly document the in
tensity and damage distribution in Lima. This data will provide information on the 
dependence of intensity on magnitude and distance. 
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T119EFFECT OF STRESS ON RADON EMANATION FRO" ROCK 

E SER 

R. F. Hlolub and B. T. Brady
 

Abstract 


A uranium bearing granitic rock of known radon emanation has been 


deformed to failure under uniaxial stress. 
 Radon emanation anid micro-

crack activity (eeismicity) were recorded condinuoualj !uriog the test. 


Radon concentration in the closed system was measured hy alpha detector. 


The system vas designed with a large diffusion leak to optimize the 


sensitivity and response time. 
A decrease In emanation vas observed 

during the initial loadirg of the asamplt and is interpreted as 5ssn-


ciated with tha closure of pre-exiating cracks within the rock. At a 


uniaxial stress ecual to approximately one-half the ultimate strength, 


a temporary trrease (302) in the radon emanation is observed that it 


correlated with an increase in seismicity wllth;a 
 tiresample. Wlen the 


stress is removed for several hours, the original emanation is restored. 


Morver, once the specimen failed 
a temporary emanation.incresse of 9OZ 


was observed. 
The emanation then decreased to a level nearly 52 greater 


than the pre-failed specimen emanation. 
 Implications of these 
test 


reaults 
to failure related phenomena such as earthquakes are discussed. 


Radon emanation from rock has been extensively studied from many

different aspects in recent years. 
A comprehensive review of this eub-


,4 

Ject In available from the U. S. Burcau of Mines (Austin and Droullardo 
1978). As a rule. previous studies of radon emanation from rock have 
neglected the Influence of stress on the emaoation process. 
A notable
 

exception Is that of Hewby (1973) who, using a high grade ore rock, in
vetigated the affect of uniaxial stress on the radon emanation co

efficient. 
Emanation coefficient is defined an a 
fraction of radon
 
produced in the specimen that gets out of the specimen. Newby found 

that the application of uniaxial stress resulted in a temporary increase 

(5001) of the pmanation coefficient. 
After a feswdays. the coefficient 

decreased to a vqlue 30% lower ttan the Initial one. He attru-ed the 

lowered rate to time closing of cracks already present within the rock.
 

The stress levels atiained'in Newby's tests apparently were Insuffl

clent to initiate new crack growth within his rock specimens. The
 

temporary Increase was explained as due to the displacement of radon 

from nascent cracks within the rock structure. 

An.area of current active research Is tise monitoring of changes in 

radon concentrationo in swater
veils and shallow dry holes in response
 

to earthquake related processes (Sadovsky at al, 1972; Smith at al.
 

1976; O'Neil, 1977; Noguchi and Wakt:, 1977; LI et al. 1975; King, 1978).
 

Examination of these earthquake related radon investigations clearly
 

implies the addition of further uncertainty, namely, the role of ground
 

water and atr-a. in radon emanation and transport, to the already very
unpredictable phenomenon of radon emanation. The crucial. ad anyet 

unprovc.. st.mption made in these atudies is that water carries any
 
changes in radon emanation which might result from tho failure prepara
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lion= procqas. hdhile no *zhaustive atudie. have been made on the tale 

of qoistura content in radon transport, there is growing evidence that
 

the effect is not very pronounced (Austin and Dcoullard, 1973), except
 

possibly at very low and very high moisture contents in rocks (below
 

51 and above 95Z. in ;elctive humidity itspore spaces respectively).
 

In such cases, there is a dtstinctdecren.:j in emanation coefficient,
 

usually not exceeding 20 - 302. The mechanism suggested for tie role
 

of water in radon transportation Is that at very low moisture content,

• 


there io a film of water which decelerates tilerecoil atoms. When the
 

film is 
absent, the recoil stoms become enmeshed within tile surrounding
 
lattice, thereby lending to a lowerred emanation coefficient Shashkin
 

and Ptutkina 1970). 
 Howeve-, an equally attractive explanation is
 

that In the dry case, there are simply more sites for the radon toms 

to attach to, and thus. lower the emanation coefficient. In the water

saturated case, the decrease may be due to path clogging. However. it
 

ia possible that capillarity and water flow can contribute to offset 


the decrease of radon transport by high water content. 
Then. of course, 

there is the role of stress in radon emanation and in the transport 


processes. These considerations show that 
the problems associated with 


understanding radon emanation and its transport in rock are very complex, 


There are certain characteristics of radon emanation which make euch 


studies attracti-ye. For instance, concentrations of radon can be easily 


detected by radioactive counting; radon is generated from atoms which 


are an Integral part of the rock lattice and. being an inert gas. can 


travel through cracks, either nascent or induced. This provides quanti-


I 

U

cc
00 

tative Information about both the nature of tiles cracks and tile overa1
 

internal structure of the rock.
 

These considerations prompted our investigatfon on tihephysics
 

of radon transport in rock and the effect of non-hydroecatic stresses
 

on time radon emanation coefficient. In this article, we report on tie 

basic characteristics of the effect of uniaxial stress on radon canetion
 

from rock. In addition to monitoring radon emanation end stress, we
 

also determined the effect of stress-induced microcrackir (aeiamicity)
 
on radoni emanation rate and its transport. Wdeahall argue that radonn
 

as an 
indicator of Impending failure (eartlhquakes), must be used with
 

caution and ther only with other independent indicators (e.g.. seiamicity.
ttilt).We shall also point out that the position of the radon detectors
 
relative to timefacet: of an impending failure is crucial in whmether an
 

increase or deerease in radon background eunnat ion rate will be observed 

prior to rupture.
 

Experimental Procedure
 

Unlaxial compression tests were 
conducted using a servo-controlled 

materials-testing-system (iS Systems Corp. V. 
 2.7 X 106 N capacity).
 

Tests were performed under deformation control with a displacement rate
 

of 5.5 X 10 -4 cm/see during each loading and unloading cycle. Acoustic
 

ession resulted from microcracking of the rock sample was detected with 

a Dunernn/Fndevco piezo-electric transducer (hodel 1229) and measured
 

withia Dinegan/Endevco 3000 system that included a log convertor and a
 

IlReferenJce to specific trade names 
is made for information only and
 
does not imply endorsement by the bureau of Hines.
 



react clock. Twv,rock samples were cut and gro.nd to a diameter and 

lemgtb of 4.7 ca and 7.3 ca. 
respectively. A length tolerance across 

any diameter oZ 0.002 cm was maintained. The perpendicular tolerance 


of the end planes to the specimen axis was less then 1.9. The rock 

epecimas are from a Wowing granite Impregnated with secondary (radio-

active)mineralizatfon and were collected early in The1975. cores were 

preserved In a low humidity (D-nver) environment for nearly 2 years.
 

it is v~rtmmally certain, that under these 
condition. (301 humidity) 
theta ia competition for mites betuxen water mlecule, and radon stema 

and whetethe emunton coefficient is practically independent of moiture
 

content (Austin and Droullard. 1978).croustent (Austin anpdodcedby broulAlanrdt.C.19is8).i 
Data pertaining to the complexities of radon measurement for rock 

speimen under pressure are generally not valil ae in the literature. 

spehromeh ar, umdegenerallyenotoatailsbleatiotherliterature. 

Accordingly, we small, describe in detail here our experimental pro-
ndure.and apparatus used In the testing program. Figure I to a ache-

ctadrea e psrentateon of the expermstngt arrangement. The radon circuit 

consists of two basic elements. 1) A cylindrical steel chamber for 


bousing the specimen within the cylinder (excluding the specimen) during 
th e t e s t i s 1 1 7 ml o r the esttottalII s olueor152o thecloed adonsysem.TOf te
1 5 Z o f t he t o t al vo l ume o f t h e cl o sed r sdo n s ys t em.b 

The total volume of the system, including that of the tubing, is ap
(Jsprh .;.Iv4 5)

proximately 760 atft, 2) 
The radon detector was developed by the Bureau
 
of Mines (Droullard, 1976) and consists of a cihamber whose walls are 

covered with a scintillator compound (ZnS). 
 The volume of the chamber 


o 520 al or 68Z of the total system volume. The chamber is attached to 

a photomultiplier supplied with a high voltage source (IIVPS) and a pre-
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amplifier. Thus. any alpha particle arriving into the ne:,sitive loyer 

from the inner volume of the chamber or from a molecule depopited on 
the chamber Walla produces a scintillation which-Ig then counted. This 
condition gives rise to twotpeofiiatosordn 
 omr.
 

type* Of limitations on radon counters. 

First, the radon detecting efficiency will depend on whether the measured 

species Is in the ao phase or deposited on the chamber wall. (plated out).Second, when thle radioactive decay is in the form of radon daughters, 

no sudden decreases can b 
detected in the concentration of radon itself
 

during tileactivity period of tiledaughters. The radon contribution will
 

be obscured (dee curve 1, figure 7). 
 The efficiencv of the detector has
 

been determined experimentally to be approxNately 65Z for the three 

groups Of elpha-particles Produced by Rat IA& and RAC This efficiency was determined under static conditions; that Is, no air flowing
 
dpresture 


g time detector. This io similar to the situation prevailing Ina Lucas flask (Lucas, 1957). The remaining portion of ihe system consists 

of a rotry pump and the tygon plus silicon tube system. The portion
 
between 
 the chamber and the detector has a voltome of 68 ml (9 of the 
tie of 6hl
 

total systen volume); tile syytemthe
remainder of hai & volume of 61e . 
ensure that the detection system is . Independent of tile effect ofr o e r c p s u e a n e x r n l i u d ty i m n s,barometric pressure and external o s d r b e c r e u thumidity chang~es. considerable car, aut
 

be taken to achieve a cloned airtigh t system. To teat our system, we 

applied an overpressre of approuloate:y lmm of mercury for a period of 

one day. No decrease in pressure wa8 observed, Implying the system was
 
airflo
 

velocity of approximately 

0.234 I/mrs. The magnitude of the flow velocity was 
found to have a
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negligible effect on the radon counting efficiency.. When we Increased 

the flow rate of 2.34 &/mn by using a diaphragm pump, only about two 

percent decrease In efficiency was observed. Thia response was found 


to be due to the fact that the efficiency for the R&A and RaC' (which 


Is omeuuhat higher than 2/3 of the total efficiency) dnpends primarily 


on the 
late-out on the detector surfaces. The plate-out depends on 


the number of condensation nuclei per cm, 
the diffusion coefficient, 


turbulence, particle charge, humidity. 
 and the sticking coefficients. 

The time duration of each cycle Is 3.3 minutes (flow rate of 0.234 

&/min), corresponding to approximately IO cycles for a 222Rn &to=. 

The prbhablity of detecting a radon atom decay i 
given approximately 


by the ratio of the sensitive volume of the detector to the total volume 


of the closed system. The probability In our system is 0.3.
 

The counting portion of our system Is schematically shown In figure
 

1. 
Signals fron the detector preamplifier are fed to a linear amplifier.
 

The sign,3l Is then followed by a discriminator that, in turn, driven 
 a
 

cevmter timer and a ratemeter for both,digital and analog output. 
Addi

tional equipment, aide from the high voltage power supply for the detector,
 

includes a chronomete! and a teletype scanner. 
All nuclear Instruments 

eed In our laboratory are standard commercial units. 

Data were recorded with a strip chart recorder (analog output) 

and a serial line pkunter output (digital output). The time duration 

of the counting (10, 30, or 200 minutes) was determined by the desired 

fineness of the response. It is particularly Important to realize that
 

the longer the counting time, the lower the counting error and, therefore, 
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the smoother the response.
 

The duration of the experiment for both specimens reported In 
 this 

article was more than 14 days with continuous recording except when
 

power failed. 
No apparent dependence on barometric pressure was ob

served during this period. It Is important to recognize that a princi

pal advantage of closed detection systems is 
 that small changes be 

measured without resorting to laboratories with completely controlled 

fovIronments. For example, there In extensive evidence In both buildings 

and mines ihowing that the radon emanation coefficient i quite seri. 

tlve to changes in barometric pressure and humidity (Jonassen, 1975; 

Schroeder, Evans, and Eraner, 1966). 
 In these studies, deviations up
 

to several hundred percent have been observed.
 

Date and Data Analysis
 

The overall view of our experimental results Is given In figure
 

4. There i an Indisputable correlation between the applied stress and
 

the changes in the continuously measured radon concentration in the
 

detector. 
There were two samples used In this experiment. Their
 

chracteristics arm given in table I. 
Tiht radon emanation coefficient
 

was determined using the closed can gamma-ray method (Austin and Droullard,
 

1978). 
 The closed can method consists of measuring two activities by
 

means of Mal crystal gma-ray detector, ooaf a sample open to air,
 

the other of a sample closed In a can which prevents radon escape after
 

equilibrium to establfiied. 
The ratio of theza two activities gives
 

the emanation coefficient. 
The data shown in figure 4 were obtained 
using sample . Tie four repeated appliction of stress are lsbeled 

xpel e ou eetdapiain fsrs r mec
 



I to 4. The Interruption in the radon counts per minute line In this 
Table I 

and some other figures are caused by power failures. 

Prior to discussing and analyzing these date In detail several Sample I Sample 2 

theaortical aonJ experimental points should be discussed. First, 
Totalilae ght 222.9 £ 292.1 £ 

aithe- an open or a closed system (see figure 1) can be used to masure 

Lte effect of stress on radon emaiating rock. In order to make an open 
Weight of U 0.242 g 0.0605 

system one simply diconnecta the tubing, shown in figure 1. at an 

appropriate 'ocstom so that fresh air can be constantly pumped into 

Weight of Th 

.22nActivity 

<0.000Sg 

1.81 X lo 5 
pci 

negligible 

4.53 X 104pci 

the crushing chamber which Is then mesurzd in the detector end released 
Emanation 
Coe ficient (2) 35-40Z 30-35Z 

Into the etmosphere. This ts the way Newby (1973) performed his experi

ment. The two disadvantages of any open system aret (1) The system i 

subject to barometric pressure variations; and (2) The system lacks 

sufficient sensitivity to measure low radium concentration rocks. This 

follows because no rqdon build-up i allowed; depending slightly on the 

man radon stay in the detector (say one minute) the closed system can 

be orders of magnitude more sensitive. In a closed system the response 

tim (the time required for a change in radon concentration to be de

tected as a response to a change in radon emanation) is consequently as 

many orders of magnitude longer. Because most rocks contain only trace 

amounts of uranium (and hence radium), the closed system is prefereble 

for rocks other than high grade ores. 

Closed systems, however, have en inherent disadvantage, for example, 

by bulldidg up the radon toncentration fa the specimen chamber they di

minish the radon flux from specimen. Thus, changes in the flux due to 

stre~s leading are made lees easily detectablh. The system used in 
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our study wee airtight. The barometric variations had mo effect on the 
0 
co, 

radon Concentration' even though our system had & designed 952 radon 

leak (@ee curve 2, figure 5). accomplished through'a special silicon 

tubing for a rotary pump. This i due to the fact that radon ta an 

inertial (noble) gas and it penetrates readily through membranes. iis 

Is a wll kmown case, for instance, i helium transport! studies. The 

response tim; was shortened nearly 20 timea with respect to the totally 

before reaching the surface ia instantaneoualy (leat assum it for 

the make of Simplicity) flushed out. The coefficient increases to 

1002 and then decays with the radon half-life (curve 1) until again 

502 is-reached. Second. all time paths leading from radium atoms to 

the surface are Instantaneously and permanently opened while entrapped 

radon remains where it wan; (this unlikely case io discussed acumn for 

closd system. 
With the above considerations, Out may NafelY assume that a leaking 

system is G necessary compromise between a slow end small response radon-

proof closed system and the quick response open system. In the remainder 

of this report, all the air-proof systems will be called closed. Tite 

total air volume is the. iaterstitiel volume in the rock plus the air 

volume of the tubing, detector, .and chamber, 

The nature of radon r9leage from the rock from the point of view 

of two basic responses is shown in fiaure 5. Note that this illustration 

i set a theoretical concept descrihing the mechanism of radon release 
from lattice. Assume a system where there are two Possibilities for 

* 

the sake of simplicity to illustrate the mature of response of radio

active substances). The coefficient grows (curve 2) until it reaches 

100Z  an orainary radon buildup in a closed system. When conditions 

I and 2 both occur at the same time, *hat is aimm both flushing of the 
existing trapped radon aid& subsequent buildup in the detection system 

are taking place sLmultaneouuly. we obtain the sum of both curves (the 

solid curve). 

Closed systems build up t:;e radon concentration approximately 

--.cording to the equationt 

d k(t) -Ag .) 

where 
freshly formed radon atons those which mke it to the surface and those 

which decay in the lattice. Assume tkat we start with a 502 emanation 

coefficient (see figure 5). Shortly before time To an equilibrium is 

reached when 502 of all radon atoms maks it out of the rock and are 

registered in the detector with the given efficiency. At time T o let 

stress be applied for an instant to the sample. Two situations can 

arise. First, the radon gas entrapped in the rock and which decays The 

ii - number of radon stoms 

Rn  radon decay constant (Sec -), 

AR- "itn + Xleek. 
1leak - leak constant (sec ), 

k(t) - radon flux (number of atomsmsec -) 

t - time. 

radon flux. k(t), is a complicated function of time, diffuslen 

constant, permeability, porosity, the dimensions of the sample, and the 
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in figure 8. Curve I I the decay of radon daughter@ plated out in 


the detector. This curve represents the fastest time response to 


an instantaneous removal of radon from the system. 
An identical curve, 

but plotted upaide down, Is the response of the detector to a sudden 

arrival of radon. Curve 2 Ia the decay in the 95Z leaking system. This 

similar to the decay shown In figure 7, where the detector is closed 


off from the pump and the radon source (the rock). Curve 4, the 33 


hours decay from figure 7. t 
replotted In the figure for comparison. 

Curve 3 shows an analogous situation to curve 4, except here the addi-

tional radon slowly being released into the detector comes from the 

application of load rather than from a sudden decrease of the concen-


tration of the radon gas surrounding the rock. Finally. curve 5 i.-


lustrates the decay of pure radon. 


The difference In slopes In figure 6 and halflives In figure 8 


Is not only due to the different leak., but also to the different radon 


fluxes. The fluxes are dependent on the concentration gradients at 


the surface of the rock. 
This can be easily checked, for instance, by 


comparing the slopes in figure 6 with the slopes one should obtain ftom 


radon emanation coefficients (see table 1) measured by the closed can 


method. 


A radon emanating rock has radon concentration on the aurfac of 


the rock equal to zero. Inside the rock the concentration has a certain 


gradient which (at steady state) Is not changing with time. When the 

sample is placed into a closed system, the build-up immediately removes 

the condition that the radon concentration on the surface is zero. This 
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new condition changes the concentration gradient so that the radon
 

flux, k(t), is nov a complicated function of time and, when compared
 

with the 351 - 40Z emanation coefficient given In table 1. we find*a
 

60Z reduction In the slopes In figure 6 in comparison to the slopes
 

corresponding to 35-401 coefficient. In other words it appears an If 

the slopes corresponded only to approximately 14Z emanation coefficient.
 

A similar case was calculated by Clements, 1977. He shows that 

the reduction is due to a radon counterflow, from the apace surrounding 

the rock Into the rock. 
laile In Clement's work this counterflow In
 

convective and described by Darcy's flow, in our cane the counter

flow i 
diffusive and described by Fick's Law. Mathematically, how

ever, these cases are identical. 

With thene preliminary discussions behind us, we are in a position 

to proceed with the analysis of tie data proper. 

It Is possible to estimate, usin the slopes of the peaka in figure 

4, the increase in the "flush" release (or the magnitude of k from equa

tion (2), of radon atoms during the duration of applied stress. In
 

the first peak fsee also figurea 9a and 10), the increase is 30 to 40Z
 

of the slope of the curves I aid 2 in figure 6. while in the case of
 

the last peak (see also figures 9f and 13). the increase is approxi

mately 80Z of the same slope. 
Kote that Newby (1973) observed a load 

induced Increase in radon emanation which was hither than 5001. All 

these increases are described basically by curve I in figure 5. the 

"flushing" or temporary stage. The same comparison can be made for 

the dip in radon activity shown before the first peak in figure 4 (see 
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ala 11gures 9a and 10). The decrease in radon flux ta about 132 
 the complexity of the radon emanation process, that under some cir
when compared to curve 2 in figure 8. cmustances the rajon flux can be diminished in response to applied
 

Figure 9 (a-g) show3 how the measured radon concentrazi-e rem-
 stras, or simply, prior to "aqueezing" (radon) out. there iu "closing
 

ponae can be explained in terms of the diffusion, leaks end decuiy off" of radon patha. An additional pressure was applied, the response
 

described earlier. 
The last four figures 10-13 show correlation of 
 was positive.
 

tie radon measured emanation with "the integrated microcracking ac- A decomposition of the growth and decay ie shown by tite dashed
 

tivity. 
curve in figure 9a. Note that titehalflife Is lower titan 10 hours. 

The analysis of figures 9a - 9g can be simplified by amuming As noted earlier, because the decay is governed by diffusion, it Is 
that the dependence on stress of the growth and decay of the radon 
 possible that small changes in the diffusion coefficient, or pearme

concentration can be approximated by exponential curves (dash. dash-
 ability, occurred during the course of the repeated stress application.
 

dot. and dash-dot-dot) with halflives of approximately 10 hours (see This condition would be reflected in the later experlment (see the
 

also curve 3 In figure 7). Incidentally, Newby (1973) also observed 
 second, third, and fourth peak in figure 8) by the sample exhibiting
 

diffusion delay halflife of about 10 hours. 
Note that in the ceses 
 a slower diffusion rate.
 

In figure 9. the reaponse is time-dependent, although with the addi-
 Figure 9b shows that on timefollowing day the radon concentration
 

tional complications discussed earlier. The reasonable fit with the returned to its original value - an Indication that no additional 

data indicate we are Justified in using the above simplifying as-
 patile to radium stoms were opened. When titeload was re-applied at
 

semption. 

about midday for about 5 hours, a notable increase took place closer to 

The radon concentration in figure 9a (dated Feb. 23, 1977) is 
 the end of the loading period. The next day (figure 9c) show. a similar
 

remarkable in showing that after applying the stress there was a 
 behavior, and even though there was an increase related to loading, at
 

decrease in rad.ii concentratiot (the standard deviation for a 10 
 the end of time loading period there was an additional increase. The 

minute count Is shown for comparison). The temporary decrease may decomposition, in all cases, is done *alth 10 hours halflife. 
It Is
 

be due to closure of radon pathways by applied stress as was first 
 difficult to make any firm conclusion, except that these radon 
concen

suggested by Newby (1973). 
 However, hewby's results were obtained 
 tration changes are related to closing and openinc cracks in response
 

after "flushing" (curve 1, figure 4) rather than prior to "flushing" 
 to applied stress. It should be noted that in all 
these cases the
 

am it i the case in figure 9a. It is safe to say. with respect to 
 original value of the radon concentration was restored after the load
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was removed. This is in contrast to Newby's (1973) finding where, 

after the 5002 temporary increase In radon co-efficient. the steady 


state radon coefficient decreased by 302 from pre-load value with the 


load on. The possible explanation Is that at our lower concentration 

changes, ti relative decrease in radon concentration changes, the 

relative decrease in radon concentration could not be observed.
 

All of the save phenomena can he described as the flushing
p ofNewbe
stafe a ovInthe ncame describedeasr te f i 


stags ad, as in the case of Neby.a (1973) easurements, a partial 

and rcletively low closing of some paths. It is only in the figures 

9f and 9g where there is elso a permanent opening of new paths re

corded as evidenced by the higher steady state radon emanation. The 

reason for the permanent openings to apparen t; increased surface area 


due to the development of microcracks within the rock structure. 

dot curve) and the total (dash curve) in figures 9f and 9g is accom

plished in the usual manner. The permanent increase of the emanation 

coefficient after the steady state was reached for the crushed rock 

system was approximately 52. 

The relationships between the strss (dashed line), aeismicity 

(full line) and radon concentration (histogram above, full line) are 

sbown in figures 10 to 13. Note the improvement of the standard de

counts of 10 minutes duration are replaced by 30 minute
vietion if 

ones. 

In figure 13 the response is unmistakably related to seismicity.
 

The crushing of the sample, represented when the sample entered a
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post-failure state (decrease in stream at fixed displacement rate),
 

resulted in orders of magnitude increased microcracking activity
 

(seismicity) and massive radon release. Once the seismicity declined
 

(full curve), the increase in radon release slowed down. 

Discussion and Conclusions
 

picture which emerges from theme data Is that complicated
 

changes within the rock sample occur in response to applied stress.
 

The role of creep, for instance, can easily explain the difference
 

In behavior between the first and following peaks In figure A. It
 

is apparent that long before the sample enters a post-failure state, 
teeaeirvril lagaad scakidcdcag.o
 

ter e a y t i ify i vIn e r
i blemo te s say radn ra g h rg o k
 

permeability thsat'modify the way radon to travetling through the roIt.
 

The apparent most striking difference between our findings and
 

hose of Newby (1973) Is that the increase in the emanation coeffI

:ient in thte case of Newby was, nearly an order of magnitude higher. 
:
 

It would require detailed knowledge of Newby's experimental arrange

lent as well as sit exact time-dependent calculation of the radon 

emanation process In our tests in order to uniquely deternine why 

the radon increases In his experiment so much higher than ours. liov

ever, we believe the disagreement Is only apparent. For example. the
 

net result must be substantial lowering of the radon flux In comparison
 

to no counterflow case. In addition, the rock samples used in hewby's
 

tests were high grade uranium ore whereas our samples were a granite
 

impregnated with secondary mineralization with probably an order of
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magnitude lower uranium concentration. 
That Is, the radon atom in 

our specimens Yre enmeshed in a more compact crystallographic struc-

ture and are probably held In position or, at least, have to travel 

much farther and possibly slover through the interstitial apace to 

deliver the same amount of radon to outside the specimen. It appears 

that small interferences with the lattice. radon concentraticn, sub-

sequent gradient changes and numerous other parameters, such as our-

face porosity (as opposed to tie deeper porosity) seem to have effect 

on radon emanation. Three conclusions can be drawn from this study. 

First, closure of nascent cracks by small increases in compressive 


stress con significantly decrease the radon emanation coefficient 


(13Z). Second, the radon emanation vill increase once the applied 


stress is sufficient to initiate crack growth within the rock etrue-. 


ture. Third, when the mthod of a and xmesuresenta are used quan-

titatively, it should be possible to distinguish exactly the amount 

of radon that does not emanate from the rock structure and, in per-

ticular, how much radon is "permanently" entrapped vithin the sample. 

Thus, it should be posuible to use radon emanation as a probe of the 

internal structure, such as microcrack distribution and surface vs. 

Internal porosity of rock masses. 

Our experimental results have Implications for the use of radon 

as a precursor of imminent failures, such as earthquakes. Clearly 

the stress state in the Immediate vicinity of radon source (well) 

is critical In determining whether an increase or a decrease is ob

served in the radon emanation coefficient. 
Based on our test results,
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we anticipate that the emanation coefficient will decrease with any
 

Increase in the far-field stresses, such as might occur Just prior
 

to the mainsiock (Brady. 1976) if the local stresas are insufficient
 

to initiate microcrocking. 
Similarly, the emanation coefficient should 

increase if these stress changes can initiate microcracking in tite 

vicinity of the well-bore. Radon emanation prior to seisic activity 

(SultansodJsev. et al., 
19761 O'Neill, 1976). 
 Also, a most unusual
 

feature of the above studies is the vast distances (400 km to a0o km 
from events) from the epicenters that these phenomena are occurring. 

These observations are certainly consiatent with our observation 

that small cianges in applied stress can produce significant changes 

In the radon emanationm coefficient. Iowever, based on our studies
 

and experience, the use of radon or any other radioactive Can an a
 

predictor of imminent failure must be used with caution. 
There are
 

simply too many parameters vhich affect emanation talea, aside from 

stress, that can produce apparent anomalies which could be incorrectly 

Identified as marbingera of imminent failure. 
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Figure Captions 


1. 	 Schematic view of the experimental setup. The total air volume. 

excluding specimen, of the system ia about 750 ml. The detector 

volume Is approximately 520 at (68%). 


2. 	Schematic of the crushing chamber. The chamber air volume around 

tie rock Is approximately 119 al. 


3. 	Further details of the crushing chamber. 


4. 	Overall view of the data for sample 1. Note that the first three 

pressure applications did not result in a noticeable permanent change
In the emanation. 


5. 	Illustration of the "flushing" and "newly opened paths" parts of
the 	system response to pressure applied at time T
o .  


6. 	Experimentally determined radon concentration rise. when the sample

is put into the system. Curve 2 corresponds to the system with95Z leak (mostly through the silicon tubing). This system was used 
to sks the measurements. Other curves (3 and 4) are for sample 2. 
Curve 1 is for sample I with a much asmaller leak. 

7. 	This curve is an extension of the experimentally determined curve 

2 from figure 6. At k - 0 an air pump was shut off and the radon 

in the detector, after Isolating it from the rest of the system, 

was 	 allowed to decay and leak (251). when tire detector was opened 
and the pump switched on. the 	build-up of radon was decaying--
diffusion slowed--with halflife 33 hours. 
 Note that no new paths

were generated In this experimnt. 


8. 	 Overall view of various experimentally measured decays (curve 1. 
radon daughters; curve 5. radon) and diffusion slowed decays
 
(curves 2 and 3).
 

9. 	Summary view of test results. Upward arrows indicate the beginning'
and end of stress loading. The occasional interruptions of the ex
perimental lines were caused by power failures. 

a) 	A detailed view of the first peak frou figure 4. 
The dashed 
line ts calculated on the assumption that there is a lO-hour 
halflife In the build-up and the diffusion delayed decay. 

b) 	A detailed view-of the second peak. The daohed-dot line Is
 
for 10-hour halflife.
 

) A detailed view of decomposition of the third peak. The dash
dot-dot line, when added to the dashed line, gives the total 
observed *ctivity. 

d) and a) A detailed view of the restoration of the original
 
level of activity.
 

f) A detailed view of the last 
peak from figure 4. The slow
 
radioactive growth owing to the opening of new patio Is
 
given by the dash-dot-dot curve. ITe "flush" Crowthi aod 

decay Is given by the dash-dot curve. The total is r.iven
 
as the dashed curve. 

g) A continuation of the previous day. A permanent increase
 
above the non-ptressed level can be seen.
 

10. Complete load (dashed line). 
seiemic (full line). and conc.ntra-.
 
ties (full line histogra) data are given for the first peak.
The 	standard deviations for 10 and 30 minute counts are also given. 

11. Complete load (dashsed line), seismic (full line) and concentra
tion (full line histogram) data are shown for the second peak.

Note tl~eIncrease clearly takes place at the end of tie loading
 

perio d.
 

12. A complete load (dashed line), seismic (full line) and concentra
tion (full line histogram) data are shownufr the third peak. 
Note that after the load application there w.s a delay of about 

20 minutes before an incresce took place. A second Increase0 	 ne s o tokn eplace A se od period.
 
appeaT to take place after the termination oi tha loading period.

13. A complete load (dashed line), seismic (full line), and 	 radon 
concentration (full line histogram) data for the-fourth peak
 
are shown. Thse high seismicity seems to account for this strongsie orreaion be ismicity s n ron tinpositive correlation between tha seismicity and radon emanation
ecoefficient. The sample was crushed into several pieces after
 

tfis load was applied. 
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Conference Report: Toward Earthquake
 
Prediction on the Global Scale 

'From a practical standpoint, the 
prediction of... great earthquakes 
is at present the only way to avoid 
repetition of some of the terrible 
calamities of the past few hundred 
years.' 	(Sykes, 1976) 

Only 10 years ago, most U.S. 
seismologists would have attributed t 

":-,,'."the dark arts any claim that eartht dra ayl taeh 
quakes would be predictable. Yet at 
that vefy time the radical theory of 
global tectonics was being firmly 

estabjished. Today, seismnologistsrecognize numerous physical precur-
sors to earthquakes. Earthquake pre-
diction research is respectable in the 

~ ~ 	 .A valid earthquake prediction 
specifies location, time of occurrence, 
size, and probability. Successful pre-
diction of large earthquakes can leadto geatredutiosinecoomicand 
to getreductions in economic and 
life' losses; to increased safety and 
efficiency in critical facilities such as 

r 	 nuclear reactors, power grid control 
centers, and dams; and to the return 
of a populace to normal living patterns 
following a damaging earthquake.

During 	the preparation phases of
great eirthquakes, major chngr- inL 	 chi -. ft-

the associated regional stress fields 

This meeting report was prepared by
William Spence (meeting convenor) and L. 

Entrance to Lawrence C. Phipps C. Pakiser. both at the U.S. Geological
Memorial Conference Center, Univer- Survey Office of Earthquake Studies, 

'ty of Denver. Denver, Colorado 8025. 

appa-ently occur. These stress 
changes result in a a t of physical pre
cursors to impending great earth
quakes; some of t1bese precursors are 
observable in the far field. Thus 
seismologists have the opportunity to 
use remote seismograph networks to 
monitor earthquake z'nes for possible
earthquake precursors. In this way, 
regions can be identified for intensive 
local investigation, and this can lead to 
improved and rapidly accrued infor

great earthquakes. This information 

should 	 prove valuable for our ownnational effort in earth uake redic
tion 

scientiic establishment. Gooia bty eoscietifc etablshmnt.On Septe r 22-24, 1976, t .S 
Geological S6 ice ofEarthquake Studies held a spf.cial 
conference to explore present ard 
future research in global seisriology, 
emphasizing global prediction of large 
earthquakes. The conference, 'Global 
Aspects of Earthquake-F azard 
Reduction,' was held in the University 
of Denver's Lawrence C. Phipps 
Memorial Conference Center, where 

)2 participants from 11 institutions 
d-.iscus and 
tioras at hand. 

Highlights 

From the large amount of informa
tion exchanged, certain themes pre
dominated. 
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1. Temporal patterns of seismicity 
(and aseismicity) exist on a global 
scale, on a regional scale, and on • 
-dscale. Certain of these seismicity 
ums precede the occurrence of 

•ge earthquakes. The systematic 
location of worldwide earthquakes by 
the USGS National Earthquake Infor-
mation Service provides a data base 
for monitoring zones of possible great 
earthquakes for precursory seismicity 
patterns. 

2. The detection of P wave 
velocity variations precursory to a 
large earthquake is a complex and 
difficult task. Related practical prob-
lems, coupled with the poor under-
standing of the origin of these velocity 
variations, make this highly tovted 
precursor far less useable than it was 
fcrmerly thought. to be. 

3. Wave forms that originate from 
small to moderate earthquakes occur-
ring in the region of a forthcoming 
great earthquake may change their 
character in relation to the evolving 
regional stress conditions. The new 
digital recording broadband 
seismograph systems now being in-
stalled by the USGS may permit 
monitoring of suspect seismic zones 
-'- detection of prognostic wave form 

ges as a large stress regime 
.oaches failure. 

Since this meeting, studies of 
seismicity patterns and the rupture 
dynamics of large earthquakes have 
been numerous. It is becoming 
increasingly clear that a definite 
reduction of low to intermediate mag-
nitude earthquake activity occurs in 
what will be the aftershock zone of a 
large earthquake. At the same time 
there is often a small burst of activity 
near the hypocenter of the forthcom-
lag large earthquake, which is then 
also followed by relative quiescence. 
These observations are consistent 
with the inclusion theory of earth-
quake occurrence [Brady, 19761. 
Large earthquakes generally appear 
to be multiple-rupture phenomena, 
where the original failure nucleus 

Stress Drop 

and Earthquake Size 

Appropriately, the conference 
began with discussions of the 
character of great earthquakes and 
quickly led into the nature of the 
rc'ated stress fields. Hiroo Kanamori 
(California Institute of Technology) 
began by emphasizing the difficulty of 
defining what a 'great' earthquake is. 
Conventional magnitude scales often 
lead to underestimation of inherent 
earthquake size, because the dimen-
sions of large earthquakes often 
exceed the specific wavel.,ngths used 
to determine magnitude. Thus body 
wave magnitudes (md, which are 
determined from Pwaves of about 1-s 
period, seldom exceed about 6.8, and 
20-s surface wave magnitudes (M) 
never exceed about 8.6. Kanamori 
suggested that if a single parameter 
were to be used, then seismic moment 
would be a better measure of earth-
quake size. He compared the shallow 
Solomon Islands earthquake of Febru-
ary 1, 1974, with the disastrous 
shallow Chinese earthquake of July 
27, 1976. The first event, with an Ms 
of 7.1, actually had a larger moment 
than the second event, which had an 
Ms of 8.0. 

One of the most interesting topics 
discussed by Kanamori was that of 
'silent earthquakes'-low stress drop 
events with little seismic wave excita-
tion in conventional frequency bands, 
but nevertheless having large 
moments. As an example he men-
tioned the tsunami-producing Kurile 
Islands event of June 10, 1975, which 
had a body wave magnitude of 5.2 but 
was accompanied by large 200-s Airy 
phases. The 1896 Sanriku earthquake, 
which generated a great tsunami, had 
an M s of only 71/2. He said that the 
present tsunami warning system, 
which is based on M s alone, is 'very 
dangerous.' Kanamori suggested that 
one practical tsunami warning system 
would use quick recovery of 100-s sur-

dynamically ruptures into neighboring "network. D5ata on seismic moment 
stress concentrations. This process have also provided evidence that in 
continues until the regional stress the Kurile and Hokkaido Islands 
field can no longer sustain crack region about 70% of the motion 
growth. The multiple-rupture iuired by plate tectonics occurs as 
phenomenon may complicate the &:;smicslip. 
placement of an upper magnitude Charles Archambeau (Cooperative

,d in an earthquake prediction. Institute for Research in Environmen, 

face wave magnitudes from a special ,-.hold up slippage on a fault until 

tal Sciences (CIRES), University of 
Colorado/NOAA) described studies of 
variations of the ratio of mb to M5 in 
the Kurile-Kamchatka and Alaska-
Aleutian regions. These data are 
interpreted with a model of the earth
quake source that expards with a 
specified rupture velocity and is 
analogous to a generalized phase 
change. Synthetic seismograms can be 
.omputed from such a model with 
depth, stress drop, and source geome
try as variables. Families of curves of 
mb versus M, based on these syn
thetic seismograms, lead to estimates 
of spatial variations of absolute stress 
within a region. For the Kurile-
Kamchatka and Alaska-Aleutian data, 
inferred total stresses scatter be
tween 10 and 1000 bars, the larger 
variability and higher stresses 
appearing more often for the smaller 
magnitude oarthquakes. 

Archambeau's mb versus M s data 
indicate high stresses in one of the 
seismic gaps of the Aleutians and a 
decrease of stress level after the 
occurrence of the large 1973 Hokkaido 
earthquake. Kanamori thought that 
differences in m/Ms were also caused 
by stress heterogeneities in the source 
regions. The smaller magnitude 
events characterized by high mi/Ms 
ratios may reflect the higher stress 
concentrations within possibly 'locked' 
areas of faults, whereas low mW/Ms 
values could be associated with large 
multiple-rupture earthquakes. Some 
participants advocated the concept of 
'asperities' in fault zones as the points 
of nucleation of earthquakes and as 
points at which additional bursts of 
energy are released in large earth
quakes. Don Anderson (California In
stitute of Technology) sees several 
mechanisms by which effective 
asperities can be created on fault sur
faces. For example, change in pore 
fluid pressure along the fault surface 
or changes in the orientation of fault 
surfaces could result in local regions of 
reldively high strength that would 

catastrophic failure occurs. 
There was -onsiderable discussion 

on possible reconciliation of these 
results on stress drop with laboratory 
studies and other seismic studies. 
Bryan Isacks (Cornell) noted that the 
high stress drop (-I kbar) thought-to 
be associated with the failure of 
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asperities would lead to anomalously 
high accelerations on the ground sur-
face. For example, the widely used 
source model of James Brune predicts 
ground accelerations from a 1-kbar 
stress drop an order of magnitude 
higher than accelerations heretofore 
observed on strong motion records. 
The consensus was that the 1-kbar 
stress drop associated with the failure 
of an asperity would occur over a 
rmall part of a fault surface and that 
the average stress drop of a large 
earthquake could be much lower, 
resulting in lower ground accelera
tions. Thus an earthquake rupture 
may nucleate in regions of high stress 

and dynamically rupture into regions 
of lower stress. 

For shallow earthquakes whose 
fault dimensions could be determined, 
Kanamori noted that most have an 
average -Atress drop of about 30 bars, 
as shown in Figure 1. Comparable 
stress drops are calculated for rock 
bursts in South African gold mines. 
Max Wyss (CIRES) noted that stress 
drops in intermediate- to deep-focus 
earthquakes are of the order of 10 
bars. These observations, if substanti-

have more detailed studies,ated by 
important implications for the physi-
cal changes involved during the earth-
quake prepalation and rupture pro-
cesses. 


Donald Helmberger (California In-
stitute of Technology) showed how 
wave form modeling can be used to 
infer properties at nn earthquake 
source. The initial fazt rise and then 
slower falloff soure function deter-
mined in this way for the 1968 Bor-
rego Mountain earthquake was sup-
ported by strong motion recordings 
taken at an epicentral distance of 60 
kin. This wave form suggests a possi-
ble initial rupture at high stress which 
then propagates into a region of lower 
stress. Thus it is again concluded that 
mapping variations irthe source wve 
forms may reveal important features 
of spatial variations of stress. This 
technique also yields a good estimate 

- of source depth, because the waves 
reflected from the surface are impor-
tant in the teleseismic wave forms, 
Helmberger pointed out that higher 
frequencies are efficiently removed 
from teleseismic signals by anelastic 
attenuation so that very high stress 
drops may be difficult to detect with 
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teleseismic data. He proposed the de-
ployment of digital strong motion 
seismographs in the aftershock zones 
of great earthquakes to gather data on 
stress drops associated with M !a 6-7 
aftershocks of these earthquakes. 

Many conference participants called 
for additional research at both the 
very high and the very low frequency 
end of the seismic spectrum. 
Kanamori thought that very high 
peak 'frequency foreshocks to major 
earthquakes might be detectable with 
instruments sensitive to frequencies 
of 100 Hz and higher. At low frequen-
cies (periods longer than 550 s), 
accelerated creep or some other pre-
paratory process might be detectable 
prior to great earthquakes. Jon Peter-
son (USGS) gave a briefing og. the 
new U.S. Geological Survey S)smic 
Research Observatory (SRO) data 
acquisition syste'ii'. These 
seismograph systems are cpable of 
recording from very short to tidal 
periods. They have a dynamic range of 
120 dB,much superior to the analog 
records of the Worldwide Standar-
dized Seismograph Network 
(WWSSN) but still inRufficient to 

record the full range of seismic 
motions between microseismic noise at 
a quiet site and the teleseismic ground 
motion of great earthquakes. Pres
ently under discussion is a modifica
tion of a minimum of 20 WWSSN 
seismographs so that they record 
digitally also. Shelton Alexander 
(Pennsylvania State University) 
foresees major gains from the new 
SRO systems because they will 
greatly increase our ability to 
measure source parameters and 
transmission path effects. He foresees 
the application of pattern recognition 
methods to the comparison of the 
seismic signatures of different 
sources. Such methods may also be 
useful in studying temporal variations 
of stress in given source regions. 

Space-Time 
Seismiity Patterns 

A second part of this conference 
concerned earthquake space-time re
lations. Jack Healy (USGS) aug
gested that unusual seismic patterns 
could be foreshocks in a generalized 
sense and that searching for such pat
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terns could be a productive research 
area. He felt that foreshocks may
have wave form or spectral properties 
that distinguish them from other 
earthquakes and that searching for 
such properties could result in useful 
predictive tools. John Kelleher (Nuc-
lear Regulatory Commission) dealt 
with suggestive correlations between 
sube-uctin of topographically varied 
sea floor and the mode of release of 
seismic energy along subduction 
zones. He found that if the inner wall 
of an island arc trenth has a series of 
rugged and broken ridges, scarps, and 
terraces, then this zone is a likely 
source area for large tsunami-produc-
ing earthquakes that have maximum 
rupture lengths of about 150 km. Con-
versely, if the inner wall has long and 
relatively unbroken ridges, scarps, 
and terraces, then this zone is a likely 
sour"e region for great earthquakes 
that have rupture lengths greater 
than 150 km. 

Moreover, the rupture xones of 
major earthquakcs (Ms > 7.7) at sub-
duction zones appear not to overhp 
but systematically fill each arc seg-
ment. This process is related to the 
overall relative plate motions and 
leads to the formation of seismic gaps 
(Figure 2). These gaps have a high 
degree of earthquake expectancy (at 
least seven recognized and published 
gaps have been filled by large earth-
quakes), and the detailed low-sag-

on
nitude seismicity occurring in and 

the periphery of gaps may provide 
clues as to when the gap-filling earth-
quake will occur. George Plafker 
(USGS) discussed geologic studies 
showing that some sections of 
Alaska's Denali Faiilt have not had 
major slippage in the last 1500 yr,
although long-term displacement 
across the fault zone is thought to 
average 1cm/yr. These sections of the 
fault would seem to be likely sources 
of future great earthquakes. 

William Spence (USGS) described a" 
detailed study of the space-time 
character of the aftershocks of the 
196,5 Rat Islands earthquake. These 
aftershocks were relocated to com 
pensate for location bias introduced b3 
the high P wave velocities in the de. 
scending slab. Walter Elsasser's 
model of Newtordm (linear) stress 
propagation in an elastic plate overly-
ing a viscous half-space was used to 
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explain the observed relation of the 
stress release of the main event to the 
locations and focal mechanisms of 
many of the large 'aftershocks.' This 
interpretation of the observed definite 
space-time-focal mechanism sequence 
requires that following the main 
shock, in addition to the rebound of 
the island arc, a compressive strain 
pulse slowly diffused down the oceanic 
plate and an extensional pulse moved 
oceanward in the oceanic plate. The 
velocities of these strain pulses 
(actual plate motions) indicate an 
effective mantle viscosity of 6.0 x 10"9 
poise. Earthquake period-cities and 
migration patterns, particularly those 
described by K. Mogi, were discussed. 
Anderson noted that this simple model 
of linear mantle viscosity is consistent 
with many of the observed 'velocities' 
of earthquake migration. Yan Kagan 
(University of California at Los 
Angeles) described a zmethod of 
statistically modeling earthquake 
sequences. He used the Duda world 
catalog and California catalogs and 
concluded that the largest aftershocks 
occur soonest and that large 
aftershocks migrate with velocities of 
the order of kilometers per day. His 
method may be useful in statistically 
testing claimed observations of earth-
quake migration or earthquake 
periodicity. 

Animated discussion arose from 
talks by Michael Chinnery 
(Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology) and Brian Brady (U.S. 
Bureau of Mines) on correlations be-
tween earthquake occurrences and 
changes in the length of day (LOD). 
Chinnery's data consisted of earth-
quake time series constructed by 
making regional and global counts per 
unit time for earthquakes whose mag-
nitudes were greater than a chosen 
threshold. He demonstrated striking 
correlations of activity between 
widely separated geographic regions 
and numerous correlations between 
shallow earthquake activity of one 
region with deep-focus activity in 
another region. The implication drawn 
was that there exists an unidentified 
global mechanism of earthquake (or 
stress) generation capable of rapid 
long-distance energy transfer. 
However, most of Chinnery's pres-
entation dealt with correlations of 
global seismicity with changes in the 

LOD. He showed apparent cerrela-
tions of peaks in earthquake activity 
with peaks in LOD changes, after 
removal of seasonal effects. A search 
for periodicities in the earthquake 
catalogs using maximum entropy 
spectral techniques gave rise to a 
strong peak at a 235-day period based 
on worldwide data. No explanation is 
readily available for this pehnomenon; 
it may be due to a beat frequency be-
tween other obviously periodic obser-
vations, such as the 40-yr peak. A 
major portion of Brady's presentation 
also dealt with long-term correlations 
of earthquake activity with changes in 
LO.,.He feels that the great energy 
requLred by the inclusion model of 
earthquake occurrence implies that 
the preparation phases of large 
crustal earthquakes will cause stress 
changes at far greater distances from 
the eventual rupture surfaces than is 
generally accepted. Brady calculates 
that such stress changes can naturally 
involve the viscous upper mantle and 
that therefore upper mantle rheology 
can be a significant factor in the 
earthquake preparation process. He 
argued that these tectonic processes 
could provide the energy for changes 
in the LOD and for the excitation of 
the Chandler Wobble. Anderson also 
believes that great earthquakes may 
be correlated with excitation of the 
Chandler Wobble and LOD changes 
but noted that establishing cause or 
effect is the subject of heated debate, 

" 

Failure Theory and 

Some Seismic Precursor 


Another primary theme addressed 
the physical basis of earthquake 
occurrence apd the success of using 
seismic precursors in the prediction of 
earthquakes. Barry Raleigh (USGS) 
noted that although many tantalizing 
observations of earthquake pre-
monitory phenomena have been made, 
we seem to be further from under-
standing them than we thouglt we 
were a few years ago. lJ.roposed 

'that precursory fault slip is necessary 
to generate the instability that culmi-
nates in an earthquake; perhaps 
dehydration or other thermally acti-
vated processes provide the mechan-
ism for the instability. Brad r 
ented a model for earthqua e-occur-
rence. Re began with a discussion of 

microscale characteristics of rod
 
failure and a discussion of the energy
 
required to break molecular bonds. He
 
argued that initial cracks (due to ten
sile failure) are oriented parallel to
 
the direction of miazimum principal
 
stress and that the initial dilatant
 
volume consists of such cracks. His
 
model then calls for crack coalescence
 
and a localized crack concentration.
 
This localized soft zone, the 'inclusion
 
zone,' leads to higher stresses in the
 
stiffer adjacent region and causes a
 
90* rotation of the local direction of
 
maximum principal stress. A repeti
tion of this process leads to conditions
 
that power a jerky crack growth
 
(mtltiple rupture). Brady suggested
 
that this process is scale invariant and
 
showed precursor time versus fault
 
length data that plot linearly (Figu

3) from the scales of laborator
 
failure and mine rock bursts to t
 
scale of major earthquakes. The
 
data lead to the important implicati
 
that the physical basis for earthqua e
 
occurrence may be very similar to e
 
mechanics of rock failure in mines r
 
in the laboratory. He calculzte a
 
seismic effi-iency factor of 0.5%, most
 
energy being used to power crack
 
growth or dissipated in frictional pro
ceases. Wyss recommended more
 
extensive study of precursors to rock
 
bursts in mines to bridge the gap be
tween laboratory studies of hand
 
specimens and teleseismic study of
 
great earthquakes.
 

The Palmdale bulge v as briefly 
considered. Raleigh reported that the 
region affected by the uplift has been 
found to be considerably larger than 
had at first been realized, extending 
nearly to the Imperial Valley. 
Moreover, triangulation data, 
obtained independently of the level 
lines, showed anomalous behavior at 
the time the uplift occurred. He noted 
that Wayne Thatcher has had con
siderable success at explaining the 
apparently complex spatial and tem
poral pattern of the uplift in terms of a 
simple model of a creep zone propa
gating upward along the San Fer
nando thrust fault prior to the 1971 
San Fernando earthquake. Brady 
observed distinctive seismicity pat
terns here, occurring in the early 
1960's, that are consistent with his 
inclusion model and. thus indepen
dently tied the Palmdale bulge to the 
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time interval between the initiation of the process that leads to the occurrence of 
the failure and the actual occurrence of the failure; L refers to an average linear 
dimen-sicn of the afterhcck region produced by the failure, 

same stress anomaly that produced results are listed below. (None refers 
the San Fernando earthquake. to observations for which no data on 
Plafker noted that Alaskan geodetic the error bound were available.) 
studies have shown a long-term Number of 
decrease in the rate of uplift of marine SIN Studies 
terraces in the Montague Island 

region prior to the 1964 Alaska earth- <1 5 
quake. 1 7 

William Ellworth (USGS) brought 2 0 /WilimEleorhCUG) rugt >2 2 
to the group's attention that there gre one 13 ' 

now 37 published studies on V resid-
ual and 'V,V variations reported to According to Ellsworth, it is signifi-
precede shallow earthquakes. Each cant that the 'best' studies reported in 
study was characterized by Ellsworth the literature observe little or no 
with a given signal-to-noise ratio variations in P wave delays or VI V, 
(SIN) based on the magnitude of the ratios prior to earthqupkes. 
anomaly and the error bound within Wyss and Robert Engdahl (CIRES) 
which the anomaly developed. The discussed use of P wave delays to 

detect :,,Awibe dilatant zones and
 
showed 1,.Xat cnomalous ray paths, due
 
to lateral variations in earth struc
ture, create considerable problems. 

They suggested that some of this
 
difficulty can be lIsened by primarily

using earthquakes that have focal 
depths of at least 500 km. It is 

apparent, on the basis of discussion
 
during and following these presenta
tions, that P wave delay data require
 
considerable care to extract meaning
ful information. Wyss proposed that

because the existing worldwide
 
seismic network lacks density, a
 
mobile array of compatible instrumen

say, rix in number, be made 
available to monitor local Vt time
 
histories in zones that are thought to
 
be due for major earthquakes.


Engdahl discussed Aleutian P wave 

delay data from deep Tonga earth
quakes, obtaired by asing the wave
 
correlation method, and showed con
vincingly that this method produces
tight bounds on P wave delay varia

tions for station separations less than 

100 km. His primary conclusion was 
that the scatter in relative residuals 

between more widely separated
 
Alaskan-Aleutian stations arises from
 
lateral variations in earth structure
 
along the ray paths.
 

Techniques for determining local
 
structure and possible time-dependent
 
velocity anomalies were presented by
Ellsworth, Helimberger, and Bruce 

Julian (USGS). Ellsworth used P
 
wave delays with the inverse tech
nique of Keiiti Aki to determine the
 
best upper mantle velocity structure
 
in the regions of 'Hawaii and Lake
 

Oroville. In each example, local earth
quake data were used to predetermine
 
local crustal structure. He found that
 
relative P wave residuals prior to the
 
Ms - 7.2, November 1975 Hawaiian
 
earthquake, which were corrected for
 
local structure effects, could not
 
resolve perceptible V. anomalies dur

,4ng the 5 yr preceding the event. 
Helmberger found unusual crust and 
upper mantle structure in the Puget 
Sound region, including a low-velocity 
zone at depths of about 40-00 km, as 
indicated by analysis of the 
teleseismic wzve forms of the Puget 
Sound earthquakes as well as by 
analysis of body wave signals from 
distant earthquakes. Julian 'proposed 
use of surface waves to monitor 
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velocity changes beneath a 
seismometer array as an alternative 
to use of local or teleseismic travel 
time variations to detect possible pre-
cursory velocity anomalies in the 
crust. Such a technique 'would not 
depend on the occurrence of local 
seismicity and would be relatively 
insensitive to subcrustal velocity 
changes or to lateral velocity varia-
tions. Kanamori said that he had tried 
this method for southern California, 
but the effects of structural 
heterogeneity and multimode con-
Lamination must be considered before 
this method is applied, 

An important consensus from thisconference is that a prediction 
program based solely on detecting 
velocity anomalies may be premature 
and should be approached cautiously 
until earth structure effects can be 
mar- 1tuiy accouri:.d for and until 
more reliable and accurate models of 
the earthquake preparation process 
are advanced or existing ones under-
stood. 

Conclusion 

The conference was concluded by
recapping the principal results, outlin-

ing some new areas for research, dis-
cussing the requirements for a new 
generation of seismic instrumentation, 
and noting how existing data handling
procedures could be improved. Discus-
sion was guided through a panel con-
saisting of L. C. Pakiser (moderator) 
Anderson. Engdahl, Healy, and 
Kanamori. Many specific suggestions 
were given to assist the National 
Earthquake Information Service in 
improving its service to the 
seismological community. 

The conference participants 
generally felt stimulated by the 
breadth and candor that pervaded 

these sessions. The authors of thisreport thank these participants for 
permission to summarize their com-
ments. 
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Abstract - The earthquakes of central coastal Peru occur principally in two distinct zones of
shallow earthquake activity that are inland of and parallel to the axis of the Peru Trench. The interface-thrust (IT) zone includes the greit thrust-fault earthquakes of 17 October 1966 and 3 October
1974. The coastal-plate interior (CPI) 
 zone includes the great earthquake of 31 May 1970, and is
located about 50 km inland of and 30 km deeper than the interface thrust zone. The occurrence of a
large earthquake in one zone may not relieve elastic strain in the adjoining zone, thus complicating

the application of the seismic gap concept to central coastal Peru. However, recognition of two
seismic zones may facilitate detection of seismicity precursory to a large earthquake in agiven zone;

removal of probable CPI-zone earthquakes from plots of seismicity prior to the 1974 main shock
dramatically emphasizes the high seismic activity near the rupture zone of that earthquake in the
five years preceding the main shock. Other conclusions on the seismicity of coastal Peru that affect

the application of the seismic gap concept to this region are: (I) 
 Aftershocks of the great earthquakes of 1966, 1970, and 1974 occurred in spatially separated clusters. Some clusters may represent

distinct small source regions triggered by the main shock rather than delimiting the total extent of
main-shock rupture. The uncertainty in the interpretation of aftershock clusters results in
corresponding uncertainties in estimates of stress drop and estimates of the dimensions of the

seismic gap that has been filled by a major earthquake. (2) Aftershocks of the great thrust-faultearthquakes of 1966 and 1974 generally did not extend seaward as far as the Peru Trench. (3)None

of the three great earthquakes produced significant teleseismic activity in the following month in the
 source regions of the other two earthquakes. The earthquake hypocenters that form the basis of
this study were relocated using station adjustments computed by the method of joint hypocenter

determination.
 

Key words: Earthquake Prediction; Seismic Gaps; Tectonics of Peru. 

Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to use accurately relocated hypocenters ofearthquakes
from the central Peruvian coastal region (Fig. I)to test and refine hypotheses on seismic 
gaps and source zones of large earthquakes on active plate margins. For the time 
period of this study, 1964-74, the region experienced three great (Ms > 7J) earth
quakes: 66.10.17 (Ms = 7J-8), 70.05.31 (Ms = 7.8), and 74.10.03 (Ms = 7.8) (dates
of earthquakes are given as year.month.day). The catalogs for this time period are 

1)U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of Global Seismology, Box 25046, Mail Stop 967, Denver,
Colorado 80225, USA. 
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Figure 1
 
Reference map of central Peru coastal area. We redetermined hypocenters for earthquakes that
 
were teleseismically located in the region bounded by crosses. The rectangle encloses the seismic
 
;one shown in Figs. 2 through I I; shaded regions are our aftershock zones for the 1966, 1970, and
 
1974 earthquakes. 3000-fathom isobath indicates the location of the Peru Trench. Arrow shows
 

direction of motion of Nazca plate relative to South American plate (MINSTER el at., 1974).
 

complete for earthquakes of magnitude (m.) 4.7 and greater (LANGER, 1977). We con
eider the type of seismic gap studied by MCCANN ef al. (1978) - a segment of an active 
jolate boundary that has been quiescent for a time long enough to permit accumulation 
oIf elastic strain sufficient to produce a large earthquake. 

Initially we assume that the spatial distribution of well-located teleseismically
recorded aftershocks occurring within 31 days of each main shock provides an 
kpproximate map of the fault plane of the main shock, and we consider the following 
cuestions that bear on defining the extent of a gap that has been filled by a large 
earthquake or that bear on recognizing a plate boundary segment that is about to 
experience a great earthquake: 

1. How completely do the hypocenters of teleseismically-recorded aftershocks
 
represent the rupture areas of these earthquakes?
 

2. During the years prior to each great earthquake was the rupture area of the
 
future earthquake largely free of moderate-sized earthquakes, except perhaps
 
the region near the hypocenter of the future main shock?
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3. 	Was there unusual seismic activity in the broad region surrounding and 
including each main shock rupture surface that could have been interpreted as 
precursory activity to the main shock? 

4. 	Did the occurrence of a great earthquake trigger earthquake activity in a nearby 
seismic gap that was soon to experience its own major earthquake? 

Analysis of seismic gaps in coastal Peru is complicated by the presence of at least 
two modes of faulting within the principal seismic source region of the Peruvian sub
duction zone from 60 km to 200 km landward of the Peru Trench. Thrust-fault 
mechanisms have been determined for the earthquakes of 66.10.17 (ABE, 1972; HUACO, 
IMi78) and 74.10.03 (SPENCE et al., 1975); these earthquakes probably occurred on the 
interface between the subducting Nazca plate and the overriding South American 
plate. The earthquake of 70.05.31 involved normal faulting (ABE, 1972; HUACO, 1978) 
and many of its aftershocks had reverse-fault mechanisms that are apparently incon
sistent with thrust faulting on the interface between the Nazca and South American 
plates (STAUDER, 1975; ISACks and BARAZANGI, 1977). ABE, STAUDER, and ISACKS and 
BARAZANGi have explained the 1970 earthquake in terms of stresses within the Nazca 
plate. Evidently there are at least two different stress environments, within the most 
active region of the Peruvian subduction zone, that are capable of producing destructive 
earthquakes. 

Relocation ofhypocenters 

In order to better define the seismicity of coastal Peru, we have relocated the 
hypocenters of teleseismically recorded earthquakes; our conclusions are based on the 
hypocenters estimated to be most precisely located. Routinely determined hypocenters 
from the Peruvian region, plotted without selection criteria, reveal little about the fine 
structure of the subduction zone (Fig. 2); many of the hypocenters are biased by 
lateral variations in seismic-wave velocity or mislocated because the earthquakes were 
recorded through only a limited range of azimuths (BARAZANGI and IsAcKs, 1979). In 
the relocated hypocenters (Figs. 3-I1) the bias introduced by lateral velocity variations 
has been minimized by applying station adjustments to the travel time tables. 

We used the method of Joint Hypocenter Determination (JHD) (the program is 
modified from DEWEY, 1971) on two groups of 15 well-recorded earthquakes, respect
ively north and south of 11 S, to estimate both the variances of different seismic phase 
arrivals (P, S, pP, PKP) to be used in phase weighting factors, and the station adjust
ments for each phase. The JHD-computed station adjustments and variances were then 
used in a single event location method to determine the hypocenters of all earthquakes 
in the corresponding latitude range. The precision of a redetermined hypocenter is 
estimated from 90% confidence ellipses (e.g., FLINN, 1965; EVERNDEN, 1969) on the 
pairs of hypocentral coordinates. 

The JHD calibration event for the southern group ofearthquakes was the shock of 
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Figure 2
 
Hypocenters determined by the International Seismological Centre for the region of study (Fig. 1).
 

Squares indicate hypocenters of the major shocks of 66.10.17, 70.05.31, and 74.10.03. Dotted lines
 

on the section perpendicular to the trench indicate source regions defined by the b-quality relocated
 
hypocenters of Fig. 3.
 

74.10.10 195300.7 UTC (m, = 5.3, USGS), restrained to the location (12.52°S, 

77.62"W, h = 23.4 kin) determined by LANGER and SPENCE (1978) using data from a 

temporary regional network ofseismographs. The JHD calibration event for the group 

of hypocenters lying north of lat. II'S was the shock of 70.06.04, 040927.9 UTC, 

(mb = 5.8, USGS), whose hypocenter (9.970S, 78.68°W, h = 54.6 kin) had been first 

located using the station weights and adjustments computed for the southern group of 

hypocenters. 
Earthquakes relocated were those originally assigned by the International Seis

mological Centre (ISC) to the region indicated in Fig. 1.Arrival-time data consisted 
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for the most part of P, pP, S,and PKP readings listed in Bulletin&of the ISC. We read 
seismograms of selected stations of the Worldwide Standardized Seismograph 
Network to obtain readings of pP to supplement readings of depth phases reported in 
the Bulletins. Arrival time data listed in the Bulletins of the ISC for aftershocks of 
the earthquake of74.10.03 were supplemented by numerous P- and S-readings from the 
temporary network of LANGEiL and SPENCE (1978). 

We relocated 478 teleseismically-recorded earthquakes. For 37% of these shocks, 
90% confidence ellipses on the epicentral coordinates have semi-major axes less than 
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Figure 3
 
Hypocenters o b-quality (semi-major axes of 90% confidence ellipses on epicenter less than 20 km
 
long) and d-quality (semi-major axes of 90% confidence ellipses on epicenter between 20 km and
 
50 km long) occurring in the study area (Fig. 1). 73% of the shocks plotted in Fig. 2were relocated
 
to h- or d-quality. Most of our inferences are based on the 37% of all shocks in Fig. 2 that were
 
relocated to b-quality. The dashed line (in the section perpendicular to the trench) is the trenchward
 
boundary of the coastal plate-interior (CPI) zone. Focal depths are likely to be least reliable near
 

the trench.
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Figure 4 
Focal mechanisms available i's: earthquakes in the region studied; earthquake hypocenters shown 
by squares. Parameters and sources orflocal mechanisms given inTable I. Dotted lines show after
shock zones from Figs. 5-7. All mechanisms are represented by the lower hemisphere of the focal 
sphere: quadrants ofrcompressional P-wave motions are shaded. Dashed line insection perpendicu

lar to trench is trcnchward boundary of CPI zone tram Fig. 3. 

20 km in length (hereafter designated b-qualitylocations). For :36% of the earthquakes, 
90% confidence ellipses on the epicentral coordinates have semi-major axes between 
20 km and 50 km in length (hereafter designated d-quality locations). The remainder 
(27%) of the shocks could not be located to an estimated precision of 50 km or better; 
these shocks are not plotted in Figs. 3-Il. The precision of"focal depth determination 
is, for most shocks, roughly comparable to the precision of the determination of" 
epicentral coordinates. Two-thirds of"the hypocenters were located with the use of 

Sdepth phases and many shocks were deep enough and near enough to the local 
seismograph stations NNA (l~afla) and HUA (Huancayo) that P-wave times from 
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these stations enabled a reliable depth computation. The apparent deepening of the 

hypocenters toward the Peru Trench in the region of 0-100 km from the trench axis 
may be an effect of systematic errors in depth determination. Shocks near the trench 
axis would tend to be located too deep relative to shocks nearer the coast for two 
reasons: (1)a shallower M-discontinuity near the trench would cause earlier PR-arrivals 
at the local stations and a consequent overestimation of focal depth, and (2), the 
interpretation of the pwP-phase as pP would cause deeper focal depths to be estimated 
for shocks occurring beneath the deeper water of the trench (MENDIGUREN, 1971). 

P-wave readings at the nearest stations (A < 5', variance typically 3 sec2) and at 
teleseismic stations (A > 20', variance typically 1-i sec2) were the most consistent. 
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Figure 5
 
Aftershocks occurring within 31 days of the earthquake of 66.10.17. Principal aftershock zones 
(66a,b,c) are outlined on the basis of b-quality hypocenters. Also plotted are the hypocenters and 
aftershock regions of the yet-to-occur earthquakes of 70.05.31 (70a.b) and 74.10.03 (74a.b). Dashed 

line in section perpendicular to trench is the trenchward boundary of CPI zone from Fig. 3. 
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Figure 6 
Aftershocks occurring within 31 days of the earthquake of 70.05.31. Principal aftershock zones 
170a,b) are outlined on the basis ofl" -quality hypocenters. Also plotted are the hypocenters and 
aftershock zones of the previou.s shock of 66.10 .17 (66a,b,c) and the yet to occur shock of 74.10.03 
(74a,b). Because the focal depth of the main shock may be important in the interpretation of the 

.ftershock sequence, we note that our focal depth (64 kin) was estimated without depth phases and 
is estimated to be accurate to within 10 km at a 90% level of confidence. Dashed line in section 

perpendicular to trench is the trenchward boundary of CPI zone from Fig. 3. 

° 
P-wave arrival times at stations in the range of A = 8-15 were generally less con

sistent (variance typically 8 sec 2). The high variance regional stations include such 

normally reliable stations as ARE (Arequipa), PNS (Pefias) and LPB (La Paz). 

Inspection of seismograms at ARE and LBP shows that the initial P-waves from 
!hocks in the region under study are very emergent and of low amplitude, probably the 

effect of a P-wave shadow zone (GUTENBERG and RICHTER, 1939), and later arriving 

P-waves likely are often reported as the initial P-wave. Computer location programs 
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will tend to interpret such late arrivals as indicating greater focal depth than is actually 
2

the case. The variance of the set of pP readings was about 6 sec , corresponding to an 

more than 10 km in focal depth determination based on auncertainty of somewhat 

single pP datum. The somewhat high variances of pP times relative to those of tele

seismic P-wave times may arise in part from some pwP- or sP-phases being read as pP. 

The regional S-waves reported in the ISC bulletins had a high variance (typically 

50 sec2) and correspondingly were assigned low wights in the computation of hypo

centers. The S-wave data provided by the aftershock network of LANGER and SPENCE 

(1978) did prove highly consistent (vat iance approximately 3 sec) and were most useful 

in determining hypocenters of aftershocks of 74.10.03. 
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zonesAftershocks occurring within 31 days of the earthquake of 74,10.03. Principal aftershock 

(74a,b) are outlined on the basis of b-quality hypocenters. Also plotted are the hypocenters and 

aftershock zones of the previous shocks of 66.10.17 (66a~b,c) and 70.05.31 (70a~b). Dashed line 

zone from Fig. 3.in section perpendicular to trench is the trenchward boundary of CPI 
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Figure 8
 
Seismic activity occurring from 64.01.01 through 66.20.16. Main shock hypocenters and aftershock
 
zones of 66.1I0.17 (66a~b,c), 70.05.31 (70a,b), and 74.10.03 (74a,b) are shown. Dashed line insection
 

psrpendicular to trench is the irenchward boundary of CPI zone from Fig. 3.
 

Interface-ihrusi and coastal plate-interiorseismic zones 

Projection of a 650 km long segment of the seismic zone (Fig. I) onto a depth
section normal to the Peru trench (Fig. 3) shows two prominent zones of activity 
separated by a region of low activity. The seaward and shallower of the two zones is 

defined principally by aftershocks of the thrust-fault earthquakes of 66.10.17 and 
74. 10.03, and by a serics of moderate shocks that preceded the earthquake of 74.10.03. 
We call this zone the interface thrust (IT) zone. The second zone includes hypocenters 
of eight earthquakes whose slip vectors are inconsistent with thrust motion on the 

interface between the subducting Nazca plate and the overriding South American plate 
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Figure 9Scismic activity occurring from 66.! 1.17 through 70.05.30. Main shock hypocenters and aftershockzones of 66.I0.7 (66a ,b,c), 70.05.31 (70a,b), and 74.I0.03 (74a~b) are shown, Da shed line in secion 
perpendicular to trench is the trenchward boundary of CPI zone from Fig. 3. 

(Table Fig. 4). These earthquakes are interpreted as occurring within a plate interiorI, 
(ABE, 1972; STAUDER, 1975; ISACKS and BARAZANGI, 1977), and we denote the second 

zone the coastal plate interior (CPI) zone.The existence ofr two extensive shallow (h < 70k) seismic zones, each capable of 

producing destructive earthquakes, may indicate that a given segment of"the centralPeruvian subduction zone inland from the Peru Trench has the potential to produce 

two great earthquakes, or, equivalently, that the occurrence of"one great earthquakedoes not necessarily preclude the occurrence of another great earthquake in the same 
section of arc but at a different distance from the trench. Because CPI-zone earth
quakes are postulated to result from large-scale deformation of the subducting Nazca 
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plate (ABE, 1972; STAUDER, 1975; ISACKS and BARAZANGI, 1977), the seismic gap 
concept as considered by MCCANN et al. (1978) may not be helpful in estimating the 
recurrence times of these earthquakes. Although the earthquake of 70.05.31 was the 
only major CPI earthquake in this region during 1964-74, the earthquake of 40.05.24, 
M, = 8.0, may also have been a plate interior earthquake originating south of the 
focal region of 70.05.31 and inland from the southern portion of the focal region of the 
thrust fault earthquake of 66.10.17 (SILGADO, 1973). 

The presence of two nearby seismic zones also complicates the detection of unusual 
seismic activity precursory to a great earthquake in one of the two zones. For example, 
because of the different stress regimes in the zones, the CPI zone could quite possibly 
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Figure 10 
Seismic activity occurring from 70.07.01 through 74.10.02. Hypocenters and aftershock zones of 
66.10.17 	(66a,b,c). 70.05.31 (70a,b), and 74.10.03 (74a,b) are shown. Dashed line in section normal 

to trench is the trenchward boundary of CPI zone from Fig. 3. 
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be seismically active when the IT zone is inactive, and a re. umption of distinctive 
activity in the IT zone prior to a major interface earthquake could go unnoticed amidst 
the general CPI zone activity. 

Although the existence of two zones seems established from the locations of earth
quakes and their focal mechanisms, the geometry of the boundary between the two 
zones isnot well defined. For the purpose of summarizing the seismicity data of Fig. 3 
and the focal mechanism data of Fig. 4, we have drawn in Figs. 3-11 (sections normal 
to the trench) a planar boundary that passes between the two prominent zones of 
hypocenters (Fig. 3), so as to separate the hypocenters of plate interior earthquakes 
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Figure I I 
Shocks occurring from 64.01.01 through 74.10.02 west of the trenchward boundary of the CPI zone. 
Main shocks and aftershock regions not in the CPI zone are shown for 66.10.17 (66a.b.c) and 
74.10.03 (74a). Dates or shocks near the 74a focal region are shown. The seismic gap identified by 
KELLEHER 	(1972) prior to 74.10.03 would correspond, in our coordinate system, to the region from 

430 km to 640 km parallel to the trench. 
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Table I 
Source-parameter data for earthquakes whose focal mechanisms are shown in Fig. 4. Hypocenters are our joint hypocenter determination results. 
Magnitudes are M, values unless otherwise indicated. The strike and dip are given in degrees for each nodal plane. with strike measured clockwise from . 
north and dip measured clockwise from horizontal while looking in the direction of strike; the trend and plunge are givtrn in degrees for the axes of o 

greatest and least compressive stress 

Nodal plane Stress axes 
H ", ° h Ist 2nd P T 

N Date GMT S W km Mag* St Dp St Dp Tr Pl Tr PI Rererence 0 

I 63.09.17 0554 10.78 78.26 64 61 328 53 187 44 180 69 76 5 WAGNER (1972) N 
2 63.09.24 1630 10.75 78.23 75 7 325 75 90 25 261 56 39 27 WAGNER (1972) 0 

3 66.10.17 2141 10.92 78.79 21 7J-8 310 13 150 78 236 33 66 57 STAUDER (1975) 
4 67.09.03 2107 10.69 79.74 28 6-7 113 56 0 60 57 2 325 49 WAGNER (1972) O 
5 68.09.28 1353 13.21 76.33 80 6 336 78 121 15 257 57 59 32 WAGNER (1972) 
6 70.05.31 2023 9.36 78.87 64 7.8 340 50 160 40 250 85 70 5 STAUDER (1975) " 
7 70.06.02 0137 9.87 78.89 54 5.7(ml) 320 65 95 33 33 17 267 63 STAUDER (1975) 
8 70.06.04 0409 9.96 78.68 55 5.8(mo) 190 20 114 74 70 28 223 59 STAUDER (1975) e 
9 70.07.02 0045 10.28 78.66 47 5.8(Mb) 270 II 158 86 79 48 239 40 STAUDER (1975) 

10 74.01.05 0833 12.42 76.31 93 6.6 356 40 133 58 352 67 240 10 -
II 74.10.03 1421 12.39 77.66 27 7.8 160 80 6 II 252 45 66 45 * 

%S 
* Magnitude determined by USGS and predecessors going back to the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. 

W. Spence, C. J. Langer, and J. N. Jordan, unpublished data. 
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identified by focal mechanism solutions (Fig. 4) from hypocenters of interface thrust
earthquakes identified by focal mech,nism solutions. It seems clear, however, thatthe boundary could be greatly modified from the form of Figs. 3-11 and still satisfy
the ivailable seismicity and focal mechanism data. For example, the position of the
boundary may change with distance parallel to the strike of the subduction zone. Inaddition, the stress-generating mechanism responsible for the CPI-zone earthquakes isnot well-enough understood that we can confidently predict that the existence of CPI
zone earthquakes should preclude the occurrence of thrust-fault earthquakes on the
immediately adjacent plate interface, down-dip from the known IT-zone earthquakes. 

Clusters within the aftershock zones - implicationsfor 
estimates ofsource parameters 

Teleseismically-recorded aftershocks for 31 days following each of the three major
earthquakes under study (66.10.17, 70.05.31, and' 74.10.03) show a tendency to occur
in clusters rather thain to be distributed evenly along a planar structure that could be
interpreted as a simple fault plane. These clusters are outlined in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. Theclustering of teleseismically-recorded aftershocks makes it difficult to assess from
teleseismic data how much of a seismic gap has been filled by a particular earthquake.
Has the rupture extended to include all the regions of aftershock clusters, or do some
of the aftershock clusters in fact represent activity triggered in highly strained regions,
in and around which there is still the potential to produce a damaging earthquake in 
the near future? 

Some of the clustering effect may be due to our considering only well-located
teleseismically-recorded events. However, LANGER and SPENCE (1978), using data from 
a temporary local seismograph network, found that locally recorded aftershocks 
(mb _>3.0), occurring during October 7-24, 1974, cluster in the same zones outlined
 
by the teleseismically recorded aftershocks 
 of 74.10.03 (Fig. 7). BILLINGTON and
ENGDAHL (1978) found similar clustering among locally recorded aftershocks (nb 
3.0) of the Aleutian Islands' earthquake of 77.11.04 (m = 6.5, dept) = 18 kin), with 
one cluster separated by a 35 km quiet zone from the main shock hypocenter.

66.10.17 earthquake. ABE (1972) estimated the seismic moment of the earthquake
of 66.10.17 as 2.0 x 10 2B dyne cm. Using a source area of II 200 km2 and a shear
modulus of 7.0 x IC' dyne cm2 , he inferred an average fault displacement of 2.6 m.
The stress drop was estimated to be 42 bars using a formula derived for circular faults
by KEtLis-BOROK (1959). In Fig. 5, these source parameters could correspond approxi
mately to a convex area encompassing both 66a and 66b, or to a 50 km wide zone
extending from the northwest end of 66b to the southeast end of 66c. One could also
postulate that the main shock rupture was confined to 66a, and that 66b,c, and theregions between the clusters did not rupture in the earthquake. This model mould re
quire that 66b and 66c be triggered by the elastic readjustment of stress following the 
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main shock, since both 66b and 66c had become active within eight hours of the main 
shock. The source area would thus be about 5000 km2 . The average fault displacement 
(5.7 m) and stress drop (140 bars) under this hypothesis do not seem to be physically 
unreasonable. In other words, based on different interpretations of the aftershocks of 
66.10.17, one could postulate that elastic stress had been relieved along the entire IT 
zone between and including 66b and 66c, or one could postulate that one or both of 
the 50 km long zones between the aftershock clusters continue to be stressed and 
capable of producing a large earthquake. 

70.05.31 earthquake. We have defined two clusters, 70a and 70b, in the aftershock 
zone of the 70.05.31 earthquake (Fig. 6). The normal faulting main shock occurred 
in cluster 70a. The first teleseismically-recorded aftershock occurred at the south end 
of cluster 70b. However, the underlying mechanism by which many aftershocks were 
triggered by the main shock is not clear to us. Many of the aftershock hypocenters are 
at nearly the same depth, distributed over a zone several tens of kilometers wide 
(Fig. 6), and their locations are not consistent with their occurring on one of the planes 
of dip 40'-50' defined by the main shock focal mechanism solution (shock 6, Fig. 4). 
Moreover, the focal mechanisms of many of the aftershocks involve reverse faulting, 
apparently within the Nazca plate, in contrast to the normal faulting mechanism 
indicated by P-wave first motions of the 70.05.31 main shock (STAUDER, 1975; ISACKS 
and BARAZANGI, 1977). The three aftershocks with most completely defined mechanism 
solutions (STAUDER, 1975) have focal mechanisms very different from that of the main 
shock and all are in our 70b zone. 

ISACKS and BARAZANGI (1977) studied P-wave first motions at selected stations for 
28 of the aftershocks of Fig. 6 and 3 aftershocks occurring in the two months following 
the interval plotted in Fig. 6. They characterized the aftershock focal mechanisms as 
'down-dip compression' or 'down dip tension,' depending on whether the first 
motions at the selected stations were consistent with the well-determined, respectively 
down-dip compression or down-dip tension, focal mechanisms of the larger earth
quakes of the 1970 Peru sequence. Twenty-seven of their shocks lay in the region of our 
aftershock zone 70b, and 26 of these 27 were identified as down-dip compression 
shocks (B. IsAcKs, written communication, 1979). Of th, four aftershocks they studied 
that occurred in zone 70a, all are identified as down-dip tension shocks. 

The rapid change in focal mechanisms between aftershock zones 70a and 70b is 
similar to changes of focal mechanism with distance parallel to the strike of the 
Benioff zone observed for intermediate depth earthquakes in the Aleutian Islands 
(ENGDAHL and SCHOLZ, 1977). Such changes of focal mechanism parallel to the strike 
of the subduction zone evidently require models that consider the variations of stress 
and rheology in the subduction zone as functions of distance along strike. The charac
teristics of the aftershock sequence of 70.05.31 would, in addition, support models that 
predict that the readjustment of stress following a large earthquake in a region of 
down-dip tension should favor the occurrence of aftershocks in a nearby region of 
down-dip compression. 
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LOMNITZ (1971) observed that the 70.05.31 earthquake was a 'multiple event' and 
that prominent later events during the main shock appeared to have focal mechanisms 
different than that of the first event. It is possible that the main shock may have 
involved spatially separated events from source regions 70a and 70b, with focal 
mechanisms characteristic of both the down-dip compression aftershocks and the 
down-dip tension aftershocks identified by STAUDER (1975) and ISACKS and BARAZANGI 
(1977). In this case, individual events in the mainshock would have had stress drops 
substantially higher (e.g., MADARIAGA, 1979) than the overall stress drop of 23-35 
bars inferred for this earthquake by ABE (1972). 

74.10.03 earthquake. We assume that the principal source of energy for the earth
quake of 74.10.03 was the aftershock zone 74a. We use source dimensions of 40 km x 
240 kin, the moment of 1.5 x 1028 dyne cm obtained for this earthquake by G. S. 
Stewart (reported by KANAMORI, 1977), and the value of rigidity and equation for 
stress-drop assumed by ABE (1972) in his study of the two earlier Peru earthquakes. 
The stress drop is then estimated to be 39 bars. 

Discussion. Strong motion data reported by CLOUD and PEREZ (1971) are quali
tatively consistent with the sources of 66.10.17 and 70.05.31 comprising high stress
drop events whose dimensions were significantly smaller than the overall aftershock 
zones of these earthquakes. Peak accelerations recorded at Lima for 66.10.17 and 
70.05.31 were substantially larger than would have been expected on the basis of strong 
motion data from 18 other moderate-to-large earthquakes in the Western Hemisphere. 
The high accelerations recorded for 66.10.17 and 70.05.31 were associated with un
usually high prcdominant frequencies (CLOUD and PEREZ, 1971). Peak accelerations 
measured at Lima from the 74.10.03 earthquake were more consistent with the 
primary data set of CLOUD and PEREZ, and the damage pattern in Lima from the 
earthquake of 74.10.03 suggested lower frequency strong ground motion than had been 
the case in 66.10.17 (EsPINOSA et at., 1977). The transmission to Lima of anomalously 
high frequency accelerations from the 66.10.17 and 70.05.31 sources may also imply 
anomalously low attenuation for those source-receiver paths. 

The shocks of 66.10.17 (Fig. 5) and 74.10.03 (Fig. 7) were both followed by after
shocks in the CPI zone. After the 74.10.03 shock, there was a cluster of aftershock 
activity (74b), well located by the temporary stations of LANGER and SPENCE (1978), 

inland from and deeper than the principal aftershock-region 74a. Langer and Spence 
(personal communication, 1978) have studied focal mechanisms and overall geometry 
of the 74.10.03 aftershock zone as defined by both teleseismically- and locally-recorded 
data and conclude that the 74b aftershocks probably represent internal deformation of 
the Nazca plate. The occurrence in the CPI zone of aftershocks of IT zone earthquakes 
is evidence of a linkage between the seismicity of the two zones. 

For most of their lengths, the aftershock zoni of 66.10.17 and 74.10.03 extended 
no closer to the axis of the Peru Trench than 50 km to 75 km (Figs. 5and 7). The broad 
.areas trenchward of aftershock zones 66a, 66c, 70a (Figs. 4 and 6) could conceivably 
represent source regions for future large earthquakes. Alternatively, the dip of the 
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fault surface associated with 66.10.17 and 74.10.03 may have steepened trenchward 
of the earthquake focus, and the surface may have intersected the sea bottom well 
inland from the trench axis. PLAFKER (1972) has postulated that the principal fault 
plane or planes of the 1960 Chilean earthquake and the 1964 Alaskan earthquake may 
have steepened trenchward of the respective hypocenters and broken through the 
overriding plate, and PRINCE and KULM (1975) have suggested that asimilar phenom
enon may occur off the coast of Peru. FUKAO (1979) finds in the Kurile arc and northern 
Japan that fault surfaces on which great earthquakes occur may both be steeper toward 
the trench and remain unbroken during the main shock at their trenchward extremities. 
These trenchward regions may later produce trunami earthquakes. The focal mechan
ism of earthquake 67.09.03 (Fig. 4) is consistent with steeply dipping reverse faulting 
near the Peru Trench, this mechanism also requires acomponent of left-lateral, strike
slip motion. Although the computed focal depth (28 kin) of 67.09.03 and those of 
neighboring shocks would place them below the interface between the Nazca and 
South American plates, the computed depths of these shocks may be systematically 
too great (see section on 'Relocation of hypocenters'). 

Seismicity prior to the earthquakes of 17 October 1966, 31 May 1970, 
and 3 October 1974 

A number of studies (e.g., MoGi, 1969; KELLEHER and SAVINO, 1975; BRADY, 1976; 
OHTAKE et al., 1977) have postulated that for some years prior to the occurrence of a 
major earthquake, the source region of the shock is largely quiescent except for a 
distinctive pattern of moderate earthquake activity that might indicate the point of 
initial rupture or the origin time of the future main shock. The patterns recognized by 
various workers differ in detail, ar,d we use, for convenience, the pattern recognized 
by KELLEHER and SAvINO (1975, p. 260) as the type with which we compare the 
Peruvian data: 

I. Extensive portions of the interior of the rupture zones remain aseismic until the 
time of the main shocks. The aseismic character of most of the zone extended to 
at least several magnitudes below the magnitude of the pending main shock. 

2. Prior seismicity that did occur was generally confined to the vicinity of the 
epicenters (points of initial rupture) of the pending main shocks and/or the 
edges of the rupture zones. There are some indications that the level of this prior 
activity, particularly in the vicinity of the epicenter, increased as the time of the 
main shock approached. 

There are too few well-located (b-quality) epicenters occurring during the time 
interval 64.01.01-66.10.16 (Fig. 8) to define any characteristic patterns of seismicity 
prior. to the Peruvian earthquake of 66.10.17. The pattern of seismicity prior to the 
earthquake of 70.05.31 (Figs. 8 and 9) is consistent with the pattern recognized by 
Kelleher and Savino although, as discussed earlier, the earthquake of 70.05.31 
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occurred within a plate rather than at the interface between plates. There is one 
b-quality shock, occurring on 65.11.06, located within 20 km of the hypocenter of 
earthquake 70.05.31 (Fig. 8). Otherwise, the focal region of 70.05.31 is devoid of well
located hypocenters. There were, however, other regions in the study area that seemed 
similar to the future source region of 70.05.31 (Figs. 8 and 9), in that a number of 
seismically quiet regions in the CPI zone could have been identified and associated 
with hypocenters that could be considered possible sites of future main-shock hypo
centers. The nearness in space and time of the earthquakes of 66.10.17 and 70.05.31 
may indicate either that the nonelastic readjustments of the regional strain field after 
66.10.17 ultimately triggered 70.05.31, or that the two earthquakes were responding 
to the same tectonic phenomenon, the greatly different mechanisms of thesource 

shocks notwithstanding.
 

The seismicity occurring prior to 74.10.03 is most 
like the pattern recognized by
KELLEHER and SAVINO (1975). The principal rupture zone, 74a, was largely quiescent 
for the more than ten years prior to the main shock. Moreover, seismicity in:reased, 
during this time period, on the landward edge of 74a. We observed significant seismic 
activity in the region immediately down dip from the principal source region (Figs. 9 
and 10). 

Previous work on the source region of the earthquake of 74.10.03 had essentially
considered the IT and CPI zones as a single seismic zone. KELLEHER (1972, p. 2097)
had recognized the region of the 74.10.03 shock as a zone of' relatively high earthquake
risk.' His seismic gap Jay between the aftershock zones of the earthquakes of 40.05.24 
(M = 8, GUTENBERG and RICHTER, 1954) and 42.08.24 (M = 8.1, GUTENBERG and 
RICHTER, 1954). Kelleher's gap corresponds more closely to the source region of 
74.10.03 than does the 'gap' defined in the distribution of teleseismically-recorded 
IT-zone earthquakes for 64.01.01-74.10.02 (Fig. II). However, noted earlier, theas 

earthquake of 40.05.24 may have occurred 
 within the CPJ zone rather than in the 
IT zone. BRADY (1976), using routinely determined USGS hypocenters, pointed out 
that earthquakes had occurred in the region of the 1974 source prior to 74.10.03 and 
identified as precursory activity some shocks that we have included in the CPI zone, 
as well as moderate earthquakes included in our IT zone. The characteristics of 
Peruvian seismicity seen by Kelleher and Brady may b.. further evidence of a seismo
tectonic coupling of the two different local stress regions. 

We wish to also consider the prior seismicity of the source region of 74.10.03 by 
examining only the seismicity of the region oceanward of our inferred boundary
between the IT zone and the CPI zone (Fig. II). When the CPI-zone earthquakes are 
removed from the seismicity catalogue, the IT zone earthquakes from the region of the 
1974 source region assume considerable prominence. They are, in fact, the only well
located earthquakes (b-quality) in the 650 km long section of the IT zone that are not 
within or immediately adjacent to the aftershock zones 66a, 66b. and 66c (Fig. II). 
KELLEHER el al. (1973) have observed a tendency for large thrust-fault earthquakes to 
initiate at depth and propagate upward and along the interface between the two 
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plates. The distribution of main-shock and aftershock epicenters of 74.10.03 is con
sistent with this observation; the main shock is near the landward edge of the principal
aftershock zone 74a (Fig. 7). Again, the striking feature of Fig. II is that the IT zone 
seismicity near and prior to 74.10.03 was also concentrated at the landward edge of 
the aftershock-zone 74a. For a little more than five years, seismic rupture was concen
trated at approximately the same depth and distance from the trench as the main
shock hypocenter of 74.10.03, along 60 km of the lower edge of the future rupture
surface of 74.10.03. The shocks of 71.10.03, 73.12.24, and 74.09.27 were the largest
three earthquakes, having magnitudes (mb, USGS) of 5.2, 5.4, and 5.0, respectively.
Earthquakes of this magnitude (m,) would not be expected to rupture the entire 60 km 
long segment of the lower edge of the IT zone in which the earthquakes occurred unless 
the shocks had very low stress drops. It is therefore unlikely that the prior seismicity
from the source region of 74.10.03 represents the continuous seismic rupture of the 
60 km segment of the IT zone. 

The occurrence of these shocks as activity premonitory to 74.10.03 would be con
sistent with two general mechanisms proposed to account for precursory seismic 
activity. On the one hand, such premonitory activity may be a result of the redistribu
tion of stresses due to preliminary failure within the future rupture zone itself. For 
example, the formation of microcracks (e.g., MYACHKIN et al., 1972; BRADY, 1976), 
or the occurrence of aseismic fault slippage (e.g., DIETERICH, 1978) within the rupture 
zone could in.rease stresses near the boundary of the focal region to the point where 
moderate earthquakes occur. On the other hand, moderate earthquake activity could 
also be the result of generally high stresses in the broad region within which 74.10.03 
occurred. From this second viewpoint, it could be postulated that the critical stress 
level necessary for seismic slippage is reached first at a distance of about 100 km 
inland from the axis of the Peru Trench, at the landward edge of the IT zone, because 
hypocenters of the postulated precursory seismicity to 74.10.03 and of the main shocks 
of 66.10.17 and 74.10.03 are concentrated at this distance from the trench axis. 

No short-term positive correlation between activity in 
three principal source regions 

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show that in the month following each of the major shocks of 
66.10.17, 70.05.3 ,and 74.10.03, there was no increase in the number of teleseismically
recorded shocks from the other two source regiois. Apparently the changes in elastic 
strain associated with each of the main shocks were insufficient to immediately trigger 
numerous earthquakes in the other two source regions. This is of interest because, for 
example, by the time of the 1966 earthquake, the source regions of the 1970 and 1974 
earthquakes were also approaching the end in time of strain cycles that were to result 
in their respective earthquakes. We had thought that we might find a phenomenon
similar to that reported by FEDOTOV (1969), in which many early aftershocks of one 
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great Kurile Island earthquake (6 November 1958) occurred at the hypocenter of a 
subsequent great earthquake (13 October 1963). The rupture zones of these two great 
earthquakes abutted or overlapped one another. However, the source region of the 
Peru thrust-fault earthquake of 74.10.03 was probably about 100 km distant from the 
source region of 66.10.17 (Fig. 5). The known focal mechanisms in the 70b cluster 
(Fig. 6) are dissimilar to the focal mechanism for the 66.10.17 main shock (Fig. 4); thus 
although the zone 70b is very near to zone 66a it perhaps is not surprising that 
the 66.10.17 main shock did not trigger activity in cluster 70b. In any case, no part of 
the 1970 or 1974 source regions produced a teleseismically recorded earthquake in the 
month following 66.10.17. One shock (occurring on 70.06.19) is located (d-quality) in 
the region between 74a and 74b in the month following 70.05.31 (Fig. 6). 

Conclusions 

We have used the joint hypocenter determination method to relocate teleseismically
recorded earthquakes of central coastal Peru for the period 1964-74. Based on these 
relocated data, two distinct coastal zones of shallow seismicity can be identified. The 
first zone corresponds to earthquakes occurring on the thrust interface while the second 
zone, which is deeper than and inland from the first, corresponds to earthquakes 
occurring within a plate removed from the subduction interface. 

The seismicity of coastal Peru offers examples of difficulties that have been antici
pated by many seismologists (e.g., MCCANN et al., 1978) in the application of the gap 
concept to specific regioi.,.. First, the region of coastal Peru experiences destructive 
earthquakes that occur near the interface between the plates but are actually plate
interior earthquakes (in our CPi zone). The presence of two nearby seismic zones, 
each corresponding to different stress regimes, may greatly hinder the identification of 
seismic gaps or anomalous precursory activity in either zone if the hypocenters of 
earthquakes in the two zones cannot be distinguished by accurate location methods or, 
possibly, by focal-mechanism studies. Second, there may be a significant uncertainty 
in the dimensions of a main-shock rupture as estimated from teleseismically-recorded 
aftershocks. The aftershocks tend to occur in spatially separated clusters, and it is 
possible that some clusters occur in source regions that are distinct from that of the 
main shock and that remain highly strained and capable of producing a future strong 
earthquake. There are corresponding uncertainties in estimates of average fault dis
placement and stress drop for the main-shock rupture and in estimates of dimensions 
of possibly unfilled seismic gaps. Third, aftershock zones of the large thrust-fault 
earthquakes of 66.10.17 and 74.10.03 did not extend out to the Peru Trench but left, 
free of aftershocks. long regions of 50-75 km width immediately inland from th: trench 
axis. Either this region is not completely decoupled and there remain zones that are 
still stressed and capable of producing large earthquakes, or in central Peru the width 
of the rupture zone of the largest probable interface thrust earthquakes cannot be 
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reliably estimated from the distance between the trench axis and the epicenters of the 
deepest interface-thrust earthquakes, as is sometimes done in other regions. It is 
notable that no normal-taulting earthquakes are known to have occurred near the 
Peru Trench, following the earthquakes of 66.10.17 and 74.10.03. Trench-associated, 
normal-faulting earthquakes have been postulated to occur when subduction zone 
decoupling occurs between oceanic and continental plates (KANAMORI, 1972; ABE, 

1972; SPENCE, 1977; HANKS, 1979) as a consequence of accelerated movement of the 

oceanic plate past the trench region. 
In searching for seismic activity precursory to a large earthquake, it may be 

advantageous to consider the seismicity of the IT-zone and the CPI-zone both jointly 

and separately. The nearness in space and time of the earthquakes of 66.10.17 and 

70.05.31 suggest that they are related tectonically, despite the great differences in focal 

mechanism and, similarly, we have noted the possibility that foreshocks to the IT-zone 

earthquake of 74.10.03 occurred in the CPI-zone. However, by considering IT zone 

seismicity separately from CPI zone seismicity, we may be able to recognize possible 

systematic differences in the characteristics of precursory phenomena in the two zones. 

We have shown that removal of CPI zone earthquake data from regional seismicity 

plots prior to 74.10.03 dramatically emphasized a group of moderate earthquakes that 

occurred near the main-shock rupture of 74.10.03. 
Hypocenters ofaftershocks to 70.05.31 defined two clusters. The main shock, which 

began as a normal faulting earthquake, had its point of initial rupture in the northern 

cluster. Aftershocks in this cluster also have focal mechanisms consistent with their 

being produced by extensional stresses oriented down-dip, parallel to the general dip 

of the seismic zone. The southern cluster of aftershocks contained many more telc

seismically-recorded aftershocks than the northern cluster, and the large majority of 

these aftershocks had focal mechanisms consistent with their being produced by com

pressional stresses oriented down-dip. Because these two clusters of aftershocks occur 

at the same distance from the Peru Trench and over the same depth interval, the 

different focal mechanism characteristic of each cluster may indicate rather rapid 

variation of stress or plate rheology parallel to the Benioff Zone within the Nazca 

plate. The main shock of 70.05.31 may have been a multiple event, with significant 

energy contributed from the regions of both the northern and southern clusters. 
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PHYfSICAL PRECURSORS OF ROCK FAILURE: A LABORATOY INVESTIGATION 
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ABSTRACT 

Anomalous behavior prior to failure of Barre granite has been 


observed in each of seven different parameters monitored under labora-


tory testing conditions. These anomalies are observed to develop at a 


lead time that is proportional to the size of the failure to be produced; 


in the laboratory the lead time is of the order of 100 v sec. 
The seven 


parameters monitored were axial load, tilt 
in two orthogonal directions, 


confining pressure, seismicity, piezoelectric effect as monitored by 


changes in electric field potential between two points on the specimen 


surface, and acceleration in axial displacement of the sample. 
Our 


evidence suggests that fracture of laboratory size rock samples may 


result,from a series of much smaller failures, each with apparent 


stress drops of 5-8 lPa (50-80 bars), and that each failure is accom-


panied by a localized minimization of dilatancy (dilataqcy recovery), 


The observational data are discussed and compared with existing 


theories of the failure preparation process (dilatancy-diffusion, 


Soviet model, and Inclusion model). Several implications of the data 


to the problem of failure prediction are considered. 


U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mine%, Denver Mining 


Research Center, Denver, Colo.
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INTRODUCTION
 
Two sources of Instability in brittle rock have been identified
 

and studied extensively in the laboratory. The first includes frac

ture of intact rock in either compression or tension. The second in

cludes phenomena characterized by stick-slip instabilities that are
 

apparently nucleated along pre-existing crack surfaces (see for exam

ple, Byerlee, 1970; Byerlee and Brace, 1968; Scholz, 1967, 1968). 
 Both
 

sources of instability have been postulated 
to be relevant to mine fail

ures and/or earthquake processes (Byerlee and Brace, 1968; Scholz, 1968;
 

Brady, 1974, l976a, 1g76b, 197R; Brady and Leighton, 1977).
 

In order to-model intermodiate and large scale failures, such as
 

mine failures and earthquakes, laboratory tests are usually performed
 

under moderate-to-large confining pressures (several tens of HPa) and,
 

in some instances, moderate temperatures (several hundred degrees
 

Celsius). lowever, 
it is found that even when these test conditions
 

are met, there are still a number of significant discrepancies bet-


Ween laboratory and field measurements. These discrepancies include
 

nach higher stress drops in the laboratory, quantitative differences
 

in seismicity. and anomalous precursory behavior in VP a, 
tilt, and
 

electromagnetic emission that are unresolved in the laboratory
 

(Byerlee and Brace, 1968; Aggarwal et al., 1975; ladley, 1975; Nersesov
 

et al., 1975; Scholz, et al., 1973; Brune, 1970; Wyss, 1970; Wyss and
 

Ilnar, 1972, Ilanks, 1977). 
 For example, it is now well established
 
that laboratory stress drop magnitudes (equal to the difference bet

tseen the maximum principal 
stress just prior to and imnediately follow

00 



Ing the instability) are comparable for either intact or faulted rock 


(Byerlee and Brace, 1968; Byerlee, 1970). 
 Typical laboratory determined 


stress drops are observed to be on the order of TOO-to-200 MPa (several 


kilobars) (Byerlee, 1970). 
 On the other hand, stress drops measured 


from earthquakes are calculated to be on the order of 1 to 6 MPa (10-
 . 
60 bars) (Brune. 
1970; Wyss, 1970; .Wyss and olnar, 1972; flanks, 1977). 


Regarding seismicity, laboratory studies suggest that rock fails when 


the seismicity attains some critical value, or equivalently, that 


dilatancy (crack formation) peaks at the inception of failure (Ohert 


and Duvall, 1942; Vinogradov, 1957; Brace, et al., 
1966; Scholz, 1968). 


Yet, observational data from mine failures and some earthquakes mndi-


cate that seismicity decreases dramatically prior to failure (Aggarwal, 


et al.. 1975; Brady, 1976b, 1977b; Iogi. 1973, 1968). There are some 


laboratory results which suggest that setsnmcftydoesdecreseprjir 


to failure (Brady, 1976a, b; 1978); however, this behavior Is reported 


to occur milliseconds before the initiation of catastrophic fault 


growth,-a time interval 
too short for detection and analysisof the 


physical behavior of the material during this interval in most rock 


mechanics laboratories. Certainly, further studies of such precursory 


phenomena under laboratory test conditions are required.. If dis-

crepancies in stress drop and precursory phenomena between field and 

laboratory data cannot be reconciled. We must conclude that labora-

tory modeling of failure has little, if any, relevance to mine failures 


and earthquakes. 


Recent studies of failure precursors on the small (laboratory) 


Intermediate (mine), and large (earthquake) scale suggest that rock
 

failure may satisfy a scale invariant process (Brady, 1974b, 1976b).
 

"Scale invariance" 
n failure means that the physicsof fracture is
 

identical for all failures, regardless of size; scale invariance does
 

not Imply srm~pe scaling laws.
 

Figure 1 illustrates preparation times (To) 
 as a function of
 

effective" length 
 , for selected failures, including several mine
 

failures and earthquakes (see Brady, 1974a, 1978, 1977b, 1976b; Brady
 

and Leighton, 1977; Aggarwal, et al., 
1975; Anderson And Whitcomb,
 

1975; Scholz et al., 1973; Nersesov et al., 1974). The "etfective" length,
 

L, denotes an averaqe linear dimension of the aftershock region generated
 

by the failure. ror the laboratory failure, L was estimated to be the
 

length of th 
 test sample (--10 cm), (Brady, 1974) Several important
 

observations can be drawn from the data shown in fig. 1. 
First, there
 

is an apparent linear relationship between To and A (-L
2) extending
 

from large scale failures down to laboratory-scale failures. Thus,
 

an understanding of the physical processes which produce failure on
 

the small scale may admit an understanding of the physical processes 

producing failure on the intermediate and large scales. Second, be

cause the functional relationship between 
% and A is approximately
 

linear, and because observational data suggest that earthquakes occur
 

repeatedly in the same region, apparently on preexisting fault planes
 

(ogi 1968, 1974), 
it appears that similar physical processes lead
 

irrevocably to failure both in fresh, relatively unbroken laboratory
 
material and along preexisting earthquake fault zones. These data 

suggest fault zones may heal following their failure. The experimental 

0 



results of Byerlee and Brace (1968) emphasize the siwilarities between 

fracture of Intact and 
faulted rock samples in the laboratory. Third, the 


diversity of scale shown in fig. I (- six orders of magnitude in L,  13 


orders of magnitude in r) 
indicate that the physical processes leading to 

failure may be independent of rock type. 
Thus, failure may satisfy a 


"material invarlance" or universa1tty principle. 
Laboratory data also in-
dicate that the anomaly time is independent of rock type for a wie, variety 


of rock materials (Brady, 1976n). Fourth, and of particular importance tothis article, the apparent 
scale Invariant properties of rock failure suggest 

that while precursors identical 
to those reported as occurring on the inter-

mediate nod large scale will 
occur on the laboratory scale, they will be 

present only during a time interval which is 
too short (several hundred ; sec) 

to be detected in most rock mechanics laboratories. 
This, phenomena such as 

dilatancy and seismicity which appear to peak at 
laboratory failure 
(Brace 

et al., 
1966; Scholz, 1968) may not be "true" precursors of impending failure. 


We therefore suggest that increased dilatancy 
esevidenced b7 seismicity) is 
only aAecessarj,:buEnot a !uffcieSn&condition of nding failurez 


The above considerations 
 prompted the experimental .program by the 
Bureau of Hines on the physics of rock failure. We siow in 
this article 

that laboratory studies provide valuable 
insight into the failure 
 repara-
tion process, but only wheo the procese is studied during the very short 
time interval of IO7' - 10- sec prior to failure. We also propose to show 
that stress drops occurring during the failure preparation time arecompar-

able (several HPa) to those calculated from earthquakes. Although we report 
 i 

results-only for Barre Cranite, similar failure 
precursors have been
 
observed for a wide variety of rock types deformed to failure in our
 

laboratory.
 

EXPERD ENTAL ROCEDURE 

RX-size cores 
(54 msmdiameter) of Barre granite were drilled, cut, and
 

ground to a final lergth of 135 mm. qhe variation in axial length of eachcore was held to less than .02 mm, insuring that the loading surfaces were 

nearly parallel. The perpendicular tolerance of the end planes 
to the axis
of the specimen was 
less than 2. 
 All specimens were deformed 
to failure
 
under a confining pressurp of 6.9 lra (70 bars) 
in a servo-controlled
 
materials-testing system (IITS, Systems Corp.2
, 
2.7 x 10 
 newton capacity)
 
instrumented as shown in fig. 
2. Reaction time of the KTS to changes in load
 
or displacement rate 
is npproximately 200 milliseconds. 
Lateral compression
 
was developed and maintained in the pressure chamber by a servocontrolled
 
mechanism with a reaction time on the order of 200 milliseconds. 
All tests
 

were performed with a displacement rate of 12.7 Im/sec.
 

The load cell (Interfnce model 1240 IF, 9 x lO 
 newton And 16 x 10,a 
newton-meter capacity) used in the testing program allowed monitoring of 
both the x- and y-moments (14 and H.), in addition to the total 
load, F,.
 
Load changes greater than 90 newtons within the sample can be detected.
 
The bending moments, similar 
to tilt meAsurements in earthquake-prone regions,
 
are measured about two perpendicular axes intersecting at the center of the 
transducer and normal to the load axis. Hnximum thrast and moment deflection 
Reference to specific trade nnmes is made for identification only and does
not imply endorsement by the Bureau of Hines.
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this system. 
 Each peak, of about one-half division, in the output represents
 
t
the passage of 100 itrecords of time. 
 Further, the inherent filtering
 

quality of the tape deck has a tendency to spread nut the timing signal.
 

Therefore the apparent noise seen in figures 3E and 3F is not noise from the 


PPr or ErD; it is timing signals.) In later experiments, the PPT and FD0 

output were 
fed directly into the digital 
scope because of the following
 
circumstances. 
In earlier reported tests 
(Brady, 1976a), the PIT signal was
 

sent through a 200 klfi
-
2 Hiz (40 dB) preamplifier follcfued by adjustable
 

passband filters and 
a variable gain amplifier. The count rate was deter

mined using A threshold evenit detector with a time window adjustaible from
 

100 p.sec to 1.2 ec, 
 with a 100-00 1 isec time window typically being used.ap 
An further tests of the instrumentation were made, it became apparent that
 

band pass filters can confuse high amplitude lower frequency signals with
 
higher frequencies in the pasaband. Further, it was 
found that high ampli-


tude signals (including signals whose frequencies were below th, Passband)
 
paralyzed the amplifier; that is, the null signal was transmitted from 


shortly after the amplifiers were overdriven until a short time after the
 

in p ut am p l itu d e ha d f a l l e n b a c k be l o w l im i t s. . T h e o r ew
r ef e suspect t h at n e a r 


failure, the PIT signal "overdrove" the amplifiers, thus rendering the null
 

output questionable for physical interpretation of the failure process. 
It
 

was reported elsewhere (Brady, 1976a) that prior to 
failure the sample
 

appeared to "quiet" down. 
Recognition of the "overdrive" problem then made
 
ambiguous 
the interpretation that a seismic shutdown within the 
test sample
 
had actually occurred. 
By connecting the PPT and EDO/electrometer follower
 

directly to the scope, the problems associated with amplification were t
 

eliminated, but the time window of looking at the output was considerably 
shortened. We will show shortly that the output of the Pp does, In fact, 

Idecrease dramatically, just prior to failure.c a se dramti ly Jst o r to a i i na
e Since the theoutputouoftutthe PFT
 

cannot 
he uniqnely related solely to acoustic emission and the 
EDO output

may not be related .solely to the pirioetectrlc charge effect in the rock
 

(i.e., electron emission) the output of both the PFT and Eo 
are recorded
 

In millivolts.
 

In order to accurately compare the time of occurrence of the various
 

events 
taking place, the relative times from seismic event to signal pickup
 
e-tmust 
 he considered. 
 For example, the physical location of the load cell is
 

* approximately 200 em, above the top of therx mtl 20 mm bnet op fth sample. This implies that after as ml . TinI l es h t at ra 

change In rock configuration occurs, the r-wave (V, t 5 km/sec) signal re

quires approxime.tlytie lo 40 pisec to travel from the topa Tery nr addito tie de of the rock sample too n e r5 s p t
the load cell. There are additional time delays at nearly 35 p sec within 

the load cell due perhaps to the web-type design of the cell. Bridge aspti
 
fler electronics may contribute 
to time delays; however, they amount to less
 

than several p. sec At most and willala e ot fbeo neglectedt There ist ay s e c te igl In this. report.ti l r ort he r e
 
also a time delay of 0 - 30 |i sec for the signal to travel from the source 

location to the top of the rock sample. 
Ili net result Is an absolute time 

delay in load and mouments of 90 p sec t 15 psec from event occurrence. The 

other measured quantities, pressure, Plt, EDO, and AFT, also experience a
 
time delay from event occurrence to detection becauge of the physical distance
 
between source 
and detector. 
 W~hen the signals are simultaneously reco3rded 
on
 

o%0 
C) 



the analog tape deck. there is an additional effect due to the slight 


misalignment of the record and playback heads. 
 This time delay we- deter-

mined using a Fast Fourier Transform analyzer. The relative time delay be-
tres tracks yas a mch as 80 psec. Table I lists a suasary of these time 


delays. The time axis of all r~phical data presented below has beenadl-
dls. Thae thme dxis 
 itallEnhcunt rsne eo isbe d 

EXJERImTA, RESULTS 
- Barre Granite Core - 28 

The following results required both high frequency and amplitude 

resolution of both the testing and recording systems. Full use was made 
of the capabilities of both the digital oscilloscopes and the Fit tape 


deck. Thefollowing data is not available in conventional rock mechanics 


laboratories where system response is 
limited to tenths or hundredths of 


Table 1. - Time Delay Chsrt 

fractures discussed below would appear as single, 


Time delay 

Time delay 
relative to PPT
I sec (used for 

Time delay 

relative to PrTincluding tape deck 

22nsor 

l. PPr 
2. niD 
3.lressure 
3. Load4. Lan 

from event tochange in 

signal, csee 

10 1 10 
10 1 10 
1?1 10 
901 1590 1 is 

data digitizeddrtng experi-

ment) 

0 
0 1 10 
5±•10 

7575 1± 1515 

I sec (used fordata retrieved from 

analog tape deck) 
0 
0 i 10 
20± 10 
5050 ±± 1515 

6. P.T 

7 

90 t 1590 1513 
s 

75 1575 1 15 
40±10 

780
70 ± 15 
70±10 

seconds. Consequently, the 

instantaneous, catastrophic failures with no anomalous behavior prior to 


their occurrence.
 

U 

Figure 3 illustrates the tine variation of the acoustic emission 12
 

transducer (AET), confining pressure, x and y moments, piezoelectric polymer
 

transducer (PrT), electromagnetic detection device (EDD), and 
load for Barre
 
granite core 28. 
 The sample was 
tested using the threshold event detector
 

with an 100 p sec 
 time window to count events recorded by the Prr and EDD.
 
Prior to failure, we feel 
that figures 3E and 3F accurately portray event
 
occurrences, even though the 
frequencies of the signal input to the threshold
 

detector may hive been altered by the preamplifler and the amplifier. 
After
 
failure, the "quiet" periods may have been caused by either an overdriven
 

preamp or 
by actual quiet periods. Figures 3B and 3G are 
from data recorded 
during the experiment using the digital scopes at a digitizing rate of S 
psee/point . The other figures were frp recorded on the analog tape deck
 

and later played back into the digital scopes. All the digital data were

stored on 
a magnetic tape, played into a computer, adjusted in time according
 

to table 1, and plotted 
on a graphic display terminal. 
 Note the absence of
 
analog tape noise on 
the load and pressure data.
 

teveral observntions of these data should be noted. 
 First, there is a 

period of gradual increase in output from both the AET and pressure trans
ducer approximately 1.2 msec prior to 
failure, figures 3A, B. 
This Increase
 

correlates with 
an increase in seismicity, fig; 31P,but no apparent change
 

in EDD output (fig. 3r). The bending noment began to shbw "tilt" in a direc
tion which was to be the rupture propagation direction, fig. 3C. 
 For this

failure, the rupture propagated in the negative (downward) x-axis direction
 

(note the "permanent" change in moment). There was less permanent change in 

0 



13
y-.oment during this fracture. 
Therefore the anomalous behavior 
in y-moment, 

though present, is less apparent. Second, 
 moment ("tilt"), confining 


I 
: 

pressure, ART (apparent axial acceleration of the sample), and seismicity 

began to exhibit more 
rapid changes approximately 300 ± 50 1 see prier to 

failure. 
Third, the "tilt" direction reversed as 
the load began to rapidly 

decrease. 
This can best be seen in fig. 4A, an expanded time view of fig. 

3C. The decrease in axial 
load was followed shortly by A decrtase" in con-

fining pressure of nearly 0.3 tips (3 bars, fig. 4P, a time expanded view of 


fig. 311). In addition, the output of the PT decreased (rig. 3F) and the
UDD increased (fig. 3F) during thin time interval. 
 These anomalies all de-

veloped within a time interval of approximately 300 11 sec 
prior to failure, 


Failure of Barre granite core 28 was taken to coincide with the 

extremely rapid load drop, confining pressure increase, and increased ..
r 

output. The anomalous period, T., 
befe-e failure, begins when the output 

from the PPT, AET, and confining pressure all 
start showing anomalous be-
havior.. It must be noted that anomalous behavior in only seismicity (PrT) 
would lead to ambiguity in the choice of y,. lowever, this ambiguity is 

removed by considering all three indicators. 


The AET (acceleration) output during T. Indicates that strain waves 

emanating from the sample were not only coherent in phase relationships to 

one snvt!:er, but also suggests that their amplitudes were fncreasing during 


this time Interval. 

I110 


The variation in confining pressure (fig. 411)merits further discussion. 


It is probable that the advancing steel platens (fig. 2) cause the dramatic 


14
 
increase (_*5 HPa) In confining pressure after failure of the rock specimen.
 
The test was run at a nominal pressure of 6.9 HP& (1000 psi). 
 The inter
esting feature of the pressure data is the small drop of (- 0.3 iPa) 
at the
 
moment of failure. 
 It should be noted that this pressure drop occurs at a
 
time when the load is decreasing; that is, 
a time alen the loading platens
 
are advancing on thn 
specimen. This pressure drop must be caused by either
 
the testing system or the rock specimen. If the pressure drop is due to a
 
sudden decrease 
in confining pressure caused by, perhaps, a rescnant re

sponse of the pressure chamber or loading system, then a similar pressure
drop would be seen in all teats because it would be a function of the testing
 
machine. 
 In fact. when this pressure drop is observed, its character (magni
tude and time of onset) is often different. 
An alternative explanation is
 
that the pressure drop in caused by a coherent withdrawlng motion of a par
tion of the 
rock produced by a localized minimization of dilatancy prior to
 
failure (i.e., duiring the preparation phase). 
 If thin is true, ten the
 
observation of a pressure drop would be a function of the point of fault 
nucleation with respect to the location of the pressure transducer. 
The
 
data from our experiments are consistent with this explanation.
 

Not shown 
in this data set is the observation that failure of core 
28
 
was a mul~tiple fracture event. 
 The event shown in figures 3 and 4 is the
 
first of 3 failures. lburing 
this first failure, the load drop was about
 

kN (an apparent stress drop of 
8 HPa) out f a total load of about 620 
kW. The apparent sttesa drop during the preparation time ( 
200 p see) is 

approximately 511Pn (50 bars).
 

CO
%0 
NJ3
 



Rote also that the seismicity and EDO are measured during each 100 p sec
1s51
 

time window. The drop-off in fig. 3E occurred during the IOO t sec time in-
terval prior to the 
failure. The precise time when P' 
output decreased is 

uncertain. This difficulty with interpreting PPT and FDO output was 

eliminated in the test on Barre granite core 34 where both tme PPT and 
EDU 


output were recorded directly onto the scope, thereby eliminating counting 

difficulties and possible amplifier blockage and contamination, but limiting 


the time window of looking at PPT and EDD to 4 msec. 


EXFRIWH.NTAL RESILTS -
IARRE G.RANITE CORE - 28 


For Barre granite core 34, the rT and EDO outputs were recorded 

directly on 2 digital oscilloscopes using sampling rates of 2 Hillz
and 0.5 


Mhi. 
 Pressure and load were recorded on the third digital scope at 2 Mlz. 

The pressure increase at failure was used to simultaneously trigger the 

scopes. 
Except for the P1T and ED outputs (due to the low input Impedence 


of the tape deck), the monitored parameters were recorded on the FM tape 


deck during the entire experiment. 
The results shown in figures 
5 and 6 have 


been adjusted in time according t- table I so that graphs with the 
same time 


units are aynchronous to within 
 '3 p see of even- occurrence, 

In these figures, the failure points are taken to be the peaks in the 
MD output (fig. 51) because of the piezoelectric effect of the quartz 


present in the granite specimen. For convenience, the failure points have 

been located on the other figures. 
 Figure 6F was recorded at 0.5 P see/point. 


Note the relative quiet of the EDD output prior to 
the sequence of failures, 


From fig. 5A the fracture seems to be composed of a series of at least 

three separate failures. Such a statement may be speculative as the re
aponse time of the load cell is not fast enough to detect rapie changes in
 
load. 
 It may be possible to explain the load inflections using load cell
 
resonances sa 
the basis for argument, however, 
load cell resonances are not
 

transmitted to the rock. A recent experiment with strain gages fastened to
 
the top steel platen (refer to 
fig. 2) showed that the ringing of the load
 

cell, seen best in fig. 
5t, 
was not present in the steel platen, and there

fore, not present in the rock specimcn. If one 
tries to explain the inflec

tions in load by load cell resonnnces, then the associated variations in 
pressure, PTT, and EDO outputs have to be attributed to chance coincidence.
 

It is our view that the load cell response merely filters higher frequency
 

variations in load. 
 For example, the remaining peaks in EDDoutputmay also
 
represent fnilures. 
 A series of experiments is planned using a higher fro

quency response load cell to clarify uncertainties in load response.
 

Referring to 
fig. 5A, the load drop corresponding to failures I and 2
 

are about I 
kN and 18 kN, respectively, small parts of the total load on
 

the specimen prior to fracture, about 620 kf. 
Failure 3 in marked with a
 

question mark, because the land response is not known after the end or the
 
graph. The load history recorded on the Fi tape deck is too noisy to have
 

any real meaning on the scale of events shown In 
fig. 5A, but it did show
 

that the load continued to drop. 
The apparent stress drops associated with
 

failures I and 2 are 5 HPa and 8 liPa, respectively. 
It must be emphasized
 

that the apparent stress irop is merely the drop in load averaged across the
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Typical preparation times for Barre granite, as well as other rock types 


deformed to failure in our 
laboratory are on the order of 100 p sec. Experi-

mental results presented above suggest these 
failures produce activation 


volumes whose dimensions are comparable to that of the 
sample, since tilt
reversals must pervade substantial portions of the sample to be detected, 


Our studies Indicate multiple fractures are the rule rather than the 

exception. 
 This result suggests multiple deformation bands, within which 

each fracture ?s nucleated, mly exist within the 
test specimen prior to 

catastrophic fault growth. 
 It is also possible that these deformation bands 


may be induced to form within the time 
interval that the "prima-ry" fracture 


is growing. Thus, nucleatitn of a 
failure (fault) within a specific defor-

mation band could load an adjacent band and, possibly, prematurely trigger 

its failure. 
Our results indicate that typical times (not to be confused 


with precursor or preparation time) between growths of these multiple 


fractures may range anywhere from several tens of It sec to tens of milliseconds. 

These precursory data conform with precursory data reported to precede 

some mine failures and earthquakes, such as 
shown in fig. 1. 
Here, prepara-

tion time, r., and aftershock area, A, are 
functionally related by 1. 
- y.A, 


-where Y. 4 2= 2.43 x I0 sec/cna (Brady, 1977, 1978a). This gives n diffusion 

coefficient, 1D(- -L),
" for the failure preparatory process
2
D -4 ' te he approximately
cm /sec. This result
10 suggests that creep-related processes, such 


as ion diffusion along crack surfaces, can be neglected in the laboratory 


failures and by inference for the mine failure and earthquake data shown in 


fig. I, as diffusion coefficients for ion diffusion proceses are typically 


0
 
IU'
 

on the order of 0.04 m2/sec (Cottrell, 1961). It isimportsnt to notethe relation -r = y.A is only applicable when the far-field boundary 
that 

ondi

tions (FFBC) are not changing during ,. and when deformation due to creep
 
induced effects, such 
 fluid diffusion, can be neglected.
as 

FFBC refer to
 

stress, strain, and strain rate conditions prevailing at distances far
moved from the aftershock zone. 
re-


These facts my 
account 
for the good linear
 
fit of the laboratory data and mine failure data in 
fig. I. lere, the FFBC 
can be assmumed constant during the failure preparation tin--. Some of the
 
earthquake data in fig. 1, particularly the large magnitude events, exhibit
 
marked deviations from the trend of this curve. 
rloyslcal causes for a de

tcrease in the preparation times for moderate-to-lnrge earthquakes havebeen 

discussed elsewhere (Brady. 196b Brady 1979). 

Table 2 lists a comparison of the laboratory results presented earlier
 
and various model preductions. 
 hown are model predictions for the dilatancy

diffusion model (without water) (Nur, 1972; Scholz, et al., 1973), the Soviet 

model (Hjachkin, et al., 1975), and the inclusion model (Brady, 1976h) for
 
laboratory-sized rock failures. 
The Soviet model is 
identical to 
the model
 
independently presented by Stuart (1974). 
 Because the Soviet model is
 
postulated as 
;ependent upnn a generally accelerating increase in displace

sent parallel 
to the applitd maxi um principal stress, we assume that the
 

electric field intensity #nd 
frequency will both increase. 
 Note also that
tke Iociuslon model predicts an 
increase in the average pressure within the
 
Impcn-ling aftershr'ck zone and, to a lesser extent, within the activation volume
 

of the impending 
failure during the preparation time 
r.. The principal
 

stresses illdcrease outsde the activation vohme. Thus since the
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dimensions of the inclusion zone and its 
focal region are small 
(I.- 1 cm)
and the sample dimensions are 
larger than a mean average length of the acti-

ation volume: this model predicts that the applied axial 
load will deereaise
varios 


during T.. 
 Very briefly, rock failure by the inclusion model goes through 

three phases: A zone of concentrated dilatancy develops, where local a3 


is perpendicular to the ultimate direction of fault growth.

0d 


Seismic evrnts

that radiate anomalous levels of long-period energy occur during this phase.
~Tilt
 

The local stress 
field rotates through 90" and the cracks in the intensely 


dilatancy is 
now elastically stiffer than the surrounding material and Is 


capable of storing higher stresses than the surrounding material. G 
 The 

local a, now follows the elongated Inclusion zone in the 
same direction *.1 


originally. 
Failure occurs 
hen ol increases (by drawing 
stress from the 


surrounding medium) and rt decreases to failure-inducing levels of tension,

An shown in table 2, the observational 
data rule out the dilatncy- j 

diffusion model. The confining pressure decrease during T. is inconsistent 

with the'Soviet model predpction. In addition, the Soviet model predicts 


recovery once 
the sample enters the post-failure (load decrease) period of
deformation. 
Our rxperiments indicate that there is not recovery during 


this period whic: 
 eually begins in 
our tests several tens or seconds prior 

to rupture. 
Rathc:, recovery only occurs approximately several hundred IL 

see prior to rupture. The inclusion model Is 
the only theory consistent 


wit uth
se ari. g we fn 
 th t te 
o s r a i n ld t o nf i .
u of I rr
 

granite and similar results on other rock types are consistent with the
 

21
scale Invariant Inclusion theory of failure, 
 These datedo not constitute
 
oc 
 - n
 

proof" of this theory. 
 The theory is merely consistent with tho data. 

Table 2. -V Compariqln 1f 0observational Data and
lodelPredictionn Cor Lahoratory Scale Failures
 
Failure Theory
 

Dilatancy- Soviet Inclusion 

Iffusinl n Model modelob e v t n 

Axial load decrease decrease decreasee decrease 

reversal no no yea yes 

Confining Increase increase decrease decrease 
ac i 
acceleration 

Increase Increase Increase Increase 

Seismicity decrease decrease decrease decrease 
Electric ? 
field 

Electric 
(increase)increase increase 

frequency 
 (increase) increase 
 increase
 
There will 
be an increarn in the averare pressure [' (a, + op 4 a+) 
vitifno the 
 volime or the impending 

In order to adequately test the 

agal failure. 

the applicability or inclusion theory
 

ztofailure prediction, ,,st determine wthere and when the primary inelusio
 
e 

zone 
(PT7) forms and be able to correlate other precursory rhenomena to P17
 
formation. 
 This requires location of aeisitc events within the test 
sample,
 

a problem nowunder active investigation by the ureu of Hines. In ddi

tion, preparation times are 
functionally related to other 
 arameters, such
 

an 
intrinsic porosity and ambient temperature (Brady 1977b).
 

The apparent correlation of P17 
length (l.) to grain size or Barre grzvite
 

O 
%0 
'01D 
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C- 0.02 cm) observed in this study suggests that grain size within a rock 

24 
mass may influence crack dimensions and, by inference, the preparation time axis, say 5f:,, must precede failure. At the time of the mainshock, constancy 
required for the failure. Future investigations b5ythe Bureau of Hines will of volume (68,t - 0) requires the component of creep strain, say 6C33 , normal 
be concerned with these problems. The existing data, however, suggest the to the direction of fracture propagation to be equal to  1/2 6.t, where. 
following four interpretations about the physical processes that produce 6C33 6C2 . Thus, strain 6c 3 follows the shock. Third, stress drop, in 
failure. First, dilatancy, as measured by an increage in apparent volum. of the laboratory tests inferred from a decrease in axial load, is calculated 
material, does not peak at failure. Rather, data presented here suggest to be on the order of several Mia, in good agreement with field observations 
that dilatancy attains a minimum value within a localized zone where a frac- of large scale failures such as earthquakes and rock bursts in deep mines. 
ture (fault) will be nucleated. Second, the sample appears to experience a . Fourth, the physical processes leading to failure are scale Invariant. 
general decrease in volume during the preparation time, T., required to pro-
duce the fracture (fig. 7). This collective behavior is interpreted as an 

Lastly, 

j2s___J___ .___ed 

we emphasize the 
A_ in this 

use of the term precursor 
article, the existence of 

of an ijmending 
* precursor(s) im-

Implosion or an "inward type of notion" an the activation volume obtains plies that the process leading to InstAbility (failure) has become self
strain energy for the impending rupture. The activation volume is defined sustaining. In other words, we use the term precursor only during the time 
to be the volume of material affected by the withdrawing motion. This motion intervalwhen the conditions of thermodynamic stability are no longer valid. 
is evidenced by a simultaneous decrease (during r.) of axial load and con- The conditions of thermodynamic stabiity are 
fining pressure. This behavior also suggests that it is during the prepara- > 0 (mechanical stability) 

tion time that the energy, which will be dissipated as elastic wave radiation 
C, > 0 (thermal stability) 

andheat during the growth phase of the failure, is stored. Hence, we suggest
that creep deformation (time-dependent motion under constand far-field con

6I!> 0 (diffusion stability). 
Stability with respect to diffusion requires that diffusion of a given 

ditions) precedes failure and failure does not precede creep, thus providing 

species always occurs in the direction of increasing concentration (decreas

lng chemical potential of that speciesl 0 refers to the isothermal com

a basis for resolving the question: "does creep precede failure, or does 

failure precede creep?" (Savage and Hohanty, 1969; Steketee, 1958). Briefly, 

pressliility and C, is the specific heat at constant volume. 

values of p. C,, and A, Imply thermodynamic instability. 

Negative 

the inclusion theory requires that (for failure under triaxial compression), Nperimental evidence presented earlier showing that oth axial load 
creep deformation in the direction of the maximum principal local stress 

and ct fining pressure decrease dbring the failure preparation time provides 
direct evidence tha t 0 Ihas become negative (sample volume is decreasing as 

CO
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the total applied pressure decreases) within a localized volume (failure
 
nucleation zone) prior to rupture. 
Conditions for m 
ach.,Ia.1 

violated during this time interval. 


Our experimental evidence 
for a negative value ofncefor a ngati e vlue of
Our xpeimetal evid 
C, the failure 
, wihinthefai ureTheir 


nucleation zone is indirect. 
 For example, It 
is not difficult to show that 


a negative specific heat within the.nucleation volume (primary inclusion
 

zone-PIZ) would require that the temperature of the material within this
 
volume increases during tLe 
implosion phase. 
The temperature increase causes
 
this zone to 
(thermally) radiate and that this process (temperature increa:e
 
and radiation) would be self-sustaining and increasing at 
an exponential
 
rate during the preparation time. 
 Thus as the surface area of the nucleat.on
 
zone is decreasing, its temperature will increase. 
This process woul" be
 
evidenced by an ever increasing strain 
rate outside the zone and if the
 

material displays a piezoelectric effect, 
an increasing electric current
 
would be measured on the specimen surface. 
W~hen the temperature within the
 
nucleation zone approached the value necessary to cause bond breakage (
several.thousand degrees Kelvin), bound electrons would be freed and the
 
growth phase of the failure would occur. 
The existence of a "spike" in the
 
surface 04 field could easily be explained by this process. 
Thus the data
 
on E4 radiation and 
increases in the rate of sample "acceleration" during
 
the failure preparation time are consistent with a violation of the thermal
 
stability criterion. In addition, the implosion process also suggests that
 
the system has become unstable with respect to diffusion during the prepara
tory phase. A violation of this criterion implies the movement of matter in
 
a direction (toward the nucleation zone) of decreasing concentration (soft
 

inclusion-like phase) and of increasing chemical potential.
 

'0
%0
 
00O
 

anhcl. 
 1a.a
 

The violation of mechanical, thermal, and diffusion stability re
 
Iithin
essential ingredients of the inclusion theory of instability (Brady 1

9

violation Is shaswa to 79a).
e necessary and sufficient conditlon xthat te
 

h e s n
failure preparation pfocess has been initiated.
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Earthquakcs, J. Geophys. Re., vol. 

time window, N, maiybe determined75, pp. 1529-1544, 1970. from N 10"', where v is the voltage above the zero level. The .pparent

32. Wyss, It., and P. Nolnar. Sources 
Parameters of IntermediateFocus Earthquakes in the Tonga Arc, 	 and D~eep noise in E and F IsPhys. Earth Planet. Diteriors, "vol. 	 due to the reset ciock signal.4. 	Expnnded time virw 

6, pp. 279-292, 1972. 
of fiptres 3C and 31, non:nchronouq. Note especially

the direction changes in H, and the drop in confining pressure near
 

failure.
 

5. 	Test results from Barre granite core 34 as 
recorded directly on the
diritnl scope durlg the experiment, 0.5 sec/point. 
 Only relative
 
changes are shown. 

6. 	 Further test renults from larre granite core 34. Figures A, R, C, and P were obtained irom the na.log tape deck. 

7. 	 Illustration of activity within the anomalous region induced by theformation of the PTZ. Arrows depict motion of material as distortional
 
strain energy is converted into volumetric energy within the activa
tion volume (luring the failure preparation time.
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SNT RO DUC C I ON
 

:: .6de Mar:o de 1980, el suscrito recibiS, do yarta del 
JWe del Instituto Geofisico del er (ICP), la tirea de
 
rewnir inforaci6n scbre experiencias cicntlficiB, equi o
 
y ;rce£imientos actualmente en uso en el progra=% de yre 
diccion s~smica del Servicio Geol~gico de lcz Eztiis In-* 
dos de Norteamrica. La tarea se cumnli del 23 de Xarzo 
al 6 de Abril del presente. 

En vista que los fcndos puestos a disposicin dei :G? par
 
el GO=~er.o del Perd son para un programa de prediccin
 
sls=ica a nivel nacional, y teniando en cuenta que exis
te una predicci~n a nediano plazo para la zona !itcral 
 -
del departamento de Lima, se "uz conveniente sastanar 
sesiones de trabaDo con investiladores cient ficos de
 
ra: exper*encia y de reconocido prestigio InternacicnW. 

en las diferentes discihlinas de investigaci6n dcl Drcgra 
ma de predicci6n sismica del Servicio Geol6gico, con el 
fin de identificar los parlmetros m~s significativos que 
permitieran implementar un programa de predicc6n sismica 
nacional dentro de las posibilidades econ6micas y AcnL 
cas presentes. Se sostuvo ademls varias sesiones de tra
bajo con el Dr. B. Brady, autor de la predicci~n, para 
tratar en detalle lo que para su teorla eran las observa
ciones m~s significativas. 

En el presente informe se resumen los resultados en tras
 
partes. En la primera, concierne principalmente a! grado
 
de importancla de los 'parlmetros' f~sicos y (umicos a=
 
tualmente utilizados en la predicci6n. En la segunda, so
 
sugiere un programa de trabajo; y en la tercera parte, se
 
presenta una recomendaci~n sobre el equipo a adzuir-rss.
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PARTE 1 : 

IDENTIFICACION Y CATEGORIZACION DE PARA.ETRCS
 

INIPCRTANTES 

Los progra.as nacionales de prodicci6n sz:nica de
 

Estais Unidos de Norteamnrica, Jap6n, China, Ru.ia, etc. han
 

hecho, a travds de varios ahos, observaciones de As variacio
 

nes en tienpo y espacio, de un gran n~ero de propiedadez fi

sicas y fAsico-quimicas con miras a identificar ancw:ias aso
 

ciadas con la etapa de 'preparaci~n' de sismos destructcres.
 

Varios de estos programas involucran observaciones masivas a
 

costo de una inversi6n de varios millones de d6lares en equi
 

po de adquisici6n y procesamiento de datos, con la participa

ci6n de varias centenas de cientificos y tdcnicos al Ltwente 

especializados. Como resultado de este gran esfuerzo, se 

han identificado algunos parlmetros o indicadores que tKenan 
relevancia en la predicci6n sismica. 

La mayorla de los estudios arn est~n en la etapa de
 

Lnvestigaci6n. Nadie puede asegurar exactamente "qu6 es 1o
 

que se va a encontrar", y aWn "no se sabe qud es lo que se es
 
t buscando ... en las observaciones de los fen6menos pre-te
 

rremoto. Adn cuando cualquiera e los programas avanzados Wa
 

predicci6n de terramoto de las naciones mencionadas anterior

mente, lpgren predecir con cierto grado de certeza, los fen6

=enos (anomallas) asociadas con la ocurrencia =Isma del even

to ser~n, probablemente, diferentes en caracter.
 

Teniendo an cuenta los factores brevemente menciona
 

.-as arriba, durante las sesiones de trabajo, se ha he
 
cho efuerzos para establecer su importancia y el nivel de va
 

riacifn en el tiempo y en el espacio de los pardmetros fAs
 

cos y quimicos comunmente observados.
 

Los pargmetros tratados con amplitud son: 1) sismi

cidad, 2) defoimaci6n geod6sica, 3) 'deformaciones' puntuales
 
I - 911 
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3 

4) campos potezciaies: gravim6tricos, georagn6tWcosj, lctri
 
cos, 5) geoqulmica, 6) varlos.
 

1. SISMICIDAD
 

Hay un consenso, salvo la opini6n de un investigador 
cientifico en Menlo Park, sobre la primerlsina im~crtancia de
 
seguimiento y caracterizaci~n de la evoluci6n de la sismici 
-
dad en tierpo y espacio con fines de predicci~n. Seg'n la ex
 
periencia del Dr. Eaton, al iniciarse el programa de predic-
ci6n en California, se hizo un esfuerzo grande pare la ple
mentaci~n, primero, de una red b~sica (master net), y luego
 
en el establecimiento de procedimientos de anilisis standard
 
para la producci6n de datos altamente confiables y exactos 
sin requerir gran interacci6n con la investigaci6n cientKica
 
en su producci6n. Esto requiere que los datos producidos por
 
perscnal de nivel intermedio deben ser autocontrolados. Pos
 
tericrmente, se desarroll6 la red actual, cuya implementaciKn
 
en el 1rea de manejo de datos, y procesamiento en lAnea (tiem
 
po real) a~n continua.
 

El Dr. Brady considera la sismicidad, segin su teorKa
 
ccmo '! parkmetro 'necesario y suficiente' para la predicci6n
 
sisrmca. Los otros parlmetros, entre ellos i varlacicnes
 
de esfuerzos', son 'curiosidades cientificas'. Segin 6l, es
 
necesario ubicar los eventos s1smicos con magnitud igual 0
 
mayor que 4 mb con una exactitud + 10 km. Con el fin de =ejo
 
rar la estimaci6n de la magnitud del evento principal, la zo
 
na de inclusi6n primaria (PIZ) debe mapearse con gran exacti
 
tud. Esto implica detectar y localizar eventos con magnitu
des mayores que 1 m.
 

El estudio de la sismicidad requiere del conocimiento
 
de las propiedades f~sicas del medio, por lomenos, las velc
 
cidadesde piopagac16n de las ondas sismicas en la regi6n cu 
-
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bierta por la red sismica. Con este fin, en California, ade 

mds del programa de estudio de eventos naturales tiene el de 
fuentes pontroladas (refracci6n y reflexi6n sismicas). 

2. D.FRMRACION GEODESICA 

Este es otro de los 'par .etros' sobre los cuales hay 
una opinidn un~nime, salvo h opini6n de un investigador cien

tOfico en Menlo Park, que debe estudiarse. Es de primera ne

cesidad establecer el modo y la raz6n (rate) de deforr.acin 

horizontal, las variaciones de altitud y la raz6n de levanta

miento del borde continental. La determinaci6n de estos valo 

res y su variaci6n en tiempo y espaci o requieren de un estu

dio sistemItico y cuidadoso de los datos provenientes de !as 

re-ocupaciones de redes de triangulaci6n o poligonaci6n,de l 
neas de nivelaci6n geod~sica; del anilisis de los mareograma 
v fKnaLmente del fechamiento de las terrazas marinas recien 

tes.
 

SegSn el Dr. J. Savage, los resultados encontrados en
 
California son muy confiables y coherentes. Este tilo de me

diciones de deformaci6n minimiza los efectos de 1luvia, movi
=Ientos locales del suelo, cambios por tei.peraturas, o cual 
quier movimiento en un punto individual. Las medidas deben
 

-
tener una resoluci6n de 10 7 y re-ocuparse cada aWo, por lo
 

menos; 1o ideal seria tener un monitorao continuo.
 

3. DEO MACIONES SPJNTUALES' 

Bajo la denomrnaci6n de mediciones de 'deformaciones I 

puntuales se involucra las mediciones in situ de 'esfuerzos 

y sU monitoreo, la deteccion de variaciones de 'deformaciones', 
incluysndo inclinacifn,con tiempo y espacio.
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benefi-i6 grandcmente do los resultados del prcgram 
a
 
Segen el Dr. S. Sacks, se ha enccntrado quc pnra cbt.r.i
c 
das de 'deformacione' Dosiblcomente rolacionadas a! prcces
 
tactdnicc causante de la ocurrencia de los sizmcs, c
rio: i) detectar carbios de defo-racicnes del orden de IC-:;
 
-4) medidas de ciones'
.defcr. a r.o.ur....... =,.o:e
.a
 
5'...-scn ferte..ente 
 :or 2.fzsenciadas' ez::-- =i-::: 

lcgicoz, descarga-carga de reservorios de aqua su:btcrr"nea 
 ;
 
iL) z~trnental instalado en minas en trabaco -or lo gene 
-
ral son iuy ruidosas; iv) las rocas en las minas, pCr io gene
 
ral, es:tn altamente fracturadas por lo tanto efectcs locales,
 
a~n a profundidades de 100 m, pueden ser grandes; v) las 
ei
 
das obtenidas de los extens6metros de cuarzo, alar.re inv _z
 
4nclin~metros, tales como las aue hay en el PerG, no se sabe
 
qu6 significan. 
El Dr. Sacks mencicn5 que actualnente en el
 
Japan tienen 34 'defor.6metros' (strainmeter) en pczos profun
 
cos, y que han detectado anomallas relacionadas al sis.o de'
 
lzu (6.8 Ms). Actualmente, tienen programado aurentar signi
ficativanmente el nanero de sensores profundos.
 

El Dr. Brady habla sugerido medir-'esfuerzos' in situ en
 
ur gran nrmero de puntos. Sobre este tema se carbi6 ideas
 
a.-pliamente. Se lleg6 a la conclus16n que el material en 
el
 
voiu1, en hipocentral de la PIZ antes del inicio de la eta== de
 
ruptura, la variaci6n con el tiempo de las deformaciones es
 
deorden de 1012 _0111 y que durante la etapa de inesta "
 z.
 
lidad probablemente alcancen 6rdenes de 10 . Estas aprecia

ciones son concordantes, en tdrmninos generales, con las del
 

Dr. Sacks. Las experiencias en S. de California sobre 
 las
 
observaciones de deformac16n e inclinaci6n es que los niveles
 
de'ruido' son muy altos. 
 A la fecha, no se ha obtenido un
 
'set' de datos que no tenga problemar y sea asociable sin
 
cues;±onam ento a un evento ssmico.
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del or
'defor-aiaciofloS 
son co~plejos; 3) Sue la detecci~n de 


es muy dificil con la tecnologia presente; 
4) la
 

den de 10 


detecci6n debe hacerse a una profundidad tal que elinine los
 

efectcs superficiales y lejos de la influencia de perturbacio
 

nes locales (fallas, fracturas, movimientos masivos de agua
 

subterr~nea, etc.).
 

4. CA. TOS POTENCIALES 

Bajo esta denominaci6n se agrupan la detecc6:n y =wnita
 

reo de las variaciones del campo gravitatorio, geomaqn~tico 
y
 

En general, la confianza que los cientificos

geoeldctrico. 


de enlo Park tienen sobre estos parlmetros es baja, 
y la ex
 

periencia no ruy amplia.
 

4.1 Campo Gravitatorio
 

De los tres campos potenciales mencionados lineas
 

arriba, dste es el menos problem~tico. Las cbservaciO
 

nes relacionadas con la predicci6n requieren medidas 
del
 

donde hay variaciones
orden de 10 microgales, en Ireas 

.een altitudes significativas. Se espera que este par 


tro sea un buen complenento al geodesico, considerando
 

el costo y facilidad de observaci6n.
 

4.2 Campo Geomagndtico 

Las anomallas se establecen latiltzando observacio
 

Se esperan anones simultgneas en pares de estaciones. 


malias de 3-10 gammas. Las observaciones no muestran
 

En California, instrumentos con 1/4 garma
consistencia. 

-las cercanias del epicentro de sis
de sensitividad, en 


4lguna.
mos de regular magnitud, no dieron anomalla 
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4.3 Ca-po Goooldctrico
 

Lo qua actualmente se monitorea en S. de California
 

son las variaciones del autopotencial y de !a resistivi
 

dad. A la fecha, aparentemente, no hay mayores resulta
 

dos. Ninguno de los especialistas tiene su centro de
 

cparaci5n en Menlo Park.
 

5. GrOQU=IMCA
 

Las investigaciones en Menlo Park estin dirigidas hacia
 

0: monitoreo de rad6n, helio y la relaci6n entre los s6topos
 

estables. La experiencia del Dr. Chi-Yu King, en el monito

reo de radon en pozos.de 2 1/2 pies de profundidad utilizando
 

el mrtodo de la 'taza invertida', y tomando promedios serana

les de 'conteo' de los trazos dejados por las partculas en
 

ia pellcula fotogr~fica, es la siguiente: -l como regia no
 

hay cambios en el flujo de Rn fuera de la zona de falla 2) pa
 

ra detectar variaciones en el flujo de Rn, las observaciones
 

deben hacerse sobre la falla, 3iLpara obtener alg&n resultado
 

relacionado a efectos pre-sismos se tiene que monitorear me
 

chas estaciones.
 

De las discusiones con el Dr. R. Holuben el laboratcrio
 

del Bureau of Mines en Denver, es evidente que las variacio
 

nes del flujo del gas rad6n reflejan las variaciones del cam
 

de esfuerzos; por lo tanto los proble.as de detecci6n y 

an~lisis, est~n influenciados significativamente por las con 

diciones locales. Se propuso, al Dr. Holub, la alternati

va de hacer un monitoreo en la fase acuosa en pozos perfor 

dos en rocas cuyo contenido radioactivo es alto. En su opi 

n±6n, el exper±mento podria dar mejores resultados que las o, 

servaciones hechas actualmente en sedimentos y otras clases 

de rocas o medios. - §16 
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6. vjUa-.CINES DEL NIV-L FrEATICO 

Las investigaciones de este parze.Metro son, al parece=,
 
rnuy limitadas ya que su relaci6n a procesos tect6nicos es -.uy
 
d-f"cU de establecer.
 

7.. GOLOGIA
 

Los procesos geol6gicos y los sisrricos est~n Intq.aente
 
relacionados. La prediccifn de los segundos requ'ere dcl en
tendimento de los primeros. Paa este fin se requlere del rmc
 
C:o!ico a una escala razonable tanto de la geolocla cono de
 
-a est:uctura geol6gica asociada. En especial, es de gran re
 
evancia a! programa de predicci6n sismica los estud&os de la
 

neote-- ".ca andina, i.e., tectnica de fines del Terciario y
 
C"ate.___o, y !a identificaci6n del patr6n sisrnotect6nico an
 
dino. La identificaci6n de fallas activas o potencialnente
 
a;tivables es vital para la toma de medidas de prevencidn en
 
la 'zona' activa continental.
 

Por lo tanto, un programa de predicci6n sismica es inco
pleto si es que no se complementa con un programa de estudio
 
-- fen.aenos geol6gicos neotect~nicos y un mapeo de falla.ien
 
to activo reciente.
 

De la descripci6n anterior, es evidente el siguiente or 
den de importancla de los diferentes par&metros obsevables ?a 
ra la predicci6n sismica a nivel nacional: i) sismicldad, ii) 
deform.aci6n geodgsica, iii) fen6menos neotect6nlcos, iv) de 
formaciones puntuales, v) varlaciones del flujo de rad6n, vi) 
variaciones del campo magndtico, vii) variaci6n del nivel de 
Sa napa freltica, viii) variaciones del campo el6ctrico. - 917 



PARTE 2 

PROGRAMA GENERAL
 

1. =EALIDADES 

En la presente parte se esboza un programa gencral 7ara
 
la predicci6n de sismos en el Pert. El prograrma da lnezn±en
 
tos generales para cada uno de los par ametros descritos en la
 
Parte 1. Varios de los puntos expuestos en esta secci6n in 
cluyen sugerencias de algunos cientificos con los.cuales se
 

interzabii6 ideas.
 

Para asegurar un programa continuado, es necesario pre
 
veer rei.Lndancia, en especial en las dos primeras fases del
 
programia. El equiparmiento utilizado, asf como el procedi=.ien
 
to Implementado para el procesamirnento de datos deben tenet la
 
rescluci46n suficiente para asegurar la obtenci6n de !a infor
raci6n bfsica relevante al proceso slsrico mism.o. El infasis
 
del programa en general debe ser hacia la ejecuci6n de 'obser
 
vaciones fundamentales del proceso sismico' en vez dol 'segui
 
miento de fen6menos precursores' sin un fundamento cient fico
 
s6lido, y el anflisis e interpretaci6n de dichos datos resul
tantes de dichas observaciones.
 

Se debe tener presente que afn'no se sabe qud es lo cue
 
se busca exactarente'o qu es lo ue se debe ver:-.Por lo tan 
to, se debe tener una actitud amplia, cuidadosa y critica an
 
te la presencia de anonallas y fen6menos que frecuente~ente
 
se les relaciona al proceso pre-evento sismico.
 

Es igualmente importante definir el nivel mtnimo del 
 -
evento sismico que se desea pronosticar o finalmente predecir, 
ya que 4ste incide directamente en la densidad del muestrao, 
amplitud y tanafio de los fen6menos transitorios o anoma!las 
de los pargmetros a estudiarse.
 

El objetivo Enal de todo programa de predicci6n s1smica - 918
 



es reducir los dafos y pgrdida de vidaS, 
 El 6xito del pro
grama de predicci6n se mediarl en el grado de confianZa que el
plblico tenga en los resultados, y de su participaci6n en 
 el
 programa de predicci6n mismo como usuarjo de la jnfor-Qjcn

producida o como observador, y sobre todo en el grado en cue
 
-a infcrmacifn y resultados alcalados sean integridos en el
 
:rograma de Prevenci6n S~smica. 
Por lo tanto, es indispensa
ble dotlr al programa de predicci6n de una infraestructura
 
cue le pe:,'ita integrar el interds regional,tanto para la eta
 
pa de investigaci6n cientffica y estudio como para !a ±m6=le 
-
nentacift del usn de los resultados. 
Bajo este punto de vs
ta se considera importante la implementaci~n de Centros Reg4o

nales integrados a un Centro Nacional de Predicci6n Sismica.
 

Para facilidad de exposicifn, el programa considera tres
 
fases principales: 1) deteccifn y adquisici6n de da:os, 2)ang

!Isis y procesam,-ento de datos, y 3) 
uso y dispersi6n de da-

ZOS.
 

1. FASE I.-
 DETECCION Y ADQUISICION DE DATOS
 

La detecc16n y adquisicifn de datos es una de las 
 fases

funda.mentales en cualquier programa de Investigaci6n. 
 Esta

requiere la conjugaci6n de financiamiento, experiencia, y
 
una infraestructura apropiada.
 

A continuaci6n se hace una evaluacifn somera 
del estado
 
de estudio de los principales parlxnetros util:za!ie para la

precicci6n sismica en el Per. y se esboza, en t6r.minos gencra

les, el plan de trabajo Inmediato.
 

2. SISMICIDAD
 

Como se mencion6 en 
la Parte 1, 4ste es el parknetro mls
importante utilizado en la predicci6n sismica. 
La ocurrencia

de siamos refleaa inestabilidad mecAnica que afectan masas de- 919rzaterial cuyas dimnslones (volumen) estfn lntimamente rela
conadas con Iia 


S V UU 
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2.1 Redes Sismicas
 

A Dicieribre de 1979, el Pert cont6 con las siguien
 

tes redes sismicas: 1) Red Telesismica, ii) Red SIs.ica
 

de Arequipa, iii) Red Srsmica de Lima y Departamentos
 

del Sur del Pert, iv) Red SIsmica de Poechos y estacio
 

nes de Energla (INIE). A continuaci~n se hace una bre%
 

descripci6n.de las caracteristicas de laRedes y se eat
 

ci estado de an~lisis y procesamiento de datos.
 

-.. 1. Red Teleslsmica
 

Esta red estl constituida, principalmente,
 

por las estaciones standard NOAA: Arequipa y 9
 

fa; y la estaci6n de Huancayo. Estan estaciones
 

t~n instrumentadas con equipos de perlodo corto
 

largo. El anglisis de los sismogramas se mantieni
 

al d~a y se reporta al National Earthquake Info.-=..
 

tion Service en Golden, U.S.A.
 

Ademls de estas estaciones telesismicas ex
 
ten las estaciones del Cuzco y Trujillo. Abas i
 

taladas y operadas bajo la responsabilidad del
 

partment of Terrestrial Magnetism (DTM) de !a Car
 

negie Ins~tution of Washington en colaboraci6n c
 

el IGP. Actualmente, se obtiene un registro en :
 

pel de la estaci6n del Cuzco. Ningtn registro vi
 

ble se obtiene de la de Trujillo,.ya que su regist
 

es en cinta magn~tica. Los datos del Cuzco se ir
 

grarln con los de la Red de Limna y Dptos. del Su:
 
del Perxo.
 

Se tiene aproximadamente 20 afios de datcs 
ra las estaciones de Arequipa y Safia. Para la 
Huancayo, se han obtenido datos por aproximadame: 

45 afios. Sin embargo, los sismogramas para un bi 
ndmero de afios, los primeros de operacidn, se en( 

tran an Caltech, U.S.A. 920 

http:descripci6n.de
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2.1.2 Red Sfsmica de Arecuipa
 

La Red S~smica de Ar quipa es operd.', d.e-scon 

tinuadanente,por el Instituto Geofisico de Krecuipa 

(IGA) de la Universidad Nacional de San Agustirn de
 

Arequipa, el DTM; y Sitimammente con la cocpera -

cin del IGP. La primera temporada de opera:cn se 

inici6 alrededor de 1964. 

La red s~smica IGA-DTM comprendla estacic.nes
 

en Arequipa (5), Puno (1), y Cuzco (1). El an&li 
sis y procesamiento no se ha completado.
 

2.1.3 Red S~smica de Lima y Dptos. del Sur del Pert
 

Esta red opera bajo la respcnsabiltdad corn 

pleta del IGP: Direcci6n de Investigaci6n Cientifi
ca de Geofisica Aplicada (DICGA), y comprende insta-' 

laciones semiportltiles y radio telem tricas. La
 

red cuenta con instalaciones en los siguientes de 
partamentos: Lima (3), Ica (3), Ayacucho (1), Apu 
rimac (1), Arequipa (2), Cuzco (1), Junin (1)-tele 

s~smica. La red funcion6 continuamente desde media 

dos de 1976 a fines de 1977. En 1978 y 1979 funcio 

n6 parcialmente. 

j El anglisis se encuentra completo desde Octu
 

bre 1976 a Junio 1977. No se ha iniciado el proce

samiento por falta de computadora y de personal t~c
 

nico.
 

2.1.4 Red Sismca del Reservorio de Poechos y Esta
ciones INIE 

La operaci6n de la red sismica de Poechos 
asi cmo de las estaciones de INIE son responsbili 
dad dal IGP: Direcci6n de Investigacign Cientifica 

de Sismolog1a4DICS), -921
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La red sismica de Poechos fue dise.iada e
 

implementada para monitorear la actividad s.smica
 
en la vecindad del reservorio de Poechos zb--e el
 
r~o Chira, departamento de Piura. En la actualidad
 

cuenta con 5-estaciones remotas con transm-i-6n ra
 
dial a la estaci6n central de registro en !as insta
 

laciones del IGP en Negritos.
 
Las estaciones de INIE se encuentran instala

eas en Ayacucho (1), Puerto Ocopa (1), Hu~nuco (1), 

Pucallpa (1), y en Tarapoto (W). 

2.2 Comentarios sobre las Redes Slsmicas Existentes 

Las redes sismicas existentes fueron dise~.adas e
 
mplementadas para resolver problemas locales de intergs
 

de un grupo de investigadores cientificos locales y/o ex
 
tranjeros, en el caso de las redes locales de Arequipa y
 

Lima, o para la obtenci6n de datos con uso potenc±al e
 
proyectos de ingenierla: caso de la red de INIE o como
 
medidas preventivas en el caso de la Red del Reservorio
 

de Poechos. Como resultado so tiene informac 6n ssrsica
 

en diversos grados de resoluci6n y calidad, cubriendo pt
 

r~odos diferentes.
 

Adeins, el instrumental es altax~ente heterogfneo,
 

las pr~cticas de anglisis y procesamiento disim.ilares.
 

Cuando todas las estaciones se juzgan en conjunto
 

su distribuci6n geogrlfica asl como su equipamiento esth
 

muy lejos del minimo que requiere una red sismica para
 
fines de predicci6n. Sin embargo, a pesar de estas defi
 

cieecias, la informaci6n que se puede extraer despues de
 
un an~lisis cuidadoso y critico es invalorable; y servi
• para guiar los estudios inmediatos y sobre todo para
 
:acterizar el proceso sismico en la plataforma conti 

nental al frente del departamento de Lima. - 922 



2.3 Red Szmica para el Programn de Prodicci6n
 

Las zonas sismog6nicas en el oeste do Sudz;mdrica 

en las latitudes que comprende el Pere, influcncian prac 

ticamente la Rep~blica en su totalidad, en espocial &I 

area cor-prendida entre la zona del mar territorial y las 

estribaciones subandinas. Por lo tanto, la red sis.l

ca que se inplemente, deberl cubrir este basto territo 

rio teniendo en cuenta que los niveles mrs altos de recu 

rrencia estfn a lo largo de la plataforma continental y 

los sismos m~s destructores en la regi6n subandina, fu4u 

ra Area de desarrollo del pals. 

En el caso que se logre identificar un Area en la
 

cual se pronostique la ocurrencia de un evento sismico
 

importante, la Red Nacional deberl complemcntarse con
 

una red sismica especial cuya apertura dependerl del ti

po de sismo y su impacto en la economia nacional, y so r
 

bre todo, de los posibles efectos en la poblaci6n.
 

Ze debe tener en cuenta que los resultados de los 

e.studios seran etiles y el programa de predicci6n alcan

zarl su cometido, en la medida que tanto los representan 

tes del Gobierno y el pueblo en general hagan uso de di

cha informaci6n para mejorar el conocimiento general del 

grado de peligro sismico local y regional, y del grado 

en que dichos resultados sean utilizados en el PRCGR.IXA 

DE PREVENCION SISMICA para reducir los dafos y p~rdida 

de vidas hwmanas. 

Teniendo en cuenta el principio de duplicidad, es
 

recomendable implementar varios centros de acopio: proce
 

samiento y distribuci6n de informacion proveniente del 

programa de predicci6n. 

2.3.1 Caracteristicas de la Red Princinal 
- 923 -

La red sismica con fines de prediccidn sfs±.

ca deberl tener las siguientes caracterlsticas:
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i. Equipo uniforme de detecci~n, transmn 
si6n de informac±6n, ancisis, proceza 
miento y presentaci6n de datcs.
 

ii. Uniformidad en el nivel de detecc-'. 
 pa
 
ra todo el territorio nacional.
 

ii±.Centros regionales de acopio, prccesamalen
 
to preliminar entiempo real,y d4stribu
 
ci6n de inform.aci6n sfsmica.
 

iv. Dualidad en los sistemas de adcuisicli.n 

de informacifn SISMiCa. 

V. Equipamiento de estaciones con 110 dB de
 
rango dinafmico para el estudio de carac
terlsticas diAnicas de sismos fuertes
 
debiles.
 

2.3.2 Red S~smica Principal
 

Se propone una red sismica principal consti
tuida por lo siguiente: 1) 35-estaciones radio tele
 
mftricas remotas, sin contar con las estaciones ra
dio telemntricas existentes; 2) 15-estaciones con
 
registro in situ, estas estadiones proveen la dupli
 
cidad del sistema de detecci6n; 3) 3-estaciones con
 
110 dB de rango dinimico; 4) 3-centros regionales
 
de registro, an~lisis, y procesamiento de datos en 
.tiempo real; 5) I-Centro Nacional de estudio e !n 
vestigaci6n s smica para fines de predicc±6n.
 

Se propone como centros regionales a Chicla
yo, Lima y Arequipa. Siendo Lima, adem9s, el 
can 
tro de estudio de investigaci~n nacional. El Imbi

- 924to deI Influencia de cada uno de los centros regiona
 
les'ependerl de las facilidades logisticas existen
 



facilidades de anglisis, y procesamiento de datos
 

(digitalizadoras, y minicorputadoras); ado.mSC debe
 

dot~rseles del personal t~cnico apropiado, sin el
 

cual todo esfuerzo serl in~til.
 

2.3.3 Red Sismica Especial
 

La red sismica especial es aquela que perm:
 

te mejorar el nivel de detecci6n y la resoluci6n e

pacial en la ubicaci6n de los eventos slsricos as(
 

ciados con una predicci6n, o el nonitoreo de actIv
 

dad sismica post-evento.
 

Las caracteristicas principales de la instr
 

mentaci6n deben ser: alta movilidad, facil instal
 

ci6n y mantenimiento del registro apto para proces
 

miento autom~tico por computadoras, la respuesta d
 

n5mica del equipo similares al de la red principal
 

Se propone contar con unos 10-sistemas de d
 

tecci6n y registro.
 

3. DEFOEMACION GEODESICA
 

El objetivo principal de este programa de investigaci
 

debe ser determinar la variaci6n espacial y temporal de
 

acu=.uaci6n de deformaciones a travs de los Andes, y a 1o
 

largo de la costa. El programa corresponde a tres Ireas pr
 

cipales: ±) re-ocupaci6n geoddsica, ii) determinaci6n de
 

variaci6n del nivel medio del mar y 3) fechamiento de -zrra
 

zas marinas. A continuaci6n se esboza brevemente los traba
 

Jos y requerimientos de cada una de estas ireas de estudio.
 

3.1 Re-ocupaci6n geodfsica
 

Ladetermnaci6n de "deformaciones geoddsicas"
 

quieren: 1) una evaluac16n cuidadosa y exhaustiva de re-ocu
 
- 925 
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ciones de redes.de triangulaci6n y poligonaci6n,asl como
 
un estudio corpleto de las lineas de renivelaci6n geod6
 

sicas; 2) identificaci6n de zonas con alto grado de de
 
formaci6n; 3) re-ocupaci6n de los monumentos culCadcsa
=ante seleccionados para mediciones con equipos ata.e-.
 

te estables y con resolucin de por lo menos 10-7; ) i:
 
p1lerentacifn do control rutinario y peri6dico.
 

equipo utilizado para las modidas do deformacifn hori
 
zontal es altamente sofisticado y costoso.
 

El an~lisis de datos hist6ricos y aCn de re-ocupa
 

ciones recientes reguiere gran cuidado y experiencia.
 
Sin embargo, investigadores del USGS Menlo Park tienen
 

inplementados procedinientos en computadoras digizales
 

que permiten garantizar un procesamiento correcto.
 

La re-ocupati6n gravim~tica con equipo altamente
 

estable y con sensibilidad del orden del microgal corro

bora, usualmente, los resultados de la renivelaci6n. Es
 

tas medidas son mns econ6micas y r6pidas que las nivela

ciones, pero, su "significado algunas veces es dificil
 

de establecer".
 

Los estudios de re-ocupaci~n geod~sica, en particu
 

lar el control horizontal y vertical por lo menos en su
 

etapa inicial, requerirgn el apoyo y gula de especals
tas que estfr trabajando en el Irea de predicci6n. EI 

equ±parmiento, por ser muy costoso, se deberl pensar en 

programas cooperativos 

El Instituto Geogrifico Militar (IGM) es !a institu
 

..-n indicada a realizar los trabajos geod6sicos. Sin
 

embargo, se debe establecer umestrecha.... coordinac-6n
 
del estudio con el IGP en todas las etapas
 

3.2 Detezminac±6n del Nivel Medio del MIar - 926 

Existe en el pals datos sobre el monitoreo del ni
wqE.. - A. - a* 4 -__ - - - - - a - A- 'NA -=a - - a nf 

http:redes.de
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damente 10 puntos a lo hrgo de la costa peruana. Estos
 
registros constituyen una fuente de datos muy valiosa pa
 
ra la deterrinaci6n del nivel medio del mar en 
 funci6n
 
del tie7-po. Los revultadoo permitir=n delinoar, po;r.
 
bles, grandes zonas de deforn.acidn y correlacionarlos
 
con la ocurrencia de sismos destructores. Claro estc
 
que la mayor tarea es poner los datos anal6gicos en for
 
ma digital para su procesamiento y analisis. La instala
 
ci6n de nuevas estaciones mareogr~ficas, debe resultar
 
de las recomendaciones de esta etapa previa.
 

El trabajo de digitalizaci6n y procesa.iento de los
 
datos provenientes de los mareogramas deberfan ser ejecu
 
tados por la Marina del Pert a travs de la dependencia
 
apropiada, y en estrecha coordinaci6n con el IGP.
 

3.3 Fechamiento de Terrazas,Marinas
 

Uno de los elementos de primera magnitud, que Ind4
 
carla el grado de deformaci6n vertical a travis de los
 
6!timos milenios de afios, es el fechamiento y estableci
miento de la altitud de las terrazas marinas a lo largo
 
de la costa peruana. Esta es una linea de investigaci6n
 
muy promisora y usfndose con buenos resultados no s6lo
 
en las costas de Alaska y California, sino tambifn en te
 
rrazas fluviales en el continente.
 

El Dr. K. La Joie ha hecho un estudio en el S. de
 
California utilizando 14C, aninoacidos, y series de ura
 
nio en corales, como medios de fechamiento. Los resulta
 
dos son sorprendentes.
 

El axbiente sismico en Alaska es similar al de Suda
 

rnrica: zonas de subducc16n. El Dr. G. Plafker estl es
tudiando en Alaska las terrazas para determinar la histo
 
ria de la deformacifn mediante la correlaci6n de terra 
zas. Uno de los resultados, ademfs de establecer la his
 

-- 927toria del levantamiento continental, es la estimacifn
 
del tiempo de recurrencia de eventos sismicos, posible 

, ,, .&4 - -.. . * - q 



El estudio de terrazas requiere indefectblemente r 

!a transferencia de experiencia a ge6logos pGuLncs. El 

Dr. R. Bucknamj quien estg haciendo estudios sirilares 

pero en terra±as de rios, estaria dispuesto a colaborar 

en la etapa de entrenr.miento. El Dr. La Joie t bl6n 
ofreci6 su colaboraci6n. 

3.4 Resumen
 

De la exposici6n anterior es evidente que los traba
 

Jos relacionados con la "deformaci6n geodfsica" requiere
 

de la experiencia de especialistas actualmente ejecutan
 

do trabajos en esta disciplina para la predicci6n sismi

ca. Asimismo, el mon-ftoreo de deformaciones horizonta

les requerirl la gestifn previa de un prfstamc de equipo,
 
.-
 ser Iste muy costoso.
 

4. DEYOR.ACIONES PU1%UALES
 

En el Peru se cuenta con abundantes datos sobre observa 

ciones de "defoniaciones puntuales" provenientes de la esta 

ci~n tenson.6trica de Rafa, y las estaciones del Proyecto Coo 

perativo de Deformaciones Corticales IGP-Universidad de Zyoto, 

Japcn. 

La mayorla de investigadores cientificos trabajando en
 

la predicci6n sismica, estfn convencidos que los datos cue 

producen instrumentos como los que equipan las estaciones men
 

cionadas, tienen poca o ninguna relevancia en el programa de
 

predicci6n sismica. Sin embargo, se debe hacer un anglisis
 

exhaustivo e investigar si hubo o no anomallas significativas
 

asociadas con la ocurrencla de los sismos de 1966,1969,1970,1974.
 

En la denominaci6n de deformaciones puntuales, se inclu 

yen observaciones a travs de fallas activas, de acuerdo a 

uno ed-.Ivs investigadores cientificos de Menlo Park, es lo 

Unico que tiene sentido. Al respecto, muchos de los observa 

torios de deforrAcifn del programa chino se encuentran sobre 

las fallas: un pilar en cada lado de la traza de la falla. En 

el Per son pos los sitios dndese pueden implementa: tales meI
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Existe gran interns de parte del Dr. Brady en las
 
medidas de deformaci6n por la tfcnica de 'overcoring' y la de
 
terminaci n del m6dulo ellstico para evaluar el nivel de 'es

fuerzos' pre-sismo; es deseable que una vez que fl decida eje
 
cutar dichas medidas a trav~s del Bureau of Mines, U.S.A., se
 
le preste el apoyo logistico apropiado para la ejecuci6n de
 
tales medidas. La decisi6n depende do la ocurrencia del even
 

to sismico premonitor pronosticado para Setiambre de 1980.
 

5. ESTUDIO DE NEOTETONICA
 

Los estudios de neotect6nica deberIn concentrarse en el 
mapeo de fallas activas recientes y determinaci6n del patr6n 
de movimiento tect6nico. Estos estudios, a nivel nacional, 
deberln ser ejecutados por el INGEMT en coordinaci6n con el 
IGP. La dete-minaci6n de los ejes de deformaci6n mediante ob
servaciones de la microtect6nica en perfodos recientes, geol6
 
gicamente hablando, es de gran importancia.
 

6. FLUJO DE RADON
 

Los trabajos bajo este rubro deben ser muy limitados. Se
 
debe usar la fase acuosa en la adquisici6n de muestras. Los
 
pozos de muestreo deberian estar en rocas Igneas Scidas; en
 
las cuales se perforarlan huecos con diamantina y se manten 
drfan lienos de agua. El pozo se protegeria contra la conta
minaci6n ambiental y la muestra se obtendria del fondo del po
 
zo por bombeo. Se debe medir la temperatura del agua in situ.
 

El flujo de rad6n es sensible a la temperatura. Segn resulta
 
dos del Dr. Holub.
 

En el caso de Lima, se tiene un pozo en La Molina que pe
 
netra en el baxamento: roca Ignea. Este debe ser el primer 
punto de estudlo. 

- 929 -
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7. VARIACIOkMES DE LOS CAMPOS C=OLECTRICOS Y GEOACIZTICOS 

Seg~n el Dr. E. Eufer, del Ames Research Center, no exis
 
te ccmercialmente el equipo magnitico que 
 reuna las cone±clo
 
nes de sensitividad y estabilidad que permlta detectar anoma 
leas magn~ticas atribuibles a procesos sismicas. Por lo tan
 
to, estos estudios deben diferirse a una segunda etapa de es
tudio.
 

En cuanto a las variaciones del campo geoeldctrico: auto
 
potencial y resistividad, no hay mayor experiencia. Esta es
 
un Irea de investigaci6n actualmente.
 

II. FASE 2.- ANAXISIS Y PROCESAMIENTO DE DATOS 

Actualmente la inierpretaci6n y anglisis de sismogramas.
 
en el PerC, se hacen manualmente con el auxilio de reglas mi
 
i"metradas y/o lupas con varios factores de au.mento. 
 Este
 
es un procedimiento lento y propenso a un sinn~rmero de erro 
-
res y do una variabilidad grande en la resoluc16n tanto en
 
las lecturas del tiempo como las medidas de las amplitudes de
 
las ondas sismicas.
 

En USGS, Menlo Park, este problema se ha resuelto par
 
cialmente utilizando medios electr6nicos de la lectura. An
 
se requiere la participaci6n del interpretador. La tendencia
 
actual, sin embargo, es substituir, o por lo menos disminuir
 
la labor del interpretador utilizando el flujo de datos 
 en
 
forma digital y la implementaci6n de algoritmos inteligentes
 
para la detecci6n de las fases y amplitudes de las d4ferentes
 
cndas sismicas. En esta fltima Area el impacto de los minicom
 
putadores y microprocesadores es muy grande y su costo relati
 
vamente modesto. Sin embargo, la implementaci6n del 'softwa
 
re' apropiado es lento y costoso, si es que se le tiene 
 que
 

- 930 
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desarrollar Integramcnte. Es muy econdmico si se i 
Atercabi±a
 
con otras instituciones que tr&bajan en la niisma prcble-Ltica. 

Volviendo al caso del Peru, la DICGA ha implmentado un
 
prodecimiento que utiliza el medio electr6nico: digitalizado
ra de INIE, y el interpretador. El prograna de cdmputo res 
-

pectivo estl en la atapa de prueba final dentro de poco ha de
 
entrar en producci6n.
 

Se requerirg varias mesas da digitalizaci6n y rmitiples
 
turnos para s6lo poner al dia el anglisis de sismcgranmas de
 
los ahos anteriores. La situaci6n del andlisis de sismogra 
-

mas producidos por DICS e IGA no es diferente.
 

El anglisis de sismogramas debe mantenerse al dia o con
 
un desfasaje razonable en tiempo. 
Para alcanzar este objeti
vo, es indispensable que se dote a los Centros Regionales 
de
 
varios sistemas digitalizadores del tipo tablero con la elec
tr6nica correspondiente.
 

1.1 Procesamiento 

El procesamiento de datos sismicos deberl consistir,
 
por 1o menos, en chequear por consistencia de los datos
 
calcular las coordenadas hipocentrales y magnitudes 
 de
 
cada uno de los eventos sismicos y producci6n del bole 
-

tin s~srico mensual. Actualmente, sea por el n'n.ero re
ducido de estaciones sismicas o por no contar frecuente
mente con el acceso a una computadora, los cIlculos 
 se
 
hacen manualnente. 
Este c~lculo es imposible hacerlo
 
cuando el ndmero de estaciones cree significativamente
 
y/o cuando la actvidad sismica es muy alta; y el reque
rimiento de publicar la informacifn s~smica es a cortz
 
plazo..
 

- 931 -
Porlo tanto, es indispensable contar con el.acceso
 

permanente a una computadora 
que permita procesar la
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informaci6n sismica y produci: el boletin s smico 
 en
 
cada Centro Regional.
 

El Centro Nacional de procesamiento de datoz esta 
ria ubicado en las oficinas del IGP en Lima. Consideran
 
do la presente situaci6n del IGP, parece 16gico, au.en 
tar la capacidad de memoria de la computadora Harris
 
6-6n, y proveerla con 3x perifdricos necesarios e inves
 
tigar la posibilidad de adquirir una minicomputadora que
 
actue como 'manager' en la transmisi6n de datos via mi
 
cro-ondas al centro de c6mputo del IGP en Jicamarca. El
 
Centro de C6mputo del IGP, en Jicamarca, estaria consti
tuido por las dos computadoras Datacraft y la Harris in
terconectadas. De esta manera se satisface el principio
 
de duplicidad.
 

1.2 Digitalizacifn
 

La geofisica moderna demanda el tratamiento de se-a
 
les en forma digital tanto para el estudio del contenido
 
din4mnco como para el uso do la informacifn cinerntica.
 
Por esta raz6n, es imprescindible contar con sistemas de
 
digitallzaci6n de sefiales anal6gicas no solamente sismi
cas sino de otras Indoles tales como mareogramas, reqis
trosde deformaciones, etc.
 

Como se ha mencionado anteriormente, la tendenc.a
 
actual es aprovechar el manejo de sefales digitales 
 no
 
solo para mejorar el entendimiento del fen6meno fisico,
 
sino para liberar al investigador cientiffco o al analis
 
ta de tareas que requieren Interaccifn de caracter rut*
nario.
 

La Implementaci6n de los sistemas de digitalizaci6n 
de sefials se harl, en principio, ej el Centro Nacional: 
Lima.  932 



2. DEFORmInCIONES GEODESICAS 

2.1 Anlisis-Procesamiento
 

El anglisis y c6mputo de las 
 deformaciones geod~si
cas involucran, esencialmente, 
 procesamiento de los da
 
tos con programas de c~mputo especialmente escritos para

este fin. Probablemente, s6lo se tenga que adaptar 
pro
.granas escritos para otras computadoras. El procesamien

to de los datos gravim~tricos y los de mareogramas 
s6lo

requieren el acceso a una mquina de prop~sito general.
 

2.2 DigitalizaciSn
 

La informaci6n de las 
variaciones 
 del nivel medio

del 
mar tiene que ser extraida de los mareog.aras. 
 Los
 
mareogramas, salvo cuando son afectados 
por tempestades

y/o raremotos, contienen sefiales que vatlan 
 lentamente
 
con el 'iempo. Esta caracteristica los hacen apropia 
dos para ser digitalizados a una'raz6n' fija, siguiendo

la curva diaria de variaci6n del nivel del mar. 
 Al
i.plementarse el sistema de digitalizaci6n en el Centro
 
Nacional debe tenerse en cuenta este problema.
 

3. DEFORCIOnS PUNTUALES
 

3.1 Anglisis-Procesamiento
 

El anflisis y procesamiento de la informaci6n prove
niente de las observaciones puntuales requieren 
de la
disponibilidad de una computadora d-prop6sito 
 general

implementada con los perif~ricos standard. 
Actualmente,

el suscrito desconoce el volumen de datos a proi.esar,

sin embargo, a juzgar por el nimero de estaciones y 
los
 
a~os de funcionamento de las mismas, se espera que $ste
sea comparable con el volumen de datos de sismicidad.
 

-933 
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3.2 Digitaliacit6n
 

Al igual que los mare6grafos se obtiene reg'stros
 
anal6gicos en papel; sin embargo, algunas estacicnes, ya

registran actualmente en forma digital. 
 Pero el mayor

volu~en de la informaci6n anal6gica sobre 
 deformciones
 
puntuales se encuentran en papel. 
 Se desconoce cuQ! es
 
el estado actual de la digitalizaci6n. 
De todas maneras
 
se estim que para el antlisis de los datos de 1L 
 red de
 
deformaciones de Ica y la de Arequipa, y en parte 
 la de
 
Safa se requiere la disponibilidad de una digitalizadora
 
de tablero en el Centro Nacional.
 

III. FASE 3.-
 USO Y DISPERSION DE DATOS
 

El 6xito Cltimo del programa de predicci6n, no s6lo 
 de
 
penderi 
 de la exactitud con lacual se pronostique el sismo en
 
cuanto a su magnitud, ubicaci6n y tiempo de ocurrencia, sino
 
tambidn de c6mo se utilicen los resultados para la implemrenta

ci6n de.los programas de prevenci6n. Es muy importante cue
 
la informaci6n tdcnica que se .adquiera y procese en el progra


de predicci6n llegue tnto 
a las autoridades guabernamenta
 
les cono al poblador en general. 
Este prop6sito ha de lograr
 
se con la publicaci6n peri~dica y frecuente de boletines in
 
formativos sobre la evoluc16n del ambiente s~smico, 
 y la Pu
 
blicaci6n de boletines especializados para usos de las autori
 
dades y profesionales encargados de la planificaci6n y 
 cons
trucci6n en el territorio nacional.
 

Los koletines informativos diarios y mensuales serlan
 
producidos por los Centros Regionales, y los especializados
 
por el Centro Nacional.
 

- 934 
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R~cc,,::,,CIONES SOBRE LA ADBU!S C!-,' E UC 

I. DET=CCICN1 Y ADQUISICICN DI DATZS 

1 S:S!i:CIDAM 

1.1 Red Sisr.ica Principal
 

1.1.1 GeneraliCades
 

La filosofla sobre equipamiento de estacicnes 

s~smicas remotas'y la transmisi6n de datoz a la os

taci6n centra! de registrov'' vara entre el 

de Go..den ,,y - de Menlo Park. LZcs de .X:n"o 

Park, prefieren los equipos diseLados y conz:rufd: 

por ellos mismos. En cambiO los de Golden, prefie

rtn aquellos equipos cozerciales que son confiables. 

En este aspecto,dada la limitada disponibilidad de 

reno de obra especializada disponible en el !G? y 

a brevedad de tiempo, es m~s conveniente adotr :.a 

filosofla de Golden. 

E. grupo de Golden tiene alta conf . en 

las urnades de Ellos =izs nTeledyne Geotech. ma 

hecho mejoras a ciertas unidades,especialm=ntc, -a 

registro. *En cuanto a las unidades de radio 

ris±6n tienen muy alto concepto y confianza a! ezu.. 

po REPCO. Este equipo es modular, estable y dura 

ble. Investigadores de Golden tienen varias redea 

sismicas equipadas con este instrumental.
 
- 935 -

No hay concenso como registrar los datos. Uns
 
I-.q 
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- 1-unidad de reproducci6n de cinta (Sanga.o), 
70-antenas Yagi mfs el nfm.cro correspondiente de 
las repetidoras, 

- Repuestos para todas las unidades, 
Equipo de prueba.
 

1.2 Equipo de Detecc16n y Re gistro in situ: Red Sismica 
Principal 

1.2.1 Generalidades
 

Este equipo lo constituyen esencialmente los
 
utilizados en las redes actuales. 
 Se debe mejorar 
el control de tiempo y algunos registradores y se 
les reubicarla para complementar la Red TelemAtrica. 
Sin embargo, debido a la edad, alg=as unidades de
 
ben reemplazarse. 
 Su reemplazo se recomienda sea
 
con equipo MEQ-800,ya que el equivalente MKcrocorder de
 
Teledyne Geotech tiene, segfin los usuarios de Gol 
-

den, problemas tdcnicos, y no son equipos para labor
 
Ipesada'.
 

El grppo de California Menlo Park, no requie
re de esta red de registro in situ porque la redun
dancia de estaciones telemdtricas es altisima y 
la
 
accesibilidad a cualquier estaci6n es f~cil.
 

.1.2.2 Equipo a adquirirse
 

El n~mero de sistemas a adquirirse dependera
 
ce la evaluaci6n f~sica que se haga de las unidades
 
actuales en operaci6n.
 

.1.3 Estaciones de amplio rango dindmico 
 - 936 
1.3.1 Generalidades
 
Estaciones sfsmicas de 110 
 d.B de rango dinLTmico no
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ma de detecci6n y registro de la Universidad de
 

Wisconsin,cuyas especificaciones se dan en el Apen

dice I.
 

Estas unidades han sido probadas en el terre

moto de Mdxico y en los estudios de r6plicas del
 

sismo de Colombia del 12.12.79
 

1.3.2 Eouipo
 

- 3-sistemas de registro, 3 componentes cada uno,
 

- l-sistema de reproducci6n con terminal SR-232. 

2. DEFORKACION GEODESICA
 

2.1 Control Geodsico Horizontal
 

Hay, por Io menos, dos sistemas de medidas de
 

distancia que se utilizan actualmente: en primera clase
 

est.n el Geodolite M-8, y el Range Master y con alcances
 
-
hasta de 50 kin, rangos de detectividad hasta 10 6. Las
 

observaciones requieren determinar la densidad, presign,
 

temperatura, y humedad durante la ejecuci6n de las nmedi
 

das. El costo de cada uno es alrededor de 20 mil d6la 

res, siendo el segundo mejor que el primero. A la segun
 

da clase pertenece el "two-color terrameter" con sensiti
 

vidad 10-7y es independiente de los elementos meteorol6
 

gicos, maximum range: 20 km, reallsticamente 10 km. El
 

precio por unidad es 200 mil d6lares.
 

Estos equipos actualmente los usan las agencias en
 

cargadas de mapeo cartogr~fico de U.S.A. Es posible i
 

plementar un plan de cooperaci6n, por el cual se solici
 

tarla en pr~stamo el equIpo pertinente y darlan el entre
 

namiento al personal peruano que ejecutarfa la labor.
 
-937 -

Otra alternativa es adquirir el Range Master y soli
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citar la cooperaci6n de la aviaci6n peruana para 
las medidas de los elementos mcteorol6gicos.
 

2.2 Control Geod~sico Vertical
 

El control geodfsico vertical requiere la disponibi
 
lidad de niveles y miras de alta precisidn, que probable
 
nente el IGM cuenta.
 

2.3 Variaciones del Campo Gravimdtrico
 

Un gravimetro Modele D con sensitivity de 1 micro 
gal y 200 mgl de rango. El equipo cuesta 29 mul d6lares.
 

2.4 Determinaci6n de Edades de las Terrazas
 

E1 equipo para ejecutar este estudio es muy pocc
 
Unos 3 6 4 pares de lentes esterosc6picos, bolsas para
 
la colecci6n de muestras, etc.
 

Se debe reservar fondos para la determinaci6n de 
edades y transporte de muestras al extranjero, compra de
 
fotograflas:agreas, etc.
 

2.5 Variaciones del Nivel Medlo del Mar 

La mejora del equipo existente y la implenentacifn
 
de nuevas estaciones debe estar supeditada al resultado
 
de los anllisis de los datos existentes.
 

3. DEFORMACIONES PUNTUALES
 

El equipamiento de una c dos estaciones en el norte del
 
pals debe estar supeditado a los resultados de los anglisis
 
de los datos existentes. - 938 
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4. CAMIO GEOMAGNETICO
 

El equipamiento con fines de predicci6n dcberl posoner
se; sin embargo, es recomendable iniciar las gestiones perti

nentes a travs de NASA para lograr el pr~stano de 1&s esta 

ciones del tipo que el Dr. E. Eufer ha disehado y construido 
para S. de California, U.S.A. 

5. GEOQUIMICA
 

Se recomienda la compra de equipo para el estudic del 

flujo de rad6n, utilizando muestras de agua. Los precios FOB, 

Canadl son: 

1 RDU-200 US$ 2,000
 

1 RD200 4,000
 

Con fecha de entrega de dos semanas.
 
(cotizaci6n telef6nica)
 

II. ANALISIS Y PROCESAMIE=O DE DATOS
 

1. A"IALISIS
 

1.1 Generalidades
 

Se debe adquirir equipo que permita la imple-nenta 

ci6n automftica de lecturas sismicas.' Como primera eta
pa se debe adoptar el sistema de una digital.zadora de 

0.001" de resoluci6n con valida en tarjetas. Posterior
mente se le puede acoplar un microprocesador que per-nita
 

la salida en'disketo directamente a un sector del disco- 93
 

de una de las computadoras del centro de c6mputo del IGP.
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de investigadores Utilizan en Menlo Park es mesa, y 
uni

dades t-lectr6nicas de la marca Bendix. 
Este sisteme es 
similar al de INIE: marca Del Foster. Desafortunadamen
 
te, no se pudo hacer contacto con dichas firz.iu Este
 
mismo equipo se usarla para digitalizar los mareograras,

registros de deformaci6n, sismogramas, etc. 
 Ader.1s de
 
util.,zarlos para hacer lecturas s~smicas.
 

1.2 Equipo
 

- 3-sistemas Bendix o Del Poster de digitalizaci6n. 
Ca
 
da uno de los sistemas Bendix cuesta alrededor de 20
 
mil d6lares.
 

.2. PROCESAMIENTo
 

2.1 Generalidades
 

En el PerO, un area en que los estudios de flsica
 
de la tierra necesitan apoyo afn sin el de
incremento 

nuevas unidades de detecci6n y adquIs ci6n de datos, 
es
 
la de procesamiento digital. Muchos 
 de los programas de
 
estudjo e investigaci6n se encuentran 
paralizados por

la falta de facilidades de c6mputo y 
graficaci6n. A pt

sar del esfuerzo que hizo el IGP en 
 la adquisici6n de
 
una computadora adicional, 
debido a la situaci6n econ6
 
mica y las restricciones gubernamentales y al hecho 
 de
 
que la computadora tuvo ya cierto nfxmero de autos de tra
bajo, no ha sido posible ponerla operativa a la fecha.
 
Sin. embargo, se tiene esperenzas que una vez que se ten
ga las partes electr6nicas de repuestos, y se contrate
 
personal electr6nico para atender la adquisici6n de 
da
tos, el personal tfcnico especializado se dedicarl 100%
 
a poner operativa dicha unidad. 
 - 940 -

Aqmfs el IGP cuenta con una computadora nueva 
re
 
eq v A - - 
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al manejo del radar do Jic&%.rca. Esta co.,ut c_"ra sO 
lo puede convcrti. en una unidad do prop6sito enerl 

dilnole nidS pcrif ricas de 'input-outuz 

"u.entado su czpacidad de memcria y c.n:: ccQacenae 

Para ascgurar duplicidad so prcpcne c! tr'z "c de 
'ccmrutadora Datacraft ^ 2 a J.c.7 rCC6 /3-U 

terccneccionado a la nuova i-rs 6-WD. n futuro, 
:.ara a-.'.-ontar la accesibilidad al Centro do C6ruzc se1 

dabe instalar un canal de comunicaci6n por micro-onz&z
 

-ntre Li-a y Jicamarca que per.ira la transmisi6n de un 
alto n4.ero de bits por segundo entre a.-os sit : - t
 

i licz !a adquisici6n de un microprocesador, que servi
r-a !e 'manager' en Lima y, por lo menos, dos te.-r..i.ales
 
,:..: .las) de interacci6n.
 

'Enresumen sd propone que en una primer& etata 
1).. plemente el Centro de C6mputo del IGP en ,car.ar 

ca trasladando 1 a co .autadora Datacraft 6024/3- 1.-e. 
cn-ectlndola a la Harris C-6D , 2) se aumente la memo 

ria, y la capacidad de almacena.4iento de datos de !a Ha
rris 6-6D, 3) se provea de los perif~ricos bQsicos: 
"*=resora,ploteador, pantalla de graficaci6n y c-piador, 
. "antallas de interacci6n. En una segunda etapa: es 

' lec*.iento de canal de cc-unicaci6n de micro-ondaz: 
J'cLarca-Lima, 2) adquisici6n de un micrcprocesador y 
undades de 'input' interactivo, y de 'output' ?lls. 

-r Ultimo en una tercera etapa: se le implernenze a !a
 

un; dad de Lima con un sistema de detecci6n en 'i1nea'
 
%tiernpo real) de sismos.
 

2.2 quipo
 

El equipo para la primera etapa, se recomienda 10
 

siguiente
- 941 
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Precio aprcx.
 

3. 	 una tazjeta de memoria de 389K bytes 
 $ 10,000 
2. 	 un disco de cabeza removible, 40 megabytes 30,000
 
3. 	 un multiplexor (8310) 
 3,000
 
4. 	 un S360-1 'interface' para CRT modelo 8610 
 750
 
5. 	 dos 8340-1 'interfaces' para el impresor y
 

p1cteador, provee conector standard RS-232 
 1,500
 
6. 	 un 8335 'interface' para 1grfficos' en pan

talla (CRT Tetronix 4010 con opci6n # 6) 6,000
 
7. 	 un copiador acoplado al CRT Tetronix 4010 
 6,000
 
8. 	 un impresor (i.e., LA-180, 180 caracteres/sec,
 

conector RS-2B2) 
 2,000
 
9. 	 un ploteador (i.e., Calcomp) 
 (no hay precio')
 
10. 	 dos pantallas CRT modelo 9610 (Harrii) 
 .7,000
 

(se puede adquirir otros modelos ms econ6micos).
 

- 942 
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:cflections on a forecast wh.ch Y,-ay lead to thch prediction of a .trc1 uq
earCquake near Lina, Peru. 

For the period 20/24 Octcber trie writer attended a seminar arra cI.d 

under the auspices of the following organisations:- "ECEMW 19c 

Institute Nacional de Prevencion Sismica de la Argentina - INPRES 

Centrol Regional de Sismologia para Arerica del Sur - CERESIS 

United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation , UNESCO. 

United Nations Disaster Relief Office - UNDRO 

United Nations Environment Program.e - UNEP 

The subject of the seminar was Seisr-ic Prediction an6 the Evaluation of
 

Seisni-= Risk. It was hold at the premises of IINrPS in the city of 
San Juan 

in Nort',estorn Argertina, a region of ccnsiderable seismic activity. it is 

intereCting t note the involvorerit of the United Nations agencies al. of
 
whi ch \..re spc:'sorirg partitipants at an international Syr.rosium on Earthquae
 

P'p-icticn held in Paris in April 1979. 

The San Juan meeting attracte6 about eighty participants from twenty-one
 

co:rres. The ]aroest grou:) 
 came from South A..rican states but there were,
 

in adeition, particippnts fror the United States, U.S.S.R., the People's
 

Repu2~ic of C'nna, Switzerland, Italy, .rerany, Indonesia and New 
 Zealand. 

A large nunber of papers was presented to the Conference (a copy of the 

proqrh7=.z' 's annexec) but it is not the. purpose. of this report to offer any 

generA1 ccmnent upon th.nr except to say that as a non-specialist (as far as I 

an, aware I was the only social scient.ist att-.ding) the vr.riter found it 

r.-ensely valua01e to be present at s4:-;.n:s on scientific and technolog cal 

tma't!.;. There is no doubt that a~.thouq' the s".'tleties of the arcgu!ments r.y 

be rissed, the effort involved in tnderstanding the methods employed to .tiCV9v 

r-111er.omenon vastly increases tho ro;-specialist's abi)ty to asses. the 

siqnificence, the difficult.ies ard the many adinbicuities of earthqua: preAictie:n. 

Th, '.-'ter conr'cludes f:om tlje experi-ncc i-: San Jua.n that if progres s to b,-e 

rzTdc* to ads unde rstandinq the wider social ir;plications of prediction, 
- A7 



politicians, administrators and social scientists must-be exposed to discussions 

of the developing scientific and technological concepts similar to those 

presented at San Juan. This propcsition is particularly relevant to the points 

developed later in this report and requires elaboration. 

The I olications of Earthquake Prediction 

There is as yet no conclusive scientific basis for earthquake prediction 

in the that reliablesense probabilitya can be attached to a statement that 

an event of a certain magnitude will occur within a specified and socially 

useful time range in a precisely located region. Of course, reliable forecasts 

may be made of seismic vulnerability both on the basis of historic data and in 

terms of the rapidly developing understanding of the physical mechanisms 

operating in the earth's crust but it is only recently that the relevant sciences 

seismology, geophysics and geology - have given pronise that careful measurement 

and analysis of certain phenorena may indicate an imminent earthquake with 

useful precision. It is of compelling interest that a combination of empirical 

techniques were employed in the People's Republic of China to predict the 

severe earthquake at Haicheng on 4 February 1975, with the result that an 

evacuation was ordered within five and a half hourse of the event. 
It is
 

equally relevant that a devastating ear:thquake on the 1976
 

was not predicted and appalling loss of life occurred. These two events indicate 

a possible process in the evolution of earthquake prediction which tUhose who 

must react .ould be prudent to assume. First, as the meeting in Paris last 

year and San Juan this year indicated, earthmq'ke prediction is now firmly 

established as a legitimate objective of sientific enquiry. Second, a pro

portion of the predictions that will! arise fronm this activity will prove to be 

unreliable and a number of strong earthquakes will not be pxedicted at all.. 

These conclusions raise very difficult questions for scientists, politicians 

and adainistrators. Answers can only be found if ever, one involved shares a 

coris.,on philosophy springing from an understanding of the problems facing the 

sc*e:atists. 
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Pun unavoidable dilemma arises in prediction. Normally a scientific 

hypothesis that the occurrence of certain phenorena will lead to a given result 

tends to be verified or refuted when the result occurs or fails to occur. This 

does not prove the causal relationship but it may provide a powerful impulse 

to the development of a valid theory of causation. A scientist may propose 

an hypothesis and a series of observations. He may also evolve a tentative 

theoretical explanation based upon the hypothesis. Normally it would not be 

expected that society should act upon hypotheses or theory until events have 

occurred which allow some index of probability to be stated. 

he. case of earthquake prediction raises extraordinary objections to this 

procedure. Prediction, as we have 	 seen, involves specification of time, place 

and 	magnitude. If an earthquake of high magnitude is predicted, disastrous
 

consequences will follow for the inhabitants of the area affected. The
 

scientist may take one of three possible actions as follows:

(a) 	 He may decide not to publish his prediction on the grounds that it is 

not 	scientifically significant until the verifying event occurs; 

(b) 	He may publish his prediction only in scientific papers on the grounds 

-that the scientific community should be in a position to weigh his 

hypothesis and develop progrananes in advance of the event to test its 

validity;
 

(c) 	 He may communicate his prediction to governmental authorities in order
 

that they 
may, 	 if they wish, take steps to mitigate the hazazds of the 

event if it occurs. 

If the scientist deciues to follow the fircy/ ourse i.o precautions can be 

taken and the opportunity to reduce human suffering will be lost. If he decides 

to take the second option, it may be that the same result will follow. 

Alternatively, the prediction may come to the notice of the society at large 

causing social and economic disruption. This may eventually lead to the
 

interuention of government to preserve social order. If he adopts the third 

course, the scientist conveys irporrarit information to government for ;hic1 he 

can, 	 -949.at"the movent, give no relia-il~e esti.mate of pr-obability in the kn,.::ledge 



that the prediction itself may have harmful consequences for the society. 

7he status of hypotheses will differ, of course. Some may be of cuch a 

tentative nature that no responsible. scientist would consider giving them 

publicity. Nonetheless, there seemed to be a consensus at San Juan that an 

increasing number of scientists will be engaged in studying a wide range of 

phenomena now thought to be precursors of imminent earthquakes and that, as 

a result, predictions will be made in increasing numbers as confidence in the 

scientific arguments develops. 

It is my conclusion, based on attendance at four extensive conference on 

this subject, that the only rational course should the observations of pre

cursnr..' events satisfy the scientist that a destructive earthquake will occur 

within a reasonably specific time range aat specific location, is to comnuni

cate this opinion to the appropriate authorities. This conclusion has been 

reached despite the difficulties that such information will raise. These 

difficulties will be examined .in the light of an actual case later in this 

report. 'For the moment I shall discuss only the problem of communication and 

official reaction to the scientific information. 

It is possible to propose a logic 
of events which is almost certain to 

be followed given that predictions are likely to be made in areas where theze 

are political systems which have already active programmes for the study of 

seis;,:ic pheno;,,na. 

!jpothesis 

his is necessarily a scientific activ'fy. (Earthquake prediction may 

em-lrce from non'rationai sources such as astrology or sooth-saying but it is 

dubious that any response would be invoked from governmen't.) Those merbers of 

the scientific community working on prediction will of course be members of 

a co.-nunity who exercise a powerful influence on the standards cbserved in 

profcssional activity, although there is no guarantee that such standa-d&: w411 

al'ays be deserved. 950 



Predictions
 

lMnen the data analysed by the scientist appears to be congruent with 
the sequence assumed by the hypothesis to the point where the scientist is 
satisfied that a specific event called for by the hypothesis will occur at a 
certain place and tie, he may decide to make a prediction.
 

Communication of the Prediction
 

Supposing the scientists' satisfaction with the quality and congruence 
of the data leads him to believe that he should communicate the prediction, it 
is inevitable that he will inform the government executive who are responsible 
for civil order, relief of those affected by disaster, social and economic
 

support of the community, land use 
control and physical planning. 

Eval uation
 

The government executive w.Ill have to assess the credibility of the 
prediction. Since any credible prediction will involve complex scientific 
analysis it is certain that a responsible government will seek an independent 
qualified opinion on the validity of the hypothesis, the quality of the data
 
and the vigour of the analysis. 
 It is here that the need for a merging of 
scientific and political considerations is urgently required. 

When evaluation is completed the political executive may act upon the 
prediction as it decides. The possible courses open will be discussed later.
 
For the moment, I shall turn 
to the requirements for effective evaluation.
 

Experience in Fcur 
political systems
 

Thus far the People's Republic 
of China/japan, the Federal Government 
of the United States of America and the State of California have set up 
procedures for the receipt and evaluation of earthquake predictions.
 

People's Republic 
of China
 

Although the specific rules 
governing earthquake prcdiction in the People's 
ReDblic of China have not been published in English as far as the author can 
deter.ine, various papers indicate that thie followIng process, is employed. The 
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State Seismological Bureau in Peking and Provincial Seismological Bureaux
 

are mnitoring data to 
identify seismic anomalies. They are' assisted in tnis 

work by a network of amateur seismic observation activity. Previously, the 

Provincial Seismological Bureau could act on its own initiative in evaluating 

predictive phenomena and passing on details for consideration of the provincial 

executive authorities. This does not appear to have happened when the
 

Seismological Bureau of Liaoning Province predicted the Haicheng earthquake.
 

In that case the State Seismological Bureau, acting on information collected
 

by observers of seismic phenomena in the Province, advised 
the Provincial Party-

Committee that a large earthquake could be expected shortly. Continuous
 

monitoring then led to 
an order for evacuation. 

At San Juan in October 1980, Dr Ma Xing Yuan of the State Seismological
 

Bureau in 
 response to a question, advised that the Chinese authorities now
 

require that all predictions should be transmitted 
for consideration by the
 

State Seismological Bureau although in 
 conditions of urgency the Provincial 

Bureaux retain the power to act independently.
 

Japan
 

There were no Japanese scientists associated with the structure established 

to deal with earthquake predictions in that country at San Juan. This must be 

regretted as the Japanese seem to have produced a more formal and more active
 

process than anyone else so far. 
 The Large Scale Earthquake Countermeasures Act 

of 1978 not only revises the procedures for political action in the event of an 

earthquake but also anticipates the possibility of short-term predictions 

providing a structure for communication betwoen scientists and the government. 

There is a Committee for'Earthquake Predlction in the Science and Technology 

Agency in Tokyo which apparently meets regularly to consider long-term prediction 

information. This group has a sub-committee for more concentrated attention upon 

predictions for the area adjacent to the great conurbation centred on Tokyo. 

These scientists are in constant communication with those processing information 

and may, if the information warrants, set the prediction process in motion. 
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Under the 1978 Act, the formal responsibility for communicating information 

l-es with the head of the Japan Meteorological Agency who advices the Prime 

Minister. The Prime Minister may take different steps on long-term and short

term predictions. 

Long term 

If information received from scientific sources indicates that there is 

an "especially great danger of a large scale earthquake occurring, the Prime 

Minister shall designate the area where it is necessary to take intensified 

measures against earthquake disaster." (Article 3) The Prime Minister is 

required to consult with the provincial governors who in turn are required to 

consult with mayors of municipalities in the "intensified area". Following
 

this process the Prime Minister makes a suitable public announcement and the 

Central Disaster Provincial Council in terms of Article 5 'Tormulates a basic
 

plan of earthquake disaster prevention for the intensified area and promote(s)
 

its implementation".
 

Short term Prediction 

When advised by the Director General of the Meteorological Agency of a 

short term prediction under Article 9 the Prime Minister may, if he believes 

action should be taken, after consultation with the Cabinet issue an earthquake 

warning statement. This entails as well passing specific information to 

residents in the area, advising general agencies and setting in motion various 

disaster prevention processes including the establishment of a "National 

Headquarters for Earthquake Disaster Prevention" whose Director General is the 

Prime inister himself. / 

One interesting point is that the Prime Minister is given power under the 

legislation to "make the Director General of the Meteorological Agency explain 

technical mati:-rs regarding the earthquake prediction information." (Article 9( 

In the context of the section it is clear that this explanation has to form
 

part of the warning information to the citizen.
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United States of America
 

The U.S.A. has recently updated its legislative provisions in the
 

National Earthquake Predictions Act of 1977. 
 Under this Act a National
 

Earthquake Prediction Program has 
been established which provides that
 

responsibility 
for evaluating and commuicating earthquake predictions shall 

lie with the Director of the U.S. Geological Survey. To assist him in 

evaluating information a National Earthquake Prediction Evaluation Council
 

(NEPEC) has been set up 
with a membership which includes both government and 

non government scientists. Under the progranm, state and local governments
 

*bear the "responsibilities for preparedness response, warning, 
 regulating
 

construction and regulating the use 
of land" (The National Earthquake Hazards 

Prediction Program, Executive Office of the President, Washington D.C.). 
 It
 

appears that the function of NEPEC will be to assist each level of government
 

to assess predictions. 
The fundamental responsibility lies with each Governor 

of a state affected by a prediction since it is with this office that the power 

to declare an "emergency" lies: But the Governor may request the President to
 

declare an "emergency" or a "major disastei" thus inviting Federal government
 

action to mitigate hazards. It is not 
clear from the literature whether these 

provisions could be used to cover a prediction but it is rational to suggest 
that they should if NEPEC - a Federal entity - advises a Governor or Governors 

that a given prediction has sufficient credibility to warrant hazard reduction
 

action.
 

State of California
 

In 1975-76 
 the State of California estabtshed two bodies to advise the 

State's Office of Emergency Services. ; The California Earthquake Prediction 

Evaluation Council (CEPEC) receives-predictions and establishes the validity of 

the scientific argument. A public evaluation of the prediction is then issued.
 

The Advisory Panel on State Government Response to Earthquake Prediction on the
 

other hand recommends the policy and administrative steps "to mitigate the
 

effects of both the prediction and of the impending earthquake (Earthquake
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Hazards Prediction Issues for an Implementation Plan: Worki.ng Group on 

Earthquake Hazards Prediction, Office of Science and Technology Policy, 

Executive Office of the President, Washington 1978, p.31) This report also 

summarises action taken by the U.S. Geological Survey and CEPEC in two 

interesting cases. 

Since 1975, several geophysical and geological anomalies have
 
come to light that have caused official concern. The Earthquake
Prediction Council of the USGS has reviewed the data on several
geophysical anomalies that have been recognized by its scientists.One, termed the southern California uplift or bulge, was considered 
to be of sufficient concern that the Director of the USGS officiallynotified the Governor of the State of California of the uplift at a meeting in March 1976 in Sacramento. The Director of the USGSand staff representatives met with representatives of the Governor's
office and staffs of various State agencies, including the Seismic
Safety Commission, the Office of Emergency Services, and the
Division of Mines and Geology. Even though the recognition andannouncement of the southern California uplift was not represented
as being an earthquake prediction, it did raise official concern
above normal levels, and the California Office of Emergency Services
did issue a statement to local communities about the uplift and
included the suggestion that they review emergency preparedness
plans. In addition, a closely spaced instrumental network was set 
up to monitor the area. 
Also in 1976 the Earthquake Prediction

Evaluation Council of the State of California formally reviewed areport construed by the press to be a prediction of a potentially

damaging earthquake in southern California. The Council concluded

that the chances of the earthquake occurring were not significantly
higher than those of a randomly occurring event in the same region. 

Some researchers have concluded that an earthquake prediction
will be significant only if large numbers of people take it seriously,
and that will happen only if the pronouncement is in effect "certified"
 
by an expert body or scientific consensus.
 

Responsibility for Predictions and Warnings
 

The structures analysed above show certain common elements which spread
 

the political responsibility for predictions and warnings. Broadly one can 

suggest that the following elements will alws be present when predictions 

come to the notice of th political qpmmunity. 

(a) Scientific theory and errpirical records indicating that strong earth

quakes may occur in a given area. This will be accepted by all qualified 

people and consequently by politicians.
 

(b) Scientific obsorvation of anomalies leading to the hypothesis that a
 

strong earthquale is imminent. 
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(c) 	 Development of a programme of observations to test the precul'sory 

pattern hypothesized by the scientists. 

Note that this and the previous step may originate from any of the 

following sources:

1. 	 Teams of qualified scientists employed in a public agency to 

identify and confirm precursory phenomena. (.This seems to be 

the position in the People's Republic of China.) 

2. 	 Qualified scientists in a government agency working on 

independent r--search generated by information secured in 

performing professional duties. (This seems to be the situation 

of the Brody/Spence prediction discussed later in this paper.) 

3. 	 Qualified scientists working within a university researci 

project intended to identify precursory phenomena and develop 

a theory of prediction. (This seems to be the case in a 

major inter-university programme in Japan). 

4. 	 Qualified scientists.working in research programmes within 

university departments either collectively or individually
 

on research programmes of their own choice. 

5. 	 Qualified scientist or ;cientists working in private employment 

(e.g. oil company) providing information of a precursory nature. 

6. 	 Qualified scientists not pursuing observations in the course
 

of employment but making private cbservations in their own
 

time.
 

7. 	 Unqualified or partially qualifiedyservers of phenomena 

linked to an overall programme,.collating and analysing 

precursory data. (This seems to be an element in the People's 

Republic of China programme.) 

8. 	 Unqualified or partially qualified observations by private 

individuals acting independently of any recognized scientific 

agency. - 956 



(d) Communication of Prediction
 

A procedure for communication of a prediction raises immediate 

questions about the time, place and magnitude of the predicted event, the 

confidentiality of the prediction, and the formality or informality of the 

contract with government. 
There are two points upon which we may assume 

those who communicate a prediction will want reassurance. First they will 

prefer that the communication should not expose them to public odium or to 

legal liability for damage. Second, they will want to be sure that the 

scientific basis for the prediction is fully understood by the recipient. 

Without that assurance the scientist could not be content with a refusal 

to act on his arguments. Very complex issues of scientific ethics arise 

here. These will be discussed later.
 

(e) Evaluation
 

An attempt to judge the quality of the scientific basis for any 

prediction will have to be made. It is interesting to note that in three 

of the four jurisdictions .with established evaluation procedures the same 

general concept has prevailed. That is, the prediction together with its 

scientific reasoning and supporting data is passed to comitteea composed 

of technically qualified individuals some of whom hold public office; this 

committee submits its evaluation to a technical or scientific government 

agency which in turn advises the highest executive authority in the juris

diction. 

We may draw the following conclusiA's:
 

1. 
 the political executive cannot- ssess the scientific credibility
 

of a prediction and will seek help from those who are appropriately'
 

qualified;
 

2. it has become the practice in these circumstances to reinforce the 

reputation for impartiality and objective assessment by establishing
 

a procedure demonstrably independent to some 
degree of commitments 
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aeveioped the prediction. Thus both the scientist and the public 

can be expected to have confidence in the evaluation. The 

evaluation also protects those who make predictions from public 

odium and may be a legitimate reason to absolve them from
 

possible legal liability. Public order can be more easily 

sustained by a sober authoritative assessment and, of courss, 

subsequent political action can be justified in the light of the
 

evaluation. At the same time, the constitutional link between 

the responsible administrator and his political chief is maintained 

to permit confidential deliberations on executive action. 
Only 

time will tell whether this will be a politically successful 

procedure but it does appear to be sound in concept. 

(f) Warning 

This is clearly a political responsibility and will lie with that
 

level of executive authority which can mobilize resources and move the 

political community to appropriate action. In the cases we have examined 

the responsible levels appear to be as follows:

1. China 
The provincial administration and the Communist Party executive
 

advised by the Head of the State Seismological Bureau.
 

2. Japan 
 The Prime Minister in consultation with the Cabinet
 

advised by the Director General of the Japan Meteorological Agency.
 

3. U.S.A. Federal Government: the GovernoLs of the States affected 

by the prediction advised by the Director of the U.S. Geological
 

Survey.
 

4. California 
The Governor of theSEate advised by the Director of the
 

Office of Emergency services. 

A warning implies of course that the prediction has been evaluated and 

is regarded as sufficiently credible to put the citizens in possession of
 

information that may allow them to reduce the hazards of the predicted event 
by individual action. 
It seems improbable however that any responsible 

politician would .or - .958 could decide to limit action to this step. We may 



assume that a warning would be accompanied or followed up by a 

statement of intended action by the political executive. Obviously
 

the lead 
time would have a major influence on the steps to be taken
 

but they might include:

1. Instructions to all appropriate services (e.g. civil defence, 

hospitals, communications, water supply and sanitation, energy 

delivery, police, army, transport) to prepare contingency plans 

for the emergency. This may also include involvement of
 

international disaster 
relief organisations. 

2. Arrangements for evacuation if practicable or, if not, 

instructions to reduce activity in areas of high vulnerability
 

(e.g. central business district, public transport systems) over 

the emergency period. 

3. Stockpiling of supplies in 
a secure area for immediate
 

availability during the emergency. 

4. 
 Programme to sustain.investment, economic activity and
 

employment between the date of warning and the event. 

5. Review of provisions for insurance of property with the
 

objective of maintaining public confidence in recovery.
 

6. Emergency programme to remove or 
rehabilitate hazardous
 

structures.
 

7. Preliminary planning and marshalling of resources 
for
 

reconstruction, including potential contributions from
 

international financial and aid sources.

/ 

We may conclude that a warning-A4. definitive notice to the society 

that the political leaders have accepted the credibility of a prediction, 

assumed the burden of responsibility to act and absolved the scientists of 

further liability beyond intensive monitoring of the phenomena that will 

tend to confirm the prediction or invalidate it.
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Confidentiality 

It takes little- imagination to appreciate the damage that may be done by
 

an earthquake prediction which is interpreted as a credible warning by the
 

com,.unity. A dramatic 
 failure in social and economic confidence in the future
 

of the affected region is, at least, 

a 

probable even when the political executive 

announces a hazard mitigation programme along with the warning. No sensible
 
scientist, politician or administrator will want to disturb social order
 

unnecessarily. There is a good argument that the process should be kept con

fidential until the point where the political authorities are satisfied that 

the balance of community advantage lies with the promulgation of an official
 

warning. 	 Unfortunately, this may be difficult. A number of factors work 

against confidentiality.
 

(a) Scientific communi cation 

Scientific progress is thought to be dependent upon an open exchange
 

of argument and data. 
By exposure to the review and criticism of his
 

scientific peers, the scientists can remedy error and develop theory. As 

we shall see in the ensuing case study, the development of a bold theoretical 

analysis of earthquake mechanisms led to the prediction of an earthquake in 

Lima which has caused some embarrassment to governmental officers. Should 

the author of this theory have refrained from following his argument to a 

conclusion which allows his critics to investigate the practical consequences 

of his theory? 

(b) 	 Human Rights 

Social order is a legitimate obje/CVe of government but there is an 

undeniable blaim by the citizen to exercise individual judgement on issues 

affecting personal safety and krosperity. Rules imposing confidentiality 

upon the development and announcement of prediction hypothesis may be 

thought to offend against the citizens' rights.
 

The rights of the scientist as citizen are also brought into question. 

Is it justifiable to require him or her to withhold information believed.to 
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be of the greatest importance to fellow citizens. Suppose a scientific 

hypothesis has'been processed by evaluation committee and rejectedan 


as a reliable 
earthquake prediction. If the scientist (or scientists) 

responsible for the hypothesis does not accept the evaluation, should 

he/she remain silent or persist with publication of the prediction? 

(c) Open Government 

There are powerful arguments. for the proposition that government 

conduct its affairs, as far as possible under the scrutiny of public 

opinion. This is held to be especially important for bodies undertakingy 

enquiries into the public interest such as a prediction evaluation 

committee. It is interesting to note that CEPEC has held its meetings 

in public and the Chairman of NEPEC, Dr Clarence Allen reported to the 

San Juan Seminar that this body had also decided tJjat its proceedings 

would be completely open. 

(d) The Probability of Disclosure
 

In those political systems where the media is not subject to official 

control, it is highly unlikely that evaluation of a prediction would 

remain confidential for long. Earthquakes are front page news. The media 

are bound to consider that the public's interest in them cannot be denied. 

The case study describes a prediction which has now become world news. 

Official recognition by the evaluation process confers newsworthiness,
 

even where the prediction is rejected and it is difficult to conceive that 

the information would not leak. 

Public Responsibility 

These considerations suggest that the California and.Federal evaluation 

authorities have sound arguments for conducting their affairs in open session. 

In the writer's opinion any attempt to impose legal constraints'on the publicatio 

of earthquake predictions or upon subsequent evaluation proceedings would be
 

iasconstrued. That said, it does seem desirable that it would be wise to deN'elop 

and publish a set of guidelines for those who may be involved with prediction
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or evaluation in order that they may proceed soberly to the most advantageous
result for the society at large. This may be achieved in the following 

conditions:-


I. Widespread understandingof the rinciples of prediction 

Following the major UNESCO Conference in Paris last year and the 
establishment of official procedures in the People's Republic of China, 
Japan, U.S. Federal Government and the State of California it is 
reasonable to suggest that earthquake prediction is no longer a marginal 
issue of speculative science. An increasing number of scientists are 
giving attention to the development of a theory of prediction and to the 
study of precursory phenomena. Earthquake vulnerable societies must 
accept the possibility that predictions will be made. It will be to their 
advantage if the citizen is aware of the scientific arguments involved
 
and understand the uncertainties surrounding prediction. 
At the official 
level, agencies concerned with hazard reduction should commission studies
 
of earthquake prediction and in consultation with informed scientists
 
adjust existing public policies to deal with the situations arising from
 
a prediction and the promulgation of a warning. 
The political executive 
should designate responsibility for responding to predictions and
 
promulgating warnings. 
In my opinion it is essential for politicians to
 
allocate time for a thorough briefing on the scientific principles involved.
 

2. Establishment of formal evaluation
process
 

The arguments for an established process of evaluation in w)ich

scientists and politicians can have cofidence seems to be irrestible. 
All those societies where seismic risk is high should at least define
 
their policy for evaluation and the qualifications and responsibilities
 
of an evaluation committee to the point where a credible body of qualified
 
people can be assembled without delay should a prediction come to the
 
notice of the government. 
The precedents of the Japanese and American
 - 962
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appropriate administrator with access to the highest executive authority. 

Obviously, if any member of the committee is associated scientifically 

with the development of a prediction referred'to the committee he should 

disqualify himself from the evaluation deliberations. On the arguments 

advanced above it segms to me that the committee should meet in open 

session. 

One interesting problem arises from the choices made so far of an 

appropriate agent to advise the government. Japan and U.S. Federal 

Government give this task to the Head of a scientific agency - the Japan 

P~teoroligical Agency and the U.S. 	 Geological Service. In California, 

however, it rests with the Head of the Office of 	Emergency Services. On 

balance it seems to me 
that the 	scientific adviser is more 
appropriate
 

although, of course, it is understood that the emergency services or
 

civil defence agency should be informed immediately of any intention to
 

issue a warning and should be commissioned to bring the organisation up
 

to the level of preparedness appropriate to the potential emergency.
 

3. 	 Location of Political Responsibility
 

The responsibility for earthquake warnings must fall on the highest
 

level of 	the political executive in 
the affected jurisdiction. This will
 

vary according to the constitutional arrangements. 
Broadly we may say
 

that in Federal systems such as 
the United States the official corresponding
 

to the State Governor should accept responsibility and in unitory systems
 

such as New Zealand the level of Prime Ilinister will be appropriate.
 

Wherever 	seismic risk is high, governmet should consider the formal
 
/.


designation of responsibility bi legislation or executive order as 
may
 

appear constitutionally appropriate. 
The Japanese Large Scale Earthquakes
 

Countermeasures ACt 1978 appears to be a most useful basis for discussion
 

of appropriate legislation.
 

In addition to formal designation, it would be useful to consider the
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attenaed by considerable uncertainty. Evaluation will not relieve the 

politician of difficult choices in the light of the index of probability 

or perhaps credibility attached to it by the evaluation committee. The 

specification of tire, place and magnitude may be so broad as to raise 

questions about the usefulness of any warning. It is possible that the 

evaluation committee and the administrator who advises the politician may 

take different views of the signi:ficance of the prediction. It will be 

prudent for the politician to commission a review of the situations that' 

may possibly arise. Clearly, once an evaluation has been made public the 

politician will be expected to act promptly. A grasp of the potential 

problems will be helpful to him in acting wisely as well. 

As proposed above a warning necessarily implies a programme of hazard 

reduction and maintenance of public confidence. The possible areas for 

consideration are set out on page 13. 
 Again there are obvious advantages in
 

revising 	existing policies in the light of a potential warning and devising 

the necessary additional policies. This seems to be a field in which the 

techniques of modelling and scenario writing might be particularly helpful 

and, in my opinion, would have immediate value in subjecting existing
 

policies 	to critical 	review. The Government should also initiat3 consultatior 
with socio-economic groups such as 
unions, employers, property investors,
 

insurance companies, engineers, education authorities. Of course, it would
 

be essential as well to coordinate policy with local government agencies.
 

4. 	 Leqal liability and Earthquake Prediction
 

It is possible that an earthquake ediction may damage economic or
7
 
other interpsts and. give rise to,'a-'alim for compensation against 
 the 

scientists making or evaluating the prediction. This shoild be investigated 

by legal experts. If it is thought that liability may lie it seems
 

appropriate thnat statutory protection should be extended at"least to those 

who follow the procedure for referral to an evaluation committee and those 

who carry out the evaluation on behalf of the government. Wvhat further 
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protection against liability might be necessary is a complex problem 

requiring specialist investigation.
 

5 Code of Practice for Scientists 

If the proposals listed above are carried out, there seems to be 

no reason why a scientist who may wish to communicate an earthquake 

prediction should lack confidence in the opportunity for careful 

evaluation of the scientific argunent and the determination of the 

political conm.Aity to protect the interests of the society. Scientists 

may in those circumstances agree to observe a code of practice issued 

perhaps by an appropriate professional body to guide the process of 

communication. Compliance with these should be voluntary and there should 

of course be no suggestion of political intervention in independent
 

scientific investigation. With these provisos, it seems probable that
 

responsible scientists would welcome 
 a code developed along the fcllowing 

lines:

(a) A scientist engaged 'in studying earthquake prediction or in work 

which he believes may have a bearing on prediction should advise
 

the secretary of the evaluation co.'ittee giving details of the 

nature of the project and the data that he may be collecting.
 

(A register of current research would be valuable in the evaluation
 

process.)
 

(b) The evaluation committee should provide a general indication
 

of the conditions they believe should be fulfilled before a
 

prediction can be usefully evaluat 
 . Tis might cover such matters 

as levels of 15robability, specIication of time, place and magnitude, 

identification and confirmation of precursory data etc. While
 

exceptional circumstances may well arise in such a fluid field,
 

scientists would be expected to ob-erve the requirements of the
 

corrjmittee in deciding whether or not to comunicate a prediction.
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(c) Scientists ,'Iho have developed a prediction which in their 

opinion meets the conditions specified by the comittee (or 

requires evaluation on other grounds) should communicate their 

findings to the committee before submitting them for publication
 

elsewhere and withhold publication until it is possible to 

attach to the findings any note that the evaluation committee
 

sees fit to issue.
 

Cd) Editors of scientific journals receiving papers in which predictions 

are made for regions covered by evaluation committees should decline 

to publish until they are satisfied that the committee has had a
 

reasonable opportunity to evaluate the prediction and to provide 

a note of their findings as suggested in (c)above.
 

(e) Scientists '.hould refrain from discussing any specific prediction
 

in circumstances where their remarks are likely to generate wide
 

publicity until the evaluation committee has had a reasonable
 

opportunity to consider the prediction.
 

(f) In so far as may be practicable scientists who communicate
 

predictions to the evaluation committee would help to carry out
 

observations of precursory phenomena to test the prediction
 

hypotheses and assist in periodic reviews of the prediction.
 

Case Study The Brad/Spence Prediction
 

Dr B.T."Brady, a physicist employed at the Research Centre of the Bureau
 

of Mines, an agency of the U.S. Department the Interior published a series
 

of articles on the Theoty of Earthquakes in the Journal of Pure and Applied
 

Physics. 
In the last of these which is sub-titled General Implications for
 

Earthquake Prediction (1970, p.1031). 
 Dr Brady analysed the phenomena considered
 

to be precursors of earthquakes and proposed relationships between these
 

manifestations of tectonic strain and the physical explanations provided in his
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As part of his argument he subjected certain past events to analysis 
including an earthquake sequence which occurred of the coast pf central Peru 

between 3rd October and 9th November 1974. He cam,e to the conclusion that 
in terms -f his theory these events indicated the possibility that an area of 

strain was building up in the sub duction zone of the Nazca and Americas 
Plates which could lead to an earthquake of large magniture in a period 

ranging from 7.1 years to i4 years from mid November 1974.
 

Dr Brady attended the San Juan seminar and provided details of further
 

study of this hypothesis carried out in association with Dr W. Spence of the 

U.S. Geological Survey. He confirmed then and in subsequent discussions with 
the writer that in his view the data that had come to light since his 1977 
paper conformed in terms of his theory to the proposition that an earthquake 

was imminent. In his view, the most probable timing was in August 1981. I
 
gained the impression that Dr Brady felt that the 
magnitude 8.2 proposed in
 
his 1977 paper was too low-and that 
the evidence supported the proposition that 

an earthquake of extraordinarj violence might occur.
 

Dr A. Giesecke, the Director of Centrol Regional de Sismologia para 

America del Sur (CERESIS), which is 
located in Lima, Peru, invited Dr Brady,
 

Dr Spence, Dr E. Algermissen and the writer 
 to visit Lima following the seminar 
on Earthquake Prediction in San Juan, Argentina, to discuss the Brady/Spence
 

prediction. 
Formal machinery for evaluation has not yet been established in
 
Peru althouqh there is, as would be expected in an area exceptionally vulnerable
 

to strong earthquakes, an 
active programme of seismological observation.
 

At the San Juan seminar Dr Giesecke prsented an analysis of the reaction 

by the media to the Brady/Spence prediction. 
This appears to have ranged fron
 

sober investigation of the progress towards predictive theory to emphatic
 

condemnation of the two American scientists for their action in.publishing thcir 
scientific arguments. As far as the writer is aware, there had been no reacticn 
to the prediction from the government executive, although it had been agreed 
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that additional effort should be devoted to identifying precursory phenomena 

relevant to the Brady/Spence hypothesis.
 

One factor had irportant implications for the procedure followed on 29th 
October in Lima. Dr Brady.and Dr Spence both live in Colorado. Both are 
employed by federal agencies of the United States Government. The possib.lity 
that a prediction may be made by a reputable scientist living outside the 
boundaries of the country for which the event is predicted is by no means remote. 
Dr M.S. Ordono presented a paper to the UNESCO Seminar on Earthiquake Prediction 

held in Paris in 1979 in which he describes the consequences of a telegram 
originating from the United States predicting an earthquahe at a specific location 
on a specific date. The prediction proved to be false but it came to the notice 
of the people living in the area of prediction and started a series of irrational 
"-umours. Dr Ordono concludes from this experience that the release of information 
in this way (which is, of course, similar to the present situation in Peru)
 

should be, in 
 his words "stopped at source." 

Dr G.A. Eiby recounts a similar event when "an English academic (not a 
seismologist) considered that he had found a method of predicting earthquakes, 
and decided to tell the press. He added that he was expecting a large one in
 
New Zealarid. The British press passed the 
news on by cable. Fortunately their
 
New Zealand colleagues decided 
 to get expert comment before printing the story,
 
and only very timid soiils were upset. New 
 Zealand's official displeasure was 
conveyed to the prophet, who is understood to have muttered darkly about inter
ference with academic freedom." (Earthquakes,. G.A.. Eiby, Heinemann Educational 

Books, Auckland, 1980, p. 95.)
 

These may seem to be of little' significance but they.are interesting in the 
light of the Brady/Spence prediction. 
Certainly, it would be foolish to ignore
 
the problems that may arise when the prediction is made by a scientist outside
 
the political jurisdiction of the area affected by the prediction.
 

In the Brady/Spence 
 case Dr Giesecke prudently proposedto the U.S. Ezrbass," 

In Limra that the Implicat-ions should. he discussed. Two officials of the U.S. 
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Aid Agency had come to Lima from the conference in San'Juan and had intimated 

that their Agency would be willing to consider a proposal to help fund 

intensified monitoring of phe'omea that might tend to confirm or deny the 

validity of the Brady/Spence prediction. It was obviously desirable that U.S.
 

officials should be aware of this possibility since relations between Peru
 

and the United States might be 
affected by a decision to act upon Brady/Spence 

prediction. Dr Brady and Dr Spence are both enployees of Federal agencies in 

the United States. If both the government of Peru and the United States stood
 

on common ground in relation to the prediction, the opportunities for
 

embarrassment of both governments 
 would be reduced. 

In the event, the meeting at the U.S. Embassy was attended by Doctors Brady, 

Spence, Algermissen, Mr Cole and Mr Kruirpe of the U.S. Aid agency, Dr Giesecke
 

and colleagues from the Geophysical Institute of Peru, the writer, 
 the Charg6
 

d'Affaires of the U.S. Embassy and a 
number of other Embassy officials. 

The meeting was informal in the sense that there was no fixed agenda but
 

as discussion progressed three main themes emerged.
 

1. Was it possible to carry out a series of observations to test the 

Brady/Spence hypothesis and establish a set of criteria by which the
 

prediction would be confirmed or abandoned? This inevitably involved
 

some argument about the scientific basis of the prediction and the
 

specialised techniques required to test the hypothesis. It seem to 

me that the exchanges between the scientists present did not go very 

far to enlighten the nonspecialist. It is worth remarking that in 

any earthquak:e prediction process, it)ray become necessary to explain 

the basis of the prediction to intelligent laymen if for no other
 

reason than to persuade them to give the scientists money. Some
 

t1ought should be given to the development of a sinple but 
accurate 

resun4 of the physical processes involved drawing attention to the
 

phenomena that indicate imminence of rupture. 
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Peru for aid? Most of the discussion was centred on scientific 

programmes but the group gave cursory attention to the possibility 

of hazard reduction aid. 

The Charg6, doubtless speaking from experience suggested that 
any response from Washington would take many months to implement. 

From the remarks of the AID officials present however it seemed that, 

as they had prior notice of the Brady/Spence prediction it was likely 

that on request from the Peruvian government they would be able to 
provide useful assistance for scientific work without undue delay.
 

The practical outcome of this discussion was an agreement to convene
 

a meeting of the U.S. and Peruvian scientists and the U.S. AID 

officials to prepare a schedule of the assistance needed to test the
 

Brady/Spence hypothesis.
 

3. What was 
to be conveyed to the President of Peru at a meeting to be
 

held later in the day? 
 It was agreed that common ground should be
 
established but beyond the communication of the basis for the Brady/Spence
 

hypothesis, it was not immediately clear what the agreed points were.
 

There seemd to be a consensus on the need to convey some information
 

on the requirements of the scientific programme and, perhaps, some
 

indication of the procedures established in other states for evaluation 

of predictions. It also seemed to be desirable to provide a brief 

summation of the issues involved in hazard mitigation.
 

eeting with President of Peru
 

Most of the participants at the "U.S. Enbassy attended this meeting in the 
Presidential palace at 5 p.m. on 29th October. Dr Giesecke outlines the events
 

leading up to the meeting and invited Dr Brady to summarise the process by
 

which he had arrived at his prediction. 
In the course of this exposition
 

Dr Brady invited Dr Spence to add details on the seismicity of the region and
 

its relationship to the prediction hypothesis.
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President Belaunde asked about the source of the data e.aployed by the 

two scientists. He asked particularly for information on the likelihood of 

earthquake damage in a particular region of Peru where the government had a 

development programme. 
 In one aside, the President appeared to hold the 

opinion that little could be done to prepare for a very large earthquake. There
 

was -no opportunity to discuss this point. The Ch'arg6 referred to the possibility 

of U.S. aid for the collection and integration of data. Dr Giesecke outlines 

the content of a proposed press statement giving brief details of the purpose 

of the meeting. It was agreed that this should be referred to the President's 

staff.
 

Assessment
 

Before atterpting to spell out soe of the lessons that might be learnt 

from the experience in Lima two points can be made. First, as far as the writer 

is aware this is the first time that anyone has predicted a high magnitude
 

earthquake at a specific place and time to a head of state. Whatever may 

follow it will be of great value to analyse the process and the outcome. In
 

my opinion, it is highly likely that a number of predictions will be made in 

the near future. It is certain that the reaction of the commnmities affected 

by the prediction will be complex and may be counter productive in terms of
 

reducing casualties ;.nd mitigating hazards. All earthquake-vulnerable societies 

will therefore have an interest in the procedures to be adopted by the Peruvian
 

authorities. 
Second, it quickly became apparent in Lima that once a prediction
 

is conveyed officially to the highest government authority its status will alter. 

Although the Brady/Spence prediction /d become cor=non property in Peru 

it had no claim to reco4nition beyond the personal conviction o" the two 

scientists involved. 
That situati6n is now definitively changed. By agreeing
 

to receive the prediction, the President has assumed political obligation to 

respond to it. Naturally he will seek the advice of the qualified scientists 

working in Peru's Institute of Geophysics. It appears that they have an
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and, probably to refer the data also to Dr Brady and Dr Spence for analysis.
 

It may be appropriate also for the Peruvian government to propose to the
 

American National Earthquake Prediction Evaluation Council that, 
as Dr Brady 

and Dr Spence are both employees of U.S. Federal agencies the Council may wish 

to evaluate their conclusions and advise the Peruvian government. Dr Clarence
 

Allen, the Chairman of the NEPEC indicated to the writer that the Council
 

might 
feel itself obliged to respond to such a request. 

Thus before the Government is in a position to accept or reject the
 

prediction a substantial scientific investigation should be carried out. If
 

this becomes widely known it will confer status on the Brady/Spence prediction 

and there will be intense interest in the resultsof the investigation. Dr Brady 

has indicated that unless certain phenomena manifest themselves before the end
 

of 1980 he will feel obliged to withdraw his prediction. No doubt this would 

be the most welcome outcome for the Peruvian Government and people. 

Wh7nat will be the situation if the observations conform to Dr Brady's
 

theoretical propositions ? The matter will remain ambiguous. There may be 

scientific dispute about the evidence itself. 
In discussions at San Juan and
 

Lima it uas clear that no scientific consensus exists on 
the causal relation

shipz predicated by the theory. Much will depend upon the steps now to be taken. 

•The opticns and their consequences appear to be the following:

(a) The President, reflecting upon the information provided by Dr Spence 

and Dr Brady may conclude that there is insufficient agreement upon 

the validity of their theory to warrant a request to the Peruvian
 

scientific establishment to carry outA special programme of observations. 

If this decision were to be t.6n the President and his governmental 

colleagues would have to decide whether or not they should communicate 

their conclusion to the citizens. An announcement to this effect should 

have the effect of preventing any social or economic description 

arising from public anxiety. On the other hand, if the event predicted' 
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(b) 	 The President may require the scientists to undertake a programme" of
 

observations, or allow them 
to exercise independent judgement in the 

matter. Whicever course is adopted the President will expect to be 

advised of the results. Suppose a first case in which Dr Brady and 

Dr Spence consider that the results conform to their theory but the 

Peruvian scientific authorities (and 	 possibly scientists from other 

countries) remain unconvinced. There is an uncomfortable factor in 

this 	outcome. Dr Brady and Dr Spence have invested a great deal of 

effort in the development of their theory. If it is validated by
 

events, there is no doubt that very considerable scientific acclaim 

will follow. While there is not 	the slightest doubt that both scientists 

are accoplished and honourable men they are also enthusiasts who may 

be unconsciously impelled to read more into the data than scientific
 

objectivity would warrant. 
On the other hand, the Peruvian scientists
 

will be influenced by-an opposite impulse. 
 The Brady/Spence hypothesis
 

does not yet enjoy general support. 
It predicts an utterly calamitous
 

event for all Peruvians. Scepticism reinforced by a natural reltctance
 

to admit the possibility of a terrible catastrophe may - again 

unconsciously  influence the interpretation of data. 
 It would reguize 

heroic detachment to avoid sorre resentment against a foreign expert who 

will 	be in no way affected by the prediction except in his professional
 

reputation.
 

The 	Peruvian government may therefore be confronted by a conflict of
 

Opinion on the significance of the data! They will be exposed on the one 

hand to criticism that they have: set aside the opinion of the Peruvian 

scientists in favour of that of foreign experts. If they decide to take
 

no further action on the prediction they run the risk of allegations that
 

they are 
failing in their duty to protect the citizens.
 

-973(c) 	 7he Peruvian scientists, having carried out a progranm.e of obser-ations, 
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with the Brady/Spence hypothesis to attach some index of probability 

to the prediction. No doubt this would be imnediately referred to the 

President. Subsequent action would depend upon several factors:

1. the degree of probability attached to the prediction; 

2. the publicity surrounding the scientific advice;
 

3. the public policy priorities of the government;
 

4. 
 residual political scepticism about earthquake prediction;
 

5. the strength of the opinion that very little can be done to 

nmitigate the hazards of an earthquake.
 

Governmental Response to Prediction
 

In my view, a popularly elected government can avoid response to a con

firmed prediction 
- even one confirmed at a low order of probability - only in 

circumstances where the scientific advice is never made public. Given the 

present situation in Peru, it seems doubtful that it will be possible to enforce 

secrecy. However, if that is the wish of the Government, the scientistsand
 

administrators involved should develop a plan to protect.their scientific
 

programme from public scrutiny and to bind all participants (including those in 

other countries if possible) to a contract of confidentiality. I have to
 

confess that the chances of success seem to me to be nil.
 

I have argued above that the possibility of establishing earthquake
 

prediction evaluation comittees should be considered in all highly seismic
 

countries. Obviously this must apply to Peru but in my opinion it is too late
 

to establish an evaluation procedure drawn sclely from qualified Peruvian
 

scientists. 
Having become involved in the process of discussing the Brady/ 

Spence hypothesis and in developing, 'even tentatively, a progrirme of monitoring 

relevant phenomena too many of the qualified scientists who would be essential 

to the success of such a committee have become sufficiently involved to ma3Je it 

difficult for them to recover their proper stance of neutrality towards the 

prediction. Therefore, for this par'ticular case only, I believe tlat the - 974 



Go.vernment of Peru should. authroise the Director of the Geophysical Inititute
 

to a-:,roach a number of qualified scientists from countries other than Peru
 

to 
join with an equal number of Peruvian scientists to review Dr Brady's thesis 

on the mechanism of earthquakes, analyse the significance of the data employed
 

to support the theory, and,*if necessary, apply the theory to the data
 

available for the location proposed by Dr Brady 
and Dr Spence for the earthquake 

in 1981.
 

I believe that the committee should be convened in Lima early in 1981 and 

asked to announce publicly its advice as to whether the Brady/Spence hypothesis 

is sufficiently co7elling to suggest that the government of Peru should consider 

acting upon it. The mixed composition of the committee would help increase 

public confidence in the advice and develop support for any subsequent
 

government action.
 

I do not favour reference to NEPEC. While I am sure that the members would 

be skilful and objective thb position of NEPEC would be anomalous. Since the 

Governm.nt of the United Stateb may be deeply involved in subsequent negotiations 

with the Government of Peru in financial 'and other matters bearing on the 

predicted earthquake. This, of course, says nothing about the possibility of 

inviting U.S. scientists to join in the evaluation process' in their individual 

capacity. In such a case their obligation would lie not to their own govern.-.-r.t 

but to the Peruvian Agency which had sought their advice. 
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Abstract
 

The concept of probability gain associated with a precursor may be
 

useful for unifying various areas of earthquake prediction research. Judging 

from the success of predicting the Haicheng earthquake of 1975, the 

probability gain at each stage of long-term, intermediate-term, short-term and 

imminent prediction in this case is estimated as a factor of about 30. 
 For
 

many independent precursors, the Baysian theorem shows that the total 

probability gain is approximately the product of individual gains.
 

The probability gain for an individual precursor may be calculated as 

its success rate divided by the precursor time (Utsu, 1979). The success rate
 

can only be determined from the accumulation of experiences with actual 

earthquakes. The precursor time, oz 
 the other hand, may be studied
 

experimentally and theoretically. A review of these studies leads to a 

suggestion that the loading rate may be faster for smaller earthquakes. The 

existence of so called "sensitive spots" where p)ecursory strain, radon or
 
/

other geochemical .anomalies to show up eventhfor distant earthquakes suggest 

that some sites may have stress amplification (concentration) effect which may
 

also account for higher loading rate for a small earthquake.
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The concept of fractals (a family of irregular or fragmented shapes) 

developed by Mandelbrot (1977) is applied to the fault plane to gain some 

insight into its geometry. If we use the idea of barrier model in which 

smaller earthquakes are generated by the segmentation of a large earthquake, 

the fractal dimension of the fault plane becomes equal to 3b/c where b is the 

b value of magnitude-frequency relation, and c is the log-moment vs magnitude 

slope (c 2! 1.5). For 1 <b <1.5, which is usually observed, the fractal
 

dimension varies from 2 (filling up plane) 
 to 3 (filling up volume). For 

0.5 <b <1.0, which is sometimes observed for foreshocks , the model corresponds 

to fault lines trying to fill up a plane. The Goishi model of Otsuka (1972) 

and branching model of Vere-Jones (1976) have such geometry. Assuming that 

the total length of branches is proportional to earthquake energy, the b value 

for these models becomes 0.75, corresponding to the fractal dimension of 1.5. 

The probability gain for the tectonic stress increase by AG 
 can be 

expressed as exp (BAG ). The coefficient 8 has been obtained in laboratories 

and in field using various methods. The value of 8 varies wildly, but tends 

to show higher value when th? stress is applied in a large scale. This may 

also be explained by a stress amplification due to the fractal nature of 

fault plane. Deterministic studies of inhomogeneities, irregularity and 

fragmentation of fault zone will be important for understanding precursor 

phenomena.
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Introduction
 

The most impressive accomplishment in seismology during the last decade 

was the success of our Chinese colleagues in predicting several major 

earthquakes. 
 Let us take the Haicheng earthquake of 1975 and consider the
 

probability of its occurrence before the earthquake. When the warning of 

earthquake occurrence issued andwas people were kept outdoors in cold winter 

temperatures, the hazard rate, that is, the probability of earthquake
 

occurrence per unit time, must have been on the order 
of 1 per several hours. 

The area is normally aseismic and historic records indicate the hazard rate to 

be on the order of 1 per thousand years. In other words, the information 

gathered by Chinese colleagues was able to raise the probability by a factor 

of about 106. This remarkable accomplishment was made in four stages, namely, 

long-term, intermediate-term, short-term and imminent prediction. Figure 1
 

illustrates schematically how the unconditional hazard rate estimated from
 

historic data was raised by each stage 
of prediction. Assuming an equal gain 

for all the stages, we find that each stage contributed to the probability
 

gain of a factor of about 30. In order to achieve this amount of probability 

gain, many, many specialists and non-specialists were engaged in collecting 

information on various precursory phenomena. 
Some of the key precursors at
 

each stage are indicated in Figure 1. 

The purpose of the present paper is to ufiify various areas of
 

earthquake prediction research by the €ncert of probability gain . The 

probability gain for a particular precursor may be studied empirically using
 

past experiences with actual earthquakes. 
 It may be studied in a laboratory
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scale model under controlled conditions. More fundamentally, the probability 
0 

gain may be determined by the increase of tectonic stress, which can be 

estimated from geodetic data. If these studies can develop a means to 

determine probability gain as'a function of given precursors, the results can 

be translated into objective quantitative measure for the grade of concern 

about an earthquake occurrence, which will be helpful to the public offices in
 

.charge of public safety.
 

Let us start with a few definitions.
 

Definitions
 

First we specify the area in which an earthquake is predicted to 

occur. Then, we can define the average frequency of occurrence of earthquakes 

with a certain magnitude range in that area. For example, if the number N(M) 

of earthquakes with magnitude greater than M is recorded during the total time 

period T, the average rate of occurrence p0 per unit time is given by 

po T
 

For a short time interval T , then, the unconditional probability P(M) of 

occurrence of an earthquake with magnitude greater than M in that area is 

given by 

P(M) PT (2) 

We shall divide the time axis into consecutive segments with the
 

constant interval T as shown in Figure 2. The crosses indicate the occurrence
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of an earthquake with magnitude greater than M. The interval T is taken short 

enough so that each segment contains at most one earthquake. We shall write 

the total number of segments as 

No (3) 
T 

Let us now introduce precursors, and designate them as A, B, C, . 

For example, A may be a swarm of small earthquakes which may be characterized 

by the duration, the maximum magnitude and the b value. B may be grounda 

upheaval characterized by the duration, extent and amount of uplift. C may be 

a Radon anomaly observed in the area characterized by the duration and 

amplitude. Suppose that, in the total period of observation, the precursor A 

showed up for time intervals shown in Figure 3. 

Consider those segments during which the precursor A existed. Of those
 

segments, let the number C..' segments containing an earthquake be nA, and the 

number, of segments containing no earthquake be 
A. Then, we can define the 

conditional probability P(MIA) occurrence an earthquake timeof of within a 

interval T under the condition that the precursor A is existing as
 

P(MIA) A (4)

nA+ n A 

Since, for small , P(MIA) is proportional to/', we can write 

P(MIA) = PAT( 
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P is the probability of an earthquake per unit time under the condition that
 

the precursor A is existing.
 

We define similarly n, 2 and p for the precursor B, and so on.
 

Here, we 3implified our problem by neglecting the details of each precursor
 

phenomenon, which may be included by the explicit use of multiple parameters
 

as done by Rhoades and Evison (1979).
 

Conditional Probability for Multiple Independent Precursors
 

Let us find the probability P(MIA,B,C,...) of occurrence of an
 

earthquake (with magnitude greater than M in a specified under thearea) 

condition that n independent precursors A,B,C,... appeared simultaneously. 

According to the Bayes' theorem, 

P(MIA,B,C) P(A,BGCM) P(M)
P(A,B,C) 

P(A,B,CIM) P(M) 

P(A,B,CIM) P(M) + P(A,B,C i) P() (6) 

where M means the non-occurrence of an earthquake. 

Since we assume the statistical independence among the precursors, 

P(A,B,CIM) P(AIM) P(BIM) P(CIM) (7) 

and " 

r(A,B,Cfx) - P(A.IM (BM)P(CIM) ¢) 
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On the other hand, from the definitions given in the preceding section, 

P(AIM)- nA (9)
N 

PNM) (10) 
0
 

P N -N (n) 
0
 

and
 

N-N 
P(M) 0 
 (12)N 

0
 

Putting the equations (7) through (12) into (6), we obtain
 

P (MIA,B,C) = (13)+(n_A nB nC. n-i 

nAB nC 00-N 

Using equation (4), 
the above relation can be rewritten as
 

P(MIA,B,C) 1 
 1 (14) 

The above equation was obtained by Utsu (1979) Xithout the use of the Bayes'
 

theorem. 
For a small T the above probaoilir is proportional to T . We can, 

then write 

P(MIA,B,C) - p-r, 
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where 

p = Po. A PB PC (15)
PO PO PO
 

The above extremely simple relation shows that, for multiple 

independent precursors, the conditional rate of earthquake occurrence can be
 

obtained by multiplying the unconditional rate p0 by the ratios, 

conditional probability
 
unconditional probability
 

.for all the precursors. We shall call the above ratio as the probability gain
 

of a precursor.
 

A quantitative measure of the grade of concern on an earthquake 

occurrence is illustrated in -Figure 4, which shows the probability of 

occurrence per day of an earthquake with magnitude greater than a specified 

value. The unconditional probability is determined from the precursor data by 

equation (1). The precursors A, B, and C increase this probability
 

approximately by a factor of PA PB PC as shown in equation (15). The example
 
Po Po Po
 

shown in Figure 4 corresponds to the earthquake with M >6 1/2 in the
 

Izu-Oshima area in Japan just before the earthquake of Jan. 14, 1978.
 

Precursors A, B, and C are uplift (including gravity change), foreshocks, and
 

Radon anomalies (including water-level change) respectively. The probability
 

gain for each precursor was assigned by Utsu (1979) in a manner described
 
I" 

later. The conditional probability for the tftwee precursors almost reached 

the highest grade of concern VI. Although the evaluation of conditional 

probability was not made in real time, the Japan Meterological Agency 

nevertheless issued an earthquake information at lOh5Om, on Jan. 14 stating 
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that there was a possiblity of occurrence of an earthquake causing a minor 

damage. An earthquake with M = 7 took place at 12h24m on the same day. 

How to 	Assign the Probability Gain for a Particular Precursor 

The evaluation of an earthquake prediction is very 	simple using the 

procedure described in the preceding section, if we know the probability gain 

PA/p PB/pc' "''for given precursors. 

For the Izu-Oshima earthquake of 1978, Utsu (1979) estimated the 

probability gain in the following manner. 
The precursor A is the uplift in
 

Izu Peninsula which was confirmed also by 'gravity change. The diameter of 

uplifted area is about 25 km, which may correspond to the source size of an 

earthquake with M = 6 1/2. According to a summary by Sato and Iuchi quoted in 

Otsu (1979), only 17% of anomalous uplifts were connected directly to 

earthquake occurrence. However, since the uplift in this case is so
 

conspicuous, Utsu assigned the probability of 1/3 instead of 17%. He also 

assigned the life-time uplift (or precursor time) to be five years. This 

gives 	the conditional probability rate p1 per day.

3x.5x365 

The precursor B is the earthquake swarm taking place in the area. 

According to statistics, one out of twenty swarms may be followed by a major 

earthquake. However, the Izu area is known for relatively frequent 

foreshocks. Utsu, thus, assigns the probability'of 1/10 instead of 1/20 for
 

the chance of a swarm to be followed by a-maor earthquake in this area. Utsu 

made a 	study of foreshocks for 26 major earthquakes, and found that the
 

mainshock occurred with three days from the biggest foreshock for 19 cases out 
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of 26, and that the difference between the magnitude of main shock and that of 

the biggest foreshock was grefter than 1.6 for 10 cases out of 26. Since the 

biggest foreshock in the present case was M 4.9, the difference between the 

magnitude of presumed main shock (M 6.5) and that of the biggest foreshock is 

1.6. 	 Thus, he assigned the conditional probability rate pt to be
 

1 19 10 1 10-2 per day.
 

Finally, the precursor C for the Izu-Oshima earthquake is the composite 

of Radon anomaly, anomalous water table change, and volumetric strain 

anomaly. He considers that these three pr'ecursors may be closely related, and 

treats them as one precursor. He just assigns the precursor time of 1 month, 

and the probability that the precursor is followed by a major earthquake to be 

1/10. This gives PC per day, 

With the above estimates of conditional probabilty rates pA' PB' PC and 
rate 

the unconditional probability/p based on the past 'eismicity in the area, he
 
0 

calculates the probability gins as shown in Figure 4. The precursor A 

(uplift) gives only the probability gain of about 2, while the precursors B (radon) 

and C (foreshock) gives the gain of about 100. The former, however, was 

important for assigning the magnitude of predicted earthquake. The main 

reason for the high gaia of latter precursors is their short lifetime.
 

The probabilty gain is a function of magcdtude of earthquake to be 

predicted. For a given earthquake swarm th.-probabilty that the swarm be 

accompanied by a major earthquake will decrease sharply with the magnitude of 

the latter. The longer lifetime of precursor for greater earthquakes as 
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proposed by various people also tend to diminish the probability gain for
 

precursors of greater earthquakes.
 

On the other hand, a tremendous gain is possible, if a particular
 

short-term precursor is expected with a high degree of certainty. For
 

example, Sieh's (1978) suggestion that one out of several Parkfield
 

earthquakes may become a foreshock 
of the next 1857 great Califoria earthquake 

will give a very high conditional probability rate, say, 10-1 per day. This 

means the probability gain of more than 104. 
 With several additional
 

precursors of moderate or small gains, it may be possible to issue a 

high-grade concern before the next 1857 earthquake. 

Precursor Time for Various Models of Rook Failure 

As described in the preceding section, Utsu (1979) estimates the
 

probability gain for a given precursor to be equal its success rate divided by
 

the precursor time. The success rate can only be determined from the 

accumulation of experiences with actual earthquakes. The pr'.cursor time, on 

the other hand, may be studied using rock samples in the laboratory under
 

various conditions, or by analyzing models of rock failure theoretically. 

Here we shall make a review of proposed models with regard to the question 

"what determines the precursor time?". 

Theoretical studies of the above problem were made by Rice (1979) and
 

Rice and Rudnicki (1979) for a fluid-filled por ls medium, and they concluded 

that not 
only the.fault length of the impending earthquake but also the
 

loading rate and the constitutive relation may play important parts. Their
 

result showed that the precursor time is closer to proportional to L (fault
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length) rather than to L2 as suggested in various empirical formulas 

(Tsubokawa [1969], Scholtz, et al. [1973), Rikitake [1976]). Dieterich (1979) 

also suggests that the precurior time may be proportional to L on the basis of 

the precursory creep observed in his laboratory experiment and reproduced
 

theoretically by a frictional model of slip-weakening instability. His 

precursor time is the travel time of precursory creep over the fault length, 

thus proportional to the latter. 

Brady (1974) clalms that the L2 dependence of precursory time on fault
 

length can be derived for a dry-dilatancy model without fluid diffusion. A 

close look at the derivation of his equation (19) reveals an unacceptable 

assumption made on the average strain j within volume element dVfr due toa 


closure of an average sized microcrack. The average strain can be written
 

as
 

fdcx)dV 
S dVfr 

dVfr
 

Since c(x) is a decreasing function with distance from the microcrack, beyond 

a certain size of dVfr , the numerator will reach a constant asymptotically. 

Since, by definition, dVfr should be large enough to include many cracks, C 

will be inversely proportional to dVfr instead of a constant as assumed by 

Brady. If we correct for this, the precursor time becomes independent of L.
 

This conclusion is expected from a simple consideration that the
 

successive stages of dilatancy model (Miachkin, al., 1975, Sobolev, et al.,
 

1978) are primarily determined by the stress'relative to the failure stress
 

(independent of L), and the precursory time is mainly determined by the
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loading rate. There is no obvious reason why the precursory time should 

depend on fault length, for a dry dilatancy model.
 

If the loading rate determines the precursor time, the empirical 

relation between precursor time and fault length means that the loading rate 

is higher for smaller earthquakes.
 

This magnitude dependence of loading rate is somewhat. difficult to
 

conceive for a homogenous continuum model of the earth and a common source 

model of stress for all earthquakes, that is, the plate motion.
 

One disturbing thing about the empirical relation between the precusor
 

time and earthquake magnitude is the fact pointed out by Tsubokawa (1969) and 

Anderson and Whitcom (1975) that the slope, of log precursor time vs.magnitude 

is identical to that of log recurrence time vs.magnitude. This means that the 

observed precursor time is roughly a fixed fraction of the recurrence time. 

Since no one tries to pick up a precursor for an earthquake before the time of
 

occurrence oL 
the preceding one, it may be suspected that those precursors may
 

be just noises. On the other hand, these precursors may be real signals as
 

demonstrated by the successful prediction of the Haicheng and other
 

earthquakes.
 

If we accept the reality of precursors and the magnitude dependence of
 

precursor time, we may have to accept also that the loading rate may be higher
 

for smaller earthquakes.
 

A higher loading rate for a localized region relative to the
 

surrounding is possible if the stress in the region is somehow amplified. 
/ 

Inhomogeneities such as 
joints and inclusions can cause such an amplification
 

through stress concentration. The existence of so called "sensitive spots"
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where precursory strain, radon or other geochemical anomalies tend to show up 

even for distant earthquakes, as well as the fact that even in the near-field 

of an earthquake, some precurioyy phenomena (such as anomalousthe water table 

change) occur only at a small number of sites (wells) also suggest that some 

sites may be more sensitive because of the greater stress amplification. 

Barrier Model and Fractal Dimensions of Fault Planes
 

The inhomogeneity of the fault zone, 
 sometimes called "patches",
 

"barriers" and "asperities", also introduce stress 
concentration. These
 

inhomogeneities appear to exist in 
 all scales. Microscopic pictures of the 

sections of rock sample after failure showrthat the zone of failure is not a 

continuous plane but fragmented. Similar fragmentation of fault has been
 

observed at 
 the site of rock burst in a deep mine (e.g., Spottiswoode and 

McGarr, 1975) and in the epicentral areas of major earthquakes (e.g., 

Tchalenko and Berberian, 1975). Das and Aki (1977) made a numerical
 

experiment on rupture propagation over a fault plane with distributed
 

barriers, and showed 
 that some of the barriers may remain unbroken after the 

rupture propagation, offering a mechanism to account for fragmented fault.
 

The stress concentration around umbroken barriers may become the source
 

of aftershocks (Otsuka, 1976). 
 Aki (1978) summarized the relation between the
 

barrier interval and the maximum slip obtained by various methods, and found
 

that the barrier interval increases with the slip even for the same fault 

zone. This is consistent with the observed hiVGriffith fracture energy for 

greater earthquakes (Aki, -1979), because*-geiter earthquakes break stronger 

fracture energy barriers with resultant longer barrier intervals. 
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Andrews (1978) pointed out, from a consideration of energetics, that 

the stationary occurrence of a large number of small earthquakes cannot be 

explained by the load of smoothly varying tectonic stress ?lOne, but requires 

a generation of short wavelength self stress aby large earthquake, unless 

fault creep, varying in amplitude of all length scales prepares the fault for 

small earthquakes. The barrier model offers a physical mechanism for such a 

roughening of self stress in the fault zone after a major earthquake. 

The above line of reasoning suggests a generic process of the whole 

ensemble of earthquakes, in which an eaqrthquake prepares the stress field for 

the smaller earthquakes. This is similar to the phenomena of turbulence, in 

which a large eddy splits into smaller ones, generating a hierachy of eddies 

linked by a cascade. 

The concept of "fractals" developed in a book by Mandelbrot (1977) may 

be useful for describing the geometry of the assemblage of fault planes. A 

fractal is a family of irregular or fragmented shapes. An example is the
 

length of the coast of Britain, which increases indefinitely as the scales of 

map is made finer. Topologically, a coast is a line with dimension 1. 
To
 

describe the departure of the coast line from a simple line with finite
 

length, he introduces the fractal dimension. For example, the trace of
 

Brownian moton of a particle has the fractal dimension of 2 because it fills 

up the plane, and the fractal dimension of west coast of Britain is determined
 

to be about 1.25. One way to obtrln the fractal dimension D is, given a 

segment, to find the number N of subsegments whidh has a linear dimension r 

times the segment. Then, D is given by.loclog(l/r). For example, if a 

straight line is divided into N segmeats, r = 1/N and therefore D = 1. If a 

square is divided into N squares, r =1/Vi and therefore D = 2.
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Assuming a process in which smaller earthquakes are generated by a 
0 

large earthquake in the manner in which aftershooks are generated by the 

barrier model, we can interpret the magnitude-frequency relation and find the 

fractal dimension of fault plane (we allow an overlap of fault planes, in 

accordance with the barrier model). Let the number of earthquakes (in a given 

time-space range) with fault length greater than L be N(L). The slope of log 

N(L) against log L is 3b/c, where b is the slope of log frequency-magnitude 

relation and c is the slope of log moment-magnitude relation, and we assume 

that the seismic moment is proportional to L3 (self-slmilarity). To be 

compatible with the process for generating segments, we shall restrict the 
n 

possible fault length to be Lu - r Lo , where n is the integer. 

From the n to (n + 1) step, the length is reduced by a factor r. In 

3b/c
this process, the number of earthquakes is multipled by (1/r) , because 
AL = (L - L ) is proportional to L and AL dN/dL is proportional to L3 b/c 

n+l n 
Thus, the fractal dimension of fault plane is D = 3b/c. We shall consider the 

usual case of c = 1.5 (Hanks and Kanarmori, 1979). Then, if b = i, the 

fractal dimension of fault plane is 2, same as its topological dimension. If 

b.= 1.5, on the other hand, the fractal dimension becomes 3, which corresponds 

to filling up volume with fault planes. In most cases, the observed b value 

falls between the above two extremes. The value slightly greater than 1 

observed for the world, imply that the assemblage of fault planes, "the plate 

boundary" in the context of plate tectonics, i.(a little more than a plane. 

For 0.5 <'b < 1.0; the fractal dimenion becomes between 1 and 2. For 

them, one can no longer consider the fault as a plane, because the fractal 

dimension must be greater than the topological dimension. It is possible, 

however, to imagine fault lines trying to fill up a plane. As a fzatter of 
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fact, the goishi model of Otsuka (1972) (see also Saito et al., 1973 and 

Maruyama, 1978) and the branching model of Vere-Jones (1976) have such 

geometry. In fact, the corresponding log frequency-magnitude relation becomes 

linear (in the critical case) with the b value equal to 0.75, assuming that 

the total length of branches is proportional to earthquake energy. This 

suggests that the fractal dimension of the branching model is 1.5. 

Otsuka'a model has been shown to be essentially the same as the model 

used in the study of percolation process. Otsuka proposed this model to 

describe the growth of an earthquake fault. His model is not based on the 

elasto-dynamics of rupture propagation along a fault plane, but is based on a 

probabilistic growth of a tree-like shape. Seismological observations clearly 

show that an earthquake involves a propagation of rupture with the speed 

comparable to elastic wave velocities and is not a percolation process. On 

the other hand, his model may be useful for studying the stage of preparation 

of a large earthquake. The barrier model used for generating a hierachy of 

earthquakes is adequate for aftershocks and probably for the normal 

earthquake, but not for foreshocks which will precede a larger earthquake. If 

there is a basic generic difference between foreshocks and normal earthquakes, 

there remains a hope to discriminate them. Smaller b values observed for some 

foreshocks than for aftershocks certainly agree with the idea that the 

percolation model applies to the former and the barrier model to the latter. 

Needless to say, the precursor time will be lojfer for larger earthquakes if 

the percolation model is hpplicable tothe preparation stage. The cross 

section of branches at the earth's surface will be points, and may be very
 

difficult to be detected without numerous observations. This may explain the
 

reason for the Chinese successful predictions.
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Probability Gain by an Increase in Tectonic Stress 

So far, we have mainly considered the geometry of the assemblage of 

fault plaues, somewhat phenomenologically without paying much attention to the 

detailed state of stress and dynamic process going on over the fault plane. 

More explicit discussions of these subjects have been given by Hanks (1979) 

and Andrews (1980). Here we shall stay out of the stress distribution in the 

fault zone and consider only its response to applied external stress, namely, 

the problem of estimating the probability gain of an earthquake occurrence by 

an increase in tectonic stress.
 

How the probability of earthquake ocr.urrence depends on the tectonic 

stress is an extremely complex problem. Abccrding to Mogi (1962), the 

probability of occurence of fracture in a rock sample increases exponentially 

with the applied stress. When a constant stress c is applied at t = o, he 

found that the probability of occurrence of fracture between t and t + dt is 

independent of t and given by 

Ii(t)dt = 1o exp (8c) (16) 

where P(t) is what we called "hazard rate" earlier, and 0 is determined as 

0.37 bar - I for the tensile fracture of granite samples in the atmosphere. The 

experiment by Scholtz on of under(1972) static fatigue quartz uniaxial 

compression shows the same functional dependence on stress, but with 0 about 

one hundred times saller than Mopi's value. T~e" probability gain due to 

stress increase by Ac is simply exp (WA);wiiich will be wildly different 
t 

whether we use Mogi's value or Scholtz's value for . 
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The coefficient 8 can be estimated from the recarrence time of major 

eLrthquakes in a fault zone and the associated stre3c drop. For the
 

Hokkaido-Kuril 
 region, Utsu (1972) constructed a statistical model based on 
equation (16) and determined the model parameter by fitting the data on
 
recurrence time. Combining Utsu's 
result with the average stress accumulation 
rate (0. 3 bar per year) inferred from the stress drops in major earthquakes in 

this zone (Fukao and Furumoto, 1979), we find that 0 is 1.1 barf-. Earlier, 
Hagiwara (1974) obtained $ of about 0.3 bar -1 by applying equation (16) to the 

statistical distribution of ultimate strain obtained by geodetic measurements. 
From time to time, we find reports on an apparent sensitivity of
 

earthquake occurrence to smal stress 
changes such as due to earth tide and
 

atmospheric pressure. For example, Conrad (1932) showed an impressive
 

evidence for the increase 
 of local earthquake frequency by 30% due to the
 
atmospheric pressure gradient across the Alps by 5mm Hg 
 (6.7 x 10 3 bars) or
 

greater. This 
gives 8 to be about 40 bar - '.
 

.In this conference, Barry Raleigh reported 
 about the increase of
 
seismicity in southern California by a factor of 2 which was 
associated with a 
strain change of 106. This corresponds to the value of 8 about 2 bar - I, 

which is much greater than laboratory values but comparable to the 

Hokkaido-Kuril result. 

The value of 8 estimated by various methods, thus, ranges from 0.004 to 
40 bar - 1 over 4 decades. There is some suggestgn of increasing 8 with 

increasing scale length. 
In other words, the probability of earthquake
 

occurrence is
more nensitjve to stress change, when stress is applied in a
 

larger scale. 
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Earlier, we have discussed about the scale dependence of loading rate,0 

and suggested that stress concentration or amplification may be occurring in a 
cascade from a larger scale to successively smaller scales. The scale
 

dependence of also be
8 may attributed to such stress amplification. 

Discussion 

I feel that fractal models of fault planes would be useful for
 
understanding the precursory phenomena, especially 
with regard to their
 

sensitivity 
to tectonic stress. The currently most reliable data for 

estimating tectonic stress are geodetic data supplied from levelling and
 

geodimeter survey. One promising approach toward understanding precursory
 

phenomena is to determine the stress change 
 at depth from geodetic data, and
 
then correlate the estimated stress change with 
 the stress-sensitive phenomena 

such as changes in seismicity and magnetic field. A preliminary result from 
the Palmdale area obtained by Ikeda (1980) is encouraging. He inverted the 

geodetic data into 3-D stress distribution and found that the state of
 
incremental stress the
during downwarp period was in agreement with the fault 

plane solutions for the swarm of earthquakes during the same period given by 
McNally et al. (1978). From the magnitude of incremental stress (estimated at 

about 10 bars) and increase in the frequency of small earthquakes, the 
%-valuewas estimated to be about 0.3 bar . This magnitude of stress increase 

was consistent with that estimated by Johnston t al. (1979) from the observed 

magnetic anomaly. 
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In the present paper, we discussed the fractal aspect of fault planes
 

only from the statistical point. 
For the purpose of earthquake prediction,
 

however, it may be necessary to study them deterministically. For example, we 
need to know where the sensitive spots are in order to observe precursors. 

Recent work by Bakun et al. (1980) on the relation between detailed seismicity 

and geometry of fault fragmentation along a part of the the San Andreas fault 

demonstrated that such a deterministric approach may be feasible and
 

promising.
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Figure Captions
 

Fig. 1. 	 The successful prediction of the Haicheng earthquake implies that the 

hazard rate (probability of occurrence of earthquake per unit time) 

had been 	increased from about I per 1000 years to I per several hours
 

through acquisition of precursory information. The probability gain 

at each of four stages of prediction is about a factor of 30. 

Fig. 2. 	 The cross indicates an earthquake. The time interval r is taken 

short enough so that each interval 	cmontains, at most, one earthquake. 

Fig. 3. The precursor A onnrs in time intervals marked A. 

Fig. 4. 	 The probability gains calculated by Utsu (1979) for precursors A 

(uplift), 	 B (foreshock) and C (radon and water table) for the 

Izu-Oshima earthquake of 1978. 
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Unesco Seminar on Earthquake Prediction Case Histories 

Notes on procedure for *conveying earthquake forecastsby foreign scientists suggested by experience *of forecasts issued for central %astal area of Peru inOctober 1980. by J.L. Robo;rt' Dept. of Public Idministrution 
Voctoria Univearity of Wellintong New Zealand 

This paper deals with certain forecasts made by Dr B.T. Brady ofthe U.S. Bureau of Mines and Dr W. Spence .of the U.S. Geological Surveyconcerning possible. events in the sub-duction zone of the Nazca andAmericas plates off the coast of Central Peru. The writer isphysical scientist and offers not a 
no judgement on the validity of the theories
developed or observations made by DT's Brady 
 and Spence. As student ofa 'politics and administration he is concerned only to study the consequencesfor those public authorities who came to learn of the arguments put forwardby the two scientists and from an eianination of the response to considerthe case for some consistent procedure when scientists who are not resident
within a particular country decide that they are in a 
position to forecast
an earthquake at some place in that country within a 
period sufficiently
specified to suggest that some counter-measures should be taken by thecommunity. It is relevant to mention that the author has been activelyengaged in the study of political and administrative consequences of
earthquake prediction for some ten years. 
 (Cf. Roberts 1973, 1977, 1979,
1979, 1981, 1981.) 
 The author was also present at the audience with the
President of Peru when Drs Brady and Spence officially conveyed their
forecast that a 
series of strong earthquakes would occur near Lima in the
second half of 1981. 
He has had the advantage of several discussions with
the American and Peruvian scientists and administrators involved.
 

The Need for Definitions
 

The most cursory acquaintance with earthquake prediction will reveal
that there are a 
number of stages in the process involving an increasing
number of actors. 
 The first stage involves the continuing work of theearth science community in gathering information on the phenomena of earthquake causation and frequency. he could 
stage. From this data, it is 

call this the risk probability
customary to find a response in the technical
and politico administrative community which attempts to assess the exposure
of structures and land use to earthquake risk and to specify standards of
construction, land use and civil defence procedures *to mitigate risk
according to the degree of hazard established. We could call this the
hazard mitigation stage. 
With -the development of enquiry into the scientific possibility of forecasting of time, place
scientist may and maginitude of events thebe faced with a situation in which his observations convincehim that an earthquake may take place at a 
near date in a given location;
this could be called the forecast stage. Naturally, the validity of this
forecast will be assessed (if it comes to notice) and'the possibility that
a prediction should be formally issued will be considered. Several countries
(China, Japan, the United States) have evolved machinery for what might be
called the prediction evaluation stage. 
 At this point, national authority
may have to consider their reactioh to the evaluation and decide whether
they wish to advance to the prediction stage at which point the possibility
of an event is formally put before the community at large. 
 Once a prediction is made the precursory phenomena will 
come under close scrutiny
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in what may be termed the risk monitoring stage. Finally, if the sequence
of events forecast as precursors. to the predicted earthquake occur with
sufficient congruity the authorities will be compelled to decide whether or not to advance to the arning stage at which point disaster mitigation 
programmes would be put in train. 

Forecasts from Foreign Sources
 

Much geological information is international in the 4ense of availability to earth scientists. *The desire to gather informal-ion and develop
theory takes as 
little account of national boundaries as do plate tectonics.

Naturally, many of those devoted to the cause of scientific enquiry will 
support a philosophy of open access to data and untramelled analysis. Butthe sequence of events involved in earthquake prediction is not only ascientific problem. Once given currency a forecast becomes a matter of
intense interest and concern to individuals whose life and property
seen to be at risk and 

are 
to those private and public institutions which maywant to react or are under duty to react. One may expect that in those

countries where the geological conditions and historical record indicate 
a possibility of strong earthquakes, there will be active public institu
tioas for the study of seismic phenomena capable of advising public
authorities on such forecasts. 
 It is likely that they will be in touch
with the main lines of scientific investigation in this field and will be

available for consultation by any scientist who may consider that he has
 
information that the public authorities should consider.
 

However, the scientist working outside the country may not be intouch with these institutions. Even where the scientist develops scholarly
exchanges with colleagues and establishes working relationships with the
relevant public agencies, the extent of these contacts will vary with each 
individual case. 

In this exploratory phase of earthquake forecasting, it seems that 
carethe greatest should be employed to avoid undesirable consequences


for the community. This depends upon the establishment and maintenance

of clear channels of communication between scientist and community but
there are difficulties as the forecast made by Drs Brady and Spence

demonstrates.
 

The Brady/Spence Forecast
 

It is not useful to investigate here the scientific background tu the
forecast of a great earthquake off the coast of Central Peru in August

1981. 
 No doubt other and competent analysis will be available. It is
sufficient to point out that in 1976 Dr Brady concluded a series of four

articles on the theory of earthquakes with the deduction that strain
building in the sub-duction zone of the Nazca and Americas plates might
result in an earthquake of large magnitude within a 
period of seven to

fourteen years from mid November 1974 (Brady: 1976).
 

This information reached a journalist in Peru who contacted Dr Brady

and confirmed the general circumstances of the forecast. 
Wide publication

and media comment followed. 
This was the subject of an analysis byDr Alberto Giesecke, Director of the Centro Regional de Sismologia para
America del Sur (CERESIS) located in Lima, at a Seminar organised by anumber of national and international institutes at San Juan, Argentina,in October 1980. This revealed a reaction ranging from sober commentary
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on the progress towards a theory of forecasting to somewhat sensationalist 
condemation of Drs Brady and Spence. The latter also presented a paper
 
at San Juan outlining the theory, commenting upon the investigation of
 
empirical data and confirming their forecast.
 

Subsequent to this seminar Drs Brady and Spence, Dr S.T. Algermissen
 
of U.S. Geological Survey and the writer met in Lima at the invitation of
 
Dr Giesecke. This group joined with officials Qf the U.S. Government at
 
the U.S. Embassy in Peru to discuss the inplications of the forecast on 
29 October 1980, and subsequently on the same day, most of this group
 
attended an audience with the President of Peru where Drs Brady and Spence
 
communicated the substance of their investigations and their forecast of
 
a series of large magnitude earthquakes in the second half of 1981.
 

It was agreed at the meeting in the U.S. Embassy that data on seismicity 
in the region should be communicatedto Drs Brady mid Spence and there was
 
some discussion on a possible contribution by U.S. sources to the scientific
 
programme. I am not aware that this was forthcoming although it is clear
 
that Peruvian scientists did supply seismic data to Dr Brady through 1981.
 

It is of interest to note that Dr Clarence Allen of the California
 
Institute of Technology and Chairman of the U.S. National Earthquake
 
Prediction Evaluation Council (NEPEC) attended the Seminar at San Juan
 
and in conversation with the writer indicated that, in his opinion, the 
Council would react to the Brady/Spence forecast if requested by the 
Peruvian Government. Obviously, such a request was made very shortly 
after the communication of the forecast on 29 October. NEPEC convened 
at Golden, Colorado and issued the statement on 27 January 1981 appended 
to this paper. The operational part of their evaluation reads: 

The members of the Council are unconvinced of the 
scientific validity of the Brady/Spence prediction. 
The Council has been shown nothing in the observed 
seismicity data, or in the theory insofar as presented, 
that lends substance to the predicted times, locations 
and magnitudes of the earthquakes. 

The Council regrets that an earthquake prediction 
based on such speculative and vague evidence has 
received widespread credence outside the scientific 
community. We recommend that the prediction not be 
given serious consideration by the Government of Peru. 

We cannot say with complete confidenci that dnajor earth
quakes will not occur at the predicted times but we 
judge the probability of this happening to be very low 
indeed. On the basis of the data and interpretation 
currently available, none of the members of the Council 
would have serious reservations about being present 
personally in Lima at the times of the predicted
 
earthquakes.
 

Notwithstanding this uncompromising rejection, Dr Brady maintained 
that his forecast was correct and my information is that as late as early 
May 1981 Dr Brady confirmed a forecast that there would be at least three 
earthquakes on or about July 6, August 18 and September 24 1981 respectively. 
His colleague, Dr Spence, who had looked at "... the prediction that Brad), 
made.., to determine if it was plausible given the region's tectonics" - 1007 
(EOS: 1981) is reported in EOS as follows: 



"I think that there's a.very small chance of the 
predictions being correct.... Even if there's a 
small chance however the risk is extremely great." 
In light of the prediction "keeping an eye on the 
zone" to test the prediction would be "very prudent". 

"I think scientists should be very careful about
 
issuing predictions because of the social conse
quences... predictions should.be supported with
well documented details".
 

(EOS: 1981)
 

In July 1981 Richard A. Kerr, writing in Science reported that Brian
 
Brady of the U.S. Bureau of Mines in Golden, Colorado, has formally with
drawn his predictions of two mammothearthquakes off the coast of Peru.
 
Because the prerequisite seismic activity had not occurred 'the probability
 
of the last two [large] events occurring is extremely small" he said'
 
(Kerr: 1981). Kerr also reports that despite the evaluation by NEPEC many
 
Peruvians had continued to take the Brady forecast "very seriously"
 
according to Dr John Filson of U.S. Geological Survey and Vice Chairman
 
of NEPEC. Not until the first event forecast by Dr Brady had failed to
 
occur were they relieved of their anxiety (Kerr: 1981).
 

Assessment
 

This narrative raises-several important questions about the nature 
of scientific and public obligation. To take the scientific aspect first, 
it could be said that a scientist has a right to be wrong and a duty to 
make every effort to be right. That is, no condemnation should fall upon 
a scientist who publishes an hypothesis which he has earnestly and, in a 
professional manner endeavoured to verify but which subsequently proves 
to be false. It is not for a layman to judge whether Dr Brady had 
attained that standard of verification when be published his paper in the 
Journal of Pure and Applied Geophysics but it is not unreasonable to 
assume that the editor or editorial board of that Journal made the usual 
efforts to ensure that qualified authority considered the paper worthy of 
publication. It is my understanding that Dr Brady continued to publicise
his conclusions before the San Juan meeting but so far as I am aware no 
systematic refutation appeared in public prior to the prediction evaluation 
of NEPEC in January 1981. Since Dr Brady had made'in 1976 and subsequently 
a specific forecast of a series of large and probably devastating earth
quakes, public anxiety was to be expected. Independent scientific comment 
could have guided lay assessment of the forecast. Thd problem is one of 
time; to coin a phrase scientia longa vita brevis. No doubt in time, the 
scientific community in its ordinary process of examining hypotheses would 
have got round to Dr Brady's theory and forecast. But one may doubt that 
this would have occurred soon enough to be of much use to the Peruvian 
community. 

This raises the second problem of obligation. When a scientific 
hypothesis is likely to cause anxiety, economic loss and, perhaps, public 
disorder, has the scientist a duty to modify his method of proceeding by 
accommodating his scientific dctivity in some way to the requirements of 
community interest?
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It would be misleading to dbdge the underlying individual moral 
dilemma in this. If one has information whose release it i sincerely 
believed may increase the chances of life for others there must be an 
ethical duty to mnke the information available other things bei.ng equal.
Suppose the possessor of the information believes that to resign this 
duty to some independent body may lead to the neglect, misinterpretation" 
or even the suppression of the information. The establishment of NEPEC 
is one answer to this dilemma since the Council'is composed of qualified 
scientists, meets in public and issues a .public evaluation; Yet in the 
case under consideration,'Dr Brady did not accept the NEPEC evaluation. 
To the contrary he persisted with his forecast for nearly six months 
after the NEPEC pronouncement. May we say that this is his proper 
privilege taking into account both the cause of promoting scientific 
advances and his duty to fellow human beings in Peru? 

I know of no unqualified answer to these questions but I believe that
 
a special set of considerations should apply to a scientist who makes
 
forecasts for a community in which he does not live and to which he feels
 
no more responsibility than may be evoked by common humanity.
 

It is obvious that a scientist living in the community must feel a
 
greater weight of local opinion than a foreigner. Dr Clarence Allen, then
 
President of the Geological Society of America, speaking to his fellow
 
American scientists suggested "The next ten years are going to be tough
 
ones..... We're going to have to work hard to maintain public support"
(Spall: 1978). Dr Allen speaks of the great interest of the media in 
prediction and the determination of reporters to pursue any and all rumours. 
A prudent scientist, realising this will be fully alive to the need for
 
caution in publishing a forecast affecting the area where he lives. One 
can expect that he will take every precaution to consult with colleagues
and, where scientific support is forthcoming, advise the civil authorities 
if only to avoid personal harassment or even liability. These pressures may 
not be felt by a non-resident. An excess of enthusiasm may tempt him to
 
publish without considering the implications for the society affected by
his forecast. While it is not suggested that Drs Brady and Spence succumbed 
to such temptation it is relevant to point out that foreign predictions
have been issued for areas other than Peru. A telegram from the United 
States was received in Mexico predicting an earthquake at Pinotepa Nacional 
on 23 April 1978. The municipal authorities made the contents of the 
telegram known and there was widespread anxiety in the region. The forecast, 
whose source is still not known as far as the writer is aware, turned out to
 
be false. Clearly it was also irresponsible (Ordono: 1979). G.A. Eiby
records that an English academic following a theory of' causation forecast 
a large event in New Zealand. This reached New Zealand from press sources 
but fortunately the local journalists sought expert comment before pub
lishing the story and any disturbance of public calm. was avoided. According 
to Dr Eiby "New Zealand's displeasure was conveyed to the prophet, who is 
understood to have muttered darkly about interference with academic freedom" 
(Eiby: 1980). 

In the final analysis this is the issue. Academic freedom is a central 
principle of scientific advance, It is also breached constantly for com
mercial reasons, for reasons of state and to maintain civil order. A 
scientist must always weigh his scientific obligation against his obligation 
as a member of a local, national or international community. Brady/Spence 
suggest chat some scientists will find it difficult to maintain equilibrium
and that they need a reliable, independent and qualified consultative - 1009 
mechanism to help them inreachinga decision to public a forecast. 



Prediction Evaluation 

At some point a forecast may become a prediction. This will followupon an assessment process which this paper calls the prediction evaluationstage. This terminology seems to. be useful in signifying a possible changeof status for the forecast. The evaluation of a forecast is not onlyconcerned with its scientific validity but also with the question of apotential response of the public authorities and the commity. Thus NEPEC
in evaluating the Brady/Spence forecast 
not only stated that the memberswere 'unconvinced of the scientific validity of the Brady/Spence prediction'but also recommended that it should 'not be given serious consideration bythe Government of Peru'. That evaluation having passed to the governmentof Peru it was up to the Government to decide whether to issue a "prediction" that is a formal notification to the community that responsible public
authorities accept the possibility that an earthquake will or will not
 occur in accordance with the terms 
 of the evaluation. It would be naiveto imagine that this will relieve a forecaster entirely of any furtherburdens but, at least, he may reasonably claim that a defensible procedure
has been followed.
 

In the writer's opinion, the discussion of 'earthquake prediction' has
now reached the point where responsible national and international bodies
should consider encouraging the cstablishment of prediction evaluation

procedures and advising those scientists who may develop forecasts to submit their findings to the relevant national evaluation procedure. Thisshould not be read as an endorsement of the NEPEC form of evaluation.
While NEPEC may suit the particular conditions of the United States, it may be inappropriate for other societies. As the experience of the People'sRepublic of China and of Japan demonstrates, there are other valuableprecedents to assist in the development of a procedure adapted to thescientific and political conditions of each country. To venture briefly
into an area beyond the writer's proper competence, it seems that in this
palaeotechnic period of earthquake forecasting we have been misled by thedrama of a possible prediction certain in time, place and magnitude - asort of one shot scenario of disaster, to which the NEPEC procedure withits open theatre some The muchof conflict lends support. writer is impressedby the reasoning of two colleagues at Victoria University of Wellington who
in a paper on the subject of what they term 'synoptic forecastiag' argue that 

earthquake forecasting is essentially an estimation
of probabilities - a statement of risk - thusand 
represents things as they really are. 
Up to the present, most thinking about earthquake
prediction has been on conceptbased the of the
isolated prediction of a single earthquake - what
might be called (to borrow a word from oil.prospecting) 
a wildcat prediction. 

(Evison and Rhoades: 1981) 
While probablistic forecasts.may pose problems for the public authoritiesresponsible for hazard mitigation programmes, it does seem that both in
testing hypotheses and in establishing operating estimates of risk, theyoffer opportunities for sensible policy development. Clearly the NEPECprocedure would not be appropriate to probablistic evaluation and its 

associated monitoring.
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The writer is well aware that there is nothing new in these suggestions
 
for evaluation procedures. An Ad hoc Working Group convened under Unesco
 
auspices in 1981 to consider the selection of international experimental
 
sites for research on earthquake prediction pointed out that 'guidelines
 
for the formulation, evaluation and communication of such predictions should
 
have previously been drawn up, to which host countries and participating
 
institutions would already have signified their agreement'. (Unesco: 1981).

Earlier in 1979 a Panel of Experts convened to review aspects of earthquake

prediction recognized 'that scientific observations pertaining to earth
quake predictions may have an immediate impact on society' and recomnended
 
that 'Unesco encourage the development of guidelines to assist individual
 
scientists, scientific institutions and governments in the presentation of
 
such information' (Unesco: 1979). Last year the General Assembly of the
 
International Association of Seismology and Physics of the Earth's Interior
 
resolved as follows:
 

Noting the valuable past contributions of Unesco, UNEP 
and UNDRO towards the development of multidisciplinary
studies of earthquake prediction and its social implications, 

Recognizing the need for the world seismological community
 
to develop a code of practice on the formulation, assess
ment and communication of earthquake predictions, especially 
when the crossing of international boundaries is involved, 

Recommends that ICSU be invited to encourage these United
 
Nations Agencies to address this need in implementing their
 
work programmes related to seismology and the mitigation of
 
earthquake risk. 

Suppose that the professional association and government organisations 
to which Drs Brady and Spence belong had promoted discussioL of the need for 
caution in publishing specific forecasts and wide dissemination of infor
mation on the procedures available for referring any forecasts to, inter 
alia, Peruvian authorities for testing and, ifnecessary, evaluation, would 
it have been reasonable for Dr Brady to have refrained from incorporating
in his 1976 publication the specific forecast referred to above and to have
 
submnitted this information in confidence to the specified procedure in
 
Peru? The answer to this question depends upon the confidence the individual
 
scientist has in the response to his submission. This is a matter of some
 
moment. The whole purpose of an evaluation procedure is to prevent

unofficial prediction. If scientists believe that their findings have not
 
received thoroughly professional and sympathetic exami'hation they may decide
 
to publicise them whatever conclusion may be reached in the evaluation
 
process. It seems to me that standards of evaluation including the process

of consultation with the forecasting scientist deserve the closest attention
 
by national and international associations. If anyone doubts that forecasts
 
may remain current agains-L sustained criticism it would be wise to c6nsider
 
the experience of U.S. authorities in the Brady/Epence case.
 

A lesson learned from the experience some scientists say,
 
is that the federal government's handling of earthquake
 
predictions can still be improved. In particular, scientists
 
have censured the Agency for International Development's 
Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA). Filson notes 
that for 2 years the USGS had emphasized to OFDA that Brady's
predictions totally lacked support in the scientific community, 
outside of Spence's feasibility arguments. These "early - 1011 
informal reviews by the Survey were not taken as seriously 
Ar. wo wml., likpd"., Clarence Allen... says "IManv of us 



were upset with OFDA's handling of this". In spite of 
the lack of scientific support, OFDA continued to place 
credence in Brady's prediction and even promoted the 
idea, he says. -(Kerr: 1981)
 

It is of interest to note that officials of AID/OFDA were present in Lima 

at the meetings of 29 October 1980. 

The lesson seems to be that "early informal reviews" in a foreign 
country are not enough. Reason" suggests that Lima should have been the 

appropriate place and the Peruvian scientific establishment the proper 
authority to consider the Brady/Spence forecast. From observation, it 
seems to the writer that having no precedent to refer to and no canons 
of judgement, the Peruvian's were not equipped for this task. They 
tended to feel that as Drs Brady and Spence were U.S. nationals and 
employees of the U.S. Federal Government it was largely up to the United 
States to dispose of the matter. While the writer accepts that this was 

inevitable in the given circumstances steps should be taken to see that a 

similar situation does not recur.
 

Conclusion
 

Discussions on earthquake prediction so far convinces the writer that
 

a prediction which is given wide currency and is generally believed will be
 

a disaster for the affected community whether or not the predicted events
 

occur. In the Brady/Spence case it was fortunate that NEPEC existed and 

was able to refute the prediction sufficiently early to avoid the worst
 

That may not always be the case and the circumstances reveal
consequences. 

an urgent need for an authoritative evaluation process in countries 

vulnerable to strong earthquakes. Although it is possible to argue that 

scientific freedom may be inhibited by such procedures, it is clear that 

such freedoms are frequently subject to constraints of a national or 
compulsion is not contemplated ascommercial interest, and in any event 

an element in the procedures. National and international bodies concerned 

to promote responsible scientific activity should consider their duty to
 

propose and assist in the establishment of evaluation procedures and to
 

encourage the scientific community -o subtait their findings to the appro

priate institutions. In the specific case of forecasts developed by
 

scientists not resident in the country to which the forecast refers, the
 

need for caution and for early and confidential consultation should be 

strongly emphasized.
 

J.L. Roberts
 
Professor of Public Administration,
 
Victoria University of Wellington,
 
New Zealand.
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ABSTRACT 

The case history of a scientific specific prediction of a large earthquake
 
to occar off the coast of central Peru on June 28, 1981, but which did
 
not take place, begins five years earlier with the publication of a fore
cast by Dr. Brian T. Brady, in Pure and Applied Geophysics (1976). Dr. 
Brady is a Supervisory Physicist employed by the United States Bureau of 
Mines, since 1967. 

Me formal -prediction was based on the observed seisiricity patterns in 
central Peru and Dr. Brady's interpretation of those patterns with his 
theoretical model of the failure preparation process in rocks, and on the 
plausability of major decoupling events along the Peruvian and Chilean 
coasts.
 

The scientific ccmmmity the United States wasin (or else where) not
 
prozrpted by Brady's work 
to take active interest in the prediction. The 
U.S. Geological Survey, at the request of the Instituto Geofisico del 
Peru, arranged for two meetings, in 1977 and 1979, for Dr. Brady 
to
 
present his work to USGS and IGP scientists; the i.eeting took place u der 
the label of "cooperation to analyze the seismic hazard in Peru" . Also
 
at IGP's initiative and 
a request fran the peruvian governrrent, the U. S. 
National Earthquake Prediction Evaluation Council (NEPEC)met in January, 
1981, to hear Dr. Brady. The Council concluded that its neibers wre 
unconvinced of the scientific validity of the prediction, and adviced the
 
government of Peru to disregard it. At none of the major international 
Simposia concerned with earthquake prediction, held during the period fran 
1978 through 980, was there any mention of this particular prediction. 
Itray be that scientists felt that the state of the art was such that
 
any-precise prediction, such Brady's wasas Dr. not to be taken seriously; 
given the professional credentials of Dr. Brady and his responsible
 
position with a United States government bureau, this would seem to be 
the wrong attitude. I concurr with Dr. William'Spence, who states that 
the very occurrence of great earthquakes makes attmts to predict these 
catastrophic events, which kill people and disrupt society, an 
 endeavor 
that the seismological cammunity is forced to live with. The problem of 
earthquake prediction must be approached in such a way that the social
 
benefits greatly outweigh the social detriments.
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The rather detailed report on management of the prediction by peruvian 
government agencies was possible because of the author's position as 
head of the Instituto Geofisico del Peru and his access to the -highest 
levels of goveinrent. It is more difficult to learn about the United 
States government because the Peru prediction still is a sensitive issue. 

In the first three years (1976-79) the prediction did not xme to the 
attention of the general public. During the last twelve nonths of the 
period when the prediction was widely publicized (1979-81), recently 
elected (1980) President Belaunde decided to give little or no public 
inportance to it; this seexrs to have been the correct decision. 

The impact of the prediction is evaluated in terms of schools, insurance, 
tourism, real estate and newsmedia. The latter did not fully realize 
its responsibility in attenuating or exacerbating the public's reaction 
to the prediction. Brady did not seek publicity for the prediction; he 
talked to the press only after it became front-page news in Peru. Same 
of the interviews with him wre invented; others distorted his rerarks. 

The change of government, after twelve years of military rule, in mid
1980, the rising inflation and economic hardship were issues that atten
uated the news value of the prediction as the date for the earthquake to 
occur neared. 

The concluding remarks suggest that a rechanism should be adopted so that 
the scientific camnunity be urged to evaluate published scientific fore
casts, which can be construed as predictions that will affect people. The 
problem of managing a prediction will becoame nore difficult as the state 
of the art progresses, the data base irrproves and the probability of a 
prediction being correct beccmes greater. Brady's prediction was not 
entirely negative in its effects on Peru; the sustained canpaign of the 
newsmedia, during almost two years, was most efective in increasing 
peruvians' awareness of their seismic hazard and, as a result, scme have 
responded with rational actions to mitigate their risk. 
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. THE PRFDICTICN AND ITS PRESS 

The prediction that a massive (M - 9.0) thrust-fault earthquake
 
wuld occur in 1981, in the coastal region of central Peru, began in
 
1976 as a forecast forrulated at about the 
same tire and which attracted
 
much less attention than others that were 
investigated (Cape Yakutaga,
 
Oaxaca, Nicaragua), probably because they were based 
on the generally
 
accepted errpirical paradigm of the seismic gap 
 (Spence 1979). 7he author
 
of the forecast fcrPeru is Dr. 
 Brian T. Brady, (M.-Sc. Geophysics, M.I.T.,

1964; Ph. D. Applied Mathematics, Colorado School of Mines, 1969) employed
 
from 1967 to thYt present, by the United States Bureau of Mines, as 
Supervisory Physicist. He is the author of more than forty 
scientific
 
publications in respected and well known journals. His research experience
 
includes studies of rock fracture, physical processes involved in earth
quake development and in producing plate irotions.
 

In Septenber 1976, a conference on "Global Aspects of Earthquake
 
Hazard Reduction" held in Denver, Colorado, USA, was attended by

32 vcll knawm scientists frcm 11 institutions, including Dr. Brady. The
 
meeting report was prepared by Drs. William Spence (meeting convener)
 
and L.C. Pakiser, both with the U. S. Geological Survey Office of Earth
quake Studies. 
Brady's presentation described microscale characteristics 
of rock failure and suggested that the process is scale invariant. He
 
shcwed precursor time versus 
fault length data that plot linearly frm the
 
scales of laboratory failure and irine rock bursts to the scale of 
 major
 
earthquakes. 
 These data lead to the important conclusion that the physical 
basis for earthquake occurrence may be very similar to the nechanics of 
rock failure in mines or in the laboratory. The mreeting report includes a
 
reference to Brady's paper 
 "Theory of Earthquakes, IV, General Implica
tions for Earthquake Prediction", Pure and Applied Geophysics, 114, 1031 
-1082, 1976. This paper discusses the earthquake sequence that occurred 
approximately 60 km off the coast of central Peru, between 3 October and 
9 Novenber, 1974, within a well documented seismic gap and suggests that it 
could have important seismological and sobiological consequmnces. His 
arguments led to the possibility that the region in question, betveen 
11.50S - 140 S and 760W- 790W, might have again approached a critical 
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state and be in the process of preparation for an earthquake of magnitude 
at least M8.2. Brady goes on to state that if there were no further de
stressing seismic events then the precursor tires for a range of predicted 
magnit3xes of 8.2, 8.3 and 8.5 would be 7.1 yr, 8.9 yr and 14 yr, respec
tively, measured from Novarbhr, 1974. It is irportant to note that Brady 
also stated that the hypothesis could be tested by detailed monitoring of 
sea-level changes, anaralous Vp, Vs and/or Vp/Vs, radon emanations, possible 

secular variations in the gecmagnetic field and seismicity. 

We received at the Instituto Geofisico del Peru (IGP) and CERESIS 

the reprint of Brady's paper fran Dr. William Spence of the United 
States Geological Survey (USGS), in late 1976. It was highly unlikely that 
anybody else in Peru would have known at the time of Brady's article in 
Pure and Applied Geophysics; we believe that only six persons in Peru, 
(Casaverde, Deza, Giesecke , Huaco, Ocola and Silgado) were aware of the 

forecast. 

We began ccrresponding with Dr. Brady inmediately. We questioned 
the car1eteness and accuracy of his data base, the applicability of the 
Utsu relationship between aftershock area and macittid and hiS selection 
of certain precursory events on which he based his calculations to arrive 
at the specific date for the main event. 

As a result of the Denver conference, held in September, 1976, Dr. 
L. C. Pakiser, at the tire acting chief of the Branch .)f Seismicity and 
Earth Structure of the U. S. Geological Survey, and Dr. William Spence, 
requested Brady to up date his studies of the Peru seismicity. Brady's 

report to Dr. Pakiser, dated 25 August, 1977, reiterated his belief that 
a serious situation had developed near Lima, since Noverber 9, 1974, and 
that supportive data, including theoretical studies, led him to estimate 

the epicenter (12.5 0S, 77,7 0W), magnitude (M8.4 1 0.2) and m:L),iLmun prepara 
tion tire measured fram 14 November, 1974 (5.9 years), i.e. circa, October, 
1980. we do not know how this report was circ-lated officially but many 
people in the USGS had a copy. In fact, copies of this report and of other 
internal USGS documents apparently were readily available to outsiders; 

"sore were reproduced and published in the Lima newspapers in 1980 and 1981. 
At the Geophysical Institute and at CERESIS we. decided that we should 

treat the prediction with the utmost reserve and do our best to monitor at 
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least sate of the Class 1 precuwrs h'K-+ have been observed prior to major 
earthquakes. 

In view of Brady's report to Dr. Pakiser, I infoned the U. S.
 
Ambassador in Lima of the predictid earthquake to occur in or about 1980/81,
 
and requested his support to propose a meeting Wi h experts of the USGS. Dr.
 
Robert Hamilton, Chief of the Office of Earthquake Studies of the USGS, in
 
Reston, Virginia, who knew of Brady's forecast, 
which he considered "far-out",
 
kindly arranged with Dr. Pakiser 
to convene a meeting in Golden, Colorado on
 
18 November, 
 19 77,a date on wh-ich I was able to attend.There was relatively
 
little discussion of the theory but nevertheless ny impression was that most
 
of those present agreed that it had scientific merit. The accuracy of the
 
location of the seismic events 
selected by Brady as precursors for his fore
cast was questioned and it 
 was agreed that the epicenters should be recal
culated. We were infored by Dr. :akiser that Brady's report had been 
 sub
mitted to the Earthquake Prediction Panel of the USGS 
 for evaluation, as 
well as recent results from Drs. Spence and Brady, supporting the predic
tion. The Panel had not responded, very likely because the predict'on was
 
for a foreign country. Dr. Robert Wallace, 
 of the USGS at Menlo Park, who
 
was present 
at the meeting, comuented that if the Brady prediction were for
 
the United States, 
 the USGS and others would be working quite seriously to
 
detennine its validity. At iry request, 
 Dr. Brady agreed at the time not to
 
publish any paper 
 that would further support his prediction, without prior
 
approval by the peruvian government.
 

The linister of Education, on whom IGP depends, was kept verbally
 
informed of developments fram the beginning. 
 He asked for a written report
 
in August 1978, for him 
 to present to the President. In that report I 
stressed the importance of additional funding for IGP to enable it to carry 
out a program to detect and identify precursors, regardless of the degree 
of credibility giyen to the Brady, prediction. However, no additional funds 
were allocated at the time. 

Early in 1979 Dr. Brady told me that his latest results confirmed 
his belief that his prediction was more correct than not. I requested Dr. 
H. W. Menard, Director of the U.S. Geological Survey in Reston, Virginia, 
to agree on a joint meeting of USGS and IGP seismologists. The Oaxaca, 
December 1978, event which took place in an identified seismic gap had 
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reinforced our concern about the credibility to be given to predictions.
 
Dr. John Filson, on behalf of Dr. Menard, 
 agreed to a meeting on 24 May
 
1979, in Golden, Colorado 
 "to review and discuss matters related to
 
earthquake prediction and hazards 
 in Peru". It was understood that the
 
USGS wo~id not, as a result of the meeting, formally endorse, condemn 
or
 
other wise 
 ndicate any official evaluation but would assist IGP in the
 
assessment of the current status of earthquake prediction research and its
 
relevance to Peru. 
Dr. Brady was invited to present the latest results
 
of his earthquake research.
 

The month before we met in Golden, the International Siuposium
 
on Earthquake Prediction held in Paris, April 2-6,
was 1979. It is inter
esting that there was 
no mention of the Brady prediction for Peru in any

of the papers 
nor by the Experts invited by UNESCO to evaluate the Syn-o
sium and 
to discuss social and economic aspects of earthquake prediction, 
during the folloing week.-


Me meeting in Golden on 24 May, 1979, was attended by 15 scien
tists: 9 from the USGS, 
 4 from IGP, 1 each fron the Bureau of Mines and
 
the Carnegie Institution of Washington; 
 also present were representatives 
of the Office for Foreign Disaster Assistance of the U. S. State Department,
 
the Bureau of Mines 
 and the Peruvian Ebassy in Washington. 

In the course of his presentation Brady made the formal prediction

that in September 1980 a foreshock series would begin and would last about
 
nine months, with 
a sequence of 13 events; the mainshock would take place 

magnitude Mw x 1026 ergs),in July, 1981, 9.8 (7 with a rupture fram 12.5*S
 
latitude to 24.5 0S, 
 off the coast of Peru and Chile. This shock would be 
followed by another large shock in April, 1982, Mw 8.7, rupturing fran
 
12.50S to 8.50S . This formal prediction was based on two lines of
 
argument. In Brady's own words the first relied solely on the 
observed
 
seismicity patterns in central Peru and his interpretation of those 
patterns with his theoretical model of the failure preparation process in 
rock materials. 
The model was, and continues to be, in the developmental 
phase. The second argunent was based on the plausability of major

decoupling events along the Peruvian and Chilean coasts (approximately
70S - 280S). The plausability arguments (geological, geophysical, 
space
 
-time seismicity patterns during the 1974 sequence) were developed jointly 
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by Spence and Brady. That phase of the investigation was undertaken in 
resmonse to. Brady's theoretical arguments that the c" vshore zone had 
approached a critical state. The plausability arguments remain plausible 
as they are obviously independent of any theoretical model. Spence 
argued that there is strong oupling between the Nazca and South American 
plates and offered evidence against aseismic slip; others, like H. W. 
Dewey, who have analyzed the potential for a missive thrust-fault earth
quake in the region of Brady's prediction from the seismic gap point of 
view, come to the conclusion that such an earthquake is most unlikely to 
occur in the next decade, based on evidence that supports the assumption 
that m ch of the motion of the South American plate relative to the Nazca 
plate is accacdated by aseismic deformation. De%,y did not consider 
Brady's prediction in tenns of its theretical model or precursory phenan 
ena. 

Brady was challenged because he was reminded that the scientific
 
camunity requires publication in such detail that other researchers can
 
replicate results and derive the same conclusions, based on equivalent
 
data sets, - replication of results being essential to validation,
 
acceptance and use of a prediction model.
 

Both Brady and Spence informed the meeting that a complete analy 
sis of the data leading to the prediction was in preparation and that a 
report would be ready by September 1980, to be published should the 
predicted foreshock series begin; Brady stated that he had not published 
his work bearing in mind IGP's request, at the prior meeting in November 
1977 meeting, that he not do so. The meeting report which IGP presented 
to the government of Peru stated that the majority of those present 
remained unconvinced that Brady's prediction was valid, but nevertheless 
it stressed the importance of improving IGP's capability to monitor and 
interpret precursory phencmena. 

Because the first of the primary foreshocks gave only a ten-month 
lead tine before the mainshock, it became important that a ccmprehensive 
program to gather a wide range of precursory data, in trnirs of the inclu
sion theory of earthquakes, be ready to inplement by Septeirber 1980. In a 
private ocmmimication dated 26 October 1979, Brady and Spence refer to 
two developments that increased the probability of occurrence of the 
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predicted earthquake: (1) the "El Centro" (California) earthquake, fore
cast by Brady during an OES Seminar in Golden on May 11, 1978 and again
 
during the May 24, 1979 neeting with IGP, which did occur in the target
 
area (Salton Sea), with a magnitude and on a date compatible with the fore
 
cast, and (2) the independent finding by Dr. V. Kulm of Oregon State
 
University of major subsidence 
on the Peruvian continental shelf between
 
about 11.8'S and 13.5*S of some 300 meters in the central portion increas
ing to about 1,000 meters, there being no evidence of either subsidence or
 
uplift north or south of this zone. 
 Kuhn thought this subsidence to have
 
occurred near 
the end ofthe last five million years, a tine consistent
 
with Brady's theoretical preparation time for the predicted 
 1981 earth
 
quakes. In the same camuication Brady and Spence outlined what they
 
considered to be the most relevant neasurerrents that should be carried out
 
to permit a continuing evaluation of the prediction 
status and stressi'ng
 
again that a critical part of the prediction was the foreshock series to
 
begin about Septenber, 1980.
 

During the next several ronths the Instituto Geofisico del Peru
 
provided Brady on a scnew- at+t.+ly bLsis 
 ,;ith scisnic data detected by
 
the Peruvian national network, 
 and additional inforniation on horizontal
 
geodetic control along the coast, sea-level changes, secular changes in the
 
gecragnetic field, 
 strain and inclination. 

CERESIS, with financial aid from UNESCO, MRDO and UNEP, organized a 
Regional Seminar on Earthquake Prediction and Seismic Risk. It was held 
in San Juan, Argentina, in October, 1980, hosted by INPRES. Brady's predic 
tion might have influenced the UN agencies in their decision to fund the
 
seminar, which was well attended by scientists from all over the world.
 
Drs. Brady and Spence presented a paper on the Peru prediction which the 
newsnedia publicized. On the other hand, the scientists were not excited 
and their formal discussion of the Peru prediction was rather perfunctory. 
One of the participants at San Juan was Dr. Clarence Allen, President of 
the U. S. National Earthquake Prediction Evaluation Council (NEPEC), which 
was established to evaluate predictions affecting the United States. 
asked Dr. Allen if NEPEC would evaluate the Brady prediction should the 
peruvian government request it Dr. Allen replied that in view of the 
circunstances NIPBC would probably make an exception and accede. 
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We arranged for Brady, Spence and other participants to visit 
Lima, Peru, after the San Juan Sridnar. Private meetings were arranged 
with the President of Peru, Arq. Feimando Belaunde Terry, and the U. S. 
Embassy. President Felaunde, after listening to Brady, Spence and others, 
was not convinced that an dwrgency situation had developed and concluded 
that Brady's prediction did not increase the probability for the occur
rence of a very large earthquake as cumpared to Peru's "nonral" proba
bility for such catastrophes. le agreed that it was logical and 
necessary that IGP.do its best to mnitor precursory evidence and asked
 

me to act on behalf of the goverment with regard to possible assistance 
fl=, the United States govenment including a request to NEPC for an 
evaluation of Brady's prediction; I did so on 25 November 1980. NEPEC 
et on January 26-27, 1981. NWEC claims that its work was hanpered by 
the fact that no recent paper setting forth Dr. Brady's theory, model or
 
current status of his prediction was available to the council members for 
review; furthermore, in one and a half days it was impossible for 
couprehensive follow-up of lines of questioning by Council members partic
 
ulary on the theoretical basis of Brady's prediction or the coplex 
mathematical fornmlations on which his model is based. 

The members of the Council were unconvinced of the scientific 
validity of the prediction. The Cxuncil stated that they had been shan 
nothing in the observed seismicity data or in the theory,in so far as 
presented, that lended substance to the predicted times, locations and 
agnitudes of the earthquakes. The Council recamended that the Govern

ment of Peru not give serious oonsideration to the prediction, although 
it could not, of course, state with complete confidence that major earth 
quake could not occurr at the predicted times, but that such probability 
was very low indeed. The U.S. Geological Survey endorsed the conclusions 
reached by the Council.
 

NEPDC's official report to the peruvian government was made 
public to the press in general. Coverage in the Lina papers was not 

impressive, although goverm-ent spokesmen, including President Belaunde, 
expressed their satisfaction with NEPBC. Science, Vol. 112, 20 February 
1981, had an article entitled "Prediction of Huge Peruvian Quakes Quashed" 

and several foreign newspapers carried the news. 
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Mie Council's pronounoenent did not, of course, reduce the earth
quake hazard to the region. Dr. Brady held steadfastly to his prediction 
and continued to do so not out of hubris, or obstinacy, but out of a 
moral conviction that there was a large enough chance that he was right 
and that people should be forewarned. 

On August 14, 1980 an ML 4.0 event was detected in the expected 
foreshock area. Sixteen additional events were recorded with magnitudes 
ranging from ML 3.0 to ML 4.5 up to 10 April 1981; one of them on 20
 
September, 1980. As this sequence developed, Brady believed that the
 
overall characteristics of the final foreshock phase 
were occurring as
 
indicated by the prediction.
 

Between October 1980 and Iay 1981, a large nunber of earthquakes
 
occurred in Ayacucho (central Peru, inland), which caused loss of life
 
and considerable damage in rural areas. These unre superficial events 
with magnitudes in the order of M5.0. Brady associated this activity 
with the coincident period of the predicted foreshock series in the 

-mucleation zone but IGP public.. reportei that there was no evidence
 
which related Ayacucho to the Brady prediction. Hcever the prolonged
 
seismic activity in Ayacucho gave rise to speculation in the newsmedia. 

Brady's status report dated May 7, 1981, to Dr. Moravelli,Director,
 
Division of Minerals, Health and Safety Technology of the Bureau of Mines,
specifies preliminary dates, subject to change as additional data fron 
the peruvian seismic network became available, for three large . predicted 
events: the first to occur on or about July 6, 1981, with a magnitade 
? 8.1-8.3, the second, on or about August 18, Mw 9.2 and the third on or 
about . ptember 24, V44 9.9 +. A Merorandum dated June 19, 1981, directed 
to Dr. Jchn Filson, Head of the Office of Earthquake Studies, confirmed 
Brady's prediction that the rainshock was to occur between June 26 and 
June 30, 1981.
 

Hcwever, in a letter dated 28 April, 1981, Brady informed me that 
the first large event wou.d occur on June 28, 1981, and not on or about 
July 6; should it not occur he would withdraw the prediction. Mile con
vinced that the area affected by the predicted shocks is capable of 
sustaining earthquakes of the predicted magnitudes that 'the Nazcaand and 
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South ari,= Plates are locked between the latitude liits of 7S to
 
280S, 
 Brady also stated he would be remiss in not conveying his reserva
tions concerning the validity of the prediction. He was conv:nced that
 
the space-tine off-shore seisnicity patterns were 
real and confomed to 
his theory but that this did not prove that the theory was correct and
 
that large earthquakes would occur. Riether those patterns were unique 
or Just random fluctuations remained a question of conjeture at the time.
 
Although 
 Brady personally believed his prediction was correct, his letter
 
was useful to indicate the uncertainty of the prediction.
 

In late May, 1981, Dr. Spence officially announced that he be
lieved Brady's specific prediction to be incorrect and that none of the 
earthquakes, as predicted, would actually occurr. 
The main reasons for
 
his disavowal were: (1)only one of the foreshock series between October,
 
1980 and May, 1981 was actually located exactly in the target zone; (2)
 
the second foreshock series to begin in mid-May, 1981 (teleseisrically
 
detected) did not occur; and 
 (3)numerous low-magnitud seismic events,
 
recorded by IGP in or near the target zone, are quite likely representa
tive of continuing long-term, lcx-'-ag.itude scis-nicity characteristic of 
the region near the boundary between the Nazca and the South Amnerican
 
Plates and thus the uniqueness of the activity detected could not be demn 
strated. If no earthquakes occurred that could reasonably be interpreted
 
as foreshocks then the predictior of the mainshock(s) could effectively
 
be considered withdrawn. Furthermore, independent evidence of geophys
ical anomalies that could be construed as precursors were not reported
 
by IGP; given the size of the predicted earthquakes such anomalies should
 
have been quite evident. Spence recognized that there remains consid
erable evidence for a high, present-day seismic risk throughout the zone
 
of the predicted earthqmakes and, in particular, he considers southern 
Peru and northern Chile as a region of very high, present-day seismic
 
potential. He concluded by stating that he did not doubt Dr. Brady's 
sincerity and that he appreciated the stimulating effect of a creative
 
scientific mind, such as Brady has. 
However, he reluctantly realized
 
Brady believed too much in the correctness of his prediction to function
 
self-critically in assessing the relevant seismic data. 

Although the press was not informed by IGP or other peruvian
 
government agencies of Brady's Mey 7, 1981, status report to Dr. Moravelli,
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or his April 28, 1981, letter to me, June 28, 1981, was soon known by
 
the public as the date for the predicted mainshock.
 

Fortunately, the earthquake did not occur and [ can end this
 
aspect of thO prediction by referring to a letter from Dr. 
 Brady to me,
 
dated July 20, 1981, wherein he recognizes that his prediction of the
 
large seismic events off the coast of central Peru, as presented at the
 
NEPBC meeting in January 1981, was incorrect. Without the occurrence of
 
the first large event, 
 on or about 28 June, 1981, which would initiate
 
the decoupling process between the Nazca and South American Plates, 
 the
 
probability of the occurrence 
of the two remaining large events became
 
exceedingly low. Dr. Brady concluded by saying that he was 
greatly
 
relieved that his interpretation of the space-time seismicity patterns
 
in central Peru was not corre--t. 

2. GOVRZ RESPONSE TO THE PREDICTICN 

2.1 Govenrent of Peru 

As has been mentioned, we in Peru knew of Brady's ' forecast
 
and subsequent prediction in 1976; 
 a process which lasted approximately
 
five years. The responsibility for action on such knowledge, during the
 
first three years, fell on the Instituto Geofisico del Peru and
(IGP) 

CERESIS. The Minister of Education was given copies of pertinent
 
correspondence and scientific reports, starting in 1977, 
 because of the 
potential social and economic implications of such a catastrophic predic 
tion, regardless of its scientific validity. The Minister was of the
 
same opinion as IGP,  that the matter be handled confidentially. At his 
request, during the second senester of 1978, we informed the highest 
authorities in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Institute of 
Plann ng and the Executive Secretariat of the National Ccanittee for 
Civil Defence. It was not until November 9, 1979, that I was asked to 
make a formal presentation of the situation, at Civil Defence headquar
ters, to the Vice-Ministers and the Directors of all government agencies, 
including the Red Cross. The meeting had two objectives. One, to decide 
on a reasonable effort, in terms of government funding, to improve IGP's 
capability to detect and interpreta relevant precursory phenomena, bear 
ing in mind that such an investment was reasonable and logical, in the 
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light of Peru's seismic hazard, Brady or no Brady, and second, to learn 
the state of preparedness in the several areas of g 1Mt and to 
decide on priorities for what needed to be done. 

The group endorsed a strng recomendatimn to the President and 
his Cabinet to allocate about one million dollars to IGP. As to the 
state of preparedness for disasters in general, much had been accom
plished with very modest resources. Civil Defence was created in 1972 
to cope with vulnerability and risk analysis, planning and inplementation 
of protective measures prior to a disaster and relief operations after 
the disaster, including, besides earthquakes and tsunamis, landslides, 
avalanches, inundations, electrical storms, explosions, pollution, fire, 
drought and others. Civil Defence has a Scientific Advisory Cczittee 
and a small technical staff, but it is able t6 call for and coordinate 
action of military and relevant civil agencies. 

Soon after the November 9, 1979, meeting at Civil Defence there. 
was a marked increase in newspaper space dedicated to the possibility 
that a major earthquake w-uld hit Lima by 1980. The large number' of 
people present at the meeting made it impossible to continue treating 
the Brady prediction as a confidential matter. 

Early in 1980, American consultants at the Instituto Peruano de 
Energla Nuclear (IPEN) provided their peruvian counterparts with several 
USGS docurents on the Brady prediction. Sane of this material subsequently 
reached the newsmedia. 

Fortunately, press coverage of the Brady prediction decreased to 
occasional articles or to tabloid "specials" due to the intense political 
campaign to elect a new government, after 12 years of military rule. 

As a result of my presentation at Civil Defence, the Peruvian 
Red Cross decided to make an internationhl appeal requesting aid "as a 
precaution against disasters". The pertinent document covers a very 
broad range of item and was obviously designed to meet the disaster that 
would result fram the earthquake (s) predicted by Brady. It included food, 
medicaments, plastic bags for cadavers, hospitals, housing, commications 
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equipment, vehicles and technical assistance, all to be delivered during 
the period between ay 1980 and May 1981. Because of the huge amounts 
requested the petition could not possibly be met; even so, the Peruvian 
Red Cross benefited from the exercise as it had to evaluate its own
 
capability to cope with a major disaster and to identify 
 needs and
 
assign priorities, 
useful information for international disaster relief 
agencies.
 

UNDRO sent a Mission to Peru in October, 1980, and came to the 
conclusion that few specific preparedness measures had actually been 
taken. Most people in Peru have little alternative but to continue 
living in their present houses and working in their present workplaces.
 
However, because of the Brady prediction, in a few cases, people who 
could afford it had their houses inspected and spent money to improve
 
their resistance to earthquakes.
 

In February, 1980, I was called by the President of Peru to pre 
sent to him and his Cabinet a situation report on the Brady prediction. 
I took the opportunity to request additional funds for IGP to improve
 
its operational capability and to recirend that an official agency be
 
appointed to assume responsibility for all government action with 
regard to the prediction. A few days later, I was informed that approxi
 
mately one million dollars were to be allocated to IGP. About one third
 
of this amount was authorized inMarch, 1980. 
 I was asked to approach
 
foreign governments 
 to explore possible donations of equipment or 
availability of soft credits for the purchase of equipTent before re
questing from the Treasury the remaing two thirds. The -governrent 
also provided funds for Civil Defence. 
The president appointed the
 
Executive Secretariat for National Defence, under 
Executive Secretary 
General Ram6n Miranda Ampuero, as the agency responsible for handling the 
Brady prediction. National Defence has to do with military and 
non-iilitary problems; Civil Defence is
a subsystem of National Defence.
 
This arrangement subsisted until ",heend of the military government in 
June, 1980.
 

The new government revoked legislation imposed by the foirer 
regime, changed institutional structures and appointed different people
 
to responsible levels of the public administration, - a comuon and
 
ur.derstandable pattern of behaviour under the circanstances. This attitude
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may also explain why saoe of the new Ministers and Congressnen labelled 
the military as "believers" of the earthquake prediction and dennounced 
Brady as an international terrorist. However, the new govemrent did 
support IGP's joint proposal with Carnegie Institution of Washington, to 
the U.S. Agency for International Develprent, for a project to study 
seismicity in Peru, by obligating counterpart funds in the 1981 and 1982 
budgets; the project includes purchase of seismmeters, telenetry and a 
central data processing facility with an approximate value of $800,000 
dollars. Although the proposal did not mention Brady or the prediction, 
its origin, timing and acceptance were influenced by the Brady predic
tion. 

In May, 1981 the National Council for Science and Technology of 
Peru (OCYDTC) asked CERESIS for an opinion on the Brady prediction. 
Father Cabr6, President of the CERESIS Directive Council, in consulta
tion with other Council nembers and myself, prepared a report surma
rizing the situation, stressing the fact that Lima, as well as other 
parts of Peru, should pennanently imiprove the earthquake-resistant 
characteristics of its buildings, regardless of any given prediction (it 
is,-t be z~mered that, on the average, Lirra has suffered four destruc
tive earthquakes each century). Father Cabrd as a member of the UNESCO 
reonnaisance mission to Lima, after the 1966 earthquake, was well aware 
that many buildings, specially the older structures, do not meet earth
quake-resistant standards. The report recommended that Peru improve its 
capability to detect and analyze seicnic events on a national and 
regional scale, and mentioned the iniportance of providing the newsmedia 
with credible and timrely official information. CONCYTEC reported to 
President Belaunde, on May 22, 1981. 

The National Census for 1981 was originally scheduled for June 
28, 1981. Because of the prediction, it was postponed until July 12 
1981. It was. believed that population data would be distorted because 
of the significant number of people expected to leave their hares on 
June 28, because of the prediction. 

2.2 U. S. Government
 

Reference has been made to the participation and role of 
U. S. governent agencies involved in the Brady prediction. 7hese were 
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the U.S. Geological Survey, the Bureau of Mines and the Office of Foreign 
Disaster Assistance of the Agency for International Development (Depart-
Vent of State). The U.S. Geological Survey did not at any time endorse 
or support Brady's prediction. Neverth- less, they wre extremely coop
erative in arranging for the two formal meetings held in Golden, Colorado, 
at the request of the Instituto Geofisico del Peru "to asist Pertvians in 
their assessment of earthquake hazards in Peru", and for NEPIC's evalua
tion of Brady's prediction. The USGS also authorized Dr. Jerry Eaton to 
work with IGP in Peru in connection with a program for the detection and 
analysis of earthquake precursors. At the individual level, IGP scien
tists and executives benefited from the friendship and understanding of 
their U.S. colleagues. 

Dr. Brady had the .support of his employers, the Bureau of
 
Mines, throughout the whole process. 
 He continues to hold a responsible 
position and is respected by his superiores and fellow workers. As an 
outsider, I can only venture to state that there probibly could have 
been a better working relationship between Dr. Brady and his scientific 
collearues in the USGS bd there been decision at aa sufficiently high
 
level, in the USGS 
 and the Bureau of Mines, to examine the situation
 
jointly, bearing in mind that the problem 
was not solely seismology or
 
physics but that it had to do with important social and economic ques
tions and international relations.
 

We received cor-eous and helpful attention from the Office 
of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA). They realized the serious inpli
cations of the Brady prediction and stressed the importance of being 
prepared for a disaster, which undoubtedly Peru will suffer sooner or 
later. However, the Peru prediction was and still is a sensitive issue 
and I have been told that open discussion concerning its management by 
agencies and individuals within the U.S. Government remains difficult. 
This is complicated by the fact that Dr. Brady continues to examine the 
theory and its application with respect to possible future events. Ie is 
not the only one concerned by the possibility that the coastal segment 
off central Peru may not have been destressed by the number and severity 
of seismic events which have recurred since 1746. This region is cur
rently exhibiting an unusual quiescence, which may be an indication that 
a strong earthquake could occur in the not too distant future. 
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Seismic data from the IGP local network was relayed to Dr. 
Brady by the U.S. Embassy at regular intervals. IGP kept in touch -with 
officers of the Enbassy who handled information relevant to the predic
tion; on several occasions we met with the Ambassador to discuss the 
situation. The U.S. Embassy apparently felt obligated to cooperate with 
Peruvian authorities because Dr. Brady was a U.S. government employee in 
good standing. The Ekbassy maintained a low profile except when it 
publicized the findings of the NEPEC and wheri, a few days before the 
first large earthquake was to occur, Jume 28, 1981, Ambassador Con: 
announced that he was bringing his mother and father from the United 
States to have them with him in Idna on the day of the earthquake. The 
story, with pictures of their arrival, was on the frnt pages and on 
T.V. The U.S. Dbassy arranged for Dr. John Filson, Mad of the Office
 
of Earthquake Studies of the USGS, to cone to Lire for a press confer
ence and to remain until after the predicted date, and for experts in
 
disaster preparedness to ome to work with Civil Defence.
 

The U.S. Embassy recnrnended favourable action on proposals
 
by IGP and CERESIS to U.S. funding agencies. Two projects were approved.
 
First, OFDA transferred $ 500,000 dollars to the U.S. Geological Survey 
for CERESIS to carry out the initial phase of a four-year earthquake
 
disaster mitigation prcgram in the Andean region (Project SISRA). The 
objectives are to produce national and regional catalogues of earthquake 
hypocenters and intensities, seismotectonic and neotectonic maps and 
uniform seismic hazard maps for various probability levels and parameters. 
Second, the IGP - Carnegie Institution proposal to OFDA to upgrade and 
modernize Peru' s earthquake monitoring network, a most appropriate and 
cost-effective project, given the magnitude of possible disaster which 
permanently threatens Peru. 

3. SOCIAL AND ECONMIC IMPACT 

3.1 Schools 

The school system in Peru has both public a.-I private schools. 
In 1981, 3,238,000 students ages 6-12 attended prinary grades, 1,257,000 

ages 13-18 attended secondary grades and 250,000 adults were enrolled in 
primary or secondary schools. Thus, the school population in 1981 was 1031 
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4,745,000 approximately one quarter of the total population of Peru. There 
are 90,000 teachers in primary and 50,000 in secondary, in sane 25,000 
school units.
 

The effect of the BVrady prediction in schools is therefor signif
icant as a reference for the behaviour of the population. My impressions 
are derived fro. interviews with teachers and students in several Lima 
schools of different categories. This sanple appears to be representative 

of a general pattern.
 

Before Brady, there was no significant effort in schools to
 
increase the awareness of the seismic environment, with two exceptions: 
(1)at Reina de los Angeles, which had suffered partial collapse of its
 

modern building due to the 1974 Lima earthquake possibly because of faulty 
construction and higher-than-expected soil response, and (2)at San
 
Silvestre, also a good private school for girls (1,200 students) which for
 
years has had orderly drills at least once each semester and maintains a
 
well organized system for evacuation, disconnecting power and gas mains, 
quick access to fire extinguishers, first-aid stations and signs; students
 
and teachers are permanently trained and assigned specific tasks. At both
 
of these schools the Brady prediction motivated futher inproverent in
 
design and construction of their buildings, renoval of dangerous objects
 
that could fall on people, widening of stairs and doorways, rounding off
 
all sharp edges, more freuent unnanounced emergency drills, involvem-ent 
of parent-teachers associations through teaching aids  filns, text-books
 
and talks with students, parents and teachers, thus gaining a better unders 
tanding of earthquake ha:zard and risk. 

Because of the prediction, Civil Defence and the Ministry of
 
Education inspected school buildings, designed and posted evacuation routes
 
with cardboard or painted signs and lectured on the subject. The people we
 
interviewed report that (1)there was general indifference to the predic
tion; speakers and teachers designated to discuss the problem only 
partially complied and attendance to such talks was minimal; typically, a 
seminar was attended by 20 teachers out of a possible 300; (2)the compe
tence of the speakers was, in general, poor; at ESAN, a post-graduate
 

institution for executives in business administration, the lecturer (a
 
lawyer crmndssioned by Civil Defence) began his talk disqualifying Brady
 
because, "as far as he knew, Brady had never personally inspected the
 
subduction zone in a suhnarine"; (3) the re mendations to reduce thQ 1032 
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vulnerability of the strutures were impossible to carry aat because of 

high cost and burocratic imuedlments; . (4) printed instrutions for 

preventive measures were distribured via the Ministry of Education; a 

first version, which unfortunately was widely circulated and given 

publicity by the official T.V. Channel 7, rec-mmended that the refrig

erator be kept well stocked; that a two to three week supply of canned 

food be purchased; that fresh water be kept in. large containers and 

changed twice a week adding chlorine pills; that at least bwo large 

flaslights be handy with replacments cells; that a well-equipped first 

-aid kit, sleeping bags and a transistor radio, be readily asible and 

in a safe place. For probably more than 85% of Lima's population, such 

recamlrendations, probably valid for the U.S., Genany, the Soviet Union 

or Japan, were meaningless. People still buy water daily, in cans, and 

thousands go to the market to purchase a subsistence amount of food each 

day; perhaps the irrelevance of recamrended action for preparedness in 

the light of their economies led the majority of the population to come 

to the conclusion that the Brady prediction was a prolem for the rich. 

An ambitious exe cise was carried out by Civil Defence on November 

29, 1980. At schools throughout Peru, bells and alarms sounded during 30 

seconds to simulate the occurrence of a severe earthquake. Several days 

of practice preceded this exercise, including rapid and orderly evacuation, 

tending to the wounded and fighting fires. To be effective, this type of 

action must be a sustained program at each school, students change class 

-rors every year, as they grow their own perspective changes. 

A few positive effects have been detected, - occasional eva&uation 

drills are carried out and in a disciplined manner; some new schools are 

to be one-story buildings with direct exit to open areas; in some places, 

students are instructed on what to do during and imnediately after an 

earthquake. However, in general, class-roms and assembly halls are 

again being filled well beyond capacity; signs to show evacuation routes 

have either been painted over or removed; no major programn has been 

implemented to reduce the vulnerability of school buildings; there is no 

sustained effort on the part of Civil Defence, directly or through the 

Ministry of Education, to improve the situation, according to the 

teachers interviewed. It would seem that without Brady, Peru's earth

quake problem has disappeared. 
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Ve wanted to correlate absenteeism of students with rumors of 

impending earthquakes, earthquake heaillnes and the dates of the predicted 
large earthquakes. One conclusion is that there is a correlation between
 
absenteeism and the econcmic level of the families of the students. 
 In the 
public schools and the poorer private schools there was no apparent effect 
of the prediction on school attendance; in the rich private schools there
 
was a noticeable effect; for example, about 1 
 ./2 %of the families took
 
their children to same other country; 
 others left Lima for cities in the
 
interior. Rumors had 
an effect at all ;chools; it is almost inpossible
 
to know how rumors start but, typically, same teacher would receive a
 
call stating that the Geophysical Institute or the Ministry of Education
 
had announced that the earthquake would take place two or three hours
 
later; the usual reaction was to have the students go home. 7his happened
 
rather frequently but the rumors 
did not affect more than a few schools
 
at a tinm.
 

Perhaps as a result of the Brady prediction UNESCO's Program for
 
Envirormental Education asked CERESIS, 
 in 1980, to carry out a pilot
 
project. in the area of seismology. This was implemented with the coopera
 
tion of the Ministry of Education. Visual aids, cartoons, slides and
 
texts have been prepared and will be included in the regular school
 
program after a period of evaluation. 

3.2 Insurance 

Rates for earthquake insurance did not change in response to
 
the Brady prediction. 
 Some 85% of large and mediun large Lima industry
 
is normally covered by such insurance, whereas the number of policies for
 
residences has been rather low. 
 In 1981 there was an increase of about 
35% in the number of policies for residences. Many homeowners and small 
businesses who did not have the infrastructure to analyze their risk 
management problem in the light of the prediction's real inplications 
d&cided anyway not to assume such an "irinent" risk. This .-seems a 
reasonable decision specially because of the relatively low cost, since 
the frequency component of the insurance rate was apparently favoring 
them. However, in 1982 there is evidence that sare of those residence 
Policies will not be renewed. 
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Some of the large and medium large industries did modify
 
their normal practice by adding coverage of "X.oss of profit" due to earth
 
quake damage, so as 
to be covered during the per;'od that their plarits
 
were non-operative. There is also some evidence that this type of 
 added
 
coverage is not being generally renewed in 1982. Most large inustries
 
apparently analyzed their risk management practice with respect to
 
earthquakes and Brady's prediction of a terrible catastrope and have
 
decided that there are not enough elements as to make them change their
 
traditional practice.
 

In 1980, the total amount of earthquake Insurance in Peru 
was of the order of 4,900 million dollars as compared to 6,400 million
 
in 1981. The increase of 1,500 million dollars may not be too signif
icant, cnsidering normal growth and inflation, but certainly the 
increase in number of policies, specially for individual homes, does seem
 
to be a direct effect of the prediction.
 

3.3 Tourism 

Statistics on the numer of foreigners that enter Peru may
 
not lead us to a valid conclusion as to the effect of the prediction on
 
tourism. 293,447 
entered in 1978, 338,468 in 1979, 372,790 in 1980 and
 
334,819 in 1981. The numbers typically increase by 10% to 15% from one
 
year to the next, as noted fron the figures for 1978 to 1980 and in 
preceding years. One would expect that in 1981, some 420,000 people,
 
mostly tourists, should have coe to Peru; the actual number was 25% 
below that estimate. There may be other reasons for this decrease
 
besides the Brady prediction, but this needs to be investigated. Monthly 
figures for 1981 do point to the decrease in the high-season months of 
June and July, and tourist agencies state that the number of tourists 
was 35% less that expe-ted. The loss of revenue to Peru, on the basis 
of such inforation, can be estimated to have been about one hundred 
million dollars. T7W lawyers initiated formal legal action to sue Dr. 
Brady, but the case was rejected by the District Attorney and by the 
Court of Appeals on the grounds that there was insufficient evidence.. 
These same lawyers also asked the Congress on Problem of Latin American 
Nations,sponsored by the Universities of Yale, Harvard and Georgetown, 
to take notice of the situation and condemn Brady. - 1035 
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The total number of nationals leaving Peru in 1981 would
 
seem to indicate that fewer people did so than what could have been 
ex
pected fromn the normal year to year increase, except fcr the fact that
 
in July, 1981, more peruviars left Peru than during any one month in
 
the previous four years. otourist agencies and airlines stated that all
 
flights leaving Peru in May, June and July, 1981, were booked solid.
 
There is scre evidence that nore 
foreign employees of ebassies, nterna
 
tional agencies and transnational ompanies requested vacticns during
 
this three-rmnth period than usual.
 

3.4 Peal Estate 

The effect of the prediction on value of property was noti
 
ceable in La Punta, a small upper-middle class suburb, on a peninsula
 
adjacent 
to the port of Callao, only one meter above sea-level on the 
average.
 

The Naval Academy and the Dydrographic Office are located
 
in La Punta. The Hydrographic Office is responsible for the tide-gauges
 
along the peruvian coast and participates in the Tsunami Warning System
 
for the Pacific Ocean. Early in 1981 they put under the door of 
all
 
the hcmes and establishments in La Punta a brochure with technical
 
information on tsunamis, 
 as a normal service to the ccxmiun:ty. Although 
the brochure did not refer to the prediction, people associated the
 
timing of its distribution with concurrent prediction publicity in the 
newsnedia, and this heightened awareness of potential danger was 
the
 
reason for dozens of hcmeowners to try to sell their La Punta hcmes
 
Those that were able to find buyers did so at a significant loss. In
 
other areas of greater Lima there is no evidence of a similar large-scale
 
effect, but nore research on the subject is required. 

3.5 Newsmedca 

Press converage of the Brady prediction does not start until
 
the last quarter of 1979, threa years frcu the date Brady published his
 
paper in Pure and Applied Geophysics.
 

A Harvard professor attending the VIth Panamerican Congress 
of Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineers, which took place In Lima, - 1036 -

Dcember 2-7, 1979, was quoted as being of the opinion that the Brady 
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pre iction for 1980 had a 20% probability of bei_-g correct ; another
 
paricipant, a peruvian engineer with strong political vews, thought
 
that the "Beard" (meaning Brady) prediction was a plot of the military
 
goverrment to rwain in power; a Dr. Sower was as being the real
qoted 

author of the prediction and as 
stating that the tsunami generated by
 
the earthquake would endanger 2,000 million people living on 
the coasts
 
of the Pacific ocean; a geologist, supposed to be an authority, said
 
that the cause of earthquakes was the energy released by the river
 
sediments dropping 5,868 m.
into the deep trench off the coast, and that
 
the whole coastal highway would drop into the sea. 7he two most widely
 
read weekly magazines, Gente and Caretas, published rather accurate infor
 
ation and avoided staterents that would cause undue alarm. 

During the following 18 months the Brady prediction was
 
well publicized in the twelve Lima daily papers, 
 the three principal
 
weekly magazines and radio, but not much 
on T.V. The total space dedicated
 
by newspapers 
 and magazines is equivalent to approximately a 6-Cn 
wide colum, more than 600 meters long, or nearly 400,000 square centimeters. 
.Not more than about 25% was useful, relevant, reliable, and tinely info=r 
tion. The rest, mostly in tabloids, even went so far as to invent 
interviews with Brady, quote "authorities" such as the winner of a Miss
 
Bikini contest,head-lined that Brady confirmed Saint Rose' 
 sixteenth
 
century prediction that the sea would cover the Plaza de Annas of 
 Lima
 
(in fact there is no historical evidence that St. 
Rose of Lima ever made
 
such a prediction, but it is popular belief). 
 This type of press, and 
even the more conservation newspapers, discovered a great number of peru
vian experts on earthquake prediction, who were quoted at length on why 
Brady's theory was correct or incorrect, although it is certain that none 
of them had ever read any of Brady's papers. Between March and October,
 
1980, the prediction was almost forgotten; this was because of the
 
election ccmpaign and change of government after 12 years of military 
rule. 

One particular tabloid (P.M.) printed on its front page 
during 35 consecutive days sensational news about the earthquake;. its 
central page was a blank with only a small caption which stated: "'ir. 
President: this space is reserved for your message to our people concern
ing the earthquake". Scme papers, and the weekly magazines, published - 1037 -



results of polls, according to which 75%of the people were simply not 
interested or worried about the forthcoing earthquake. 

Rumtrs and their effects received considerable press
 
attention. There were four occasions when 
 rumors caused panic. These
 
occurred on 14 January 1980, 18 March 1980, 16 Mard 1981 and 25 June
 
1981, and in all casm, they related to tsunamis that would destroy the 
city of Callao, Lima's port. People evacuated homes and headed for Lima 
causing incredible traffic jams. It was necessary for Civil Defence, 
police and government officials to intervene before a return to normality.
 
It is curious that this source of fear 
can not be eradicated in as mud
 
as a tsunami is the kind of catastrophe which can be foretold. The Pacific
 
Warning System can estimate arrival timres for tsunamis generated off 
distant shores; tsunamis generated near the coast can only be dangerous 
after a strong earthquake occurs. This is an area where public education,
 
through the newsmedia, can be very effective.
 

The seminar on earthquake prediction, in San Juan, Argentina, 
in October 1980, motivated considerable press coverage in San Juan, some 
of which was reproduced in the Buenos Aires papers - specially Brady's 
prediction for Peru. The international news servies circulated the story 
all over the world and the same story was recycled back and forth between 
Peru and foreign newsmedia. There were two peak periods in the newsnedia, 
one frcn November, 1980 through February, 1981, and the other from April 
to July, 1981, sareduring which almost eery newspaper had reference to 
the prediction itself or of the general earthquake hazard two or three 
times a week. It is undeniable that a prediction is newsworthy and such 
news increase sales. El "DLario de Marka" (a serious paper) had a one
week series of well-written articles on the earthquake prediction and it 
sold about 50%more copies than on the average. Daily sales of Lima 
newspapers were of the order of 600,000 to 650,000 in the period 1975-80, 
when the prets was under government control. Since 1980 with a free press, 
sales have increasid to about 900,000 daily. The change from a controlled 
to a free press, in mid-1980, distorts the prediction effect on circulation 
figures and, in addition, statistics on day to day circulation of many 
newspapers are not readily, available. 

Our estimate of radio time dedicated to the prediction during 
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the sane 18 nmth period is about one thousand hours. Ce particular 

station mentioned the prediction in at least 50% of its daily moning 
broadcasts during the first semester of 1981. 

COie of the imrportant television ccmpanies produced a 
documental film on the prediction, including interviews with Brady and 
Spanoe. It illustrated the geophysical and geological characteristics 
of Peru and, its seismic envircrmt; it was quite good. However, for 
sore reason, the decision was to cancel its public release scheduled 
for a date before that of the predicted earthquake,and has gone into 

the files. 

4. CONZDIN MAIKS 

4.1 A mechanismn should be adopted by the scientific ommunity 
to bring about autcratic peer review of any bonafide scientific paper 
that forecasts or predicts a specific earthquake that Nill have des
tructive effects anywhere, in particular in countries that are not able 
to evaluate such a prediction by themselves. In the case of Dr. Brady, 
his paper was accepted for publication in an accredited international 
scientific journal, on the basis of its scientific merits. The reference 
to a possible catastrophic earthquake in central Peru was screwhat buried 
in the text, and perhaps this explains why neither the U.S. scientific 
commity, as such, nor that of other advanced countries took the tire or 
had the interest to analyze this prediction. The general reaction might 
have been that Brady's forecast was not to be taken at face value. It 
was only because of the persistance and interest of peruvians that the 

USGS and NEPEC got involved. 

A mechanism whereby imrediate evaluation and pertinent 

reomendations are formulated and, as the prediction evolves, active 
cooperation, could be the responsibility of IASPEI or ICSU, as a first 
step, and subsequently of inter -. governmental agencies such as UNESO 

and tjMRO. 

Dr. Spence's experience with the Brady prediction should not 
be ignored. We are thankful for his participation and are glad to know 
his scientific stature did not suffer from his association with Brady but 
to the contrary. Spence believes that as scientists better understand 
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the physics of the earthquake process and are tezpted to predict earth
quake occurrences, 
 they should move slowly and rationally, with plenty
 
of discussion, hypothesis 
 testing, hard thinking prior to publication,
 
and to couch predictions in terns of well-defined conditional prcba
bilities which can 
be up-dated. A predicting scientist should maintain
 
a perspective that can change pro por con with the accisition of 
 new
 
data and, if so, should expect help and not reprisals frxn the seisto
logical canmunity. 
 Spence believes that the precise prediction of an
 
earthquake is 
 an extremely difficult scientific problem; however, the
 
very occurrence of great earthquakes makes atterpts to predict these
 
potentially catastrophic events an endeavor 
 that the seismological
 
camity is 
 forced to live with; the problem must be approached with 
the view that the social benefits greatly outweigh the social detriments.
 
Responsible agencies 
should encourage earthquake prediction research and
 
should document prediction scenarios and case histories to really unders
tand the complex social, political, and economic ramifications of whaL
 
must remain a purely scientific endavor.
 

It must be realized that as science progresses the Brady
 
effect will become worse before it beccrres better. In other words, 
 one
 
must assure 
that future Bradys may be more knowledgeable, with a better 
data base, new insight as to the genesis of eF rthquake and so on, - hence 
the prediction should be relatively more reliable than Brady's and the 
probability of a succesful prediction will be greater but certainly the
 
chances for failure will still be more 
than those for success, for some 
tine to core. Therefore the problem of handling a prediction becores 
more and more difficult as the science progresses and predictions can not 
be ignored, making it more difficult for governments to take decisions and 
guide public reaction. 

4.2 There have been same benefits to Peru from the Brady predic 
tion: 

a) 	 IGP is now better equipped to cope with the problem of 
detection, location and real-time analysis of earth
quake events. 

b) The Mlnistry of Education is giving support to the 
project of Environmental Education in Seismology, begun 
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trder auspices of UNSM and CEREIS, to educate the 

population to better cope with the earthquake hazard. 

c) 	 The Brady experience has called our attention to a 

problem that is not unique to Peru: Government institu 
tions do not readily cooperate or help each other. They 

have an aversion to free exchange of data and kho-hw, 

because of a ccupetitive attitude which same times 

places institutional prestige above national objectives; 

institutions compete for limited financial resources; 

each wants to be heqemic in its field even when its 

ccnpetenoe may be minimal. At a personal level, 

institution heads and staff members do maintain a 

working relationship, but institutional behaviour needs 

to be greatly improved. 

d) 	 The Brady experience has made the government receptive 

to the proposition that an international site for 

research oriented to the prediction of earthquakes be 

established in southern Peru. The area of southern 

Peru and northern Chile was proposed for such a site 

by the Group of Experts, invited by UNESCO, which met 

in London, Ontario, Canada, during the IASPEI General 

Assembly last year. 

4.3 This paper does not attempt to be more than a partial and 

brief report of the Peru prediction fram a personal point of view. Invited 

by CERESIS, a group of experts fram the United States, New Zealand and 

Peru is considering the suggestion that a formal Working Group be establi

shed to produce a well-documented, omprehensive, and unbiased analysis. 
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